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PREFATORY NOTE. 

TEACaRCeN, D. C., May 12, 1890. 

sr: I have (he honor to submit herewith, for your I apte tani and 

a proval, the manuscript of Bulletin No. 27 of the chemical division, 
tled ‘‘The Sugar-Beet Industry.” 

_ Respectfully, 
=a 

a 
¢ H. W. WILEY, 

Chemist. 
4 Hon. J. M. Rusk, 
aes Secretary. 
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During the past year the Department of Agriculture has received 

many hundreds of inquiries from all parts of the United States relating 

to the culture of the sugar-beet and the production of sugar therefrom. 

This growing interest in beet culture, together with the fact that all the ~ 

previous publications of the Department concerning the sugar-beet are 

out of print, has led to the preparation of the present bulletin. 

The object of this bulletin is to give, as nearly as possible, the present 

condition of the beet sugar industry of the United States; to locate, ap- 

proximately, those portions of the country which are best suited for the 

production of the sugar-beet, and to indicate the line of work necessary 

to the successful introduction and extension of the beet sugar industry 

in this country. 

In connection with the elaboration of the above plan, a résumé will 
be given of the publications of the Department on this subject, above 

referred to, and which are no longer accessible to the public. The prin- 

cipal publications, omitting the brief accounts published in Annual Re- 

ports which have been issued by the Department, are as follows: 

(1) ** Report on the Culture of the Sugar-beet and the Manufacture 

of Sugar therefrom in France and the United States,” by Dr. Wm. 

MeMurtrie; Government Printing Office, 1880, pages 294. 

(2) “The Beet Sugar Industry of the United States,” Bulletin No. 3, 

of the Chemical Division, pages 24 to 27 with 12 mean temperature 

charts. 
(3) Bulletin No. 5 of the Chemical Division, Part Second, “ Beet 

Sugar,” pages 37 to 137, inclusive, with 12 plates. 

In addition to the above publications, numerous articles, mostly ab- 

stracts of the above, have appeared in the Annual Reports, and a few 

pages of the bulletin entitled “ Encouragement to the Sorghum and 

Beet Sugar Industry,” issued in 1883 by the Department, were devoted 

to the sugar- beet. " 
It is evident that a work of this kind for the United States must be 

chiefly a compilation of the results obtained in other countries, since 

the industry here is so young that little is known of it from our own in- 

vestigations. Nevertheless, a large quantity of material has been 

gathered during the past year relating to beet sugar in various parts of 

the United States, and this matter will also be incorporated in this bul- 
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letin. It must be understood that the object of this bulletin is not to 

give a complete treatise upon the culture of the sugar-beet and the 

manufacture of sugar therefrom, but simply to indicate in a general 

way, for the information of those interested, the general principles of 

this industry. One especial object which will be kept in view will be 

to prevent those intending to engage in this industry from going wrong 

in the beginning, and squandering their money and time in battling 

with problems which science has already met and overcome. It is fur- 

ther hoped that the careful perusal of the data which will be presented 

will prevent any mistakes from being made which would end in finan- 

cial disaster and which are so apt to attend the’early history of every 

industry. 

There will probably be found for many years to come in the United 

States more enthusiasm than knowledge connected with the sugar-beet, 
and the result of this will be, unless great care be taken, that many veut- 

ures will be made which may result in financial disaster, disaster which 
could have been avoided by a thorough comprehension of the funda- 

mental principles of the industry. 

In so far as the manufacture of sugar from the matured beet is con- 

cerned we are able to start at the present time with the accumulated 

knowledge and experience of three-quarters of a century of investiga- 

tion. So perfect have the processes of manufacture become that nearly 

all of the sugar which is stored in the beet can be secured in merchanta- 

ble form and by comparatively inexpensive methods. By the term inex- 

pensive, however, it must be understood that the actual processes of 

manufacture are denoted and not the cost of the machinery. The vari- 

ous processes for the extraction of the sugar from the beet, the best 

methods of clarifying the juice and of evaporating it and for separating 

the sugar from the molasses, are thoroughly well understood and are no 

longer legitimate subjects for public experiment. The great problem 

in this country is the agricultural one. The selection of suitable soil, 

the finding of the proper climatic conditions, and instruction in the 

method of planting, cultivating, and harvesting the beets, are all matters 

of vital importance. Without a careful. study of these subjects, and 

without the proper knowledge thereof, it will be a hopeless task to in- 

troduce successfully the beet sugar industry into this country. 

One of the great dangers to be avoided is the formation of hasty con- 

clusions in regard to the proper localities for the production of the 

sugar-beet. Often without any study whatever of the climatic condi- 

tions or of the character of the soil, efforts are made to build large and 

expensive factories, which as often have to be abandoned on account of 

having been wrongly located. The studies which have been made here- 

tofore in regard to climatic conditions have been of such a nature as to 

locate, in a general way, the areas in the United States suitable for the 

culture of the sugar-beet. 

It has been found in general that the coast valleys of California, 
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and probably large areas near the coast in Oregon and Washington, 

certain parts of the Dakotas and Nebraska, localities in Minnesota, 

Iowa, Wisconsin, and Michigan, parts of northern Illinois, Indiana, 

Ohio, and New York present favorable conditions for sugar-beet cuiture, 

but in the localities thus broadly intimated there are certain restricted 

areas most suitable to the sugar-beet, and it is only these restricted 

areas to which we must look for success. The fact that in one locality, 

for instance in Nebraska, good sugar-beets can be produced would be 

no warrant whatever for assuming that all parts of that State were 

equally suitable for this purpose, and this remark may be applied to 

every one of the States mentioned above. 

Sugar-beets have also been raised in other localities in the United 

States, notably in New England, New Jersey, Delaware, and Kansas, 

and while there may be areas in the New England States where beets 

can be successfully growu, it must be admitted that the States last 

named stand in the second rank of beet sugar producing localities. In 

Kansas, during the last year, as will be shown in the body of this re 

port, sugar-beets were grown and a considerable quantity of sugar 

manufactured therefrom. This, however, does not show that Kansas 

will be able to compete with more favorable localities in the production 

of beet sugar. 

In general it may be said that the summers in Kansas are too hot to 

expect the production of a sugar-beet uniform in its nature and con- 

taining a high percentage of sugar. 

If the sugar-beet industry is to succeed in this country this success 

must come from sharp competition with the same industry in older 

countries, where its conditions are better understood and where the 

localities suited to it have been selected by long and often costly expe- 

rience. It must also compete with the sugar-cane industry, both of 

this country and of tropical countries, and for this reason we can only 

expect it to survive in those localities where soil and climatic condi- 

tions, proximity of fuel, cheapness of labor, and other favorable envi- 

ronments are found. 

It is to be hoped that the mistakes which have so long threatened 

the sorghum sugar industry with destruction may be avoided with the 

sugar-beet. Calm judgment and sober reason must not give way to 

enthusiasm and extravagant expectations. All conditions of success 

must be carefully studied, all the difficulties in the way of success must 

be intimately investigated and allowed for, and ample capital, coupled 

with judicious perseverance, must be enlisted in its behalf. 

Many attempts have been made for the past twenty-five years to in- 

troduce the beet-sugar industry intothe United States. Factories have 

been located in the New England States, notably in Maine and Massa- 

chusetts, also in Delaware, in Dlinois, and in California. With two ex- 

ceptions all of these ventures have brought with them financial disaster. 

The factories in New England, Delaware, and Illinois, and some of those 
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started in California have been abandoned. One factory in California 
has been very successfully operated for a number of years, viz, the one 

at Alvarado. Another one, viz, at Watsonville, has been in successful 
operation for two years. From the success of these two it is reasonable 

to infer that others must also sueceed when the proper conditions are 

supplied. It is well, however, that just now, when there seems to be 
such an awakening in regard to beet sugar, a few words of warning 

should be spoken. Any further financial disasters would exercise a 

most depressing effect upon the advancement of the industry. These 

disasters are sure to come if attempts are made to erect factories in a 

short time in localities where the capabilities of the soil and climate are 

untried, with capital insufficient in amount, and under the direction of 

those unskilled in all the branches of the industry itself. 

For the proper erection and completion of a beet sugar factory not 

Jess than twelve months should be allowed, and even in this time it can 

only be properly accomplished under experienced technical control. 

During the present month, March, 1890, letters have been received at 

this Department from persons who contemplate the erection of a factory 

during the present season to be ready for operation by October 1. The 

orders for the machinery for these factories have not even yet been 

placed nor the contracts for the building let nor arrangements made for 

growing the beets. 

It is easy to see that if such a work as this is pushed forward it can 

only end in failure. In contrast with this I may cite the instance of 

another factory, whichis now incourse of erection, which was located 

after a whole year spent in studying the conditions of soil and climate 

and'in the actual growth of numerous plots of beets, and for which the 

machinery was ordered fully a year in advance of the time when it was 

to be used. The success of such a factory is almost a foregone conelu- 

sion. It is to be hoped that all persons intending to invest in the beet 

sugar industry may follow the latter and not the former example. 
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THE SUGAR-BEET INDUSTRY. 

HISTORICAL. 

THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE SUGAR-BEET AND THE MANUFACTURE 

OF SUGAR THEREFROM.* 

‘‘Tt is difficult to trace the exact origin of this plant, which has become 

of so much interest and value in Europe, and is not only of nationai 

but also of continental importance to the people of the other side of the 

Atlantic. Its antiquity finds evidence in the fact that Theophrastus 

described two varieties : the deep-red, and the white beet. Olivier de 

Serres, in his writings in 1590, makes mention only of the red beet, 

and states that it had not long been introduced into Europe, and says 

that “the juice yielded on boiling is similar to sugar sirup.” This 

variety was introduced in England in 1548, but the white variety was 

not known until 1570. 

‘‘ According to the Abbé Rosier, four varieties were already known in 

1782, the small and large red, the yellow, and the white. The variety 

known as disette, and which is still grown in France for feeding pur- 

poses, was believed to have originated in Germany. It was brought into 

notice by Vilmorin, the ancestor of the present head of the great seed 

house of Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., who died in 1804, and was intro- 

duced by Perkins into England in 1786. 

‘<The root does not seem to have been considered as having an indus- 

trial value, and was cultivated only for the table or for cattle food until 

1747, when Margraff, a member of the Berlin Academy of Sciences, 

believing sugar to be a regular constituent of plants other than the 

sugar-cane, made examination of different varieties of vegetables, and 

succeeded in separating from several kinds varying quantities of erystal- 

lizable sugar. His method of research consisted in cutting the material 

to be examined into thin slices, rapidly drying it, reducing to fine 

powder, and exhausting with diluted alcohol. The results of his re- 

Searches were announced in a memoir read before the Berlin Academy 

of Sciences, in the year above mentioned. Of all the plants examined, 

he found the beet to be the richest in sugar, and believing that Europe 

would find in this root the basis of an immense industry, he urged the 

importance of his discovery upon the Academy, hoping to see valuable 

“Culture of the Sugar-Beet: U.S. Department of Agriculture. Special report No. 

28. By Dr. William McMurtrie. 1880. 
9 
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and practical results follow it; but he was not destined to see his hopes 
fulfilled. His methods of work, which were at best imperfect, were of 

a nature to sueceed only in the laboratory, and the prices of colonial 

sugars were so low as to render competition by the products from a new 

and untried source out of the question. 

“This important discovery, therefore, remained dormant for nearly half 

a century, when one of Margraff’s pupils, Karl Franz Achard, son of a 

French refugee in Prussia after the revocation of the celebrated edict 
of Nantes, and director of the Academy of Sciences of Berlin, again took 

up the line of research started by his preceptor, and finally succeeded 

in extracting sugar from the root on a comparatively large scale. The 

process he employed was peculiarly his own, and gave results which 

were at the time of an astonishing character. He announced his results 

in 1797, published his mode of operation, and in the latter part of 1799 

presented a sample of his product, with a-description of his method, to 

the Institute of France, stating that the cost of production of musco- 

vado of good quality should not exceed 6 cents per pound. Achard’s 

statements were as much the subject of doubt and even of severe ridicule 

by the people of his time as are the statements made by the Department 

of Agriculture in relation to sugar produced at the present time from 

sorghum and maize, and were even accepted with reserve by the mem- 

bers of the Institute of France, notwithstanding the high repute he 

enjoyed among his scientific confréres. The interest of the French Insti- 

tute was so aroused, however, that a commission was appointed by that: 

body to make an examination of the work of Achard and to repeat his 

experiments. The commission consisted of Cels, Chaptal, Darcet, Four- 

croy, Guyton, Parmentier, Tessier, Vauquelin, and Deyeux. In their 

report they stated that Bermond had made unsuccessful experiments in 

the introduction of the culture of the sugar-cane in France, and the 

same was the result with the sugar-maple, for though the latter might 

possibly be grown it could never compete with the sugar-cane. Other 

plants had been experimented with; the turnip, carrot, parsnip, chest- 

nut, stalks of maize, and many other plants were submitted to experi- 

ment, but, notwithstanding the assertions of certain enthusiasts, it was 

proven that none of these plants could supplant the cane, and that in 

spite of the sugar they were presumed to contain the experiments were 

unsuccessful. Such was the state of things when Achard made the 

announcement of his expériments and results. 

“The commission then proceed to state that they had repeated the ex- 

periments of Margaff to determine the value of their roots, finding them 

to contain a little over 6 per cent. of sugar. They applied the method 

of Achard for extraction on a larger scale, repeated several times, and 

succeeded in obtaining only a muscovado of very brown color and dis- 

agreeable to the taste. This muscovado, however, was readily purified 

by means of alcohol, and in this way a sugar candy was obtained dif- 

fering in no particular from that given by cane sugar. 

ay 
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“The conclusions arrived at were to the effect that if with Achard’s 

process sugar may be extracted from the beet, the quantity was much 

less than that given by the alcohol process indicated by Margraff. 

“They then modified the experiments by working on the juice of un- 

cooked beets and obtained 25 per cent. more of muscovado; and as a 

final result of all their experiments they adopt as the cost of refined 

sugar about 18 cents per pound, but think this figure may be reduced 

by improved methods. 

_ The report concludes as follows : 

It resuits from what precedes : 

(1) That it is certain that the beet which grows in France, and which may be recog- 

nized by its white flesh, traversed by red bands or rays, contains sugar as well as the 

Same species grown at Berlin that Achard worked upon. 

(2) That the sugar may be extracted by various processes, and acquire by aid of 

repeated purifications all the qualities of cane sugar. 

(3) That the quantity of sugar which this root contains is so great that attention 

should be given to its extraction. 

(4) If, as we are assured by Achard, we may, as it were, render this root richer in 

sugar at will by caring for its culture, it is desirable that experiments be made upon 

this subject. ~ 

(5) That independently of these experiments it would be of value to determine if, 

among the several varieties, some do not exist more rich in sugar than those pointed 

out by Achard. : 

(6) That, admitting the results of these experiments, it remains to be demonstrated 

that the beet may up to a certain point supplant the sugar-cane. 

(7) That it is trne to say that the cost of sugar can not be determined with rigorous 

exactness without knowing the results of operations made on a large scale. How- 

ever, at the present time it may be presumed that this price would not be higher 

than that of cane sugar in ordinary times. 

(8) Finally, if Margraff should justly be cited as being the author of the discovery 

of sugar in the beet, it must also be admitted that Achard is the first to have made 

fortunate application of this discovery, not only in announcing the favorable quantity 

that. may be extracted, but also in pointing out the processes to which we could re- 

sort for success. 

‘“ Achard’s appreciation of the action and conclusions of this commis- 

sion may be gleaned from the following letter addressed to Citizen von 

Mons, and dated Berlin, November 16, 1800 (Ann. de Chem. 39, 223): 

I thank you sincerely for sending me the interesting report of the Institute. I have 

noted with infinite pleasure that the researches-made by the celebrated French chem- 

ists confirm my discovery. The differences found in the products as tu the quantities 

and qualities result either from the culture of the beet or the variety chosen for the 

tests. Notwithstanding the objections of the commission, I am still of the opinion 

that the best method consists in boiling the roots before expressing the juice, the 

clarification then taking place within the cells themselves by the coagulation of the 

albumen, so that we obtain the juice entirely clarified, or better clarified than it is 

possible to attain from raw beets by the addition of blood or other coagulable sub- 
stances. 

“But the report,of the French commission had the effect to dampen 

any enthusiasm that may have been aroused in France by the publica- 

tion of Achard’s announcement, and for the few years that immediately 
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followed it no interest seems to have been manifested there on the sub- 
ject. 

‘It was, however, otherwise in Germany. Achard’s letter proves that 

his zeal was in no way abated, and other workers were eagerly following 

the new line of investigation and experiment now made so attractive 

by Achard ; and Lampadius, professor of chemistry and metallurgy at 

the School of Mines at Freyburg, took it up, repeated the experiments 

of his eminent predecessor in the work, improved upon his methods, 

from the average results of which he estimated the cost of refined sugar 

would not exceed 18 cents per English pound, about the same limit es- 

tablished by the commission of the Institute. Hermbstaedt also, mod- 

ifying the method of Achard, succeeded in extracting from 125 pounds 

of roots of Beta vulgaris 54 pounds of brown sugar and 1% pounds of 

sirup, which drained off. The Baron de Koppy, having interest and 

confidence in the methods and results of Achard, erected in 1805 upon 
his estate at Krayn, near the town of Strehlen, in Lower Silesia, works 

capable of the annual extraction of the sugar contained in about 525 

tons of roots, besides the manufacture of the rum and vinegar resulting 

from the utilization of the wastes of manufacture, viz, the pulp and 

molasses. These works of Koppy were constructed after the designs 

furnished by Achard, and carried on according to the methods he had 

determined. Achard also erected a factory on his own estate at Cunern, 

near Steinau, on the Oder. The results obtained by these two enter- 

prising pioneers in the beet-sugar industry were followed by the estab- 

lishment of other works at Athaldsleben and near Augsburg, and the 

interest which had thus been aroused in Germany bid fair to be again 

communicated to the French. This was hastened by a letter of Achard 

to the editor of the Moniteur, and published in that journal of October 
2, 1808. This so thoroughly explains his position, the character of his 

work, and the progress he had made since the report upon his former 

results, that we deem it of value to reproduce it here 

Sir: The manufacture of sugar in Europe being, in all its relations, and principally 

under existing circumstances, a very important object, I believe that you will not 

refuse to give publicity, in the Moniteur, to an exposé of the results of my researches 

upon the manufacture of sugar from the beet root, and the advantages which this 

new kind of European industry assures to all nations for which sugar is an exotic 

staple. 

It was decided by the report given by the celebrated chemists, Cels, Chaptal, Four- 

croy, Guyton, Parmentier, Tessier, Vauquelin, and Deyeux, under date of January 

25, 1800, to the class of mathematical and physical sciences of the National Institute 

of France, upon the examination they made of my researches tending to the profit- 

able extraction of sugar from beets— 

A. That the beet contains sugar. 

B. That the sugar may be extracted by different processes, and acquire by suffi- 

cient purification all the properties of cane sugar. 

C. That even by following my first methods, which were still very imperfect at the 

time the celebrated French chemists were occupied with their varification, it was to 

be presumed that the price of beet-root sugar would not be higher than that of the 

cane in ordinary times. 
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D. That all doubts of the existence of sugar in the beet root and the possibility of 

extracting it being dissipated, it only remains to be desired that the experiments 

made ou a larger scale may give to my work upon this object the degree of authen- 

ticity it merits. 

Encouraged by the suffrage of so illustrious savants, I have labored during eight 

years to perfect the manufacture of sugar from beets by experimental researches made 

on a large scale in a factory I have established on an estate called Cunern, which I 

own near Steinau, in Lower Silesia. My labors have led to the datermination of a 

much more profitable method for extracting the sugar from beet roots, so that by my 

new processes 25,000 kilograms (55,000 pounds) of these roots furnished 2,309 French 

pounds (2,098 English pounds) of unclayed muscovado, richer in pure crystalline 

sugar, in the relation of 662 to 591 than the brown muscovado of Jamaica, or 1,923 

French pounds (1,748 English pounds) of a clayed muscovado richer in pure sugar in 

the relation of 666 to 664 than the white muscovado of Martinique, while by follow- 

ing my first imperfect methods the commission appointed by the Institute of France 

to repeat my experiments extracted and was able to extract from 25,000 kilograms 

(55,000 pounds) of roots, the product of 1 arpent of land (about 1 acre), only 782 pounds 

of muscovado (711 English pounds), containing 448 French pounds (407 English 

pounds) of pure sugar; that is, about one-third the quantity that may be extracted 

by aid of my new processes. The cost of production of muscovado from beet root ac- 

cording to my new processes, provided the extraction is carried on in a well-established 

factory, and the manufacturer secures his roots at the moderate price by growing them 

himself, as those in the colonies almost exclusively cultivate the cane, iscompensated 

for as much by the leaves of the beets, which serve as food for cattle, as by the rum, 

other spirits, and vinegar extracted from the wastes of manufacturing the muscovado; 

that is, the pulp of the root exhausted of the juice which the press can remove, and 
the molasses. 

The same being the case with the cane, it follows that sugar may be extracted with 

the same pecuniary advantage from the beet in Europe as from the cane in the islands. 

An arpent yielding, according to the basis determined by the French commission 

charged with repeating my first experiments, 25,000 kilograms of beets, from which is 

extracted by my perfected methods 2,309 and 1,923 pounds of muscovado, according to 

the quality given it, it follows that to produce 10,000,000 pounds of muscovado, it is 

necessary to set apart during the summer months only between 4,330 and 5,200 arpents 

of land to the culture of the beet. An area of this extent is too small to cause its use 

in the production of indigenous sugar to be followed by the restriction of other im- 

portant cultures, and this is all the more true since it is necessary to set apart for the 

culture of the beet, as it is practiced in this province, only fields which have been 

used two years for the culture of spring and winter wheats and remain a third year 

in fallow without furnishing other products than the pasturage of cattle that are al- 

lowed to range upon it, and which is more than compensated for by the leaves of 

beets. The facts I have established in the preceding article are based— 

A. Upon the report which the commission appointed to repeat my first essaysin the 

extraction of sugar from the beet made in 1800 to the class of mathematical and 

physical sciences of the Institute of Sciences of France. 

B. Upon the later official examinations of my manufacture of sugar at Cunern by 

my newly perfected methods and the results they have given, made by a commission 

appointed by the Prussian Government. 

C. Upon the results furnished by a beet-root sugar factory established in this prov- 

ince according to my instructions by M. le Baron de Koppy on his place called Krayn; 

near the town of Strehlen. This establishinent is adapted to the annual extraction 

of the sugar contained in 10,000 Silesian quintals or 577,500* kilograms of beets, be- 

sides the manufacture of the rum and vinegar which is obtained from the wastes of 
preparing muscovado, viz, the pulp of pressed beets and molasses. 

* 587 tons of 2,200 pounds, | 
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The constant suecess with which the manufacture of muscovado established at 

Krayn has worked during three years, and the profit it assures its possessor, confirm 

the results presented by the official examinations which have been made of the manu- 

facture of muscoyado according to my perfected methods, so that it is perfectly 
proven: 

(1) That the muscovado furnished by the beet root is of a quality equal to that of 

the cane. 

(2) That the quantity of muscovado furnished by beet roots is found so thoroughly 

proportional to the cost of its extraction and the profits obtained from the waste prod- 

ucts of manufacture in employing them for that of rum or other spirits of the better 

quality, anda very good vinegar, that these advantages under favorable local cireum- 

stances wholly, and under all circumstances in a great part, compensate for the cost 

of production of muscovado from beets, as is also the case with regard to the mus- 

covado from the cane—the cost of extraction of which is more or less compensated 

for by the rum extracted from the waste products they leave. 

(3) That the manufacture of sugar from beet roots may become the object of an 

important industry for Europe. 

(a) By the very considerable sums it will save from exportation. 

(b) By the means it will furnish a large number of persons of the indigent classes 

to procure subsistence in the manual labor it requires. 

(c) By the independence in which, with regard to this staple, it places Europe and 

other parts of the world which are really the principal depositories. 

(Signed) 
ACHARD. 

CUNERN, near STEINAU, LOWER SILESIA, 1808. 

“The following article, from the Moniteur of March 2, 1811, will also 

be of interest in this connection, as corroborating the statements of 
Achard : 

His excellency the minister of the interior, in making his report to His Majesty 

upon the sugar of beet roots, had hoped to be able to assure him that, according to 

the testimony of M. Deyeux, this sugar would present the double advantage of en- 

riching those who entered into the manufacture and cost a price low enough for con- 

sumers. 

But if M. Deyeux was unable to give this assurance on account of the fact that the 

main end of his work was in the interest of French speculators, to effect an improve- 

ment upon the processes of the German chemists, we may find it in the success already 

obtained in the establishment of the Baron de Koppy, success thoroughly recognized 

in Germany, and of which we have an eye-witness in M. Boudet, chief pharmacist to 

the army. é' 

It will be remembered that M. Achard, chemist in Berlin, who first conceived the 

idea of making the extraction of sugar from beet roots an object of speculation and 

manufacture, announced in the Moniteur of 1802 the advantages of this sugar, which 

he procured by a process more perfect than that which four years before had not been 

unreservedly accepted by the Institute of France. 

This number of the Moniteur having reached Breslau, capital of Silesia, and con- 

sequently in the neighborhood of the two factories said to exist in the province of 

Prussia, M. Boudet, being there at the time, considered it of value to verify the facts 

advanced by Achard, in order in case of need te be able to destroy or increase the im- 

pression which the article in the Moniteur may have produced in France. He accord- 

ingly betook himself to the house of Baron de Koppy, at Krain,* near the town of 

Strelzlen,* and visited the manufactory. He caused to be sent to M. Parmentier a 

memoir, an extract of which was inserted in the Bulletin de Pharmacie of the month 
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We shall not dwell upon the interesting details into which M. Boudet entered to 

elucidate for his countrymen the means of establishing similar manufactories in 

Europe. It is sufficient for our purpose here to make known the profit obtained by 

Baron de Koppy from his own works at the time of the visit of M. Boudet. 

He affirms (1) that Baron de Koppy is very well satisfied with the quantity of 

sugar, rum, spirits, and vinegar furnished by his beets, and with the ready and lucra- 

tive sale he had for these different staples; (2) that the culture of beet roots, far from 

diminishing that of wheat, contributed to procure for him more abundant crops than 

be obtained before, first, because in employing for beets only the lands formerly left 

to fallow, his wheat occupied the same area as before he thought of making sugar; 

and, second, because beets furnish, besides thei sugar, a large mass of food for cattle 

and sheep. He was able, without enlarging his domain, to double the number of his 

cattle, to obtain more manure, and with the aid of this manure to obtain larger quan- 

tities of wheat. (3) He admitted that he owed to the existing war a large portion of 
the profits given him by a sugar the people were obliged to use in default of that from 

canes, but he asserted that should he in times of peace obtain from his factory only 

the cost of cultivation of the beets and the manipulation of the sugar, he would guard 

himself from abandoning it so as not to renounce the prosperity it had given him and 

which it could always preserve on his domain. 

The sugar sold by Baron de Koppy was not refined. M. Boudet wished to know for 

himself if it was susceptible of being. The trial he made having succeeded, he thought 

this sugar would become that of the richer classes, at least until we have the sugar 

from grapes M. Proust had led us.to hope for, the sirup of grapes having already re- 

placed for the poor that of the cane. 

The establishment of beet-sugar factories may therefore be undertaken with confi- 

dence throughout the empire; but we must observe, according to the memoir of M. 

Boudet, it is especially to the large proprietors that it will be profitable, and that they 

should content themselves with making raw sugar to be sent like that of the islands 

to the refineries, one of which is able to purify and convert into loaves the products 

of twenty factories. 

‘As Baron de Koppy admits in his statements to M. Boudet, the events 

which were brought about by the political conditions of the time did 

much to favor the success of the enterprise, for shortly after his works 

were started—in fact, in the years immediately following—Napoleon I 

issued his famous decrees of Berlin and Milan, establishing the famous 

continental blockade, and excluding from the markets and consumption 

all material whatsoever of English production or manufacture, and par- 

ticularly the products of England’s colonies. This, of course, made 

sugars scarce and dear, and enhanced the profits of the manufacture 

that Achard and Koppy had so opportunely developed. 

“The same conditions stimulated the search for products indigenous 

to France that might be substituted for those colonial staples which 

had become articles of daily consumption, and the deprivation of which 

was most keenly felt, and sugar seemed to have claimed instant atten- 

tion. But the source developed by Achard seems to have almost com- 

pletely vanished from the thoughts of both scientists and practical man- 

ufacturers. The destruction of external commerce, of course, resulted 

in the downfall of the wine trade, and all eyes and all minds naturally 

turn to the utilization of the enormous crops of grapes France annually 

produced, and everybody seemed to look to the sugar this fruit con- 

tained. both as a substitute for the wanting colonial staple, and as the 
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rescue from the ruin which appeared imminent to the proprietors of the 

vineyards, especially inthe south. Parmentier was, among the scientists 

and members of the Institute, the leader of this movement and the pro- 

moter of this apparent germ of a new industry and internal source of 

national wealth, and he published a work entitled, ‘“Traité sur Vart 

de frabriquer les sirops et conserves de raisin.” The methods he indi- 

cated in this work were mainly followed in the experiments of 1808 and 

1809, but were considerably improved upon by Proust and Fouques. 

They served, however, in the various southern departments of the em- 

pire, for the production of considerable quantities of sirup from the_ 

vintages of 1808 and 1809, samples of which were presented to the min- 

ister of the interior, who at once called the attention of the Emperor to 

the results represented in the samples in the following report, which 

will serve to show not only the condition of the enterprise at the close 

of 1809 and the beginning of 1810, but also what had been done previ- 

ous to that time and the appreciation with which he regarded it; and 

the decree of Napoleon issued in consequence of this report will show 

the interest he had in this possible source of a substitute for the colonial 

staple. The report appeared in the Moniteur of June 23, 1810. The 

minister, Montalivet, says: ; 

SrrE: Ihave reported to your Majesty the successes obtained by M. Parmentier, who 

has given very useful attention to perfecting grape sirup and making it suitable to 

replace cane sugar in many medical and domestic preparations. Your Majesty, who 

ordered it to be used in the palace, seemed satisfied with it. I desire to-day to fix 

your attention upon moreimportant results. M. Proust, an able chemist, has extracted 

from grape sirup a concrete sugar. M. Fouques has found a means of bleaching it and 

giving it not only the brilliancy but also the consistency and color of cane sugar. I 

have called together a commission, composed of Messrs. Berthollet and Chaptal, Sena- 

tors, and members of the Institute, Parmentier, Vauquelin, and Proust. The sugar of 

M. Fouques was submitted to them for examination. The commission decided that this 

substance was worthy of the highest degree of attention, and after having made some 

tests upon the substance itself, without any preparation, thought it especially essen- 

tial to determine what would be its effects in different mixtures and different propor- 

tions. The commission then adjourned, and came together again at the ministry on 
the 12th of this month. 

The commission found that conserves containing the triple and quadruple of grape 

sugar were too sweet. Those containing the double were less sweet than those con- 

taining a single proportion of cane sugar. That the grape sugar equivalent of cane 

was a little over 24 to 1. 
MONTALIVET. 

‘‘ In consequence of this report of the minister of the interior, His 

Majesty issued, under date of June 18, 1810, the following decree: 

ARTICLE 1. There is accorded the sum of 100,000 franes ($20,000) to M. Proust,* and 

one of 40,000 francs ($8,000) to Sieur Fouqnes, in the form of gratuity and by way of 

encouragement for the discovery they have made of grape sugar. 

Art. 2. They shall be obliged to use these two sums to establish grape-sugar fac- 

tories in that portion of our southern departments designated by our minister of the 

interior, 

* By decree of June 21, 1810, Napoleon appointed M. Proust, chemist, member of the 

Legion of Honor, 
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ArT. 3. They shall be obliged to give up the secret of their processes, which shall be 

rendered public, and be sent to all the prefects of our grape-growing departments. 

ArT. 4. From January 1, 1811, at the latest, the sugar of grapes shall replace in-all 

public establishments the sugar of canes. 

Art. 5. Our minister of the interior shall recommend to the prefects to propagate 

and encourage the establishment of factories for either grape sirup or concrete grape 

sugar, so thatin the coming year the inestimable advantages of this precious discovery 

shall make itself felt for the good of all our people and the interests of our commerce. 

‘“The same commission to whom was submitted for examination the 

samples of sirup and sugar produced by Messrs. Proust and Fouques 

were directed by the minister of the interior to prepare detailed instruc- 

tions upon the methods to be followed for the successful and profitable 

extraction of sirup and concrete sugar from grapes, and the result of 

the work they at once entered upon, a copy of which may be found in 

the Moniteur of August 25, 1810, was printed and distributed through- 

out the grape-growing departments of France, in company with the fol- 

lowing circular letter to the prefects of those departments, under date 

of August 18,1810: 

MONSIEUR LE PREFLT: His Majesty the Emperor desires to give an impulse to the 

manufacture of sugar and sirup from grapes, and he has ordered that there be pre- 

pared to this effect simple instructions indicating the best processes to follow. He 

wishes that the instructions prepared by the most celebrated savants, and generally 

distributed, may lead proprietors to make sirup and sugar for their own uses, and 

place manufacturers in the way of making it in the surest and most economical man- 

ner, and completely supplying the markets with products from the next vintage. 

I send you several copies of these instructions. Be so good as to distribute them 

to your officers who will make the best use of them, and cause them to be printed in 

the journal of your department. 
You must not content yourself with causing the description of the process of man- 

ufacture of sugar and sirup from grapes to be distributed to even the smallest com- 

munes; you shall stimulate the zeal of your officers; you shall promise and accord 

prizes to those who shall have made the most of sugar and sirup of the best quality. 

J will supply, upon your requisition, the funds you may dispose of. 

I also invite you to immediately confer with directors of hospitals and other chari- 

table establishments of your department, that they in turn may confer with farmers, 

proprietors, and pharmaeist who may desire to make sirups and sugars, and arrange 

with these persons such markets as will assure the sale of the products of this year. 

You shall preside over these arrangements, and take care that, without injuring the 

interests of the poor, there may be all-sufficient encouragement for manufacturers. 

You shall address to me a table of the quantities of sugars and ordinary sirups an- 

nually consumed in each hospital, and of the presumed consumption of the coming 

year in sirups and sugars of grapes, with indications of the markets which have been 

recorded. : 

The subprefects and mayors will, I hope, second you in all your efforts. You shall 
make known to me those functionaries and special persons who shail be most dis- 
tinguished in this sphere of usefulness which is open to them. I shall report their 

efforts and their success, as well as your own, to the Emperor. 

Let manufacturing establishments multiply everywhere. Let it be considered, M. le 

Préfét, that this is a sort of war we are making against the enemies of the Continent, 
and which his Majesty considers, more than any other sovereign, worthy of recompense 

to those who make themselves prominent in the ranks. 
Count MONTALIVET, 

Minister of the Interior. 
25474—Bull. 27--—2 
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‘Immediately after this the Emperor issued the following decree, 

ddate August 22, 1810: 

Considering that the economical manufacture of sugar from grapes essentially in- 

fluences the prosperity of agriculture and commerce, and desiring to give to this im- 

portant branch of the industry a particular mark of our special protection, we have 

decreed and do decree as follows: 

ARTICLE 1. On June 1, 1811, the sum of 200,000 frances ($40,000) shall be distributed 

among twelve establishments which shall have made the largest quantity of sugar 

from Babee 
Arr. 2. The distribution shall be made among the twelve establishments propor- 

cee: to the quantity of sugar that each one shall have made. 

Art. 3. To secure the right of competition it shall be necessary to have made at 

least 10, "000 kilograms (22,000 pounds) of sugar. 

Art. 4. The quantities of sugar made shall be verified by a commissioner appointed 

for that purpose by the prefect of the department and certified to by the mayor of the 

place. 
Art. 5. The prefect shall address these evidences to our minister of the interior he- 

fore May 1, 1811. He shall also send at the same time a sample of the sugar made. 

Art. 6. Our minister of the interior shall make to us a report to this effect. He 

shall make known to us at the same time the manufacturers who have perfected the 

processes of manufacture and shall propose to us the recompenses and encouragements 
they shall have merited. 

‘But while these encouragements were being given to the enterprise 

of producing sirup and sugar from grapes in the south to replace tne 

colonial staplein the home consumption of France, the results of Achard’s 

later work, as described in his letter to the editor of the Moniteur in 1808, 

had awakened anew the interest in the beet root as a source of sugar in 

the north, and M. Deyeux, reporter of the first committee of the Institute, 

which conducted the experiments of 1800, in compliance with a request 

made through the Institute by the minister of the interior, again under- 

took to repeat in 1809 and 1810 the experiments of the former com- 

mittee, and the later work of Achard, with sucb modifications as he 

deemed advisable and practicable. In this work he was associated with 

Mr. Barruel, chief of the chemical department of the School of Medicine 

of Paris, and their labors were rewarded by the production of a certain 

quantity of muscovado, which they refined and thus secured ‘ two loaves 

of sugar, perfectly crystallized, ot great whiteness, brilliant and sono- 

rous, in a word enjoying all the properties of the finest cane sugar,’ one 

of which was presented by the minister of the interior to the Emperor, 

who is said to have ‘ received it with that benevolence which he accords 

to every useful object’ But these experiments, while they showed the 

practicability of extracting sugar from the beet root by the means pro- 

posed, were still not of a character to show the net cost of producing 

the sugar, because the experiments viewed the work only ina chemical 

sense. Messrs. Barruel and Isnard then undertook to determine this. 

part of the question, and repeated these experiments just mentioned, 

keeping strict accounts of the cost of each stage of the processes applied 

and the quantities of the products obtained. It was found that by their 

processes they were able to extract 1,5 per cent, of muscoyado, which 
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cost 30 cents per pound. The refined sugar produced from this lower 

grade cost 40 cents per pound. It appears, however, that the beets 

treated, which were grown upon the highly manured lands of the plain 

of Vertus where their works were located, were very unfavorable to the 

results of the experiments. It also appears that these figures represent 
the actual cost to the experimenters in the extraction of the sugar, tak- 

ing no account of the by-products and assigning the maximum price 

for the beets worked; but the further estimates of cost made up by 

Messrs. Barruel and [snard, based upon their own experiments and work- 

ing by their own processes, supposing the value of the beets to be the 

actual cost of producing them and the amount of roots handled to be 

the yield of about 400 acres of land, about 6,000 tons, show that the 

cost of production should not exceed 8 cents per pound for good mus- 

covado, or 12.9 cents per pound of refined sugar. 

“The actual condition of the sugar enterprise in France at the close of 

1810 may be gleaned from the following report to the Emperor by 

Montalivet, under date of January 10, 1811. 

The production of sirup and sugar from grapes ordered by your Majesty is pursued 

with activity ; and even though the season has not been very favorable to the vine, I 

am in daily receipt of proofs of the zeal with which a large number of proprietors are 

animated in the different departments, but those of the south and the center are the 

only ones who may engage in this manufacture, and on this account I would respect- 

fully submit to your Majesty the results which lead us to hope that even the depart- 

izents of the north may find upon their territory a sugar of very good quality. We 

know that for some years back beet-root sugar has been manufactured at Berlin and 

Breslau. Messrs. Achard and Koppy addressed to my predecessor very beautiful speci- 

mens of this sugar, but up to the present but slight results have been obtained. M. 

Deyeux, first pharmacist to your Majesty and member of the Institute, has just re- 

undertaken this work and has obtained very remarkable success in the results which 

he has addressed to me, and which I submit to your Majesty. He has also addressed 

to me an interesting memoir in which he has reported to the Institute the processes he 

‘employed toarrive at his results. He believes these processes to be more simple and 

better than those adopted by Messrs. Achard and Koppy. But M. Deyeux, obliged to 

devote himself to trials and experiments to find a good method, is unable as yet to 

establish the price at which this sugar can be produced. Everything shows, however, 

that this price will be sufficiently low to prove a large source of profit to extended 

manufacture. Already, in the department of the Doubs, a rich proprietor, Mons. 

Secci, has established a manufacture of this kind and has sown 80 acres in beets, 
which have yielded him 500,000 kilograms (500 tons) of roots, from which 25 to 30 

milliers (27,500 to 33,000 pounds) of refined sugar may be expected. The prefect of 

Mont Tonnére has also informed me that Mons. Molar, a proprietor in his department 

has sown 80 hectares (197.6 acres) of ground in beets which he proposed to convert 

into sugar, and for which operation he asks to be admitted to the prizes which your 

Majesty has deigned to promise to manufacturers of sirup and sugar from grapes. In 

the department of Roer, the manufacturer of sugar from beet roots is carried on by 

the brothers Herbem at Urduiger. The prefect of the Rhine and Moselle has trans- 
mitted tome samples of a very fine cassonade from beet roots, manufactured -by 
Mons. Anthonin, who asks for encouragement to enable him to enter upon this man- 

ufacture on a large scale. Finally, for Holland, the prince governor-general has sent 

me a sample of beet-root sugar made by M. Linden at Hemmer, in whose labors he 

appears to have confidence; and the prefect of the Bouches-du-Rhone has shown me 
samples of beet-root sugar made by M, Vanrroggen, one of his officers. 
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Ishall, at a later date, report to your Majesty the results which these different at- 

tempts promise. At this time, I confine myself to presenting the sugar made by M. 

Deyeux. It in no way differs rane the refined sugar of the colonies. This test shows 

what may be expected from this work as regards the quality of the material. I shall 

now study carefully the means of determining to what extent this manufacture may 

become economical and the measures to be taken to render 4 it general in the depart- 

ments of the north. 

MONTALIVET, 

Minister of the Interior. 

‘Tt is to be remarked further that prizes were also offered by the So- 

ciété @ Encouragement pour Industrie Nationale for the production of 

sugar from grapes or beets, the annual prize being 2,400 franes ($480) 

for the best essay and sample, 1,000 frances ($200) for second best, and, 

on February 20, 1811, it received, through its fonnder and then president, 

Count Chaptal, a memoir upon the methods for the extraction of sugar 

from beets, by M. Drappiez, a pharmacist at Lille, together with a loaf 

of the sugar, of which he had been able to obtain 50 quintals by the 

method he described. The committee on chemical arts of the society 

compared the sample submitted by M. Drappiez with a sample of refined 

cane sugar they were then able to obtain at a cost of 95 cents per En- 

glish pound, and failed to detect the “ slightest difference” between. 

them. M. Drappiez obtained by his method a yield of 1.5 per cent., the 

cost of which he estimated at 80 cents per pound. 

‘Shortly after this there appeared in the Moniteur of March 23, 1811, 

a statement to the effect— 

That there had been presented to his Majesty several quintals of refined crystallized 

beet-root sugar, having all the qualities of that of the cane; loaves of both kinds 

have been mixed together, and it was impossible to distinguish between them. It 

follows from the report of a commission charged with the examination of the differ- 

ent means proposed to replace by indigenous processes the foreign productions so 

costly to France, that 70,000 acres cultivated in beet roots would furnish the 30,000,000 

of pounds necessary to our consumption. 

‘“‘And two days later Napoleon issued the first decree, in which he pro- 

vided for direct encouragement of the beet-sugar industry, and which 

was as follows: 

PALACE OF THE TUILLERIES, March 25, 1811. 

NAPOLEON, Emperor of the French, ete, : 

Upon a report of a commission appointed to examine the means proposed to nat- 

uralize, upon the continent of our empire, sugar, indigo, cotton, and divers other pro- 

ductions of the two Indies: 

Upon presentation made e us of a considerable eneriiee of beet-root sugar, refined, 

crystallized, and possessing all the qualities and properties of cane sugar : 

Upon the presentation made to us at the council of commerce of a great quantity of 

indigo, extracted from the plant woad, which our departments of the south produce 

in abundance, and which indigo has all the properties of the indigo of the two 

Indies: . i 

Having reason to expect that by means of these two precious discoveries our empire 

will shortly be relieved from an exportation of 100,000,000 frances ($20,000 pa) hith- 
erto necessary for supplying the consumption of sugar and indigo: 

We have decreed and do decree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1. Plantations of beet root proper for the manufacture of sugar shall be 

formed in our empire to the extent of 32,000 hectares (79,040 acres). 

Art. 2. Our minister of the interior shall distribute 32,000 hectares among the de- 

partments of our empire,taking into consideration those departments where the cult- 

ure of tobacco may be established, and those which from the nature of the soil may 

be more favorable to the culture of the. beet root. . 

ArT. 3. Our prefects ghall take measures that the number of hectares allotted to 

their respective departments shall be in full cultivation this year, or next year at the 
latest. 

ArT. 4. A certain number of hectares shall be laid out in our empire in plantations 

of woad proper to the manufacture of indigo in the proportion necessary for our man- 
ufacture. 

ArT. 5. Our minister of the interior shall distribute the stid number among the de- 

partments of our empire, taking into particular consideration the departments be- 

yond the Alps and those of the south, where this branch of industry formerly made 
great progress. 

ArT. 6. Our prefects shall take measures that the number of hectares allotted to 

their departments shall be in full cultivation next year at the latest. 

ArT. 7. The commission shall, before the 4th of May, fix upon the most convenient 

places for the establishment of six experimental schools for giving instruction in the 

manufacture of beet-root sugar conformably to the processes of chemists. 

Art. 8. The commission shall also, before the same date, fix upon the places most_ 

convenient for the establishment of four experimental schools for giving instruction 

upon the extraction of indigo from the lees of woad according to the processes ap- 

proved by the commission. 

ArT. 9. Our minister of the interior shall make known to the prefectsin what places 

these schools shall be formed, and to which pupils destined to this manufacture 

should be sent. Proprietors and farmers who may wish to attend a course of lectures - 

in the said experimental schools shall be admitted thereto. 

ArT. 10. Messrs. Barruel and Isnard, who have brought to perfection the processes 

for extracting sugar from the beet root, shall be specially charged with the direction 

of two of the six experimental schools. 

ArT. 11. Our minister of the interior shall, in consequence, cause to be paid the 

sum necessary for the formation of the said establishments, which sum shall be 

charged to the fund of 1,000,000 francs ($200,000) in the budget of 1811 at the disposal 

of the said minister for the encouragement of beet-root sugar and woad indigo. 

ArT. 12. From the Ist of January, 1813, and upon a report to be made to our min- 

ister of the interior, the sugar and indigo of the two Indies shall be prohibited, and 

considered as merchandise of English manufacture or proceeding from English com- 

merce. 

ArT. 13. Our minister of the interior is charged with the execution of the present 

decree. 

“Karly in the following April, 1811, Decostils, reporter of the commit- 

tee on chemical arts of the Société d@’ Encouragement pour l’Industrie 

Nationale, reported upon a memoir and results presented by M. De- 

rosne. He was the first to suggest the use of quicklime in the purifica- 

tion of the juice. His method was based upon three principal points: 

(1) The use of caustic lime; (2) the use of alum; and (3) the use of aleo- 
hol. The lime he adds to the fresh juice, of which he succeeded in. ex- 

pressing 63 per cent. the weight of the root. The proportion addgd was 

0.24 gram per liter of juice. After the addition of lime ina thick milk 

the juice was rapidly brought to boiling and the scums removed as 

they formed. The juice was then separated from the sediment, which 
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settled and concentrated. It was then purified with alum and blood, 
and further treated in the usual way. The proportion of. sugar ex- 

tracted by this method is stated to have been 4} per cent., and was the 

highest result that had yet been attained. The beets from which this 

high yield was obtained were of the white Swedish variety, while the 

beets of the plain of Aubervillier did not yield as much by 24 per cent. 

“After the announcement of this method of Derosne it appears that 

little was published on the subject of the new industry, that was now 

beginning to assume important dimensions, until the beginning of the 

following year, when Montalivet reported to His Majesty that 6,785 hee- 

_tares (16,758 acres) had been sown in beets in different departments of 

the empire, producing 98,813 tons of roots. 

‘The number of factories established was thirty-nine or forty, and the 

minister estimated that if the whole product were worked up the resuit 

would be 1,500,000 kilograms (3,300,000 pounds) of sugar; butthe plan- 

tations were in many cases too far removed from the factories to make 

it possible to trausport the roots with profit. He also gave a table show- 

ing the number of hectares sown in beets in each department,the quan- 

tity of roots harvested, and the reasons which prevented more exten- 

sive planting in each. The latter seemed to be principally lack of suf- 

ficient seed and lateness of the season. 

“About the same time a report was made to the Emperor by Count 

Chaptal showing the cost, by the methods then known and in use, of 

the culture of the beet and the manufacture of sugar. The first he 

estimates at 176 francs per metrical arpent (about $35 per acre), the 

yield of which varies from 12,000 to 45,000 to 50,000 pounds. The 

second cost he estimated at 15 cents per pound, supposing all the mo- 

lasses to be sold; but if no molasses be sold then he estimates that the 

cost would reach 30 cents per pound. For the cost of refined sugar he 

makes two estimates; the first supposing 15 cents per pound as the 

value of the raw sugar, and in the second he values it at 30 cents. Ac- 

cording to the first supposition the cost would be 32 cents per pound, 

and 454 cents according to the second supposition. 

‘In concluding his report, Chaptal says an intimate knowledge of 

chemistry is necessary for successful work; and he recommends, as a 
means for assuring the prompt prosperity of this enterprise, that there 

be established at one of the factories already established a normal 

school, and that there be brought together there thirty or forty young 

men already versed in chemical knowledge, and forty others taken 

from among the children of refiners of Orleans, Antwerp, Ghent, Mar- 

seilles, Nantes, Amsterdam, etc., and from among the chiefs of refiner- 

ies in the larger towns; and the establishment at which, it seemed to 

him, such instruction as he referred to could be given was that of M. 
Barruel, in the plain of Vertus. 

“On the 12th of January, 1812, M. Barruel published a note upon the | 

manufacture of beet-root sugar, and describes the method he had finally 

ie Me Bd © da ee Boa Ae) i 
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devised for extracting the sugar, and in this description we find the 

first mention of the use of carbonic acid for separating the excess of 

lime remaining after purification of the juice. He proceeds as follows: 

The juice is heated to 65° R.; milk of lime is then added (295 grams 

quicklime per 100 kilograms of juice, or 295 parts in 100,000); the whole 

stirred thoroughly and heated to 80° R. The coloring matter, ete., 

forms in soluble compounds and makes a flocculent precipitate. A solid 

scum forms on the top. The latter is skimmed off and the liquid de- 

eanted. The clear juice is then freed from lime, and for this purpose an 

acid which forms an insoluble compound with the lime is the best, sul- 

phurie or carbonic acids preferred. Alum may *be used according to 

Derosne’s method, but this only acts by the sulphuric acid it contains, 

and while for equal weights sulphuric acid costs more than alum, it will 

neutralize more of lime. 

““M. Barruel considers, however, that carbonic acid is the most eco- 

nomical of all, and for his purpose he prepares it by passing air through 

burning coals. 

‘In the conclusion of his note he says: ‘ This process, which is very 

simple and not costly, always succeeds. I guaranty its exactness and 

success.’ 

‘“‘ Maumené states that about this time Napoleon visited a factory at 

Passy, where Benjamin Delessert had succeeded in producing white 

sugar from beets, and after having given him the cross of the Legion of 

Honor (the same which ornamented his own breast) as a recompense for 

this splendid initiative, the Emperor caused to be inserted in the Moni- 

teur of the following day the grand evolution that had been consum- 

mated in French commerce. But of this cirenmstance we are unable 

to find any record in the Moniteur or the Journal de Empire of that 

period. 

‘On January 15, 1812, Napoleon issued the following decree, in all 
probability a result of the report made by Count Chaptal: 

SECTION I.—SCHOOL FOR MANUFACTURE OF BEET-ROOT SUGAR. 

ARTICLE 1. The factory of Messrs. Barruel and Chappelet, plain of Vertus, and those 

established at Wachenheim, department of Mont-Tonnére, at Douai, Strasbourg, and 

at Castelnaudary, are established as special schools for the manufacture of beet-root 

sugar. 

ArT. 2. One hundred students shall be attached to these schools, viz: Forty at that 

of Messrs. Barruel and Chappelet, and fifteen at each of those at Wachenheim, Douai, 

Strasbourg, and Castelnandary ; total, one hundred. 

Art. 3. These students shall be selected from among students in medicine, phar- 

macy, and chemistry. 

SecTion IJ.—CULTURE OF BEETS. 

Art. 4. Our minister of the interior shall take measures to cause to be sown through- 

out our empire 100,000 metrical arpents of beets. The conditions of the distribution of 

the culture shall be printed and sent to the prefects previous to February 15. 
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SECTION IIJ.—MANUFACTURE. 

Ar?. 5. There shall be accorded throughout our entire empire five hundred licenses 

for the manufacture of beet-root sugar. 

Arr. 6. These licenses shall be accorded of preference— 

To all proprietors of factories or refineries. 

To all who have manufactured sugar during 1811. 

To all who have made preparations and expenditures for the establishment of fac- 

tories for work in 1812. 

Art. 7. Of these licenses there shall be accorded of right, one to each department, 

ArT. 8. Prefects shall write to all proprietors of refineries, in order that they may 

make their submissions for the establishment of the said factories at the close of 1812. 

In default on the part of proprietors of refineries to have made their submissions prior 

to March 15, or at the latest April 15, they shall be considered as having renounced 

the preference accorded them. j 

Art. 9. Licenses shall include an obligation on the part of those who shall obtain 

them to establish a factory capable of producing at least 10,000 kilograms (22,000 

pounds) of raw sugar in 1812-13. 

Art. 10. Each individual who, having received a license, shall have actually manu- 

factured nearly 10,000 kilograms of raw sugar resulting from the crop of 1812 to 1813 

shall have the privilege and assurance, by way of encouragement, of being subject to 

no tax, or octroi, upon the product of his manufacture for the space of four years. 

ArT, 11. Each individual who shall perfect the manufacture of sugar in such a 

manner as to obtain a larger quantity from the beet, or who shall invent a more 

simple and economical method of manufacture, shall obtain a license for a longer 

time, with the assurance that no duty nor octrot shall be placed upon the product of 

his manufacture during the continuance of his license. 

SECTION IV.—CREATION OF FOUR IMPERIAL FACTORIES. 

Art, 12. Four imperial beet-sugar factories shall be established in 1812 under the 

care or our minister of the interior 

ART. 13. These tactories shall be so arranged as to produce with the crop of 1812 to 

1813, 2,000,000 kilograms of raw sugar. 

‘* We find one of the practical results of this generous decree in the 

announcement made by Charpentier fréres of Valenciennes, Departe- 

ment du Nord (Journal de Empire, of December 2, 1812), that they had 

for sale 12,000 kilograms (26,400 pounds) of beet-root sugar manufact- 

ured from the crop of that year, and during the first two months of 

work. The large quantity of beets they still had in store assured them, 

it was stated, for the end of April, 1813, a product of 60,000 kilograms 

(132,000 pounds), which they offered to sell as it should be made. 

“ But these results are more fully described by the minister of the 

interior, in his report upon the situation of the empire in the beginning 

of 1813, in which, under the head of new industries, he says: 

To replace in our consumption the sugar, indigo, and cochineal of the colonies; to 

find in the south of Europe and at home the cottons and soda to supply our manu- 

factures seemed impossible. It was ardently wished for, and the impossibility disap- 

peared before our efforts. 

During this year the manufacture of sugar which is extracted from the beet root 

will give us 7,700,000 pounds of this staple. It is prepared in three hundred an 

thirty-four factories, all of which are in actual activity. 

After numerous trials, processes are finally employed by which beet-root sugar will 

not cost more than 15 cents per pound to the manufacturer. Mr. Bonmatin, in- 
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ventor of this new method, profited by the useful labors of his predecessors, and the 

government, in order to hasten the fortunate results of his discovery, charged him to 

proceed to propagate it in those sections in which the principal manufactories are 

established. 

Since the establishment of the high price of sugar, consumption has greatly de- 

creased, and the 7,000,000 pounds manufactured at this time may be considered equal 

to at least one-half our actual needs. This diminution is not the result of any abso- 

lute privation that may have occurred, but from the equivalents by which sugar has 

come to be replaced. 
Several millions of pounds of sirups from grapes and honey, the latter better puri- 

fied and more abundant, have been substituted for sugar in a great portion of the do- 

mestic uses with so iwuch of ease that the most delicate taste could scarcely perceive 

the change. 
When the difficulty of procuring sugar and its cost shall be less; when the first 

profits, at present so great, if they be considered only as interest upon capital, shall 

have covered the cost of establishing, the quantity that will be consumed will again 

increase, the equilibrium will be renewed, and supposing that one-fifth the consump- 

tion to remain definitely replaced by sirup of grapes and honey, France wi:l consume 

40,000,000 pounds of beet-root sugar, the value of which will be 30,000,000 franes, and 

we may count upon these results for 1814. “Our refineries now yield a product of 

10,000,000 pounds, which will increase to at least 20,000,000 pounds. 

In the six years beginning with 1802, we received from abroad an annual average of 

52,000,000 pounds of sugar. During the four years beginning with 1809, the average 

annual importation has been but 10,000,000 to 11,000,000 pounds. It is especially 

since that time that nothing has been neglected to naturalize this staple at home, and 

the conquest is finally assured. 

‘“‘ But while all this interest and busy enterprise was being manifested 

in France, great progress was also being made in Germany. And the 

generous and worthy action of Napoleon in extending substantial en- 

couragement to the development of the growing industry which pro- 

duced such happy results had even been anticipated by the German 

Government, which came to the aid of Achard, who had for nearly fifteen 
years devoted all his time and limited means to the development and 

establishment of the industry, in the ultimate success of which, in spite 

of all the reverses to which he had been subject, he had never lost faith. 

His influence and example had led to the establishment of the works of 

Baron de Koppy at Krayn, and his watchful care over it had assured its 

financial success. And this besides those already mentioned was fol- 

lowed by the establishment of works in other sections, notably by Baron 

von Lorentz, Counselor Mengen, and more especially the Messrs. Mayers 

of Breslau, who, we are told by Isnard, director of the special school of 

chemistry for beet-sugar manufacture at Strasburg, had for ten years 

sown about 750 acres in beets. In view of the progress attained and 

the interest manifested, the governmental authorities accorded to 

Achard, during the course of 1810 and 1812, the encouragement and 

aid indicated in the following notice sent by Achard to the Moniteur, 

and published in that journal, June 23, 1812, showing also the progress 

this pioneer in the industry had made. He says: 

The public has, during the past year, been informed, as much by the decrees of the 

regency of Silesia as by the several writings I have published, that His Majesty, the 
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King of Prussia, has ordered me to establish on my two estates of Upper and Lower 

Cunern, near Wohlen, in Lower Silesia, a practical school for instruction as complete 

as possible, to make known to our people as well as to foreigners the processes em- 

ployed in the extraction of sugar from beet roots. = 

‘He further states that he had three distinct methods for extraction, 

using neither lime, carbonate of lime, milk, sulphuric acid, nor alum, 

except for beet of poor quality, or toward spring when vegetation has 

commenced. By the new method he succeeded in getting concrete 

sugar in twenty-four hours. Thethree methods of separating the sugar 

from sirups of beet juices are: (1) by regular crystallization; (2) by 

granulation ; (3) by immediate conversion into bastard sugar. By the 

first method 1 quintal of juice gives 5 Silesian pounds of sugar. By the 

second 6 pounds are obtained, and by the third method, which is prefer- 

able to all others, the sugar may be extracted in twenty-four hours, 

yielding 5 pounds of raw sugar. 

“This notice of Achard is followed by one from the Royal Regency 

of Silesia, upon the establishments of Achard, stating that— 

His Majesty the King of Prussia, in giving to M. Achard a.considerable sum of 

money, prescribed that he should establish and maintain upon his estate, and at his 

own cost, a factory for instruction in the manufacture of sugar from beets. 

In the month of December of last year (1811), Achard having announced tothe 

Royal Regency that he had established two factories—one factory on a small scale 

and such as could be united with farm management, the other to manufacture sugar 

on a large scale; that the building for lodging students was finished and ready to re- 

ceive them; that the course of instruction would commence in January; and that he 

would be flattered to see an official examination of his work—we consequently ap- 

pointed for this purpose two intelligent persons, who found that the buildings in- 

tended for the manufacture were actually completed, and provided with the apparatus 

and machinery necessary. It also appears from this report that since January 12 

(1812) the manufactory has been in full activity, and that besides the students there 

were employed in the factory a foreman, nine male, and four female laborers. During 

the course of instruction 20 quintals are worked upon daily. Five pounds of raw sugar 

per quintal [110 pounds] are extracted, and, according to exact calculations made at 

the factory, it follows that 100 quintals of beets give a net profit of something more 

than 111 thalers current money. 

‘This model factory and school of Achard attracted students from 

nearly all the nations of the continent, and it is probable that it was the 
students he had from Russia who carried back to their country the germs 

of this industry, which has now become so powerfu! there, and which in 

that country received its establishing impulse through the aid and en- 

couragement extended by the imperial authority ; for it is related that 

General Blankenagel, who founded a factory in the government of Toula, 

at the village of Akabef, had received from the Czar of Russia a gift of 

50,000 roubles ($38,895), and that an ukase or edict of the emperor gave 

the assurance that all lands of those establishing sugar factories should 

be free from tax. 

‘‘Such, then, was the progress attained in this new and valuable in- 

dustry, and its condition in the beginning of 1814, during which memor- 

able year what had bid fair to be a great source of national wealth and 
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prosperity to all the continental nations received almost its death-blow. 

The beginning of the war with Russia interfered with its progress in 

thatcountry. The destructive passage of foreign and contending armies 

destroyed completely not only this, but other and more flourishing in- 

dustries in Germany, and the final conflict on French territory and the 
downfall of Napoleon, who has been described as the second father of 

the industry, resulted in its almost complete extinction in France, and 
the withdrawal on the part of the immediate successor of the great Em- 

peror of the encouragement he had accorded was nearly as disastrous 

as had been the malicious depredations which were perpetrated by the 

enemy’s troops, and it required the patient labor of more than another 

decade to accomplish what N ena had been able to establish in about 

one-third that time. 

“But it must not be supposed that this new enterprise, which had as- 

sumed such formidable proportions, was during its development favored 

with a constant belief of the entire people of all nations in its valueand 

its efficacy to supply a substitute for the staple of the tropical climes, 

which had formed the basis of much of the maritime commerce of the 

time. If Achard received ridicule at home and was looked upon by 

many of his countrymen as an insane enthusiast, but which prejudice 

by presentation of substantial evidences he was able to dissipate, the 

criticisms heaped upon Napoleon were of the bitterest character abroad, 

and the mutterings which could not under imperial rules enjoy unre- 

strained expression were not unknown to him, nor did they in any way 

affect the firmness of his resolution or his charity toward his erities at 

home, as is shown in the following address he made to the chamber of 

commerce March 11, 1811, in which he says: 

The Berlin and Milan decrees are the fundamental laws of my empire as regards 

neutral commerce. I consider the flag an extension of territory, and the nation which 

suffers it to be violated shall not be considered neutral. 

The fate of American commerce shall soon be decided. I willfavoritif the United 

States will conform to these decrees; on the contrary, their ships will be excluded 

from my empire. 

Commercial relations with England must cease. I proclaim it to you, gentlemen, 

distinctly. Merchants who have transactions there to settle or funds to withdraw 

should do it as quickly as possible. I gave this advice some time ago to the mer- 

chants of Antwerp, and they have profited by it. 

I wish for peace, but not a patched-up one. I wish for it sincerely, and for such an 

ones will afford me sufficient guaranties, for I have not lost sight of Amiens or St. 

Domingo, or the losses which commerce sustained from the last declaration of war. 
* * * * * ¥ * 

T have a knowledge of what is passing in the counting-honses of merchants. I know 

they denounce in high terms my measures and say I am badly advised. I will not 
blame them for their impressions, because, not having a view of the whole ground, 

they have not an opportunity to calculate and judge asI do. Nevertheless, those who 

have lately arrived from England will inform you of the injurious consequences pro 

duced in that country from an interruption of their commerce with the Continent, and 

may say it is possible I am right and that my designs may be accomplished. 

* * * * * * * 
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JT am informed that from late experiments France will be enabled to do without the 

sugars and indigoes of the two Indies, Chemistry has made such progress in this 

country, that it will possibly produce as great a change in our commercial relations 

as that produced by the discovery of the compass. Ido not say, gentlemen, that I 

do not wish for maritime commerce or colonies, but it is proper to abandon them for 

the present, and until England shall return to just and reasonable principles, or until 

I can dictate to her terms of peace. 
* * * * * * * 

I know the English have better admirals, and that isa great advantage, but by often 

fighting them we shall learn to conquer. 
x * * * » x 

The vent of colonial produce upon the Continent being once firmly shut, the En- 

glish will be obliged to throw into the Thames the sugars and indigoes for which they 

have exchanged objects of their industry, and which have afforded them such resources. 

‘Tt is stated that about this timea caricature was exhibited in Paris 

in which the Emperor and the King of Rome were the most prominent 

characters. The Emperor was represented as sitting in the nursery with 

a cup of coffee before him, into which he was squeezing a beet-root. 

Near him was seated the King of Rome voraciously sucking the beet- 

root, while the nurse, standing near and steadfastly observing, is made 

to say to the youthful monarch, ‘‘Suck, dear, suck ; your father says it is 

sugar!” 

‘But as the doubt and ridicule here indicated gave way to a large 

extent in France before the development of the industry, that expressed 

in the English journals also gave place to an undercurrent of anxious 

inquiry as to the possible fate of the English colonial commerce, and the 

probable extent of the development of the new industries that were 

being so ardently fostered by Napoleon ; and it is related by the Prince 

Louis Napoleon that the English Government even made anonymous 

offers to Achard, first of the sum of $40,000, and later on of $100,000, 

if he would publish a work declaring that he had been carried away by 

his enthusiasm in his former publications, and that the results he then 

made public had by no means been confirmed by his later work. Fail- 

ing in effecting in this way the result desired, it is said the Government 

induced Sir Humphrey Davy to write a brochure, in which he declared 

that, while sugar could be produced from the beet, the product was too 

bitter for consumption. 
“ But the impotency of these attacks upon the new industry is fully 

illustrated in its subsequent history. Napoleon, in his wisdom, contin- 

ued his substantial encouragement of this and other agricultural and 

manufacturing industries in France by the appropriation of sevexal mill- 

ions of francs in their support at a time when the total revenue of his 

empire did not exceed 999,000,000 of franes (less than $200,000,000) and 

he was maintaining large armies in Spain and Portugal, and a very 

formidable navy on the high seas. 

‘“‘ But if the industry Napoleon had fostered and established fell with 

his downfall, its value had been demonstrated, and was even admitted 

in the first report of the Abbé de Montesquieu, minister of the interior 

e 
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under Louis X VIII, a report filled with the bitterest criticisms of the 

policy of the Imperial Government, accusing it of tyranny and impo- 

sition upon the rights of the people as concerns the manufacturing 

interests. In the course of this report the minister remarked that— 

Mechanics and chemistry, enriched by a crowd of discoveries and ably applied to 

the arts, had caused rapid progress. The continental system, by forcing manufact- 

urers to seek upon our own territory hitherto unknown resurces, brought about some 

useful results. 

‘¢ The condition in which the wars left France and her industries at 

the beginning of 1815 necessitated the production of the revenue for the 

support of the government from external sources, for her fields and 

factories could not then bear a tax sufficient for the purpose. The cus- 

toms duty this required maintained the prices of colonial staples at rates 

even higher than those which prevailed during the preceding reign, and 

operated as a substitute for the encouragement before given by the Gov- 

ernment. It was on this account that the one factory, that of M. Cres- 

pel, at Arras, in the department of the North, which had survived the 

general wreck, was able in a year or two to yield to its enterprising 

owner and director a fair income with which to retrieve his broken for- 

tune, and to again extend the industry in which it was shown he had 

_ such adeep interest. With the profits attained by one factory he estab- 

lished another until he finally became the proprietor of ten of the finest 

works of his time. His intelligence, industry, and enterprise gave an 

impetus to the culture and manufacture of the crop, and his example 

was soon followed by others in different parts of the country, and fac- 

tories were established and worked with varying success. In 1823, 

Dubrunfaut published, in his work on the manufacture, information 
concerning the condition of the industry at that time, that he had been 

able to obtain on a tour among the principal factories of the day. From 

this work we gather the facts and figures tabulated below concerning 

the cost of culture of the beet and of the manufacture of sugar by some 

of the most progressive and successful manufacturers he had occasion 

to visit. 

Yield per C 
: ost per 

Name of grower. nies tun of 

pounds. roots. 

Mathieu de Dombasle....-. ee ee Saale tices nae ee ieema sone oaceuica sues pcrest's 5. 06 $5. 80 
tem, Clays ohn bee usecece 5445 poses RC OBO rOOoOO0 GORE ata Doce SOSB aeeeeosee sce 12. 45 3. 68 
CUS 9G Lecco edb oeemoésodbenasacane soe 0c e0ge Ibo L oboe Ubb Soe bes SSO SeeesmceEe sor 10.12 3. 00 
Be eG ee ey cae rciiee Sale aie me Wee ee seine speek cee esses Sieh sleseee es ese oe 12. 145 2.66 
MR RRCe TO tea OMS Ble a cleie late als oe ieee Sele wa ae ica sialacicinis ewe eienle o-oo =s ceases see 10,12 3. 36 
Bement JENGGOl 2s 6c oaee SSB een. BeOeee Se ecbnet Soe oreo tata nee inet ae iene Mero ets 6.356 3. 60 
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CHG retiel 21 essa noe SE COOROrSE pon SCBD SE CHESS bo COU BRC OOr noe sone SEaeE Ene ccEooeD as 10. 777 2, 50 
SETA pre hea ere ane ooo fae coasts acinomae cecisccmpe sinlu dobia aes oars eee eee ten cionectes 15. 222 4.00 

BAGV OTA meme tte os ete meta leae ais ate dette ola)aia ols cle siela efela vic erepetsinis eles lala 9. 61i 3. 52 
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MANUFACTURE. 

Cost 

No. of days’ am Sugar |- = —|- Price 
Name. work per BS | et per 100 | paid for 

annum. ores Sugar. | of roots. a Per Per roots. 
Total. | ton of | pound of 

roots. sugar. 

Pounds. | Cents. | Per ton. 
Chaptal Sees 120 6007 |2e eee 3.0" pecs =e ae ener 11.8 4. 00 
M.de Dombasle .-... 150 2, 250 99, 000 24 ($27, 656 | $12, 29 27 6, 05 
Duke of Ragusa .---. 120 1, 000 82, 500 3.75 | 87, 000 8. 70 29 4,00 
@respelleee ses seeee|seneacamieeaee PA peaoseocac ee wi anoaeses| bonoaccic 5.6 3. 00 
Gafler co. meee eee 150 T0008 | PSeseee nee eee Recents bse fe oc: 6) anne 

“ Dubrunfaut determines from his own observations as the cost of pro- 

duction 5.2 cents per pound avoirdupois for the intermittent process, and 

4,8 cents for the continuous. Colonial sugars were at this time worth 

1.40 to 1.50 franes per kilogram, or 12.7 to 13.6 cents per pound, and it 

was stated to be impossible to produce them at a cost of less than 5.5 

cents per pound in the Antilles. 

“The above estimate of cost given by Dubrunfaut was for working 

about 1,000 tons per annum. For working double that quantity the net 

cost appears at that time to have been greater, and reached 5.8 cents 

for the intermittent process and 5.4 for the continuous process. 

‘‘ rom this time the industry continued to spread rapidly, and to pro- 

duce everywhere fruitful and profitable results, though, strange to say, 

no record seems to have been kept of the statistics of production in 

France until the year 1829, when it was stated at 4,000 tons. 

“In Germany the industry did not revive until after 1835, when atten- 

tion was called to it by Krause of Austria, and Schubarth of Prussia, 

who went to France, the first in 1834 and the second in 1836, to 
study the progress and condition of the manufacture. As a conse- 

quence of these trips and the prominence given by the press of the infor- 

mation they carried home with them, the culture of the beet was inaugu- 

rated anew, factories were again erected in large numbers, and the 

industry soon became so powerful as to be competent to contribute to 

the revenue of the Government. 
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HISTORY AND PROGRESS OF THE CULTURE OF THE SUGAR-BEET 

AND THE MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR THEREFROM IN THE UNITED 

STATES OF AMERICA.* 

‘¢ Notwithstanding the progress that has been made in Europe in the 

culture of the sugar-beet and the manufacture of beet-root sugar, and 

‘immensity and value of the industry it has supplied to European 

nations, the knowledge and experience resulting has not been applied 

in such a way in the United States as to make the production of sugar 

from this source a matter of any commercial or industrial importance, 

although attempts at the introduction of the industry have not been 

wanting. In most cases the attempts, which have had varying success 

or rather failure, seem to have been originated and guided by enthu- 

siasm rather than by sound judgment, based upon a previous close study 

of all the conditions which should influence or absolutely govern the 

success or failure of the enterprise. This is very evident from a review 

of the records we have of the various experiments which have been 

made both on a large and a small scale. 

‘The first experiment, made by two enterprising Philadelphians 

as early as 1830, was almost cotemporaneous with the final firm estab- 

lishment of the industry in France and the great interest manifested in 

it there, but it seems that these gentlemen were wholly ignorant of the 

requirements either of the culture of the root or the extraction of sugar. 

and failure was the natural result of their efforts. 

“ Hight years later, David Lee Child, who had spent a year and a half 

in the beet-growing districts of Europe in careful study of all the require- 

ments, both of culture and manufacture, undertook in a small way the 
production of beet-root sugar at Northampton, Mass. He was attracted 

by the method of drying the roots that had lately been invented by 

Schutzenbach, both for the purpose of preserving them and for facili- 

tating the extraction of sugar, but being. unable to obtain from Schutz- 

enbach any information concerning the details of the method unless he 

would purchase the exclusive right to use in the United States, and 

give security for payment in case success should be obtained in a mode] 

factory, Mr. Child operated the method with apparatus of his own 

device, by means of which he was able, with a temperature of 150° to 

185° Fahr., to dry 800 pounds in twenty-four hours. The dried product 

was ground, treated with three times its weight of water, and subjected 

to pressure, giving, it was said, a liquid twice as rich in sugar as the 
ordinary juice of the beet. In his little work entitled ‘ The Culture of 

the Beet and the Manufacture of Beet Sugar,’ Mr. Child informs us that 

the cost of culture in the Connecticut River Valley was, in 1838 to 1839, 

$42 per acre, with an average yield of 13 to 15 tons; that the crop 

yielded 6 per cent. of sugar and 24 per cent. of molasses, and the cost 
ee — — a= 

*MeMurtrie, op. cit., p. 167. 
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of the sugar 11 cents per pound, pulp and manure not taken into 

account. But he does not mention the surface sown in beets nor the 

quantity worked up. From other sources, however, we learn that the 

quantity of sugar obtained was 1,300 pounds. 

“The interest in the beet-sugar industry in the United States seems 

to have been quite dormant, or at least not sufficiently strong to mani- 

fest itself in active work, and its subsequent history, which, as before 

stated, was arather checkered one, began in 1863 with the inauguration 

of the well-known enterprise at Chatsworth, Il., by the Gennert Broth- 

ers, formerly of Braunschweig, Germany, and later of New York City, 

which, ou account of the ill-chosen location as regards soil and climate, 
really the two principal conditions of successful culture, failed after a 

struggle of nearly six years. Bad management and lack of practical 

knowledge of the industry in the first few years, bad culture in 1868, 

deluging rains in 1869, and drought in 1870, in addition to the abun- 

dance of nitrates found to exist in the soils, appear to be the causes tend- 

ing to the disastrous result. As a final struggle to maintain an existence 

the company removed the works to Freeport, in Stepbenson County, of 

the same State, and though the saline character of the soil, which was 
a bane to the culture in the former locality, did not exist here, the effi- 

cient management of the able superintendent could not provide against 

the unfavorable climatic influences, and one year later the Germania 

Beet-Sugar Company finally succumbed, and its superintendent removed 

with some of the machinery of the late company to Black Hawk, Sauk 

County, Wis., to join with the co-operative enterprise that had been 

started there a year before. But the lessons of experience appear to 

have been no guide, for this attempt was made, like the previous ones, 

in a section not provided with the principal requirements for successful 

work. 

“The crop of 1870 partially failed through drought. The machinery 

for the utilization of what there was arrived late, and the ponds upon 

which the company relied for water supply dried up before all the roots 

were worked for sugar, and a portion was left to be fed to cattle. 

Though additions were made to the works during the following year by 

means of machinery brought from Lllinois and Fond du Lae, the result 

of 1871 does not seem to have been profitable, for since that time the 

enterprise has been so completely lost sight of that it is impossible to 

obtain any further information concerning it. The experiment at Fond 

du Lae, which, however, was not long continued, seems to have been 

the first to give unquestionably good results. It was started by two 

Germans, Messrs. Bonesteel and Otto, who organized a company with 

$12,000 capital, and though compelled, with their limited means, to 

work on a small seale, their success was such during the two years of 

existence of the enterprise as to attract the attention of capitalists on 

both sides of our continent, and they received an offer from Philadelphia 

of funds to carry on the work where they had so successfully established 
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it, and another from San Francisco to put them in charge of the works 

of the Alvarado Sugar Company, which had just been organized witha 

capital of $250,000, and, finding the latter offer the most tempting, they 

abandoned their works at Fond du Lac and migrated to the Pacitic 

coast, where they managed to carry on the work with varying success 

until 1873, when it was reported that the company proposed removing 

toa more eligible locality. But it does not appear that this proposition 

was carried out, for what reason we are not informed; though Mr. 
Otto, who was then superintendent, and who, with his colleague in the 

Fond du Lac enterprise, Mr. Bonesteel, had become partners in this 

company, was shortly afterwards transferred to Soquel, in Santa Cruz 

County, where as late as 1876 the factory was reported as being in suc- 

cessful operation. The Alvarado Company struggled on until 1876, 

when drought having destroyed tie crop so completely that there was 

no raw material for work in the factory in the ensuing winter, the com- 

pany not having realized enough to enable them to carry over until the 

following season, failed financially, and permanently closed their opera- 

tions. 

“The Sacramento Valley Company was organized in 1869, and com- 

menced extended operations in manufacture in 1870, and its existence 

was maintained until the close of 1875, when the machinery, which had 

cost $160,000 in Germany, was offered for sale at $45,000, and we have 

no information to the effect that it has been sold. Concerning the 

industry, a writer in the Alta California, during 1869, says: 

«¢ Something new and unexpected has revealed itself. In Europe the beet attains 

its maximum of sugar in the latest period of growth before the frost sets in. Here it 

has lost half its sugar in the last six weeks-—last of October. The beets taken from 

the same soil and milled in December by Wadsworth, superintendent, had the full 

complement of sugar.’ 

“The Soquel factory soon followed the fate of the others, but causes 
of its failure have not been assigned. 

“The importance the manufacture attained in California is shown in 

the following statistics of beet sugar produced, published in 1874 by 
the State Agricultural Society : 

Pounds. 

ay ee aes Spee oe wld aa ccitae =m See Sass Veneer 500, 000 
Giese tere eel are aio ate ais aisievelcloinisiate slate) eleimict eine </acimininic 800, 000 

SD a RE eee ee ae ere 1. 125, 000 
SiO meee cern oe cmieine sccoaw nurse coe ciosc bas) ss,cclee is ce 1, 500, 000 

‘But notwithstanding these figures, which are certainly flattering to 

the industry, there has not been a factory in operation in the State since 
1876, and the capital invested in the manufacture, nearly $1,000,000, 

has been a total loss, the causes of which may undoubtedly be traced 

to conditions determined in the Department during the present year by 

the study of European history and practices to be manifestly unfavor- 

able and decidedly deleterious to the successful prosecution of the in- 

dustry. We refer more particularly to the meteorological conditions 

25474—Bull. 27——3 
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prevailing during the season of growth, which, as appears from the re- 

lations worked out, have a clearly defined influence for good or for evil, 

for success or failure, in the culture of the sugar-beat, and it is an in: 

teresting fact to note that at none of the localities where the experiments 

made have been attended with failure are the prevailing meteorological 

conditions found within the limits determined to be favorable to or gov- 

erning the extension of successful culture. 

‘The experiments made up to this time received no aid or encourage: 

ment either from the State governments or from the General Govern- 

ment, with the exception of the provision that no machinery purchased 

abroad and imported for manufacture of sugar from the beets in this 

country should be subject to customs duty, and the limited assistance 

given by the Department of Agriculture in contributions of seed of the 

better varieties for experiment, and such information on the subject of 

the culture of the root and the manufacture of sugar as could be obtained 

by the means at hand; but this limited assistance was not of a charac- 

ter to produce any very marked effects. 

“In 1870 to 1871 the States of New Jersey and Massachusetts made 

legislative provision exempting from taxation for ten years from date all 

capital and property engaged in the beet-sugar industry, but no prac- 

tical results seem to have followed this provision. In New Jersey, how- 

ever, Mr. Joseph Wharton, of Camden, has during the past three years 

devoted a portion of his estate at Batsto to some very intelligent experi- 

ments in the culture, which, as regards the quantity of the product, 

has given unsatisfactory results, and only tend to show that the climatic 

conditions of the section, possibly combined with the light character of 

the soil, are not such as to render the permanent establishment of the 
industry in that locality possible. 

“Tn 1876 the Canadian Government offered a premium of 1 cent per 

pound for all sugar manufactured from the beet-root, the total sum paid 

to any one individual company or corporation not to exceed, however, 

$7,000 per annum. 
“This premium stimulated the culture of the crop and the establish- 

ment of factories, which have continued in active and profitable opera- 

tion. 

‘‘ The State of Maine followed the worthy example of its near neigh- 

bor and in the same substantial terms ; the Forest City Sugar Refinery 

at Portland hastened to take advantage of the premium offered, and the 

experiment on a small scale in the manufacture by the company, as had 

been the culture by the farmers in 1878, resulted in such brilliant suc- 

cess that the company have this year so enlarged the capacity of their 

works as to enable them to work 150 tons of roots per day and have se- 

cured from the farmers a crop from 1,250 acres of land. Their success 
has also animated the people of Massachusetts, who have organized a 

company for work at the locality of Child’s experiment of 1838-39, at 

Northampton, Mass. 
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“In 1876 and 1877 Delaware appropriated $300, and in 1878~79 

$1,500 to be expended in premiums, etc., to stimulate the culture, and 

the result has been the establishment of the Delaware Beet Sugar Com- 

pany at Wilmington. 

“Tn California also interest in the industry has again been awakened 

through the instrumentality of Mr. Th. Gennert, whose worthy euthu- 

siasm led to the establishment of the enterprise in Canada and in Maine. 

The work is to be renewed at the factory of the former Alvarado Com- 

pany, and Genuert’s scheme for drying the beets for preservation and 

transportation, which was attended with such disastrous results at 
Chatsworth and in Maine, is to be tried once more. It is understood 

that Mr. Gennert is now interested in the Alvarado Company and ex- 

pects to carry out his plan for drying the beet-roots, and, thus diminish- 

ing the cost of transportation, increase the profits of manufacture, in 

which we hope he may be successful. The culture of the beet has also 

been undertaken in Santa Clara County, where it is proposed to supply 

deficient moisture by irrigation, and to dry in open sunlight the roots, 

of which it is declared two crops can be produced in one year. With- 

out wishing to discourage the enterprise in any way, we may venture to 

express the hope that the promoters are acquainted with the experience 

of the growers of the south of France and Italy, as described by Gus- 

tave Heuzé in his work ‘ Les Plantes Fourrageéres, page 9, where he says: 

““¢The beet succeeds well in the cold climates of Europe. It will grow in southern 

countries, but it suffers there from heat or drought; its root remain small, green, and 

contains little sugar. An attempt was made to hasten its growth in Lombardy by 

frequent irrigation during the summer, but irrigation was fatal to it, and growers 
were forced to adopt other means to assure success.’ 

*“ We would also call attention to the fact that in Algeria, where the 
enterprise of preparing beets for preservation and transportation by 

drying in open sunlight, the success, if any was obtained, has not ap- 

peared worthy of record. 

“ Besides the arrangements that have been made for the production 

of sugar from the beet at the different places mentioned active interest 

has been awakened elsewhere, particularly at Baltimore, Md., Chester, 

Pa., and at various localities in New York, but these movements have 

not yet assumed definite shape.” 

THE EARLY HISTORY OF BEET-SUGAR INDUSTRY AT ALVARADO.* 

“No history of Alameda County would be complete without some 

mention of the rise and progress of this promising industry, which, so 

far as California and the Pacific coast are concerned, had its origin at 
Alvarado—its failure and its final success. 

“The first attempt to manufacture beet-root sugar in California was 

made at Alvarado in 1869. Messrs. Bonesteel, Otto & Co., who were 

engaged in a small way in the business at Fond dft Lac, Wis., opened 

* Bull. No, 5, Chem, Div. U. 8. Department of Agriculture, p. 89. 
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a correspondence upon the subject with General C. I. Hutchinson, E. 
H. Dyer, and others on this coast. The matter was pushed with zeal, 

and the ‘ California Beet Sugar Company’ was organized with a cap- 

tal stock of $250,000. The stockholders were: General C. I. Hutch- . 
inson, Flint, Bixby & Co., T. G. Phelps, E. H. Dyer, E. R. Carpentier, 

E. Dyer, W. B. Carr, W. T. Garratt, and E. G. Rollins, all well-known 

capitalists and enterprising business men of California; and A. D, 

3onesteel, A. Otto, and Ewald Klinean, of Wisconsin. The eastern 

parties, who were to assume the technical management of the business, 
arrived in California in the spring of 1870, and arrangements were im- 

mediately made for the erection of a factory. The location chosen was 

the farm of E. H. Dyer, at Alvarado. The work was pushed with such 

energy that the building was completed by the contractor, B. F. In- 

galls, esq., in November of the same year. 

‘‘It is unnecessary to follow minutely the history ofthis company. It 

is sufficient to say that, after running four years at Alvarado, through 

the incompetency of the technical managers, it proved a financial 

failure. Messrs. Bonesteel & Otto contended that the location at Al- 

varado, not being a suitable place for the business, was the cause of 

the failure, and succeeded, by their plausible representations, in or- 

ganizing a new company, which purchased the Alvarado machinery and 

removed it to Soquel, Santa Cruz County, where, after operating a few 

years, subjecting its stockholders to a heavy annual loss, the enterprise 

was abandoned. 

‘“ B. H. Dyer, who had bought the buildings and a portion of the land 

owned by the old company at Alvarado, still had faith in the business, 

believing that with good management it could be made to pay at that 

place. He found it very difficult, however, in the face of so many fail- 

ures, to induce capitalists to invest a sufficient amount to give the busi- 
ness another trial, and it was not until 1879 that the Standard Sugar 
Manufacturing Company was incorporated. The company consisted of 

A. E. Davis, O. F. Giffin, E. H. Dyer, Prescott, Scott & Go., J. P. 

Dyer, and Robert N. Graves, with a capital of $100,000. It was soon 
ascertained that more capital was needed, and the company re-incor- 

porated under the name of the Standard Sugar Refinery, with a capital 

stock of $200,000. The officers are: O. F. Giffin, president; J. P. Dyer, 

vice-president; E. H. Dyer, general superintendent; W. F. Ingalls, 
secretary ; trustees, O. F. Giffin, R. N. Graves, J. P. Dyer, G. H. 

Waggoner, and E. H. Dyer. This company has made a success of the 

business from the start. It earned 33 per cent. on the capital invested 

the last or third campaign, and is now just commencing on its fourth 

campaign with very flattering prospects. The success of this impor- 

tant home industry is greatly due tothe general management of Mr. 

Dyer, who owns one-fourth of the stock, and who, profiting by former 

experience, is able t®& avoid many mistakes which have caused the fail- 

ures of other establishments of the kind, The present factory has been 
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enlarged and improved until it now has a capacity of about 100 tons 

per day ; employs at the factory 125 men, to say nothing of the great 

amount of labor necessary to produce the beets, harvest and haul them 

to the factory. One, to obtain an adequate idea of the business of this 

company and the great good it is doing in the way of using the products 

of the farmers and keeping employed so many of our people, should 

see the works in-operation during the months of September, Uctober, 

and November, when beets are being received. 

‘“¢ Thereare frequently lines of teams, all heavily laden ae beets, from 

a quarter to sometimes half a mile in length, pushing along in line to 

reach the company’s scales and deliver their loads. It is a scene of 

great activity. From fifteen to twenty thousand tons of beets are used 

each campaign, which require for their production ten to fifteen hundred 

acres of land. The company disburses among its workmen and the 

farmers nearly $150,000 a year for laborand material used; all produced 

in Alameda County. They have turned out each campaign one and a 

half million pounds of pure white sugar. No low grades or yellow 

sugars are put on the market by them.” 

BEET-SUGAR FACTORIES AT CHATSWORTH AND OTHER PLACES. 

In regard to these factories Prof. W. A. Henry writes as follows* : 

* The history of attempts to manufacture sugar from the beet in America 

is one of almost continuous failure. In 1858 David Lee Child manufact- 

ured sugarin Massachusetts at 15 cents per pound, but a small quantity 

being made. In 1863 the Gennert Brothers, from Germany, built a 

factory at Chatsworth, [l., inwhat is said to have been an unfortunate 

location, as the soil there was not suitable for beet-growing. Bad cult- 

ure, wet seasons, drought and a soil too full of mineral matter brought 

disaster, and about 1870 the enterprise collapsed. From Chatsworth 

the machinery was moved to Freeport,where the Germania Sugar Com- 

pany after a brief existence dissolved, and the machinery was again 

moved, this time to Black Hawk, Sauk County, Wis., where failure was 

again met. At Fond du Lac, in this State, Messrs. Bonesteel & Otto 

organized a company with $12,000 capital, and struggled during two 

years, making, it is reported, considerable sugar. Their success could 

not have been very marked, for they accepted an offer to join a company 

at Alvarado, Cal., which started out with $250,000 capital. The Alva- 

rado Company also went to the wall, as did two or three other California 

concerns. A factory was also started in Maine, and another in Dela- 

ware, but these met the universal fate. The Alvarado factory was re- 

organized, and for several years made considerable quantities of sugar, 

the product some years reaching two or three million pounds; but owing 

to the antiquated machinery and limited capacity the investors received 

little or no dividends. : 

* Western Farmer, Madison, Wis., March 29, 1800. 
7 
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«“ The beet-sugar industry in America may be said to have closed its 

first era a couple of years ago, and the results, from a financial stand- 

point, may be summed up in one phrase, ‘complete failure.’ 

‘“ Weare now, I trust, entering the second era, which will doubtless be 

more successful than the first, but its history lies in the future, and its 

making is with the people. 

‘“The second era of the industry may be said to have begun with the 

reorganization of the Alvarado factory upon a sound basis last year, 

and the building of the Spreckels’ factory at Watsonville, Cal. These 

enterprises are in the hands of men who will succeed if success is pos- 

sible.” 
For further particulars respecting the Chatsworth factory I wrote to 

Mr. John P. Reynolds, of Chicago, and received the following reply: 

CHICAGO, December 9, 1889. 
DEAR Sir: Your favor of 5th instant, requesting written papers or 

observations I may wish to make upon the subject of beet-sugar manu- 

facture in this country, is received. 

Twenty-odd vears ago, at Chatsworth, I11., some few of us made about 

a $300,000 failure in attempting to establish that manufacture. The fac- 

tory was well equipped, as we understood it. The lands, say 1,000 acres, 

_ were first-class high, rolling prairie. Compared with the present the 

processes of manufacture and machinery were doubtless imperfect, but 

they were supposed to be the best approved in Germany at that time. 

After we gave it up the business was carried to Freeport, Ill, and 

started up by three gentlemen of large wealth, on good old lands, by the 

side of a town of 15,000 people. It failed again. 

Without going into details further, I must say that I have given up 

hope for the early success of beet-sugar industry in this country, because 

I believe the essential conditions are not to be found here at present. 

These conditions relate to the production of the beets. The manufact- 

urer must grow his own beets, or have them grown in the vicinity by 

others. He can not command the necessary labor to grow them him- 

self, except at a cost that the results will not justify. There is no 

erop within the whole range of agriculture more difficult to produce 
than a crop of béets suitable for the manufacture of sugar. An army 

of women and children (being the cheapest labor) is required impera- 

tively at special times, and I know of no community where this army 

ean certainly be had when needed and at a fair cost. 

If others grow the beets, contracts must be made in advance for the 

entire crop of each, a certain number of acres to be cultivated. The 

product per acre is variable and uncertain in both quantity and quality. 

‘There may be a superabundance for the capacity of the factory, or there 

may be a failure of the crop almost entirely. As to price per ton the 

advantage is always on the side of thefarmer. The manufacturer must 

pay what the farmer may demand, or quit the business and lose his 

plant. The farmer can use his land for other crops; the factory will 

make only beet-sugar. 
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With irrigated lands and slave labor, or its equivalent, I can under- 

stand that sugar from beets can be produced profitably in this country. 

I would like to believe this industry will soon demonstrate the error 

of my present convictions thus briefly stated, and certainly the effort to 
make it successful is worthy any man’s ambition. 

Yours, truly, 

JOHN P. REYNOLDS. 

Mr. H. W. WILEY, 

Chemist, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

STATISTICAL, 

THE GERMAN CAMPAIGN OF 1888~’89. 

During this campaign the new law levying a part of the tax on the 

beets and a part on the sugar produced came into operation for the first 

time. The object of this law is to diminish the bounty paid on exports. 

By the new law the tax on the beets has been reduced to .80 marks per 

100 kilograms, instead of 1.7 marks as by the former law. On the 

other hand, sugars entering consumption pay 12 marks per 100 kilo- 

grams, whereas before they paid nothing when made from native beets. 

The quality of the beet root harvested in 1888~’89 was much inferior 

to that of the preceding year. This inferiority was caused by a late 

wet spring and an excess of rain in June and July. While the yield 

of beets was larger, the saccharine strength was lower than had been 

known before in many years. The yield of sugar was also diminished 

by early frosts, by which many beets were frozen before they could be 

properly harvested and siloed. The juice of such beets was cooked with 

extreme difficulty, being difficult to filter and granulate. Many factories 

by reason of these difficulties were led to refuse to accept beets that 

had been frozen. 

The following table, according to M. Licht, gives the actual produc- 

tion of sugar in Germany in metric quintals* and the percentage of 

yield on the weight of the beet from 1871 to 1889: 

(Sugar, April, 1890, p. 496. ] 

Real pro- | Actual : Real pro- | Actual 
Year. action: yield. BiCAr: | duction. | yield. 

oe it 4 a seshtls 

4 Per ct. Per ct. 
PST 2 we ans diese ccisies cis siscma 1, 864, 419 BaZGn IM SSOH8lis on cc mcecisacn ees 5, 730, 214 9. 06 
BR Go— ydtes cis ajorewicieis ese cincis = ai 2, 625, 511 85258 || PIB81='62)- aaa el eae eee rene 6, 222, 885 9. 92 
|e GS (fe ae eee ere ye 2, 910, 407 8520) | ISB2—'83 i555 tases seiee | 8, 489, 226 9.71 
ESTAS Dis cacclacsacece sso seep|| 21004, 124 95:30) ||| 1883-784 - oo. seesence ose see) 96063093 10.77 
LE Sa SignOBenoneeEErecoeed 3, 580, 482 85,60) )||(*1884—8b 222 ckeenayeceema seer 11, 467, 303 11. 62 
UST OCS TE Genero b eRe Eee opeemee BROS 27a ie B19) |i 1885-86) 2 ose cine Seeece acer 8, 381, 049 11.85 
MHEG) ceceelveaccaceaotaaes BROOD OOM Il. OP SOF || S868 them aiseine sania ease 10, 237, 339 12. 32 
UG OUP) Cea gas cclepSeecoeneaer ae £53015 502s |=) 29. 351) 1887—'B8 io. ee sees eseee oe 9, 591, 184 Te, 
BETO RO sitetsertsoc icine sel 4, 154, 152 8.164 |) 1888="89: - 5-6. etic cow ccas<m|, 9,904, 776 12. 55 

* Divide by 10 to get tons of 2,200 pounds each. 
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COMPARATIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CANE AND BEET SUGAR IN- 

DUSTRY.* 

The following table expresses in tons of 2,290 pounds the relative . 

amounts of cane and 

seven years: 

beet sugar made in the world during the past 

Year. Beet. Cane. Total. 

ASSS 842 oh ha ek eee CE sess wetele s Se se eee cence eaceticem 2,361,000 | 2,323, 000 2, 684, 000 
SUS TSO ae este St eee te eee alm te ete erate inteaictatelseieis sictatae ats syalermaieieieintereieieratetate 2, 546, 00 2, 351, 000 4, 897, 000 
OTST RL ea mee ee i am a tr ON Ne a i AN REI ORI OOS 2, 220,000 | 2,340,000 | ~ 4, 560, 000 

TS} Sy (i altho pean fey tee ae een emery tania oa NE i aie ta ee dims iris A rn 2, 730, 000 2, 345, 000 5, 075, 000 
OO IB Oh x orc calc clemsmie wie aiaiateie evalu lninte eb arai Se reie See snlcinicioe ie micieieie tere sievetn siete 2, 452, 000 2, 470, 000 4, 922, 000 
Tete Ess]! | ae ee iy = Ar eS ee a hc I A BN NE Oe CA oe A 2, 765, 000 2, 280, 000 5, 045, 000 

TC} CO TELT | J een ee ria Ae a ree NN a aera Re mC AD eee IO 3, 500, 000 | 2,278, 0V0 5; 778, OU0 

It is seen from the above table that the production of cane-sugar has 

remained stationary or even diminished during thelast septennial period 

while the production of beet-sugar has experienced an enormous progress. 

Willet and Gray (Louisiana Planter and Sugar Manufacturer, April 5, 

1890), give the following estimate of the total sugar crop of the world, 

in tons, for the last five years: 

Country. 1£89-'90. 1888-'89. 1887-’88. 1886-87. | 1885-6. 

(ONT cBadegassoncansosoueconsosgEeocao0Te 600, 0-0 530, 000 610, 000 | 608, 900 705, 400 
WOU TOUR Ones roseeaeiscee 2 ce sarcisitasi= ea teiarel= 70, 000 55, 000 50, 000 86, 000 64. 000 
Primi dads 5-2 eotice tices eo eee een cee 60, 000 60, 00 60, 000 69, 000 49, 200 
IB HANNE Sees oeeeedidacosuneseoSedocbaodar 60, 000 50, 000 60, 000 65, 000 44, 000 
JIM ENGR gs sages sans ocoScUOGOOOSESEnS a 33 30, 000 28, 000 30, 000 24, 000 17, 000 
AMntiona and St. Kitts\\-5-----cesc see e= = 28, 000 25, 000 26, 000 25, 600 25, 000 
IMSTHINIG UGH a mis aicisinc clonicinn\ocieinin too em anions 40, 000 38, 000 39, 000 41, 000 33, 000 
Guadelouperess-eeacesereee een aeee eer 50, 000 45, 000 50, 000 55, 000 37, 000 
IDO MYST EY ace oS benogoceeecue socosmeasHsss 125, 000 108, 000 110, 000 135, 000 111, 800 
eM Ones alesis ae 30, 000 25, 000 32, 000 32, 000 35, 000 
Libba Weeoeeeoese eee 125, 000 132, 000 120, 000 101, 800 114, 200 
UEar o5s-ogcas0a0boesoo GOCODH co SOo OHS Boton 310, 000 364, 000 396, 000 363, 950 365, 950 
British India 60, 000 60, 000 55, 000 50, 600 50, 000 
TAWA as 25 Sonos aaereeponeeouSLoDaduac 150, 000 220, 000 320, 000 260, 000 186, 000 
Manila, Cebu, and va Vi Lie eeeRR. h o. 180, 000 210, 000 174, 000 180, 000 186, 0U0 
TEATS SUE aC He ee pee GE DE RE 18? 125, 000 145, 000 158, 000 80, 900 127, 900 
LEAT Soa ndomecidcan SnD BOON COSC HO OUSE no 5a0 30, 000 20, 000 30, 000 26, 000 27, 000 
IDVE\EM » Sonne oSacGnd a Sodsceqcsonsospesacsea56 35, 000 35, 000 35, 000 50, 000 65, 000 
Sana ACH ISIANG 8) <cc'sjcicseicre.c sicesiee sels sl= 120, 000 120, 000 100, 000 95, 000 96, 500 

Motalioticane see cere eae eter Peer 2,228,000 | 2,254,000 | 2,465,000 | 2,345, 550 | 2, 339, 950 
TMOotalkOb Debs serene dace ciecen erecta 3, 550,000 | 2, 753, 844 | 2,451, 950 2, 730, 206 | 2, 219, 973 

Gune andibest scssec ise e ceca seme ane een os 5,778, 000 | 5,007,844 | 4,916,950 | 5, 075, 756 | 4, 559, 923 

La Suererie Belge of March 15, 1890, page 372, gives the following 

estimate of the total production of eet sugar in Europe during the 

past four y eae in tons of 2,200 pounds: 

Country. 1889-’90. 1888-'89. 1887-88. 1886-'87. 

ermany .20ossccessecacoeal.s-sescemoreece teense 1,220,000 | 978,000 953,400 | 1,015, 600 
PACTIR GUE Siac cleo cuiciay bn wie winlel= cisia stein’ sis apetsain/afote estat 4 730, 000 514, 000 400, 000 550, 000 

MUTANT Oe = winic le ots eo oc alo wialermainiwine Melcintemmn ic wets claim ntetaieloiasistaterere 750, 000 460, 000 420, 000 497, 000 

MRS STAite foe choo Slescara owe hiclojo win cee sieme eee ee waemieweleeminemeeels 445, 000 503, 000 | » 430, 000 455, 000 

Ls (ipl Sase soca eCoaeEenanoo Ce cases oUasnebe sos SeBense 172, 000 96, 000 93, 000 91, 000 
DEVON STON a sc cieis mix: ota lace ewe a/ejacie ave wis ciclo Rieter a areloiee atelier 55, 000 35, 000 37, 000 36, 000 
DGN MARK Hohn sci be wiews oe cleaners ne eee ateneen: 20, 000 19, 000 21, 000 18, 300 

OPVeEMICOUNUNIOS ceccicsionacecice oa wercamsicieseeinee ees eet 25, 000 21, 000 | 14, 000 13, 000 

Total A. cs ewecnccsesth cs ake wer pan ceeme manne ec esse 3, 417, 000 | 2, 626, 000 | 2, 368, 400 2, 675, 900 

* La Sucrerie Indigene, March 11, 1890, p. 28: 

a ee 
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STATISTICS OF THE PRODUCTION OF CANE AND BEET SUGAR. 

Licht, of Magdeburg, in his last report (Journal des Fabricants de 

Sucre, March 26, 1890), gives the following figures for the production 

of beet sugar in Europe for the last three campaigns: 

{In tons of 2,200 pounds. } 

: 

Country. | 1887-88. 1888-'89. 1889~'90. 

‘CANTNITST ie co RSC See a DRE ees de Steere et eee eae beg PF 956,166 | 990,604 | 1, 260, 000 
Ansiria’..... Pee ee ee a get te ee ee ee es ete tres 42%, 616 | 525, 242 750, 000 
IPD 2 Sade SoS EAE oe ore 2 Gaerhh Dense ate a ae ee as Beles 392, 821 | 466, 767 775, 000 
TA RESSTUR, = 2 SOARS SE i ge a Se ee ae denen pee ene Saeeiees 441, 342 | 525, 387 475, 010 
ESCABSeMUENN eget sre a= fee wists ia =, a Se ciessinciete cle ais oe wise) sie seeieje sic eesle sie seme 140, 742 145, 804 200, 000 
TOLL hs a ees es Re ee eee 39, 280 | 46, 040 60, 000 
PURE ACOUTIUIN CS raters tos eG oe anes se ot alsa ae ele siaiciarsaeatcie cence 79, 980 | 87, 0L0 80, OOO 

rial say age x eicki! Sasso asthe eat obalgcscaned Wei biha. 2,481,950 | 2,785,844 | 3, 600, 000 

PRODUCTION IN RUSSIA.* 

During the campaign of 1889-90 two hundred and twenty-five fac- 

tories were operated in Russia. The harvest of beets amounted to 

17,370 kilograms per hectare against 18,680 kilograms per hectare the 

preceding year. The beets also were much poorer in quality during 

the last year, the mean polarization being 12.93 per cent. of sugar against 

14.20 per cent. the preceding year. 

THE PRODUCTION OF CANE SUGAR IN JAVA.* 

During the season of 1889 there were operated in Java one hundred 

and seventy-eight factories, producing 5,440,397 piculs of sugar. 

PRODUCTION OF SEED. 

There is, perhaps, no other agricultural crop which has illustrated in 

so marked a manner the importance of seed selection as the sugar beet. 

By the careful selection of those variations in the original beet which 

seemed most favorable to the production of sugar, and the careful selec- 

tion of beets in the production of seed during the succeeding year, and 

by judicious and scientific fertilizing for the purpose of increasing the 

sugar content, there has been a great evolution in the sugar-producing 

power of the beet which has placed it at the head of the sugar-producing 

plants of the world. 
The influence of the quality of the seed, according to Vilmorin, is 

absolutely predominant from the point of view of the results obtained in 

the culture of the sugar beet. The numerous experiments of scientific 

investigators has shown that remark to be true. In France the firm of 

Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co. has paid special attention to the improvement 

* Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, March 19, 1890, 
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of the standard varieties of the sugar beet by the method above men- 

tioned. They have endeavored to produce different varieties of beets 

of which each one would have all the possible advantages in the differ- 

ent economical and culture experiments to which manufacturers and 

farmers will submit them. 

It is true, without doubt, that the same variety of beet could not be the 

most advantageous in every case, and that, according to the results to be 

obtained, it might be an advantage in one place to cultivate a variety ex- 

tremely rich and in another place one, which, while still rich in sugar, 

would also produce a heavy yield in pounds. To these different needs 

different varieties of beets respond. In one case the pure white variety, 

in another the white variety with green neck or the rose variety with 

rose neck, or the Vilmorin Improved, a variety which is suitable every- 

where and particularly in those countries where tbe duty on beet-sugar 

is laid directly on the beet. Since the introduction of the new law in 

France, in 1884, levying the tax upon the actual weight of beet pro- 

duced, the White Improved Vilmorin beet has recommended itself by 

its exceptional richness, its great purity, and the ease with which it can 

be preserved. But in order to meet all the conditions necessary to the 

greatest success it is necessary to find out by experiment that variety 

of beet, which, in any given locality, fulfills most of the conditions re- 

quired to produce a high yield of sugar with a minimum cost and one 

which will be equally profitable to the farmer and manufacturer. 

At the present time, it is necessary in this country to go abroad for 

beet seed of the highest character. Up to the present time the sugar- 

beet seed which has been grown in this country has been produced without 

especial reference to the conditions necessary to maintain the beet at a 
high standard and to improve it as is done in foreign countries. In 

other words, the sugar-beet seed which one will obtain from American 

dealers, if it shonld be that which is grown at home, does not come 

with the pedigree of the beet, in regard to content of sugar and purity 

of juice, nor with that assurance of care in cultivation which the pro- 

fessional producers of beet seed in foreign countries bestow upon their 

work. There is no reason, however, to suppose that it is impracticable 

to produce beet seed in this country of as high a grade and of as pure 

a quality as that which can be obtained in other countries. The method 
of doing this will be briefly indicated. 

In growing the beets the greatest care should be taken to secure all 

the conditions necessary to produce a beet of maximum richness in sugar, 

coupled with a yield per acre of fair proportions. This can be done by 

attending to the directions for culture to be given, combined with 

judicious application of those fertilizers which will tend to increase the 

sugar content of the beet without unduly increasing its size. The fer- 

tilizers which are most suitable for this purpose are carbonate of lime, 

when it is not present in sufficient quantities in the soil, a smali quantity 

of magnesia, and larger quantities of phosphoric acid with varying pro- 
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portions of potash and nitrogen, according to the character of the soil 

in which the beets are grown. No certain rule can be given for the ap- 

plication of fertilizers until the conditions of the season and the character 

of the soil in each particular locality have been carefully studied ex- 

perimentally. or this reason, it is certain that in this country, as in 

others, the business of producing beet seed will be one entirely distinet 

from that of raising beets for manufacture or for the manufacturing 

thereof. Itis this business which will -require not only the highest 

scientific agriculture but the most careful agronomic:skill. 

SELECTION OF “ MOTHERS.” 

The beets which are to be used for producing the seed should be 

selected on account of the possession of those properties which are most 

suitable to secure the highest results in the production of sugar. In 

the first place, all bects of irregular or unwieldly shape should be. re- 

jected; those selected should be of uniformly even texture, smooth out- 
line, and symmetrical shape. 

The sugar content of these beets should be determined by the analy- 

sis of others grown in the same plot and of the same seed, and thus ob- 

tain the average content of sugar for the whole lot. Only that class of 

beets showing the highest content of sugar combined with the qualities 

given above, and the greatest purity of juice, should be preserved. In 

many cases the beets themselves, which are to be used for propagation 

of seed, are subjected to analysis by the removal of a cylindrical see- 

tion by an instrument provided for that purpose and the analysis of this 

section. In this way the actual sugar content of the beet which pro- 

duces the seed can be obtained. It is said that good results have also 

been secured by replacing the portion of the beet removed by sugar at 

the time of planting, which will afford an additional food product. for 

the earlier growth of the beet in its second year. 

Another method of selecting the beets, which has been widely em- 

ployed, is that of determining their density. A solution of some sub- 

stance is made in water, such as salt or sugar, of such a density as to 

permit beets of inferior quality to float on the surface and those of 

superior quality to sink. These heavier beets, other things being equal, 

contain larger quantities of sugar and are more suitable for the pro- 

duction of seed. The beets, of course, which are to be used for the pro- 

duction of seed must be very carefully harvested so as not to be bruised, 

leaving the roots as much as possible uninjured, and they must be care- 

fully preserved in silos over the winter until the time for transplanting 

in the spring. The transplanting and the successful cultivation of the 

beets need no detailed description. 

The character of the beet is also sometimes determined by removing 

a small portion, as indicated above, for polarization, expressing the juice 

and determiningits specific gravity by weighing in the juice a silver but- 

ton of known weight. _ 
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The absolute necessity of securing a few beets of the highest sugar 

co-efficient and purity for the purpose of producing a crop of seed in 

third, fourth, or fifth year, according to the number selected, has in the 

last few years been recognized to a degree unknown before. At first 

it was the custom to select the beets, by some of the methods mentioned 

above, in large numbers sufficient to grow in the second year seed for 

the market. A much more rational method, however, and one which 
secures higher results, consists in a more careful selection of the mother 

beets for the purpose, not of producing seed for the market in the sec- 

ond year, but only for the purpose of producing for securing an addi- 

tional crop of beets in the third year which in the fourth year will pro- 

duce seed forthe market. The methods employed by different seedsmen 

vary somewhat, but the principle in all cases is the same. The general 

method may be indicated by that pursued by Dippe in Quedlinburg :* 

First year.—-Seed planting for mother beets, from seed which came 

from the highest polarizing beets of different varieties, which have, of 

course, been kept separate. The planting is in rows 18 inches apart, 

and the plants are cut away in the rows so as to stand 10 or 12 inches 

apart. Atthe time of harvesting the beets are selected out according 

to form, growth, and leaf formation, as these best approximate the char- 

acteristics of the parent variety. 

Second year.—In March and April these selected beets are examined 

in the laboratoryt in the following manner: 

At a certain point which it is presumed will give an average of the 

entire beet, a cylindrical piece is cut out, subjected to strong pressure 

in a juice-press, which will give, for example, from 17 grams of beet 10 

grams of juice, of which 5 cubie centimeters are diluted with lead ace 

tate and water to 25 cubic centimeters, filtered and polarized. For the 

different varieties minimum limits are established, and the beets are 

arranged in three classes according to their polarization : 

First, beets which go below the limit and are thrown out; second, 

beets which are above the limit, and fairly good tor seed purposes, and, 

third, beets which show an extra high figure. 

These extra good beets are now examined still further, two more eyl- 

inders taken out, and the sugar estimated by the extraction method. 

From this result and the estimation of the sugar in the juice the (ap- 

parent) content of juice is caleulated. Those beets which do not reach 

a standard, established for each variety (between 92 and 94), are thrown 

out, while those that attain it are the chosen ‘‘mother beets” of the 

crop, which are to perpetuate the variety, and which furnish the seed 

for each new succession, as mentioned in the first paragraph. 

In this second year are planted out all the beets saved, the extra and 

medium as well; the former furnish seed for extra mother beets, which 

*Stammer, pp. 200, et seq., Lehrbuch der Zucker Fabrication. 

tThis is not done until spring in order that only well-preserved beets may be 

chosen. 
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-are used as indicated for the normal-sized mother beets which furnish 

seed for a new succession, while the latter are to produce a generation 

of dwarfs, the seed from both being harvested this year. 

Third year.—The seed from the medium and extra mother beets is 

planted, and the latter produce the mother beets for future breeding 

purposes, as indicated, but the plants from the former seed, which was 

planted a little later than would be the case for beets ordinarily, and in 

soil fertilized with ammoniacal superphosphate and also some guano, 

in rows 12 inches apart, are cut out to about every 3 to 5 inches. The 

small beets are very carefuliy preserved under a thick covering of earth. 

In the spring of the 

Fourth year.—They are uncovered and planted at about 26 to 24 

inches apart. The seed from these when harvested in the fall is ready 

for the market, so that it has taken five years to attain this end. 

In the establishment of Branne, in Biendorf, the procedure is similar, 
but the beets are selected by their specific gravity in the field. A 

woman sits at a table and cuts from each beet a very small piece and 

throws it into a solution of salt of known density (for example, with 

the Klein Wanzleben, 16° Brix). If the piece of beet floats, the cor- 

responding beet is thrown away, but if it sinks the beet is reserved for 

further investigation in the laboratory. The beets chosen in this way 

are submitted to further selection by the examination of the juice from 

a cylinder. 
In a somewhat different way, but still by means of the examination 

of individual beets, is the culture of the Klein Wanzleben variety car- 

ried on by Rabbethge, in Klein Wanzleben, whose object is not so much 

to furnish establishments with all the seed they require for planting, 

but rather with seed for the production of mother beets, and their own 

seed from these. The fact that Klein Wanzleben has never yet har- 

vested more than 3 tons of seed in a season indicates the character 

of the work, which is much to be commended. 

Theseeds are always taken from mother beets ot considerable weight, 

never from small or dwarf beets, and the aim is not so much to produce 

individual beets of exceptionally high sugar content, but large beets as 

well; that is, beets which give the highest yield of sugar from a given 

amount of land. These roots, which are chosen from a field of the best 

(Elite) beets, and which possess most distinctly the characteristics of 

the variety, are weighed and their juice polarized, and this operation is 

continued until 20,000 beets are chosen which fulfill the requirements 

as to weight and sugar content. 

These 20,000 best mother beets are sufficient to furnish the planting 

of a hectare (24 acres), and from them are obtained 40 to 60 hundred 

weight of the best (Elite) seed, and this gives the following year 60 to 

100 hectares of the best (Elite) beets, or 5,000,000 to 7,000,000 plants. 

From these are finally chosen the 1,500,000 seed-bearers which turnish 

the planting of 100 hectares and the seed for sale and for the perpetua- 

tion of the breed. 
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Anentirely different method of selection is what is known as “family” 

breeding. Hundreds of specially-selected beets, excellent in every way, 

are planted out separately. The seed of each is gathered and planted 

separately. If among the beets thus obtained any are found that excel 

the mother beet in every respect, and this improvement endures through 

several generations, these are incorporated with the other mother beets 

and used for breeding. As examples of weight and polarization of the 

selected beets the following figures for the highest and lowest weights 

are given, representing the best mother beets of the years 1883 and 

1884: 

: | Sucrose : Sucrose 
Wieleht. fsscees eight. |. :. 

= | In juice. Weig In juice. 
| 

| ; 

Grams. | Per cent.:| Grams. | Per cent. 
1, 550 11. 24 600 15. 11 
1, 450 13. 68 600 16. 28 
1, 250 14,29 600 16. 28 
1. 500 15, 87 400 16. 13 
1, 450 14. 60 550 15. 62 
1, 700 11.76 400 16. 83 
1, 860 14.86 | 550 16. 88 
2,100 | 14.35. 400 16. 63 
1,900 | 14.60 600 15. 63 

600 | 16.138 

Among 200 beets were found only 11 with a weight of less than 500 

grams; 12 with a weight of 500 to 600 grams; 29 with a weight of 600 

to 700 grams; 21 with a weight of 700 to 800 grams; and finally 127, or 

63 per cent., with a weight of over 800 and up to as high as 2,100 grams. 

The beets between TU0 and 1,000 grams are of nearly identical sugar 

content, a peculiarity of the Klein Wanzleben variety. 

The established normal weight varies, according to the season, be- 

* tween 600 and 900 grams; in the year 1883 it was 897 grams, corre- 

sponding to the average of the beets from a field. 

A still different method is followed by v. Proskowetz (Kwassiz). The 

beets from which selections.are to be made are placed in a solution of 

salt showing 17.5° Brix, and those which float are used as fodder; those 

which sink are analyzed for sugar content by the alcohol extraction 

method, for which purpose a small quantity, half the normal weight, is 

cutout with a raspand polarized in a 400-millimeter tube. Beets which 

give at least 19 per cent. of the beet in sucrose form the first class; those 

showing 18 to 18.9, inclusive, the second, and those from 16 to 18 the 

third. Beets under 16 per cent. are used for fodder. 

PRESERVATION OF BEET-SEED. 

It is recommended by D’Haussy (Jour. des Fabricants de Sucre, April 

16, 1890) to place in each bag 100 pounds of seed, 1 pound of powdered 

sulphur, and 1 ounce of carbolic acid, and mix thoroughly. 

These substances preserve the seed completely from every kind of 

insect from the time it is planted until the root is developed. The out- 
side of the bag should be coated with tar, and the seed kept therein 

for two weeks before planting. 

 -} 

—_ | 
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VARIETIES OF BEETS GROWN IN FRANCE.* 

THEIR CHARACTERS, MODE OF SELECTING, ETC. 

“The importance of the variety or race of the beet to be grown for 

sugar can not be questioned. <A beet giving a large cultural yield rich 

in sugar involves no more cost to the grower in its production than one 

giving a small yield and low saccharine value. It is therefore useful to 

choose those which will give the greatest returvs and be at the same 

time the most satisfactory in every way to the grower who must pro- 

duce them and to the manufacturer who must extract the sugar. 

‘“« For the latter it is admitted that the raw material—the juice of which 

contains the smallest percentage of mineral and organic impurities, other 

things being equal—will give a larger yield of sugar than juices in which 

these constituents exist in larger proportions, and it is well known and 

generally understood that these favorable conditions are found in roots 

of moderate size more frequently than in large ones. Thus Briemt says 

‘The size of the beet is in the inverse ratio of its content of sugar and 

salts; the content of water increases with the size and weight of the 

beet’; and Champion and Pellet state t that beets of good quality gen- 

erally have an average weight of 700 to 800 grams (1§ to 13 pounds), 

and this size seems to be generally adopted as the most favorable by 

the best authorities on beet culture in France and by the manufacturers 

almost unanimously. 

‘¢ The rule that the smaller the beet the richer in sugar appears to 

find illustration if not complete confirmation in the results of examina- 

tion of the beets submitted by Professor Debherain § to experiment 

at the college farm at Grignon and produced from seed furnished by 

Vilmorin-Ardrieux & Co. 

Improved exposition | Improved beets No. | Pink-top beets, Ver- | 3-4, aN 
beets. | 848. | riéres. Pink top No. 34. 

Number. — = — ; = 
| | 

Weight | Sugarin | yW,.. Sugarin | w,; | Sugarin | 7... | Sugar in 
of beet.| juice. | Weisht-| “juice | Weight.) “juice. | Weight: | “juice. 

| | | 

Grams. | Per cent. | Grams: | Per cent. | Grams. | Per cent. | Grams. | -Per cent. 
Sc Sseeeeeee 395 18.1 282 20.0 980 | 13. 10 530 | 13. 75 
eeretciwiois olaf= 365 16.7 330 20.0 460 12. 05 622 | 13.10 
SiseSoc6o 720 16.4 660 18. 8 630 11. 30 837 | 12. 50 
series 600 15. 6 450 18.7 627 10. 00 1,115 11.25 
Deectacc sess 620 15.0 385 18,4 890 9. 84 1, 040 10. 60 
bees ssse icc 740 13.9 335 18. 4 | 1, 150 | 9520) | cose ence e sates 
eeee ci cens 1, 130 13.4 560 WT. \/acis ows = eaeepcsoetel bedecaosas loose acieenaae 
Ws asteigese 850 13.2 580 | WO lcchadsese |SstasosSssbe|2+se55265 |n-2e2---= = 

Averages . | 677 1555 447 18.6 789 10. 91 828 | 12. 24 

‘The form of the beet seems also to be an important feature in the con- 

sideration of the proportion of sugar to be obtained, and Champion 

*McMuttrie, op. cit. pp. 71 et. seq. 

t Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, October 23, 1878, 

t La Betterave a Sucre, p. 98. 

§ Annales Agronomiques. 
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and Pellet further state,* concerning beets of good quality, ‘ their form 

is elongated and tapering.” This admits of more thorough penetration 

of the root in the soil, more complete contact with the nutritive ele- 

ments, moisture, etc., insures the plant against variations of existing 

conditions, and consequently a healthier state, from which must natu- 

rally follow a better quality. 

“ Corenwinder and Contamine ¢ find that there is a relation between 

the size of the leaves and the richness of the roots; that roots which 
bear leaves of broad surface are generally more rich in sugar than those 

having small leaves upon a contracted top, and these facts are confirmed 

by analyses of subjects taken from the same field. At the same time 

Deherain concludes from his researches ¢ that the weight of leaves of 

small beets is relatively greater than is produced by larger ones. The 

relations found are as follows: 

ah Aad y Weight of | Weight of | Sugar in 100 
Variety of beets. leaves. | roots. of uice. 

Grams. Grams. 
Pinks topi Opes cat ates se eee eee eee ee tere seietele rice 281 1, 393 9.94 
Pink top Enterré 375 | 984 10.18 
Improved 1, 093 ............ soeC 531 863 14. 42 
Maori lei 2a ae ROnooosedecs Hoes 2cosaostondsaece soSocasace 531 | 787 14.78 

In connection with this relation between the size and richness of the 

sugar-beet and the number and weight of leaves they bear Champion 

and Pellet§ give following figures. 

: ] : 
Pen Sen Leaves per) Sugar in 

Variety of bects. | 100 of roots. | beet. 

| Pounds. | Per cent. 
MieejornondeliD Walbetn pa 25 apeceeus cosmee spore asoctescespecesnaes, Ssocesssaessosc a: 56 | 14.5 
Scien Jb fee CHAU CON AS)) Soo ceo canbe vcee= coGse ean ones cessecoceseaes Soca: soa¢ 33 | 13.3 
Ordinary of sugar factories. ..--- =pHigct seestocee S deebas cob opp ocee Sen SpE ESC AS 20 | 11.8 

Beets produced in special cultures. 

Variety. Roots. | Leaves. | Sugar. 

a Bu ——— — — | een el nee 

j Pounds. | Pounds. | Per cent. 
Ordinary seed, special cultnre ys ero—. --- se ccr ce = bce eee ee ees 100 52 13. 2 
Ordinany seed ordinaryaculturGer scteecce es. = sien cian eee a= eee 100 | 28 11.8 

“ Other tests gave— 

: | 3 
Weight | Weight | Weight 

| Sugar in| of leaves Sugarin| of leaves |Sugar in! of leaves 
| roots. per 100 roots. per 100 roots. per 100 

pounds. pounds. | pounds. 

Per cent. | | Per cent. | | Per cent. | 
15.4 58 aie al 62 13.5 36 
15:2) | 63 1 eon 4 31 (sz 25 
14:1 | 52 13.8 | 26 } 11.8 26 

* La Betterave a Sucre. toLOL tee LOI 98 

t Annales Agronomiques, t. LV, 3x0. (\ La Betterave & Sucre, 

a 
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- “These are the principal external characteristics which seem to have 

an influence upon the composition and value of the beet, and for the de- 

scription of the varieties finding greater favor in France and most ex- 

tensively grown we shall quote from the writing of Mons. H. Vilmorin: 

‘Tt is generally admitted that the saccharine richness of beets is inversely propor- 

tional to their volume. Taken in a general way this proposition expresses a truth, 

but it is certain that selection judiciously applied may cause a variation of this rela- 

tion, and enrich a given race of beets without diminishing either the volume or the 

yield. It is in modifications of this kind that we should seek the practical im- 

provement of the beet, and the end proposed is to create, at different degrees of the 

scale, races of beets uniting with a given yield the maximum saccharine richness com- 

patible with that yield. 
“The search for a beet which shows at the same time a maximum of product and a 

maximum of richness is a chimera, and the sooner its pursuit is relinquished the more 

will disappointment and useless endeavor be avoided. In facet, high saccharine rich- 

ness is necessarily allied to a great abundance of leaves and rootlets, and beets rich 

in1ootlets and leaves can not become voluminous without becoming deformed and los- 

ing the external qualities of regularity and cleanliness which are in a great measure 

indispensable to a good race of sugar-beets. 

“Starting out, therefore, with the idea that the different circumstances in which the 

manufacturer or the grower finds himself placed demand different beets, let us exam- 

ine the really known varieties and what they may become under the influence of skill- 

fully applied selection. 

Fic. 1.—White Silesian Beet. Fic. 2.—Imperial Beet. 

“The White Silesian sugar-beet (Fig. 1), origin and point of departure of all the 

other varieties, is still preferred above all in a large part of Europe. It is a race of 

medium size, almost entirely buried with white skin, slightly wrinkled, leaves rather 

spreading than erect. It is rich in sugar, generally containing 12 to 14 per cent. 

Its yield in good conditions is about 20 tons per acre. It is perfectly adapted to close 

29474—Bull. 27--—-4 
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culture, and does not require very deep soils, Cultivated in France for some years, it 

has increased in volume, and has come to yield easily 22 to 23 tons per acre, Now 

that there is a tendency to return to beets rich in sugar, the acclimated white German 

boot is one of the varieties most recommended, 

‘OF this there exist several sub-varieties, obtained by selection, We cite among 

the most distinet the Magdeburg, rather small, but long and very regular; the Breslau, 

shorter and more swollen; the Jmperial beet (Fig. 2), obtained by Knauer, which is 

long, regularly tapering, having the form of a carrot, foliage light-colored, curly, and 

approaching the ground; the Ylectoral, of the same origin, 
more (gontlée) swollen, larger, and more productive, but 
slightly less rich than the Imperial, 

“The green-top sugar-beet, a French race (Mig. 3), is in 

much loss favor to-day than if was fifteen years ago, It 

is, however, an oxcellont race, larger, better formed, and 

smoother than the Silesian beet, The top, which pro- 

trndos from the earth a fow centimeters (a couple of 

inches) only, is colored green; the root is long, smooth, 

and white, This variety may give as high as 25 tons per 

sore, contaiming from LL to 14 

percent, ofsugar, Manufaet- 

urers who have continued to 

cultivate it have had reason 

to bo satisfied with it. We 

have known its yield in sugar 

fo boas high as 3.609 tons of 

2,000 pounds por acre, 

“The Fronch pink top boot 

(Mig. 4) isthat whieh las been 

most ponerally grown for 

yoars, Tho favor accorded it 
Niu. 8.—Groontop Beet, 

is justified by a collection of 

qualities which seem to male the race the moat advanta- 

geous of all, in the ordinary conditions of the culture of 

our country. Tn faet it unites great vigor, which admits 

of its yielding 28 to 380 tons per acre, with a generally 

regular form and a very satisfactory richness, which varies 

from 10 to 13 per cent, of sugar; if is at the same time 

capable of easy preservation, ‘The foliage is vigorous and 

abundant, and the top protrudes slightly from the ground 

in such a way as to facilitate pulling without diminishing 

the saccharine quality of the root, The largest yields per 

aere Wo have over known have been obtained with this 

variety, We have known a production of 3,95 tons of 

AULA per Mere, 

oer 
Wie. 4.—Pink-top Beot, 

Che gray top beot or the pinkish gray beot of the North 

(Mig. 5), is of all othors the most perfect as to form and the most productive. It has 
but fow loaves, and very nearly one fourth the length of the root is above ground, 
This part is gray, greenish, or brown; is cloan and smooth like the buried portion, 
Which is more or less pink, On the othor hand it is the least rich of all the sugar beets, 
ond is at present almost universally proscribed by manufacturers, We believe the 
senfonce rathor severe, because the gray-top beet is capable of giving, by means of a 
suitable culture, yields of sugar por acre which rival those of other races, and we 
holiove if may be sufficiently improved with regard to the richness without losing 
its qualifies of form and volume, 

‘The white improved Vilmorin beet (Fig, 6) descended directly from the white Si- 
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lesian, was brought by Mons. L. Vilmorin, by means of selection, to present, after 

several generations, a richness of 15 to 18 per cent. of sugar, This has been its condi- 

tion for long years, and experience proves that if would be chimerical to endeavor to 

obtain greater richness, because the plant would then cease to grow with sufficient 

force. Efforts have tended in these latter years toward the improvement of the form 
and increase of the product, and important pro- 

gress has been realized in this direetion, sinee the 
improved beet, which was represented at the begin- 

ning as giving per acre a produet of 8 to 10 tons, 

containing 15 to 16 per cent. of sugar, has given in 

late yields of 18 to 20 tons per acre with a richness 

in sugar varying from 15 to 13 per cent. 

“This race has always been considered particu- 

larly suited to special conditions of culture and 

manufacture which are not those of France; it 

seems to us, however, that, in consequence of the 

modifications to which it has been submitted in 

later times, and which have increased its volume 

and its yield, if may be adopted in certain cases, 

even in our country. By 

growing it very closely, the 

inferiority of its volume as 

compared with that of other 

races is in great part com- 

pensated for, and on the 

other hand it has been 

proven by numerous anal- 

yses, especially in the com- 

petitive exhibitions of beets 

at Arras and Senlis, that this Fic. 5.—Gray-top Beet. 

race surpassed all others, not 

only in saccharine richness, but also in the purity of its juice, 

which contained less of ashes and salts than that of any other 

variety, an advantage of very great importance, 

“This brings us to the consideration of the in- 

ternal structure and composition of the beet, which, 

like the external characteristics, may naturally be 

modified by the conditions of culture and nutrition to 

which the plant is subjected. 

Fic. 6.—Vilmorin's In. “Lhe structure of the root has been the subject of 
proved Beet. careful study by M. Decaisne, the able director of 

the Department of Vegetable Physiology of the Jar- 

din des Plantes at Paris, aud he has made a complete microscopic ex- 

amination and consequent description of the minufe anatomy, but in 

this report we shall notice only those physical characters which are 

manifest to ordinary vision, and the relations they bear to the eco- 

nomic value of the root. It is this part of the subject that has been 

worked up by Payen, who called attention to the appearance of the 

alternate opaque and transparent bands when the root is sliced in 

the direction of its longer axis, and of similar zones when cut in the 

(lirection of its shorter axis. Of these, he shows that the former or 
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opaque zones are the richer in sugar, and in his memoir on this subject 

he says:* 

“Tf a root be cut in the direction of its length and through its center, it shows the 

section represented in Fig. 7. bbb are the parts containing the sugar. They are 

distinguished by their more decided white appearance ; all the tissue whieh separates 

them is grayish, and contains little or no sugar. This is proven by chemical tests, by 

cupric liqnor among others, or even simply by the taste. 

‘‘Champion and Pellet state t that— 

‘Tf very thin slices of pink beets be used, after a few minutes’ exposure to the air, 

the zones pointed out by Payen may each be subdivided into two different zones, sep- 

ara‘ed from each other by a series of black points (tubes) distributed in the form of 

circles, and seeming to correspond with the leaves. 

‘‘The structure would then be as follows: 1, opaque zone; 2, trans- 

parent zone; 3, opaque zone; 4, zones of vascular tissue. 

“The formation of these zones seems to be in some way allied to the 

production of leaves, as well as the increased proportion of sugar con- 

tained in them, for Bretschneider noticed a relation between the number 

of leaves and of the concentric layers, and Gaudichaud found that ‘ the 

leaves of beets correspond directly with the different zones of vessels in 

the roots in such a way that the appearance of new leaves should always 

‘give rise to new zones of vessels ;? while in connection with the above 

facts Champion and Pellet give the following figures, showing the rela- 

tion between the percentage of sugar in the juice, the number of leaves 

on the plant, and the number of zones in the root: 

| Sugar per | Number | 
Number Seed used. cent. per | ofleaves | ~-- 7” 

volume. | onroot. | of zones. 

; 
15.7 42 48 

Vilmorin seed .-...- 8 SSS SS OIRO CEOS OR CES AoE Ee Te EOS ASS 14.8 39 36 
13.8 31 32 

Pte ary Mera So 12.2 23 28 
Ordinary seed of the factories. -----...-_... J2---- ee. ; 11.5 | 19 20 

f < . 

‘¢ Payen’s notions found support in the results of examinations of the 
parts made by Joulie, Violette, and others. Notwithstanding the earlier 

statements of Violette, he has published results of analyses showing 

that the percentage of sugar in the several parts varies inversely with 

the distance of the part from the longitudinal axis, and that the higher 

percentage is found in the opaque zones. Thus the same beet gave the 

following figures: 
Per cent. 

14.5 
DRanslucid ZOne@S <2 <-.6o2esc ccc ose et cot ce oes oo ooes oe Ueteu Cee eee a4 

} 10.0 
15.7 

Opaque zones... 222355 [55 secese soe easee sce oecew eee eh ce ae ee eee eee 15.5 
} LHSe 

* Comptes rendus, xxiv, 909. Quoted in Traitéde la Fabrication du Sucre, by E, J. 

Mauinené, t. I. 

t La Bettrave a Sucre, p. 58. 
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“ In his earlier work, Violette found little difference in the quantity of 

sugar present in the two kinds of tissue, but the notions then obtained 

from it with reference to the location of albuminoids and salts have re- 

—— = Awe aes 

SS 
SS ’ 

——— 

SE EE >= 

EEA 

Fie. 7.—Vertical section of beet root to show anatomical structure. 

ceived full confirmation in his own later work and in that of Professor 
Joulie. Thus, he stated— 
The former (the translucid zone) appears to contain the higher proportion of mineral 

~ matters. The proportion of chlorides may be eight times as great ; organic, nitric, and 
phosphoric acids are about equivalent, but sulphuric acid is much more abundant in the 
sacchariferous tissue, probably on account of the predominance of the albuminoids. 
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The distribution of the albuminous matters and salts is shown in the 

following statement giving the composition of the translucid and opaque 

ZONES: 

Zones. Sugar. | Ash. Saline 
quotient. | 

Opaque|Zones 2-56 s--<0 <a eccse 11.27 | 0.63 DHO 
Translucid:zZones\ja=--.5-<c5-s0" 10.00 | 0. 84 8.4 

Nitrogen of 
normal mat- 

Nitrogenous 
matters of 
normal mat- 

Nitrogenous 
matters per 

ter. feiss 100 of sugar. 

Per cent. Per cent. 
0. 263 1. 643 14.5 
0. 230 1, 430 14.3 

———————————— 

Violette also found a higher percentage of sugar in the lower portions - 

than in the upper portions of the root, and Joulie found that the tops 

contained less of nitrogen than the lower extremities. Thus Violette, 

cutting the root in several slices, beginning at the top, found them to 

contain, respectively, of sugar the following percentages : 

Per cent. of sugar. 

HinstiSliCOM cue ac aa: oc sehecce eiteiac sence Be isiais Ehclis o Sluisine he, cee ene ee 10, 42 

SECONGBIICE! Ja5.c2.5.052 ones Deets wee lone ae ee Coe ee nee ae eee 10. 54 

(Third slic@..2: 255 .<sagete ance howe Set essen: eee eee eee 10.70 

Rourthy slice 223 2 = ssiccd eed as catickic oe sob Soe eee 10. 80 

Mittheslicers-a 5s . Sosa ce loasn Secs ets ae eae poein eee oes ee he 10. 94 

Sixthislic@is soescteccisias De Ge Soe ne Sos eee Soe aS eee eee eee PU 

event hislicey. Hares fee esses ele aa wee eee tel eo ae eee eee WWE SS; 

Per cent. of nitrogen 
in normal matter. 

0. 30 0. 295 

0. 33 0. 260 

MOPS pr sees acoso ose wnt maaan Mee awe sabes = a eee eae ee ee eee 

The relation between the nitrogen and the sugar content of beets has 

been completely confirmed by the further results obtained by Professor 

Joulie in the analysis of beets grown under different conditions, as 

illustrated in the following table: 

: 

| 

| 
: 
| 

| Richness of ' A 
beets in Nitrest a 
sugar. Scena 

Per cent. 
12. 55 0. 264 

Krom plots having received no nitrogen ©.-,.---.--«-ssc-s-sccccessesees 13. 58 0. 308 
; 15. 24 0.515 

[ 11. 06 0. 352 
5 

Plots having received 57 pounds nitrogen per acre.........--....------ 4 i ee Ne bes 

14.98 0.472 
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“This relation exists not only in the structure of the root, but also in 

the juice after its extraction. 

Relation between content of nitrogen in the beets and in the juice. 

Sugar in Parts of _ Parts of _ Parts of Nitrogeneus 
Tao sugar in 100 nitrogen for 100 | nitrogen for 100 | matters for 100 

: of juice. of beets. of juice. of juice. 

Per cent. 
14.4 16.0 Oa oe A actcemmmex eins oe as ee caeeacmceeeee 
13.9 15.5 0. 37 0. 29 1.88 
13.9 15.5 0.45 0. 21 1.33 
12.4 13.7 0. 30 0. 24 1.56 
11.0 1252 OFS Dp aren aaaenecocnees ecasal vom sae eee meee 
10.4 11.5 ORL9 > Pik cshen ceed ote aces] osees sce eeeeeee 
9.7 10.5 0.17 0,12 0.78 

‘Or, calculated for 100 of sugar contained in root or juice: 

Nitrogen per | Parts sugar Parts nitrogen 
Sugar per 100 grams of root. 100 grams sugar per 100 of per 100 sugar in 

| in root. juice. state of juice. 

> — = 

LED) cata Bt 2.6 15.5 1.8 
SRO MERE oe ca ch ewtiscatesesuesse cases 2.9 15.5 163 
1B ose sr badco SSOnUd PERO EUBOODOOUBOC RO OSS a aos | 2.4 13.7 1.6 
HAT cnnecactoaconeeHad SoCu GRC EBOCC ES SHonacdocee 127 | 10.5 Thal 

“The mineral matters, it appears from the above analyses by Violette, 

exist in larger quantities in those portions of the root which contain the 

higher percentages of sugar, but this relation does not appear to hold 

for entire roots—that is, comparative estimations of sugar and ash in 

different roots does not seem to establish a lower percentage of ash in 

roots containing tolerably high percentages of sugar, and that for roots 

varying in saccharine richness of from 10 to 14 per cent. the proportion 

of mineral matters present will not vary widely from 0.90 per cent., and 

this view is supported by the figures given by Champion and Pellet.* 

| Relation of 
Sugar in beet. | Ash in beet. ash to sugar, | 

100 to— j 

Per cent. Per cent. 
14.4 1. 05 | 7.2 
13. 6 1.13 | 8.2 | 
13.3 0.95 | Tl 
13.1 0.93 | 7,2 
12.7 1. 06 8.2 
12.0 0. 94 N28 
11.8 0. 90 7.6 
a 0.93 8.2 
11.0 0.77 7.0 
10.6 | 1.10 8.1 
10.4 0. 74 (a! 

AV OPAL Ole ae ed yac..ceee eee. | 7.6 

- *™lWLa Bettrave A Suere. 
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“ But this latter relation will not hold Bead for the juice ee extrac- — 

tion, aS appears ae the following table: 
- 

A 

Richness of oe pet at : Aare bb ae 
juice. - Shee g sugar or saline 

ee quotient. 

16. 2 0. 78 4.7 
14.9 0. 81 4.8 
14.7 0: 73 5. 3 
14. 2 0. 78 5,4 
13.4 0.77 5.9 

; Tone, 0. 75 6.2 
12.5 0.77 6.1 
12.2 0. 79 6.1 

a ab lete 0.76 6.5 . 
ales 0.79 6.8 
11.5 0.80 6.9 
OMe, 0. 73 12.3 
Ono) 0. 72 14.5 
Sai 0.7L 15. 6 
8.0 0. 76 12. 2 

“This question of the mineral constituents of the root, and the influ- 

ence they exert upon the production of sugar and its extraction from 

the root, is an exceedingly important one and merits careful study. In 
this report it will be further discussed in the consideration of the fertil- 

izers suitable to the crop, and the fime and manner of their application. 

It is, however, proper to state further here, that, of the mineral matters 
present in the root, phosphoric acid and the alkalies, which are the most 

important mineral constituents of artificial fertilizers, that have the most 

beneficial influence upon the value of the crop, seem in the root to vary 

with the richness in sugar, the phosphoric acid increasing with an in- 

crease of the sugar content, and the alkalies decreasing under like con- 

ditions. These facts are fully established in the results of the researches 

of Professor Joulie, shown below: 

Phosphoric 
Sugar in root. | acid in normal 

matter. 

|- = ae 

Per cent Per cent 
§ 12. 97 0. 0 

No. 1. Plot having received no phosphoric acid .....-.---.--------- 13. 01 0. 039 
t 14. 98 0. 054 
( 11. 06 0. 042 

No. 2. Plot having received, per acre, 58 pounds phosphoric acid.. - { i a y Aa 

( 12, 52 0. O71 

No. 3. Plot having received 116 pounds pbosphoric acid per acre.. - ; in me ¥ ee 

Potash and 
Sugar in root. | soda in normal 

matter 

Per cent. Per cent. 
18. 58 0. 640 

Plots having received no alkalieses-..<--52s65--e sem eeaes eeeieciars 14. 98 0. 415 
15. 24 0. 385 

Plots having received 150 pounds of alkalies per acre 11. 54 0. 480 
13. 11 0. 291 

11. 45 0.494 
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“ But the quantities of alkalies absorbed by the root seem never to ex. 

ceed a certain limit, as shown by Peligot, Corenwinder,. Pagnoul, and 

Leloup, and it is oy no means Me parcional to the quantities supplied by 

the soil, and the quantity of sulphuric acid necessary to saturate or 

combine with the alkalies contained in the ashes of beets will not vary 

much from 58.5 per cent. their weight. This latter relation has been 

fully established by the work of Dubrunfaut, Corinwinder, Ragot, 

Champion and Pellet, and others. 
“ Not only. is the quantity of alkalies that may be absorbed by beets 

thus limited, but Champion and Pellet have found that the alkalies and 
alkaline earths, in the absence of those best suited to the plant, may 

substitute each other in the proportion of their respective chemical 

equivalents; a fact of importance in the study of the chemistry of soils 

and fertilizers. 

‘Of all the qualities of the root, there is none that would afford as 

ready and easily applicable a means of separating beets of different 

quality as the density, and this has long been and still is considered by 

many growers a, strong indication of the saccharine value, but the best 

authorities seem to consider it a doubtful one. Dubrunfaut finds this 

relation to be materially modified by the presence of air or gases in the 

root. This view is also held by Champonnois, who, in examining roots 

produced in the campaign of 1874 to 1875, found that a beet having a 

density of 1.010 may give a juice having a density of 1.050. The figures 

given by Champion and Pellet are also adverse to the idea. Examina- 

tion of twelve beets gave the following: 

| Density of Deasity of 
roots. juice. 

« . | 

lSteunipe DTD S Se eee eee Cae CR ct a ate nee 1.012 1. 043 
MEOCOES MU LOR emer ia cae cite esicncis ce, Scisine sneer aces 1. 020 1.048 
MES ALES eas, so jana te minas Seis bic mnseseeeeec. sheet t 1. 026 1. 052 
METER INLIT) | Gene Siete sratcragacie ore arate elo sturdio cleteiie eins males aatemate sr acatcines 1.031 1. 050 
ESRD SETTTDUT Ss 5 So deme eee ea ae eat ce te 1.033 1.048 
Onesampler acon. s+... eta See iaiot Bates Pnisya saan encitwae wales Sele vette 1. 038 1. 052 

“ Other tests gave: 

ee Tyo Ben of Sugar in juice. 
root. Juice, : : 

Per cent. 
1. 033—1. 030 1. 058 a IS 
1. 025 1. 056 12. 2 
1. 025 1, 052 11.3 

“ Having now studied the internal structure and characters of the 

beet and the conditions residing within the root itself, we come to the 

consideration of the juice, the quantity that may be extracted, and its 

composition and value. I do not propose to discuss the complete analy- 

ses of the juices, but to call attention to some of the later facts that 
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have been worked out concerning the qualities which may affect the 

value or may aid in determining it. We have seen above that'the depo- 

sition of Sugar in the roots is almost always accompanied by a propor- 

tional deposition of albuminoids and salts, and also that the relation 

found to exist in the root is continued in the juice after extraction. 

These conditions have an influence upon the separation of the sugar 

which the experience of the manufacturer has taught him is unfavora- 

ble, and they will be called up again in the treatment of the subject of 

manufacturing processes, but in the present section we desire to call 

attention more particularly to the quantity of juice that may be ex- 

tracted, the conditions which may modify it, and the density of the 

juice as influenced by the proportion of sugar present. 

‘“¢ We now come to the methods of selecting seed and seed-bearers, and 

the principles upon which they depend. Of all the experiments and in- 

vestigations in the direction of improvement of this culture, none seem 

to have made such rapid strides in advance as in this line of work, none 

have given results more fruitful and of a character so well suited to 

ameliorate the relations between the producer and manufacturer, and 

at the same time be a source of profit to both. 

“The initiatory steps in this work in France seem to have been taken 

by Mons. Louis Vilmorin, the former head of the great house of Vilmorin- 

Andrieux & Co., of Paris, and his methods of working, followed by sim- 

ilar results, are still being prosecuted with rare intelligence and skill by 

his son and successor, Mons. Henri Vilmorin, whose contributions to our 

knowledge of this and other cultures have done so much to clear up the 

many difficulties which surround and accompany the profitable manage- 

ment of the several agricultural industries. 

“ Of the outward characteristics which aid in determining the richness 

of beets, we have found the most important, as recognized in France, to 

be size and form of the root, its density, the number and appearance of 

the leaves, ete., and all these properties will be mentioned in the general 

rules for selection. But thus far we have failed to notice the external 

and internal characteristics of the seed, which have been found to have 

an important bearing upon the character and value of the crop; and, be- 

fore proceeding to the effects of selection in securing desirable crops, we 

shall call attention to the relation of the character and composition 

of the seed upon the quantity and quality of the roots produced from it. 

In this connection we must again refer to the valuable little work of 

Champion and Pellet,in which these authors and investigators take issue 

with, or rather proceed further than, Walkhoff, who advises selection of 
the larger seeds for planting because they give more robust plants. 

This is true as far asit goes, but the authors above mentioned, also find- 

ing the relation of seed to the value of the crop to exist, find further that 

while the larger seeds give roots of larger volume and weight, the smaller 

seeds give smaller roots, which are richer in sugar. Thus taking two 

lots of seeds produced by Simon Legrand, one lot having an average 
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weight of 3.2 grams per 100 seeds taken, and another lot having an 

average weight of 4.25 gram per 100 seeds, the determination of the 

weight of the roots produced and their saccharine richness gave the fol- 

lowing results : 

Average x - 
Dates. weight of aoa m 

four roots. Toots 

One large seed : Grams. Per cent. 
EEL LES UB noe ae ow A ome cen mimeit erica ae arse alae erclesin= eiceaieisieic(sisie isi einley< 66) |neeecaeeseee 
PERU AO maa oa cain series see telecine nieeisnisecietmsele cate concn slescresis 75 11.4 
EMTERTENIB) OE RASA apoE OGG OBB ED OOP CSSD ACEC STORES OE HAE on Sen eEeOnABE Ese = 120); 20 ores ces 
NEULOM Perl Gs cc-5 = sstee ss oeciscsecelceece Be eeiarsesniaalnce ne see eleanor e 375 11.8 

Two small seeds: 
PRL PRES Lip ll Oretate ao folia siete te aitaiain ec sielstea eisiaiejara'aieinie iets eelee's a(ailewaiaiac a caictetnioiat BO Hie citeeaceets 
JAMS Sos og peso SS GOa noehoo 9S05 OO Se RE OA BO RSe Onde S Ose bec eonEoeBener 50 12.0 
ATO NAti Kina cnm sa o.coes agise Gadcocg oo Ssonda eps cooscoeeseaseasassoee TBP |leooese coscice 
September 16. .-..-.- ge stisbeplseel scins cles sisgaeendasceess asantscnccsscebenden 233 12.5 

‘“ Dubrunfant is of the opinion that seeds having the highest specific 

gravity are more suitable for planting than those of lower density. He 

effects a separation by placing the seeds in water and after a time re- 

moving those which float, preserving those which sink to the bottom of 

the containing vessel. He states that the two qualities of seed behave 

quite differently both in germination and during growth. Champion 

and Pellet* quote Basset as saying, ‘It is well to do the same for seeds 

as is done for roots for reproduction, and choose the heavier ones, or 

those that fall to the bottom of a bath prepared with water and salt.’ 

“The chemiéal composition of the seed has also been the subject of 

study by different chemists. 

* Dubrunfant,t by a chemical examination of the seeds taken trom a 

crop of 30 acres of sugar and forage beets, and furnished him by the | 

house of Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., in Paris, found that the seeds of the 

sugar-yielding races give upon incineration a smaller weight of ash than 

the forage races, and the differences, which vary within certain limits, 
are all, with few exceptions, in the same direction. Comparing weights 

of seed taken and ashes produced, the proportion for the sugar-forming 

races varies between 4.50 and 6.50 per cent. The forage races give from 

6 to 14 per cent., making an average of 7 to 8, which is very different 

from the proportion given by sugar-yielding races. 

“Tt also appears that the ash of the sugar-forming races is richer in 

phosphoric acid, potash, and even magnesia. Thus the seeds of the 

sugar races give 0.004 to 0.008 per cent. of their weight of phosphoric 

acid, while the seeds of forage beets gives but 0.0002 to 0.0005 per cent. 

A sinilar relation exists for the potash. Thus for the sugar races a 

sufficient quantity is always present to develop a green color with the 

manganese in the ash by fusion, while in the forage races this is not the 

ease. But if to the ash of the latter a small quantity of potash be 

*La Bettrave a Sucre, p. 29. t La Sucrerie Indigéne, xiii, 428. 
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added, the characteristic green coloration produced by manganese is 

readily developed by the application of heat. 

‘The conclusions of Dubrunfant confirm the results of the analyses 

of Pellet.* 
Per cent of 

4 ash in dry matter. 

Vilmorin seed (average) ..---..----- Pease ce ses SoSee wee eee eee ee Bae 6.0 

SURE OL WYeXeh Ss papas ooecuu SSocla sean Gnaone cannes sod6 Jes odeaSse bscoseaesess t2522- 7.4 

OTA Ge DSCUS aa = ces eer So aa ee ieee ee ent oeerete terre rare RESP es cosccs 8.0 

“The results of the chemical analyses of the ashes are as follows: 

= = Bs — ——— _ -_ —+—_____—_— — —_—____—___— — — 

Ordinary seed of 
the sugar factory. |fmproved 

Vilmorin 
= seed. 

No. 1. No. 2. 

Potashe ncn sciecese seas ae ate crises fac ee oan ace emanates ail eee lees aeteteers 21.1 16.4 21.2 
SON Bs sono lowe cae sawinecieeie sis einle aes oie e Sin mina Slee Ho aera e aise loa aleiaerewiataelelaa ie) 10. 4 12.8 
TAM Cae cecew ace sccans nese Meer eioaee Skies sonics Pec aee wo deve aieielee eimeieien 25.4 20. 2 17.2 
MT BONN OS 1B Eero. aw ciein nic ioys ocwiafepveyersleinis o'5.c1e slaiw af oietala\s/ae pie nine minim eenaielal eter ere 13.5 TTD) 10. 1 
Sulip Haricracidissack-eceson oo) scence seer sane aceon elec n ee eieeicteietleer 4.0 2.8 4.3 
LOI NONI 2 Spee enoeE een On ae Canoe acon Comedie sacoBcogCoC DDS omoaaDobcosncadd 4.7 4.1 41 
Phosphoric acid 8.4 9.3 17.4 
UO Sam oSepnoCoeeTeecnbene sue. enddSoGaeenaae 13.4 | 222225 ce|eaem sees 
Oxide of iren PARE 1.2 26.4 11.0 
INP Yan Oe ceeseeaene oc aecseeecsoesoDopadonnuscHoaccascuoredasoscaces OUT, | ejects sere 

MO tal Ps 25 <n \ciays S5.s tia ic sees a abwise aise eis asisiee © (eraieais'o/ aise claensiealete 101.3 101.1 lvl. 1 
Deductionofoxycen for chlorine=~ sas. sc.) emcees eee =m eee 1.3 el Tel 

100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 

‘On the other hand, seeds of rich beets contain a higher proportion 

of nitrogen than seeds of poorer beets, and at the same time small seeds 

contain more nitrogen than large ones, as is evidenced by the following 

results of examinations by Champion and Pellet: 

| | . 
5 | | Nitro- |Alkali- 

ae Water itro- | «| wre genous | nity of | Aver- Weight] ; = - | Ash in| Nitro- | Ashes |° es ae 
Vilmorin seed. of 100 Paar cat normal gendry| in dry eae ae eae 

seeds. | vatter. matter. | matter. matter.) matter.) ats. | in SU? | beets. 

| rial. | HO. 
= i ages 

‘ | Per Per’ 3\ Ler, Per Per Per Per 
Grams.| cent. cent. | cent. cent. cent. cent. cent. 

Taree SGCU8.<seccies oaa45e- 4. 130 10.9°| 2.66 | 5. 4 2.98 | 6.061 8.6 14.9 } 15 
Small seeds -...25......--- 0. 546 11.0 3.07 | Gey | BCE |e sayin 215 ieee! 

SUGAR BEET. | 

Average of the varieties: 
Graytop, greentop, large 
PGT. I Rat onsmecie a moc 4.745 1252 2.46 | 6.5 2.80 | 7.4 16. 8. isS2eese Q 

German, acclimated, 10 
pink top, small seeds .-| 0.777 11.2 2. 80 8&2 32 1h" seme se 195687)|ooeeeeen 5 

FORAGE BEETS. 

Ox-horn, German yellow, | | 
large seeds...--..--.---.| 4.647 Peis 2.38 | 7.0 2. 74 8.0 f 14.87 13.6 4 

Pink field, red globe, small | ; to 
BOGUS see a. mite ties cesbiecson 0. 560 11.4 PA tata) 9.0 23805 |peee nas 15. 93 12.4 6 

* La Bettrave a Sucre, p. 31. 

‘ 
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“ These relations between the richness of the beet and the composition 

and size of the seeds, furnish the bases of ready and valuable means of 
selecting the good and separating them from the worthless. The method 

recommended is to pass them over a Screen with meshes of a given diam- 

eter, which unfortunately has never been determined, or at least stated, 

and to throw those which pass through in water or a solution of salt, 

rejecting those which float. Those which sink combine the valuable 

properties above described, of small size and high specific gravity.. In 

the processes of selection as applied to choice of beets for production of 

seed, which really constitutes the production of new races, the end 

really to be attained is the ultimate development of a race, or of races, 
which will at the same time satisfy the demands of the. producer and 

the manufacturer; that is, that. will givea large yield to respond to the 

demands of the former, combined with good quality and high richness 

in sugar to respond to the demands of the latter. In the opinion of 

some of those who have devoted themselves to this work, the hope of a 

result such as we have described must be considered almost useless, if 

we depend upon the root and its characteristics, but much valuable as- 

sistance may be rendered in the attainment of this end, as we shall see 

later on, by the intelligent application of fertilizers to the crop and the 

methods of culture adopted and employed. 

‘¢ In the earlier experiments in this line, those of Mons. L. Vilmorin, 

attention was more especially directed to the production of very rich 

beets, with no particular care to the size, the desire being rather to ob- 

tain beets of small size, with tapering form ard smooth surface; but the 

late work of all engaged in this kind of experiment and research has 

been directed to the enrichment of races giving roots of larger volume 

and fuller form, making them better adapted to all soils and all methods 

of culture. In most cases, therefore. the work starts from the races 

most extensively grown. 

“ Vilmorin began his work by following the method employed in Ger- 

many of taking the specific gravity of the roots by plunging them in 

saline solutions of known density, but he soon found that, in conse- 

quence of the almost constant presence of an internal cavity, this method 

was inexact. 

‘ Dubrunfaut further explains the cause of the inaccuracy of this 

method in the fact of the existence of air and gases within the body of 

the root. Vilmorin therefore resorted to the method of taking from the 

center of the root under examination a cylindrical portion by means of 

a cutting tube, and determining the density of the portion thus ob- 

tained, insolutions of sugar of known specific gravity, but these solutions 
were discarded on account of their unstable character, and similar solu- 

tions of salt substituted. But the loss of sugar in the sample by osmo- 

sis when immersed in the saline solutions renders this mode of procedure 

also unsuited to the attainment of the end in view, and he finally turned 

to the determination of the density of the juice itself as the readiest and 
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most exact means of determining the sugar content of the sample. The 

sample removed from the beet, furnished on grating and pressing suf- 

ficient of juice to admit of taking the weight of a metallic cube of known 

dimensions immersed in it, from which the density of the juice could 

readily be calculated. This method of determination he found to give 

more accurate results than any other when working upon so small a 
quantity of material. 

“Tt is useless to add [he says in his paper read before the Academy of Sciences in 

November, 1856] that the temperature taken by means of a thermometer with tenths 

of degrees is carried on the register after each weight of the ingot, and that the gauge 

of the vases, the fineness of the suspending thread, and the identity of all the con- 

ditions of the operation eliminates errors which at first produced certain irregularities 

in the manner of working. 

“ Having thus determined the specific gravity of the juices of the vari- 

ous beets under examination, those considered worthy of propagation 

are preserved and the others rejected. The surfaces of the wounds pro- 

duced in the beets examined by the removal of the sample are covered 

with charcoal dust, which effectually prevents any decay or deteriora- 

tion in consequence of the treatment to which the roots have been sub- 

mitted. 
‘¢This method was employed in the development of the race of beets 

known as Vilmoris Improved, and it is this method or modifications 

of it, or some additional operations carried on in connection with it, that 
is employed to-day by the most intelligent and responsible producers 

of improved seed in France. 

“ Mr. Henri Vilmorin, who has succeeded his father in the work, com- 

bines the method with examination of the sample of juice, after the de- 

termination of its specific gravity, by means of the polariscope, while 

others employ, as supplementary to the method, estimation of the sugar 

by means of the copper test. 

“But notwithstanding the unfavorable conclusions concerning the 

method of selection, based upon the density of the roots as determined 

by immersing them in solutions of molasses or salt of differing but 

known strengths, it is still used by many of the leading seed-growers in_ 

the north of France. M. Demiatte,in an article on the subject of selec- 

tion of seed-bearers, states* that he proceeds as follows, according to 

Brabant’s method: Select subjects weighing at least 700 grams (14 

pounds). For determination of their density they are thrown into a 

vat partly filled with a solution of molasses, having a density of 2.5 de- 

grees by the densimeter ; those roots which float are rejected; those 
which partly sink are preserved for the production of seed called No. 3. 

Those which sink completely are thrown into a second vat containing a 

solution similar to that just described, but having a density of 3.5 de- 

grees. Those which float here are preserved for production of seed 

known as No. 2. Those which sink to the bottom are of course of the 

best quality, and are used for production of seed No. 1. 

* Journal des Fabricants de ‘Sucre, 1879, February 19, 
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“ We have seen that the generally adopted opinion concerning the 

best form of beet to be chosen for production of high yields of sugar is to 

the effect that the long tapering ones are the most valuable; but this 

opinion is likely to be subject to modification in conseqnence of the re- 

sults of later observations upon the constitution of the improved varie- 

ties and their power to resist the deteriorating influences to which they 

may be subject in the varying conditions of soil and culture. The taper- 

ing, richer, improved races, descended from German stock, have been 

found more subject to disease in France than the poorer races of the 

country, and M. Decrombecque, at Lens, conceived the idea of incorpo- 

rating within the latter the sugar producing-qualities of the former,and 

at the same time retaining the hardiness for which the commoner races 

are well known. ‘To attain this end he had recourse to the method sug- 

gested by Walkhoff,* who believed that the saccharine richness of beets 
may be improved by crossing, and who was able by using seeds of 

Frickenhouse, and the method referred to, to obtain beets the juice of 

which marked 18.8 degrees, Balling, and containing 16.5 per cent. of 

sugar, starting with varieties the juice of which showed but 17.8 de- 

grees, Balling, and containing 16.35 per cent. of sugar. In planting, 

the roots were placed in close contact so that the blossoms touched 

each other, and the slightest agitation was sufficient to effect the trans- 

port of pollen. : 

“ But the results of the experiments and of the practice adopted by 

Mons. Decombrecque { are rather more striking than those obtained by 

Walkhoff. He noticed when he began his work at Lens that the Sile. 

sian beet grown upon arather shallow soil, and especially when manured 

with stable manure containing considerable straw, in the spring (well 
known to be a bad and injurious practice), was hairy, fusiform, and 

wanting in weight. At the same time the white beet of the country, 

with green top, gray flesh, and obtuse form, flourished and developed 

well, though remaining pyriform in the same field in which the Silesian 

fared badly. The question was to produce a beet having the hardiness 

of the one and the richness of: the other. He chose from his crop the 

best formed, richest subjects, of size above the average, well covered in 

the ground, and then, observing the same care, chose specimens of the 

country roots called toupie (about the poorestof all the beets grown), and 

the beets thus chosen he preserved for seed. In planting he combined 

them in the proportion of five plants of the Silesian with one of toupie. 

In collecting the seed he carefully preserved separately that from the 

Silesian varieties and that trom the toupie, and in subsequent sowing 

used only that from the Silesian. He found that the character of the 

Silesian beet had changed, and that the beet had the obtuse form. How- 
ever, after the third year of planting the modified seed, he found that 

the good qualities of the Silesian had disappeared, and he had only the 

low-grade beet of the country. His subsequent practice, therefore, was 

_ "See La bettraye @ sucre, par Champion and Pellet, t La sucrerie indigeéne, xii, 434, 
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to grow two or more acres of Silesian, and from the crop produced to 

select those he needed for seed, and these roots he mixed with roots 

from the ordinary crop in the proportion of 1 to 3, and thus secured 

continuously the hardiness of the one and the richness of the other 

combined. . 

‘“With the indications given by Mons. H. Vilmorin in his description 

of the leading races of beets grown in France, and the methods described 

in the preceding pages, it will not be difficult for the prospective grower 

to determine the varieties that will be best suited to his purposes, or to 

produce new races through which the results he desires may be obtained, 
but it will not be out of place here to call attention to the experiments 

of Mons. Derome at Bavay (Nord) made with seeds obtained from various 

producers with a view to the determination of the best varieties for cul- 

tivators to grow in order to secure a crop of quality and quantity to be 

satisfactory both to themselves and the manufacturer. This he con- 

ceives to be a variety that will give the most sugar per acre, in condi- 

tion to be most easily extracted in the greatest weight. Without enter- 

ing into the details of his experiments we shall simply give in the fol- 

lowing table the names of the varieties of seeds sown and the results 

obtained: 

2 eS 8 2 Sugar of 88° ex- 
= ; Ep Pa = 3 tractable. 

5 3 D 2, A a 3 nD acs 

ee 2 ° A nS mH S SS 
ase n 5) 3S am et ou is O38 

Varieties. =| % 2 a} 2s Sie SB aa 
a H on} o ro = tu Ao bak?) 
4 oO oe ey So o +m 
a ml la} a oo a SA as 
eS c=] A n oO. ° ma, 5 vy 

= Q oe ak S 2 
° oO =| ° a) & op he on 
S asl o mH i] | oe c o 

A a A Oo ia ND Ay tae 

| 
Tons.* ° Per ct. H Pounds. Tons.* 

1. Long pink toupie............... 23, 205 20.1 5 8.431 | $4.00 | $80.00 4.69 0,94 
2. Silesian, pink, tusiform......-- 34, 210 18.0 5.70 | 10. 766 4. 64 83. 00 6 84 123 
3. Silesian, pink, fusiform..--...-- 32, 388 15.9 6.40 | 12.841 5.64 | 81.00) 8.34 1.33 
4. Silesian, white, first choice ...- | 32,344 11.9 7.15 | 13. 769 6.80 | 78,00 9. 27 1.07 
5. Silesian, white, second choice ..| 32, 266 16. 0 5.95 | 10.921 4.94 | 79.00 6. 84 1.09 
6. Silesian, white, acclimated .... | 35, 060 15.9 6.10 | 11.473 5.16 | 32.00 7. 34 1.16 
7. Silesian, white, acclimated .... | 34, 656 14.9 6.15 | 11. 194 5.48 | 65.00 6. 97 1. 04 
8. White pink top .-...-..-....... 37, 627 16.8 5.75 | 11. 538 4.70 79. CO 6. 50 1.09 
9. White improved .............- 32, 759 11.4 7.20 | 11.368 6.92 | 78. 00 8. 68 0.99 

10. White green top ---..-.----...- 34, 210 15.3 5.90 | 10.912 4.88 | 73.00 6. 89 1,05 
1 Pink /acclimated:=----s2----ree 31, 983 13. 8 5.90 | 10. 736 4.88 68. 00 6. 67 0. 92 
12. White silesian 2-2. <255--sce~- 32, 874 14.2 6.106 | 11. 126 5.10 73. 00 6. 93 1.98 
13) Pink silesians.-.-cerse cece 33, 966 15.1 6.05 | 10. 825 5.08 | 79.00 6. 69 1.01 
145 Pink silesianys 25-2 22 = Senecio 33, 400 17.9 5.45 | 9. 957 4. 36 78. 00 6. 02 1.08 
15. Pink Brunswick. --csssceseee. 31, 583 17.5 5.40 | 9.709 4.32 | 75.00 5. 86 - 1. 02 

* Of 2,200 pounds. 

‘¢ He concludes from the figures obtained and here given that the best 

beets to be grown, and which he considers the races of conciliation, are 

those represented by the numbers 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,and 14. If sold 

according to the density of the juice and the scale of values in the form 

of arbitration adopted by the sugar manufacturers at Lille,* the grower 

will receive a higher return per acre than with any of the other varieties 

mentioned. 

* See later on in discussions of relations between the grower and manufacturer, 

: 
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“In this connection the results of the experiments of Deherain are 

relevant and interesting. He says:* 

“Tt follows from our experiments and analyses that beets submitted to different 

modes of feeding or fertilizing, preserve in their development ¢he native qualities of 

the seed, i. e., their race. 

‘Tn several of the experiments, pink tops and improved Vilmorins 

were Submitted to exactly the same conditions, same sterile soil, same 

manures given in equal quantities, yet in one case while the pink top 

contained 7.5 per cent. of sugar, the improved beet contained 16.2. In 

another case when the fertilizer was more nitrogenous, the richness of 

the pink-top beet fell to 5.5 per cent. and the Vilmorin to only 13.4. 

This shows clearly the influence of race upon the saccharine quality of 

the beet. The conclusions would appear premature were these experi- 

ments the only evidences to support them, but they are also confirmed 

in the results of experiments made by Mons. H. Vilmorin at Verriers, 

according to Professor Deherain’s suggestions. 

With reference to the type of beet to be chosen, Mons. Demiattet 

says: 

‘The nature of the soil and method of culture being known, the form should change 

with the nature of the soil; should be long and tapering in deep sandy or alluvium 

soils; short and more obtuse in shallow soils like that near Arras, where the thick- 

ness of the arable layer will not exceed 6 inches. But whatever be the type chosen 

the top of the mother beet should not protrude from the soil more than one-fourth its 

total lengtb. 

‘‘ With the facts and figures presented, which have all been worked out 

‘in France by careful experiment and investigation, no further comments 

on the different French races will be necessary. ‘The selection of varie- 

ties for cultivation can best be left to the reader. We believe, however, 
it will be of interest, and we shall, therefore, conclude the consideration 

of this subject by giving the names and addresses of several of the lead- 

ing producers of seed in France who made exhibition of their products 

in the late Paris Exposition of 1878, with short notices of the character 
of their exhibits. 

Desprez pére et fils, Capelle—The varieties produced are No. 1, white 

or pink, containing 15 to 18 per cent. sugar, requiring deep, rich soil, 

plenty of manure, and excellent culture; yields 16 to 20 tons per acre. 

No. 2, white or pink, 12 to 15 per cent. sugar, for ordinary soil, fertil- 

izing, and care; yields 20 to 25 tons per acre. No. 3, 10 to 12 per cent. 

sugar for inferior soils and cultures; yields 25 to 30 tons per acre. 

“ Simon-Legrand, Auchy.—Different varieties containing 12 to 20 per 

cent. of sugar; some varieties of special selection containing from 20 

to 23 per cent. 

“LT. Dervaux-Ibled, Wargnies-le-Grand.—Cultivates seed by special 

method of selection depending upon taking specific gravities of cylin- 

* Annales agronomiques. t Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, February 19, 1879, 

25474—Bull. 27--—4 
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drical samples cut from the roots and immersing them in saline solutions 
of given strength. . 

‘* Brabant fréres Onnaing.—Cultivate seed of special variety bearing 

their name; claimed to produce 21 tons per acre, of beets of average 

richness of 14.88 per cent. of sugar. 

‘© Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., No. 4 Quai de la Mégisserie, Paris.—-Pro- 

duce seed from five varieties, given in the table below, showing the in- 

dustrial value of each variety.” 

| French races. 
Green-top ied German 

eet. pee ae race. beet. 

| Pink top. | Green top. 

Wield per acre... <<< ccccnsee- long tons. - 33.117 | 16. 639 | 30. 121 30. 049 23. 360 
Sugar, per gallon of juice ..-..- pounds. - 1. 12 1. 63 1, 24 1. 20 1.30 
Supar Pperacre..2.4.--- see ase (aaah eae yy | 5, 601 | 8, 754 8, 595 7, 029 
Sug: ar, per long ton of beets --.. ; 149. 6 290.4 | 182.6 173. 8 222.2 
Approximate industri: il yield. “per acre. 4. 468 3. 095 | 4. 893 4. 739 2. 308 

THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE SUGAR-BEET.* 

“¢¢The improvement of the sugar-beet’ is a term essentially capable of — 

great expansion, inasmuch as its significance embraces the bringing 

about of the fullest adaptation of the beet, to the industries of sugar and 

spirit manufactures, and under very varying conditions on the one hand 

of the manufacturing process, and on the other of the operation of the 

tariff laws. 

‘¢The question, however, may be so far restricted as to consider one of 

two purposes—either, according to the laws of physiology and agri- 

cultural chemistry, and to the observations of practical experience, by 

seeking that process which will yield the greatest amount of sugar per 

acre at a given cost, or by following artificial methods, endeavor by 
obedience to those, to obtain such beets as will give the greatest profit. 

By the adoption of one of those courses beets will be grown best adapted 

to the manufacture of sugar and spirit in France. 

“The improvement of the method of beet-production is not more diffi- 

cult with these roots than in the examples of other plant kinds; in fact, 

in given respects, it is more simple and stable. It is quite possible to 

establish given properties and specialities in the beet providing those 

properties are not in actual opposition to the nature of the plant, and 

that they are capable of transmission to the following generation. In 

brief, those given specialities and characters are to be secured by selec- 

tion. Nevertheless, not every man will succeed in such a course of im- 

provement by selection. It is eee (1) that the cultivator shall 

‘g By 15 [p ae Vilmorin, Sucrerie Taig ne, vol. 34, p. 328, and Zeitsch. Riibenzucker- 

Industrie, October, 1889, p. 588, 
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have a clear grasp of his purpose, and (2) that he shall be fully cogni- 

zant of the nature of the plant and of the conditions of its growth. 

“The first of these conditions is a general one and applies to all ex- 

periments. The second condition, however, requires a knowledge of 

the advantages and disadvantages of the varieties chosen for cultiva- 

tion, and that the conditions of growth shall not be artificially influ- 

enced, or at least not in a way prejudicial to the strengthening of the 

natural proclivities of the plant. The latter condition is of the first 

importance and demands all consideration. The rules for such experi- 

ments in the cultivation may be given as follows: 

(1) The individual plants which are selected for cultivation must be 

planted under those conditions which allow of the full development of 

the natural merits and demerits of the variety. 

(2) The experiment plants must, moreover, be grown under the same 

conditions, in respect of the length of the period of growth, the distance 

between the single plants, the properties of the soil and fertilizers ap- 

plied, as the roots grown for the actual making of sugar. 

“In order that the size, form, the sugar-content, and the purity of the 

juices of given varieties may be properly adjudged it is essential that 

the roots shall have been grown under the conditions in which those 

several characteristic features and properties could be normally devel- 

oped. Strange to say, a rule so natural has been consistently ignored, 

and beets have been provided for purposes of the laboratory strongly at 

variance with those requirements. The soil has been very deeply culti- 

vated, and the roots grown in the closest proximity in order to produce 

beets long and thin and free from side roots, and, naturally, rich in 

sugar—a directly opposite procedure were probably the most reason- 

able. 

“As an example of a bad quality may be given the nature of certain 

roots, or varieties of roots, to run to seed. Roots for propagating must 

be selected which are free from this inclination; and, in order to pro- 
vide a trustworthy test, the seeding must be made very early which 

thus induces the disposition to ‘run.’ The plants which do not show 

the ‘running’ disposition should be selected for further propagation. 

“Another example: How is it possible to sort out the representatives 

of a very fibrous nature when the roots are grown under conditions 

whereby the side roots are not developed ? 

“As the average weight of the roots is a matter of consideration it may 

be observed that both home and foreign seed-growers aim at the pro- 

duction of beets weighing from 600 to 1,200 grams. 

“As thecharacteristics of beets are several the selection must be spread 

over, and depend upon, certain different observations. The size, form, 

color, leaf growth, the season of growth, as well as the period of 

maturity, are suitable for such observation, and experienced seed- 

growers will be readily able to make their distinctions from the obser- 

vation of those several physical properties. The determination of the 
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sugar-content and of the purity of the juice depend upon purely 

chemical estimations. The specific gravity of the roots and of root- 

juices is determined, and the sugar quantity is ascertained by means 

of the polariscope and copper solution. The determination by use of 

the polariscope is to be preferred for the reason that little time is” 

required and the purity of the juices is observed by the same process. 

“It is not enough, however, nor is the main purpose accomplished, 

when beets have been secured, rich in sugar, of a pure juice, and possess- 

ing the several physical qualities which have been specified. The 

greater purpose is to distinguish those beets in which the given proper- 

ties and values are fixed, and which are capable of transmitting those 

specialities to successive generations ; in other words—which are true 

in propagation. 

“JT have, with great labor and care, endeavored to secure seeds and 

beets with fixed characteristics by planting the seeds of selected repre- 

sentatives and growing those with the single view to the observation of 

their hereditary values. At the end of the year those plants which had 

not preserved the given physical properties were thrown out and the 

‘true’ beets preserved for propagation. 

“In my opinion, the problem of securing practically the best beet seeds 

is to be attained by observing the following means: 

(1) The organizing of the production of beets possessing definite and 

fixed properties and specialties by the use of the most rigid system of 

‘ selection.’ 
«(2) A system of cultivation and planting most approved, in view of 

economy, by sound experience. These rules may encounter consider- 

able controversy, but they are resting upon a long personal experience 

and the opinions and practices of French and German experts and 

practical men. 

“The growing of seed from small roots—250 to 400 grams—has no dis- 

advantage in respect of the value of the seed; nevertheless this will 

only apply in the instance where the practice is not repeated with the 

seed from the same. Seed grown from beets of a large growth can not 

be so economical as from the smaller size, and when the condition at- 

taching to the use of the smaller beets is observed, no disadvantage 

occurs. 
“‘ Amongst the many most excellent kinds of French beets, one in 

special must be mentioned, although I may stand in a close relation to its 

history. The beet was introduced by my father, and I have given all 

possible care and endeavor to increase the form and weight-producing 

quality to the highest degree compatible with a proportional increase 

in the sugar-yielding value of the same. And, in the face of all con- 

troversies, I must maintain that no other system of culture would have 

established and sustained the same excellence of the beet in respect of 

form, weight, and purity of the juice as the system adopted in our ex- 

periments and specified in the rules already laid down, 

— 

I 
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“Amongst other French representatives may be mentioned the Bra- 

bant-beet, whose habit of growth is typified by the upright leaf, long, 

thin, and smooth root, and distinguished by its richness in sugar. 

This kind may be classed as one of the best French varieties and dis- 

tinetly differing from the German. E 
“Of many excellent German beets which have been introduced into 

France the ‘ Klein-Wanzlebener’ has had an experience of ten years 

in our climate and appears to thrive better even than in its native 

sphere. The variety is known by an abundant leafage of a bright green, 

and broad, multiplied roots. 

“The ‘ crossing’ of different varieties is a rich source of varying kinds, 

but the course has a fatal effect upon the hereditary principle and 

properties. The characteristics of the ‘cross,’ which may be the prod- 

uct of a single year, are transient and may be lost in as short a time as 

they require to be produced. 

“T would specially state that the assertions which I have made in 

respect of the best beet kinds are not merely devolving upon my own 

experience, but may be supported by comparison with the statements 

of other experimenters. 

Experiments of M. Dupay in Chervy-Cossigny, given in the year 1888. 

. Sugar per 
Wield. heetare. 

Kilograms.| Kilograms. 
mera eOrrour rench beet: CULUNES |. .<ce)-cneecensaewenaansiccac com ssmenniee 36. 000 5, 665 
Anertr olor tour German beet CUultnres:------4-csscescceccemcceccdasconceo en 35. 140 5, 537 

Experiments of MM. Porion and Déhérain—1883. 

Yield of | Sugar in Sugarin | Money 
roots. juice. beet. value. 

Kilograms.| Per cent. | Per cent. Francs. 
INEGHIGLD Cede Sec ee GEES COREE S eRe ees eee ene aeae 43. 100 | 16. 74 14. 77 1, 659 
(CONTE {W555 ee Se Ae ee ee Re ee ree 45.100 | 16. 39 14. 50 1, 623 

“The yield is in favor of the German, but the money value is greater 

actually in the French.” 

Experiments of the Sugar-House Bourdon ( Puy-de-Dome). 

Yield per | Density of | Sugar per 
hectare. juices. hectare. 

Kilograms. 9 Kilograms. 
LNT eS ea ee BRE Mee Stak Se ioe ass uae axe eeemaeels 44. 854 7.9 7, 970 
“PRCTRET 2 2 ot odeibrio SRO G Gee aoe CE SG ne eee ne eee Sr reenter 40. 296 nai 6, 979 
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VARIETIES OF BEETS. 

The varieties of beets which are cultivated are perhaps more numer- 

ous in name than in distinct qualities. In France the White Improved 

Vilmorin beet is very largely cultivated. Its generai type is shown in 

the following figure: 

Fic. 8.—White Improved Vilmorin Sugar Beet. 

This beet has been the result of thirty years of methodic and perse- 

vering selection based upon the lines above indicated. In regard to. 

its preservation it is recognized that it holds its sugar content better 

than any other variety. . In those factories in which the lnproved Vil- 

morin is manufactured in connection with other varieties it is the eus- 

tom to reserve this for the end of the season and to work up the less re- 

liable beets at an earlier date. It is also said to resist better than any 

other variety the unfavorable influence of certain characters of soil and 

of certain manures. In black soils, rich in organic matter, it will give 

great industrial results, while most-other varieties of beets become wa- 

tery or saline inexcess. Excessive quantities of nitrogenous fertilizers, 

which are carefully excluded from ordinary varieties, can be applied 

with safety to the Improved Vilmorin. A great number of experiments 

has shown that this can be done without serious deterioration in the 

quality of the sugar and with a considerable increase in weight. From 

thousands of analyses it has been established that the percentage of 

sugar which can be obtained with this variety is about 16. In regard 

to its yield under favorable conditions it can be stated to be between 

30 and 35 kilograms per hectare. 
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Perhaps more important for general cultivation than the Vilmorin 

variety is the beet known as the Klein-Wanzleben, which at the pres- 

ent time has probably a wider cultivation than all other sugar-beets. 
The general character of this beet is shown in the figure. 

Fia. 9.—Klein-Wanzieben Sugar-beet. 

This beet has a conical root, straight and even, quite large at the head 

and rapidly tapering. It is distinguished from the Improved Vilmorin 

by its brighter color and its lighter-colored leaves, which are beauti- 
fully undulating or scalloped about the edges. Coming from a cross in 

which the Improved Vilmorin entered largely, the Klein-Wanzleben is 

to-day a fixed variety, and is equally well produced in France and Ger- 

many. It succeedsequally well in soil of an alluvial nature and mean 

richness and on level plateaus. In soils very rich in humus it ripens 

poorly and loses much of its richness. Like the Vilmorin Improved, 

toward the end of vegetation its leaves are completely spread. In those 

conditions of culture where the Improved Vilmorin gives 34,000 to 

36,000 kilograms, the Klein-Wanzleben will give 40,000 kilograms. Itis, 

however, always inferior to the Improved Vilmorin in point of view of 

its saccharine richness, which the whiter and more watery appearance 

of its flesh would make known at first view. Nevertheless from 13 to 

15 per cent. of sugar can be obtained in the beet. 

The Brabant sugar-beet is altogether different in aspect from the pre- 

ceding varieties. It is long, rising well above the level of the soil, car- 

rying a foliage vigorous in growth and upright in position. This vari- 

ety would seem at first view to have come from the white varieties 
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used for forage; nevertheless its great vigor, its abundant production, 
and its content of sugar sufficiently high make it a beet quite valuable 
in those countries where the tax is placed upon the amount of sugar 
made rather than upon the beet. The Brabant Sugar-beet will give 
easily 50,000 kilograms per hectare and may be made to contain 12 per 
cent of sugar. Its general appearance is indicated in the figure. 

Fic. 10.—Brabant Sugar-beet: 

In France the adoption of legislation placing the tax upon the beet 
itself has not entirely banished the Brabant variety, but it has sue- 
ceeded in transforming it into one of greater richness in sugar. This 
rariation of the Brabant beet has been called the French Rich Sugar- 
beet, and seems destined to have a brilliant future, preserving in its 
general aspect, and notably in its foliage, many of the characteristies 
of the Brabant. The French Rich Beet differs distinctly from it in the 
fact that it grows entirely under the soil, is more slender, with a more 

" 
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reddish skin and more compact flesh. Its yield is superior to the Vil- 

morin Improved and even to the Klein- Wanzleben, amounting to from 

40,000 to 43,000 kilograms per hectare in good conditions. Its general 

appearance is indicated in the figure. 

The content of sugar of this new variety is rarely inferior to 14 per 

cent on the weight of the root. 

MAY 

i 
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Fic, 11.—White French Rich Sugar-beet. 

The Imperial sugar-beet is one which is largely grown throughout 

Europe. It has a regular conical outline with a top-shaped top and 

with leaves with rather shortstems. There are different varieties, such 
as the Old Imperial, Improved White Imperial, and the Improved Rose 

Imperial. Other varieties which are also grown are the Electoral, the 

Improved Elite, the Improved Imperial Elite, the Imperator, Olive- 

shaped, and the Excelsior. 

Some of the most celebrated firms in Europe producing sugar beet seed 

are Vilmorin-Andrieux & Co., Maison Simon Legrand, of Paris; Messrs. 
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Brumme, of Bernburg, Germany; Dippe Bros., Quedlinburg, Germany ; 

Ferdinand Knauer, of Grébers, Germany; Le Maire frére et sceur, 
and Florimond Desprez. 

BEET-SEED AMELIORATION. 

For many years past there has been a constant improvement in the 

quality of sugar beets raised in France. While itis true that for more 

than twenty years beets have been grown with high sugar percentages, 

their irregular shapes and special requirements did not bring them 

within the practical demands of farmers. 

The best method of selection is yet an open question, and the seed- 

growers do not all agree as to the most desirable size of the ‘‘ mother.” 

Some use roots weighing about one-fourth pound, and several agrono- 

mists maintain that 2 or even 3 pounds (?) is not too heavy a weight. 

While in the latter case the seeds attain their full development (whether 
this is the case with the smaller types it is difficult to decide), many 

experiments appear to prove that there is very little difference in the 

seed in the two cases. 

Pellet recommends that ‘‘ mothers” be planted very close together, 

with the view of preventing any further development of the root, and 

so that the entire vitality of the plant may be expended in this seed 

development. Another argument in favor of very small beets is, that 

there is an economy of space, and the planting may follow on the soil 

that had already yielded a crop the same year; the expenses also are 

less. 

One argument is that the “ mothers,” with their numerous stalks, 

require room, and hence the importance of roots of a certain size and 

planted at reasonable distances apart. On the other hand, the stalks 

of small beets attain a far greater height, owing to their desire (so to 

speak) to derive from the air the oxygen which close spacing certainly 

keeps out. Again, some assert that with large roots and stalks the 

size of the seed and quality is inferior to that obtained with the smaller 

roots. These facts are mentioned simply to show how very difficult is 

the question of selecting and ameliorating existing varieties of beets. 

Peligot, Leplay, Pellet, ete., have concluded upon some interesting 

facts respecting the requirements and the changes “ mothers” undergo 

during the process of seed formation. Thestems, leaves, and seed, yet 

green during July, do not contain sugar in their composition, but the 

sugar of the ‘“‘ mothers ” constantly diminishes from the time the second 

growth commences until the seeds are matured. The density of the juice 

diminishes in the root and increases in the stalks, then in the leaves. 

Vegetable acids, with potassic or lime base, exist in the juices of the 

root and stalks. 

Respecting the potassic and lime salts, there appears to be an as. 

cending movement between the soil and the stalks, leaves, ete. Car- 

bonic acid in the mean time undergoes the same changes as it does during 

the first year’s vegetation. An interesting factis, that the requirements 
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of vegetation for potassic and lime salts during the second year is 

very much greater than during the first year’s growth. These salts 

in combination with vegetable acids, in solution, appear to have im- 

portant influences on the formation and quality of the seed obtained. 

As early as 1850 Vilmorin called attention to the possibility of select- 

ing beets, by depending upon the proportion that exists between the 

density and the sugar percentage. The classification was very simple, 

and consisted in placing the roots in solutions having aspecific gravity 

known in advance, prepared with chloride of sodium and water. The 

selection, according to the density of the juice, followed; but while the 

results were more satisfactory than the foregoing, it was faulty, and it 

does not necessarily follow that the richest beets are those having 

juices of the highest specific gravity. The roots resulting from this 

selection were very irregular in shape, and could not be used in the fac- 

tory; they were also difficult to harvest. 

The size of the neck, shape of the leaves, their abundance, etc., were 

elements to be considered in the outer characteristics of selection. M. 

Desprez’s selection has demonstrated that beets which have been selected 

according to analysis will result in seed-yielding beets testing 2 per 

cent more sugar than those which have not been analyzed. Some 

years since it was customary among many seed-growers in France to 

send seed to Germany and receive them back from that country to 

France. The rootsraised from those ‘ mothers” were selected ; a change 

of climate was supposed to have been beneficial. 

Twenty varieties of seed were experimented upon by Desprez; all had 

been produced upon the farms. It was noticed that beets penetrated 

the soil very much more during a dry than in a wet period. An ab- 

normal number of beets went to seed the first year (42 per cent.) ; this 
means a large amount of sugar; it is contended, however, by some 

that this loss is never more than 2 per cent. Beets of considerable 

length and having rough skin gave the largest yield, and were but little 

affected by insects. The observations on influence of distance between 

beets in rows upon the sugar percentage and yield are worth recording. 

It was concluded that upon an average soil there should be eculti- 

vated about seven to eight beets per square meter; on well prepared 

soils with suitable fertilizers the number could be twelve to fifteen. 

The spacing between roots should depend upon the soil and fertilizers 

used ; selection of the best variety best suited to a given locality also 

depends upon these factors. 

Without doubt the most important beet-seed exhibit at the Paris Ex- 

hibition was that of M. Legrand, who devotes annually 50 to 55 acres to 

seed-raising. Most of this seed is used in the vicinity of his farm and 

the remainder is sold for a nominal sum, considering the quality and 

the pains taken in selection. ‘‘ Mothers” exhibited were much larger 

than those shown by other exhibitors, and yet the sugar percentage 

was in some cases over 20. An important fact is that in the selection 

no beet is accepted unless it weighs at least one pound. 
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The beets are taken from the field by a harvester, with the view of 

avoiding bruises which occur with use of spade, etc. This work is per- 
formed by the farming hands, who make at once a preliminary classifi- 

eation. Circular piles are formed with leaves outside to protect them 

from any changes in the weather; but soon as possible these leaves 

are removed and a second and more complete assortment follows; then 

the roots are placed in small silos. The laboratory selection by the 

Violette method is carried out on a most extended scale, there being 

made 2,500 analyses per diem, and a total of 175,000 during the season 

of 1889. When in 1885 the raising of superior beet seed was deter- 

mined upon, the roots on M. Legrand’s farm did not test on an average 

over 11 per cent sugar, and now the standard has reached 16 per cent. 

M. H. Sagnier, a well-known agricultural expert, says that during a 

recent visit he found that two-fifths of the total roots raised by M. Le- 

grand tested 15 to 17 per cent sugar, two-fifths from 17 to 18, and one- 

fifth had a saccharine percentage beyond the latter limit. The richest 

beets are known as *“‘ grandmothers,” and are used for the production 

of seed which is planted alone for obtaining ‘‘mothers;” those of the 

second category are used for the same purpose. The seeds from the 

lateral stalks always give the finest grain. Before the flower appears 

the central and lateral stalks are pinched off, resulting in a greater 

development and vitality of those remaining; and even before the 

‘““mothers ” are planted the extreme end of their necks are sliced off. 

There can be no doubt of the importance of this extended system of 

analysis, with the view to a scientific selection, as carried on by Legrand. 

A member of the jury at the Paris Exhibition, however, reproached 

the seed-grower in question for the trouble he had taken, as the shapes 

were so regular that outer signs alone would have been sufficient to 

decide the quality. There appears to be no limit of time or amount of 

money that can deter Legrand from obtaining the desired results in beet 

raising; and his methods, while in many respects original, are destined 

to have a great future. ; 

In discussing the history of the sugar beet it is too frequently asserted 

that the best varieties have a German parentage ; we are assured that 

the original types, as adopted by Legrand (who has constantly in mind 

a beet possessing considerable density and yet juicy) has been obtained 

after years of careful selection from “mothers” of French origin entirely. 

On the Carlier farm the ‘‘ mothers ” are taken from the best fields that 

are sown in April, and a cultivator is used four to five times before 

thinning out; eighteen to twenty beets are grown to a square meter. 

The first selection is made on the field at once after harvesting, the reg- 

ular shape and size, denoting maturity and quality, being the main basis 

for the preliminary selection. The roots chosen are silotted near the lab- 

oratory, and the second selection is made in January; the beets preferred 

weigh 350 to 600 grams. For many years it was argued that the greater 

the density of the beet the higher its saccharine quality, hence a selec- 

tion offered no difficulty. Later experiments soon demonstrated that 
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such methods were not reliable; as a preliminary operation, however, 

there can be no reason why baths of salt water or molasses, having a 

known density, could not be used, throwing aside those roots which 

would float in the bath of 1.045 density, and keeping, say, three piles 

from 1.045 to 1.050, from 1.050 to 1.055, and from 1.055 to 1.060. 

The classification as adopted by Carlier, depending upon the density 

of a core taken as a sample from the beet, was not entirely satisfactory ; 

frequently the volume of air, ete., a beet may retain in its composition 

is to be considered. According to Dubrunfaut, beets retain 115 cubic 

centimeters of air per 1,000 grams in weight, and frequently there is, 

owing to this fact, considerable difference between the density of beets, 
considered as a whole, and the juice. At the Wargine-le-Grand farm 

these variations were shown to be: 

Density of | Density of 
entire beet. juice. 

1, 012 | 1. 043 
1. 020 | 1. 048 
1. 025 1.052 
1. 025 1. 056 
1. 080 1. 058 
1. 038 1. 052 

This fact alone would condemn any method of solution depending 

upon density. 

~ In the Lemaire system of selection roots weighing 500 to 800 grams 

have preference; such as remain well under ground, and having a 

special depression on both sides, commencing with the neck and end- 

ing with the tipend. Legrand, Lemaire, and others attach considerable 

importance to these outer characteristics, and many maintain that the 

more pronounced they are the higher will be the saccharine quality of 

the root. 

Lemaire and others also maintain that their careful selection by outer 

signs, combined with chemical analysis, has enabled them to create new 

types; in fact, most seed-growers may claim that their special varieties 

have been “creations.” The beets in the latter case are placed in silos, 

where they remain until February or March. The experimenters last 

named and others consider it a mistake to commence analysis sooner, 

as there would be no certainty as to the preservation of the roots, a 

quality as essential as the sugar percentage. The one without the 

other has but little importance, as they both may be transmitted to their 

descendants. 

When we consider that beets must be kept in silos frequently four 

to five months before being used at the factory, the element of preser- 

vation becomes of the first importance. Those roots which have under- 
gone little or no change in their saccharine percentage during the sev- 

eral months of preservation are selected, and there is very little doubt 
that just as their conservation was satisfactory so will be the beets 
taised from the seed they furnish, 
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M. Lemaire informs the writer that experiments were made with seed 

from beets having lost in sugar during their silotting and were com- 

pared with seed from those that retained their sugar percentage. The 

conclusion was just as expected ; the roots from seed that kept well had 

a higher sugar percentage than others. The hereditary quality of beets 

should be constantly borne in mind in these selections and ameliorations. 

M. Lemaire also states that all analyses made by the copper test are 

repeated with the polariscope, and in most cases their seed give roots 

with a high co-efficient of purity. The ‘* mothers” when planted are 

placed at distances of 60 to 70 centimeters. About one month before 

maturing the tops of the highest stalks are cut off so as to permit the 

sap to center itself upon the seed. Laurent-Mouchon has had some 

little reputation of late years, his beets being of a satisfactory quality. 

Their selection does not differ from that above mentioned. 

To give some idea of the importance of growing forms of seed as above 

described, we may mention that the Legrand estate at Besny has over 

200 acres planted in beets for the factory at Loan, the yield averaging 

10 to 12 tons to the acre, and roots testing from 12 to 16 per cent sugar. 

About 55 acres are devoted to seed-raising ; 3,600 roots (* mothers ”) 

are planted to the acre. In the Desprez seed producing farm wheat 

follows the production of ‘‘mothers” in rotation; barn-yard manure, 

rags, ete., are also used to the value of $10 to $130 per hectare. It is 

considered that the “ mothers” absorb two-thirds of the fertilizers, the - 
other one-third remaining for the wheat. Of the farming lands two- 

fifths are devoted to beet-seed cultivation, two-fifths to wheat, and one- 

fifth to beets, flax, ete. All soils used for beet cultivation are worked 

to a depth of 35 centimeters. Soils intended for the “mothers” are 

worked in two operations, about 20 centimeters in depth in the fall and 

the remainder in the spring, so as to plow under the fertilizer. 

The “ mothers” when growing have the cultivator passed between 

the rows four or five times. The area under cultivation at Orchies is 

432 hectares, of which 150 hectares are under Carlier’s direct supervis- 

ion, 54 hectares in “ mothers” for seed, and 30 hectares in beets of in- 

ferior quality intended for cattle feeding. Efforts are made to keep 

these separate so that there will not be hybrids formed by the combina- 

tion of their pollen. The Lemaire plantation at Nomain consists of 275 

hectares, in five farms, on each of which a special variety of seed is pro- 

duced. Besides this 400 hectares of beets are controlled for an agricult- 

ural distillery. The annual production here is estimated at 500,000 to 

600,000 kilograms of beet-seed.—(The Sugar Beet, vol. 10, No. 4, 1830.) 

SOIL, PLANTING, AND CULTIVATION. 

PREPARATION OF THE SOIL. 

Land which is to be planted with beets, if manured with farm-yard 
manure, Should have this coating applied in a well-rotted state in the 

autumn and plowed in to the depth of 5 or 6 inches, In the spring the 
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soil should be plowed to a greater depth, from 8 to 10 inches, and if the 

subsoil be at all hard a subsoil-plow should follow, loosening the sub- 

soil to the depth of 12 to 15 inches. The surface of the soil is then re- 

duced to the proper tilth by harrowing, and, if necessary, rolling to 

break up the clods. It should not be forgotten that much of the culti- 

vation of the beet may be accomplished in this way before planting and 

the process of seeding should not begin until the surface of the soil is 

in the perfect condition mentioned above. Care should be taken not to 

apply fresh or unrotted stable manure, or any other manure containing 

large quantities of undecomposed organic matter, to a field seeded to 

beets except in the manner described above. 

It is scarcely necessary to add that care must be taken in plowing 

the soil to have it in the proper condition of moisture, since, if plowed 

too wet, it is likely to bake, and if too dry clods may be formed which 

will be difficult to reduce to the proper state of tilth. A field prepared as 

above will afford the beet opportunity for growth downward, thus pre- 

venting its being projected above the surface of the soil. It will also 

guard the beet against the dangers of excessive moisture or drought, as 

stated above. 

SEEDING. s 

In small plots the beet seed can be placed in the soil by hand. For 

large fields drills are provided which are built to operate precisely on 

the principles of ordinary grain-drills, the opening for the seed made to 

correspond to the size of the beet seed. Simple drills may be used or 

compound drills for planting the seed and distributing fertilizers at the 

same time, such as are used in sowing wheat and other cereals. A con- 

venient drill for this purpose is represented in Fig. 12, the Planet, Jr., 

No. 2 seed drill, made by S. L. Allen & Co., Philadelphia. 
Distance of rows.—No definite rule 

can be given for the space between 

the rows of beets. In an ordinary 

soil this space should be about 18 

inches. In very fertile soil the rows 

should be placed closer together, in a 

less fertile soil farther apart. 

The distance at which the beets 

should be placed from each other in 

the rows also varies according to 

the nature of the soil and climatic 

conditions. In general, it may be said that there should be one plant 

for each 6 inches.* In very rich soils the beets should be closer together, 

and in very poor soils they should be farther apn: With rows 18 

inches apart, the beets planted at a distance of 6 inches in the rows, 

the number of beets per square yard would be twelve and the approx- 

*The beet seed Sioala We planted ates ee mane Some aaeutics recommend 

fifteen pounds per acre, 
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imate number of plants per acre, 49,000. Supposing that each beet 

will weigh 1 pound, this will give a yield of 243 tons per acre. The above 

conditions may represent a fair average beet field under favorable condi- 

tions, althoughit must be admitted that the average yield of beet fields 

does not reach so higha figure. If, however, there is acomplete stand of 

the plant, so that every space is occupied, with a fair soil, properly pre- 

pared and cultivated and supplied with a proper fertilizer, the above 

yield can be secured. In every case, however, an attempt should be 

made to plant the beets close enough together to secure a matured 

plant, after the separation of the head and tops, weighing about 1 

pound. This is found to be the size which best secures a high content 

of sugar with a large yield of roots, and therefore represents condi- 

tions most favorable both to the farmer and manufacturer. 

IMPLEMENTS FOR CULTIVATION OF SUGAR-BEETS. 

Any ordinary plow may be used for preparing the land for su gar-beets, 

sare being taken that the ground be evenly and completely broken and 

at an even depth. Instead of plowing to the depth of 12 to 15 inches 

in the first place, it is best to use the first plow to the depth of 9 or 10 

inches, following with a subsoil-plow to the depth of 4 or 5 inches. A 

subsoil-plow suitable for this purpose is manufactured by the Moline 

Plow Company, of Moline, Hl., and its general character is shown in 

Fig. 13. 

Fic. 13.—Subsoil-plow. 

Tt is often convenient to have the plow and subsoil-plow combined in 

the same instrument, thus saving the labor of one man. So little sub- 

soiling is done in this country that very few such implements are to be 

found in the market. A plow of this kind, largely employed in France, 

is manufactured by Bajac at Liancourt (Oise), and its general forin is 

shown in figure 14. 

The subsoil plow is removabie, and when the instrument is to 

be used as an ordinary plow it can be taken off. In plowing with sub- 

soil attachments care should be taken to make narrow furrows, so that — 
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the whole subsoil may be loosened and not left in a series of trenches. 

In no case, in plowing for sugar beets, should the furrow be wider than 

the cutting capacity of the plow itself. Any good harrow can be used 

for reducing the plowed land to the proper tilth, and no description of | 

this instrument will be necessary in this place. 

Fic. 14.—Subsoil-plow, attached to plow. 

For planting the seed it,is best, in small patches, to do it by hand, 

or by the implement represented by Fig. 12, but when large areas are 

to be sown in beet seed, power drills should be provided. A drill 

made by the Moline Plow Company for cotton seed can be easily adapted 

for use with beets. This is shown in Fig. 15. 

a A cea 

An ordinary drill for planting Indian corn can also be easily adjusted 

for planting beet seed. Great care, however, should be taken in drilling 

the beet seed not to cover it too deep, and all drills should be adjusted 
so that the average depth of the seed shall not be more than 1 inch, 

25474—Bull. 27-——6 
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CULTIVATION. 

In addition to the hand-hoe, Fig. 16, for early cultivation, the horse- 

Fia. 16. 

hoe manufactured by Bajac can be used with great advantage. Its gen- 

eral construction is shown in Fig 17. 

eee 

Fic. 17.—Horse-hoe for sugar beets. 
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Other forms of apparatus used in cultivating beets are shown in the 

following figures, 17 to 21, inclusive.* 

Bertel’s ridger, drill and cultivator. ger, 

\ @ RS i} | & \el> 
pra = |S t = OZ x 

— Si _—<—— i 
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¥Fic.—20. Scarifiers and rollers for flat culture. Fic.—21. Leader to cultivator. 

* From MeMurtrie’s Special Report No, 28. 
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The hoes are arranged so as to cultivate three rows of beets ata time, 

and are so adjusted as to completely clean the spaces between the rows 

without throwing any of the soil upon the young plant itself. Inas- 

much as each seed of the beet may give one, two, or three plants, form- 

Fic. 22.—Combined beet-seed and fertilizer drill for flat culture.* (James Smyth & Sons, Peasenhall, 

Suffolk, England). The machine has a range of five hoes 18 inches apart, but the machines vary in 

number and intervalof the hoes, and in price.—(Knight.) 

PHOTO ENG, Co WE 

Fic. 23.—Detail of hoe and covering wheel. 

“ 

ing clusters in the rows, it is necessary that the thinning should be 

done as carefully as possible without injuring the plants remaining in 

the soil. It is best that the planting should be close together so as to 

give a large excess of beets, since in case replanting is necessary it will 

be noticed that the replanted beets, are uniformly of poorer quality than 

those of the first planting, and if possible the surplus beet plants should 

be removed by a sharp-cutting hoe without touching the one which is 

to remain. In this way one healthy plant should be left from every 6 

to 10 inches in the rows. When the beets begin to show the neck above 

ground, it is well to throw a little dirt against them so as to form a 

slight ridge. This can be done by a ridging hoe, such as is indicated 

in Fig. 24. 

* From McMurtrie’s special report No. 28. 
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This hoe, as well as the one mentioned previously, is made by Bajac. 

After the ridging is done it is recommended to go between each row 

with a subsoil plow of very narrow cut to the depth of 12 to 15 inches. 

CULTIVATION. 

Whatever kind of cultivator may be employed it will be found neces- 

sary to protect the young plants from being covered by dirt. Various 

kinds of shields may be used for this purpose, such as are often used in 

the plowing of young corn. Sometimes it is customary to cultivate the 

beets before they are up. For this purpose at the time of sowing a few 

grains of rye are placed in the furrow with the beet-seed. Rye, sprout- 

ing sooner than the beets, marks the rows so that the cultivator may 

be used asif the beets were already out of the ground. The cultivation 

should take place at least every two weeks, and oftener if the ground 

is very weedy, till the middle or the end of June. Unless some shield 

is used, as above indicated, for the young plants it will be found that 

many of them will be destroyed by the early cultivation, leaving large 

spaces unoccupied in the rows, thus giving a smaller vield, and per- 

mitting at least a portion of the beets in the fields to grow to an un- 

usual size. 

METHOD OF CULTIVATION USED AT ALVARADO, CAL. 

The method of cultivation employed by the Alameda Sugar Com- 

pany, of Alvarado, Cal., has been kindly sent to me by the president of 

the company, Mr. E. C. Burr, and is as follows: 

“Plowing begins soon after the Ist of January and continues until 

late in the spring, varying according to circumstances of weather and 

soil. The lands are subjected to two plowings, the first about 8 inches 

deep aud the second to the depth of 12 inches, seldom more, although 

it would be better in results, After plowing the lands are rolled to 
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break clods, then harrowed and planked with a rude contrivance made 
of boards. 

Rude as it is, it is quite effectual in reducing the lumps and giving 

the surface a smooth appearance. The preparation of the soil is one of 

the chief factors for a good crop. The plowed lands are now allowed 

to stand fora short period, generally a week, until, as farmers say, 

‘the under moisture comes to the surface,” an expression which may 

mean the reverse, for intelligent farmers claim that the lower layer 

turned to the surface is too cold and damp to germinate the seed read- 

ily, and by letting it stand open to sun and air it becomes drier and 

warmer. After the resting period seeding begins with horse drills, in 

rows 15 inches apart, and eight rows to the machine, the seeds being 

dropped in an almost unbroken row in order to induce a good stand. 

The depth to which the seed is planted varies from one-half to 2 inches, 

but our instructions this year are to plant one-half inch deep only, as 

our observations last year showed a large percentage of ungerminated 

seed at the greater depth, owing probably to too low temperature. As 

soon as the plants form three or four leaves, that is, large enough to 

distinguish from weeds, they are thinned out to 4 inches apart in the 

rows and freed from weeds. In about sixteen to twenty days the sec- 

ond weeding and cultivating takes place. Last year the cultivation 

part by Chinese labor was a farce, but this year we have introduced 

some French implements in the shape of ‘‘extirpators” and scarifiers 

which we hope will free the farmer from the Chinese, and do the work 

more effectually. The “ extirpateur” we imported from Mr. H. Amiot- 

Lemaire of Bresles, France, and which, acting similar to a harrow, is 

intended to loosen the soil to a depth of 8 inches. The searifier, as its 

name implies, is to go between the rows and destroy the weeds. It is 

built like our cultivators, but with entirely different blades. 

“Last year the cultivation was flat, but with the new implements 

there will be more of a tendency to ridges. The farmers use no fertil- 

izers as yet, although they would be benefited thereby. Were this 

company raising its own beets, I should certainly insist on it. Yet the 

lands so far seem to show no deterioration. Last year the whole State 

suffered from drought and our crop was meager in consequence. 

‘The average number of plants per acre was 57,000. The average 

weight per root, topped, on the highlands near Centerville was 121 

grams; near Alvarado, on lowlands, the weight, under same conditions, 

was 307 grams. There is no agreement between the number of roots 

per acre and the weight. The estimate was carefully made when the 

first weeding and thinning was done, for roots per acre, and the weights 

were determined at the factory from every load delivered. In July, 

near Centerville, the roots ceased growing and we worked hundreds of 

tons of beets no larger than a cigar. In some places the yield was not 

over two tons per acre. Of course, under these circumstances, many 

roots did not mature. 
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“The methods of farming here must be altered toa very great extent, 

but it is very difficult to convince the farmers and will take time to ef- 

- fect. Wehope during the current year to make some improvement, 

and shall continue our system of obtaining data. Two men are con- 

stantly in the field (one a chemist) from the time the first seed is given 

out until the crop has matured, and they survey each man’s plot, esti- 

mate the number of roots per acre, obtain weights weekly of beets with 

and without leaves, and make weekly tests of sucrose, non-sugar, 

quotient, etc., from each man’s parcel. They also note method of cul- 

tivation, condition of crop, etc. 

“The sowing begins toward the end of March and continues, working 

from the highlands to the lowlands, until the middle of May. 

“The crop matures about August 15, and is all at the factory by De- 

cember 1, our storage capacity being for about 6,000 tons only. We 

tried some experiments with beets in cold storage, but the figures are 

not before me. One test is worth noticing. We tested beets which 

had been continuously overflowed from December 1 to March 1 and 

found them to contain 14 per cent. sucrose, with a quotient of 84 per 

cent.” 

DISTANCE AT WHICH SUGAR-BEETS SHOULD BE PLANTED. 

Formerly the author had recommended that beets should be planted 

so that there should be about 10 plants to the square meter. Since, 

however, the change of law in regard to the taxation of beets requires 

that they should be grown with great saccharine richness he recom- 

mends that they be planted so as to have from 15 to 20 plants per 

square meter. In this way a beet of great richness can be secured, 

while the quantity produced per hectare will remain about the same as 

when only 10 plants per square meter were cultivated.* 

METHODS OF CULTIVATION IN BOHEMIA. 

The methods of cultivation used in Bohemia are described by Com- 

mercial Agent Howes, as follows : t 

‘“ PREPARATION OF THE LAND. 

“The sugar-beet needs well-cultivated land. First, a surface loose 
and fine, which allows the air to enter and facilitates germinating and 

swelling ; second, deep, loose, uniform soil, because the beet should 

develop a slender root without side rootlets. Both can be obtained only 

by good cultivation. Cultivation differs according to the soil. 

* A. Ladureau, La Sucrerie Indigene, Vol. 33, No. 23, p. 582. 

t Consular Report pp. 248 et seq. 
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“The following suggestions are of value: Loosen the subsoil without 

bringing it to the surface. If the subsoil be not good, this is doubly 

important. The depth should be from 30 to 40 centimeters, and a plow 
similar to that shown in Fig. 25 should be used. 

‘To begin deep plowing, 30 centimeters will be deep enough. After 

several years it may be made 40 centimeters, but should be deepened 

only gradually, because, if too much dead soil comes up, the land is 

ruined for at least one year. Deep plowing should always be done be- 

fore winter, so that the frost has time to work on the soil. 

‘* Steam plowing.—By the introduction of the steam-plow an imple- 

ment was put in the hands of the farmer, the work of which can not be 

equaled. The reasons why the steam-plow works so well are— 

*¢(1) By the speed with which it operates the soil is well mixed and 

pulverized. 

‘¢(2) The depth of all the furrows is the same. 

‘¢(3) It plows to any depth, especially in heavy soils which would 

require a large number of animals. Generally the soil is loosened to a 

depth of 35 to 50 centimeters, and the plants are enabled to take nour- 

ishment from a larger quantity of soil. 

**(4) In dry seasons soils plowed by steam retain longer their humid- 

ity. In wet seasons the water descends quicker to the subsoil. The 

steam-plow increases the crop and renders it certain. 

‘¢(5) The animals leave foot-prints (four oxen make about three hun- 

dred and sixty thousand in plowing 1 hectare), and therefore cause a 

not unimportant loss. 

‘¢(6) It is possible to work in spring and fall, when with animals it 

would be impossible. 

“(7) A large number of animals can thus be used for other purposes. 

“Tf we ccnsider that with asteam-plow 3 hectares can be plowed in a 

day, while with a common plow one-third of a hectare can be gone 

over, then nine common plows are needed to do the work of one steam- 

plow; and, as four oxen are needed for each plow, thirty-six oxen would 

be employed, and, as they should be used only half a day, seventy-two 

oxen would be required, and their work is not equal to that of one steam- 
plow. 

‘¢ The excellent work of the steam-plow can increase the crop of beets 

from 4,000 to 5,000 kilograms per hectare. The cost of plowing by 
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steam is between $11 and $16 per hectare for a depth of 32 to 40 centi- 

meters. 

“Deep plowing can be done in such a way that two plows go one 

after the other, the first cutting 15 to 20 centimeters deep and the sec- 

ond 10 to 18 centimeters. 

“ Another way to loosen the deeper soil is as follows: The land is 

plowed from 15 to 20 centimeters, and laborers then spade up the 

deeper soil from 20 to 24 centimeters, the undersoil being scattered 

over the surface. This method is expensive, but produces very good 

results. 
‘Still another way to procure most of the advantages of deep plow- 

ing, and one which is generally used on very heavy soil or on lands ex- 

posed to inundations, which consequently dry at a late period, is to 

form ridges. 

‘This is done in the following manner: The land is plowed in the fall 

in such a way as to form aridge. For this purpose a hill plow is used, 

or a machine invented by Dr. Birtel and called a ‘ ridge former.’ 

Fic. 26. 

‘‘In spring these ridges are split, and thus new ridges are formed. 

These must be rolled to an even surface. 

‘‘The advantages of preparing the land in this way are: The water 

gathers in the furrows and runs off; the soil in the ridge is always in a 

good condition and the air can penetrate it. 

“Tf grain has been grown on land about to be planted in beets the 

preparation goes on in the following way: The stubble is plowed as 

soon as possible to a depth of 5 to 8 centimeters. Tor this work gang 
plows, as shown in Fig. 27, are used. 
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‘As soon as weeds come up the land is harrowed and rolled. Before 

winter the deep furrow is plowed, and, if stable manure is used, it 

should be applied before the middle of November. In such cases only 

a moderately deep furrow is needed, because, as before remarked, the 

manure thus decomposes better. 

“The land remains in this state during the winter, and is therefore ex- 

posed to the influence of frost, rain, etc. In spring it is ready for the 

beets. Then, as soon as possible, it should be harrowed. The harrows 

used are, if the land is crusted, ‘The Extirpator,’ or, if necessary, it 

must be plowed 15 centimeters deep. Then the ‘‘Acme” harrow is used. 

“Tf sugar-beets follow beets, potatoes, or corn, the land is simply 

plowed before winter. 

“Before planting all land should be rolled. 

‘6 PLANTING. 

“ The time of planting influences the crop in a high degree. 

‘It is shown that in a warm, dry season the crop of an early planting 

is larger than in a cold, humid season. The time of planting is the mid- 

dle of spring, with a temperature of from 9° to 12° C. (48° to 54° F.) 

Early planting begins with April and lasts until the end of that month ; 

late planting isin May. In general, early planting is to be preferred, 

because the danger from frost is not so great as that of drought. It 

should always be remembered that the seeds should be put in a soil 

warm enough to germinate in six or eight days, not twelve to sixteen 

days, as is the case in cold, humid soil. 

‘6 Distance apart.—This has a great influence on the crop and the 

quality of the beet. Theexperiments of Vilmorin show that the largest 

crop will be grown if the beets be planted comparatively near together. 

If the distance increases, the proportion of leaves increases. The lighter 

and poorer the soil the further must the beets be planted apart, and ex- 

periments show that this influence is greater than that due to manuring, 

or even the choice of the variety. Distances vary from 30 to 50 centi- 

meters from row to row, and from 10 to 25 centimeters in the row. 

‘¢ Depth for planting.—The seeds need onlya very light covering—2 to 

3 centimeters is the right depth. If part of the seeds are not covered at 

all, it does not cause so much damage as if they are covered too deeply. 

‘6 CULTIVATION. 

“ From the time of planting up to that of harvesting the following 

suggestions should be observed: As soon as the sowing is done the 

roller must be used, because in-pressing the surface the humidity, which 

is very necessary for the process of germinating, is drawn by capillary 

attraction ovt of the deeper soil, and the surface is thus kept moist. 

The roller may be smooth or have rings; the latter is better, because it 

makes the surface of the land rough, and therefore a heavy rain can 
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not form a crust. If, after sowing, a crust covers the field, the ring- 

roller is the best implement for breaking it, and after this a light har- 

row isrecommended. Thus is the soil loosened, the air can enter, and 

germinating and growing are facilitated. When the plants have grown 

so that the rows are visible, hoeing must be done, and the earlier the 

better, not only because the weeds are destroyed, but aiso because the 

plants need a loosened soil. The oftener the plants are hoed the better 

will be the crop as regards quantity and quality. Indeed, quantity and 

a high sugar percentage can only be obtained by hoeing. The first 

hoeing must be only superficial, that all the weeds are thrown on the 

surface to dry, and care must be taken that no soil covers the young 

plants. The hoeing should be done even if the land be dry, as hoeing 

prevents the evaporation of the water from the deeper soil. If laborers 

can be had, it is preferable to first hoe by hand in such a way that only 

the soil about 50 centimeters distant from the beet is hoed and the soil 

_ between the rows is untouched. This is then hoed with the cultivator. 
If hoeing must be done by horse-power, the cultivator shown in Fig. 

28 is used. 
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Fic. 29.—View from above of same machine. 

“¢ After the hoeing comes thinning out. This must be done as early as 

possible, and generally, plants sowed by the Dippel machine must be 
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thinned out earlier than those planted by the drill, the reason being that 

the latter have more light and air than the former. It is practical to 

thin out when the plants have three or four leaves. The root is then as 

thick as a straw, and the whole plant has a length of 8 to 10 centi- 

meters. 

“Tf planted with a drill, the work of cultivating can be done in two 
ways: 

““(1) The field is crossed with the cultivator at right angles to the 
rows, and the knives are set so that they leave about 2.5 centimeters on — 

each side of the beet untouched. Of the plants which remain in this 

space the weakest are removed by hand. 

‘¢(2) The whole work isdone by hand. By means of hoes the laborers 
remove the superfluous plants, leaving spaces about 20 to 25 centimeters 

between. Children are employed here for this work, as they can best 

get down to it. 

‘Cutting the leaves off is not sufficient, as the leaves grow again ; or, 

if not, the plant becomes a harbor for insects. One person can thin out 

one-ninth to one-eighth of an acre a day. After thinning, hoeing by 

hand should follow immediately to loosen the soil around the plants; 

then, between the rows should be hoed, and the time this should be done 

depends upon the weeds and the soil. As arule, the intervals should 

not be more thana fortnight. A fourth, and possibly a fifth, hoeing 

would increase the crop. Of course, hoeing can not be done when the 

plants ‘are large enough to be damaged. 

“ Hilling up now follows. This must be done because, by covering 

the beets with soil, it prevents the heads from growing out, and there- 

fore this part of the root, which is of no value to the manufacturer, as 

it contains little sugar, is lessened. Water can run off and evaporate 

better, and the soil will not become incrusted. In heavy soils this is a 

very important point. The time for hilling up is important, as if this 

is done too early the plants are buried, and if too late the leaves are 

damaged. Hilling up can only be done when the soil is in good condi- 

tion, 7. ¢., neither too wet nor too dry. For this can be used a plow with 

a single share, or that already shown in Fig. 29. On small farms it is 

usually done by hand. 

“HARVESTING. 

‘“¢This is done when the beets are ripe, 7. e., when growing stops and 

all the products of the leaves go to the root, where they are deposited. 

In Bohemia beets ripen from the end of September to the middle of 

October. 

‘« Signs of ripeness.—The leaves become yellowish green, fall and form 

a kind of a wreath around the plant. The middle leaves, so-called 

‘heart leaves,” also of a yellowish green, do not fall. 

‘¢‘ Harvesting should not be too early, as the loss occasioned thereby 
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may amount to as much as 2 percent. Of course harvesting must take 

place before heavy frost, though the beet can stand frost from 3° to 4° 

C. (24° to 279 F.). If early frosts should come, it is best to let the beets 

thaw in the soil, as the loss will be thus lessened. 

“‘ How harvesting is done.—(1) By hand. To each man is apportioned 

a certain tract of land, which he works by contract. The soil around 

the plant is loosened, and then the plant is drawn from the ground 

by hand. Work with the fork would be easier, but might injure the 

beet. 
‘©(2) By team. A subsoil-plow is used, which should be set for a 

depth of 35 centimeters. A still better implement is the beet-lifter, 

shown in Fig. 30. This machine can be worked by a boy, and also does 

not injure the plants which are left loosely standing upright in their 

places, where they are better protected against sudden rain or frost 

than if lying upon the ground. As work can be done much faster with 

the lifter than by hand, this machine will no doubt be of much use in 

the United States. 

“ Cutting off the heads.—The green heads must now be cut off, as they 

are of nouse. This is done in the field, and here it is the work of women 

and girls, who accomplish their work rapidly, using sharp knives. 

About 1 to 2 centimeters of the beet is removed. 

“‘ Piling up the beets —This is necessary, as it is impossible to imme- 

diately transport an entire crop to the factory, and they must be pro- 

tected from rot and frost. Perhaps the best plan is that recommended 

by Knauer, especially if the beets must remain a long time on the field. 

A ditch 1 foot deep and 6 feet wide is dug, and of the required length. 

Beets are then piled up with roots toward the center for a height of 1 

foot, and covered with 6 inches of soil. Then another layer of beets, 

covered also, is added, and then another, until the pile, tapering, is of 

the shape of a prism. If the soil is very dry, water should be applied. 

Beets so buried will keep six or seven months with little loss. 

‘It is best to grow only one crop in four or five years on a single field, 

as otherwise the soil will be exhausted and insects and parasites in- 

crease, so that great losses would occur. Beets should follow grain or 

barley, and after the beet the best crop to plant is barley.” 

HARVESTING THE BEETS. 

The beets may be harvested either by hand with a hoe, spade, or fork, 

or by simply pulling them from the ground, or by a harvester drawn by 

horse power. Some advantages are claimed for each method. If the 

harvesting be carried on by hand, care should be taken that the instru- 

ment used should not strike the beet, since it is certain that every 

time the beet is punctured or bruised a certain loss in sugar will ensue 

unless it is immediately worked. It is estimated that in harvesting by 
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hand each beet, on an average, will lose from 15 to 20 grams of its 
weight, or very nearly a ton peracre. For the Bajac harvester figured it 

is claimed that the beets are entirely loosened from their position, so they 

can be easily removed by hand with much less danger of being bruised 

or broken than any other method of harvesting. It is also estimated 

that by mechanical harvesting a more complete removal of the beets 

from the soil is secured, since when the harvesting is done by hand 

many roots are left unnoticed in the soil. According to some estimates ° 

from 1 to 3 tons of beets may be left per acre when the harvesting is 

done by hand. It is further claimed that by the mechanical method 

of harvesting the beet, being neither bruised nor punctured, is more 

readily handled for the purpose of preservation, without being exposed 

to the least source of loss. 

It is probable that in this country the mechanical method of harvest- 

ing beets will be almost the sole one employed for all commercial pur- 

Fic. 30.—Beet harvester for one row. 

poses; but meanwhile, where beets are grown only in simall quantities 

and before the introduction of the proper machines for harvesting, it 

is probable that harvesting by hand will be more common, especially 

for small plots. ‘ 

A note has already been given in regard to the time of harvesting, 

which should begin as soon as the beets are thoroughly matured and 

before they have an opportunity to take a second growth or be exposed 

to freezing temperature. In some places in California, as has already 

been stated, the harvesting begins as early as the middle of August, 

while in the Northern, Central, and Eastern States it had best be post- 

poned at least until the middle of September, and perhaps better until 

the middle of October. 
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Harvesting the beets is best done by implements devised for that 

purpose, two of which, made by Bajac, are shown in Figs. 30 and 31. 

The first one is a machine for harvesting a single row at a time and 

the second one indicates the beets caught in the prongs of the appara- 

tus arranged for two rows. Harvesters are also built to take three 

rows of beets at a time. 

Mr. Lewis S. Ware, editor of the “ Sugar Beet,” who attended the 

Universal Exposition in Paris in 1889 for the purpose of making astudy 

of the sugar-beet exposition at that point, makes the following remarks 

in regard to harvesting :* 

“ Beets, like other plants, require a certain number of degrees ot heat 

for their complete maturity. Just when this period is reached is diffi- 

cult to determine; one tact, however, remains certain, that whatever 

the theories are respecting outer signs they can not possibly hold good 

for all conditions of weather, climate, ete. That the leaves are brown 
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or covered with characteristic spots or other indications when the 

greater purity of juice has been reached must remain very empirical. 

Many manufacturers have suffered from early harvesting where farmers 

have depended upon outer signs of the general appearance of the field, 

such as a yellow or green color, etc. Some agronomists maintain that 
there exists a proportion between the weight of the leaves and the root, 

the latter being almost a constant at 65 and 35 for the leaves in a weight 

of 100 pounds. This can not be a constant, as it varies with the variety 

of beet. Others contend that a proportion of this kind is more reliable 

than any system of analysis. 

‘‘ In France the harvesting occurs at the end of September, and dur- 

ing October cold weather frequently commences. The farmer too fre- 

quently considers his own interest, and neglects that of the manufact- 

* «Sugar Beet,” No. 4, vol. 10, p. 49. 
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urer; if he leaves the beet in the ground for a considerable period it 

is solely with the hope that the weight may increase ; when this ceases, 

from his point of view, the roots should be harvested. 

‘There are, however, cases where experience teaches that certain 

portions of the field should be harvested earlier than other parts; but 
unfortunately it frequently happens that hands are then secured with 

difficulty, and the farmer is unable to furnish the roots at the factory 

in the best possible condition. One plantation may be in the most de- 

sirable condition, while another may not reach the necessary maturity 

for several weeks afterwards. It necessarily follows, that if the entire 

crop is harvested at once, it will frequently result in a considerable loss 

to the manufacturer, and may represent 1 per cent. difference in the 
yield. 

‘¢ On small areas special harvesting spades are used, or frequently a 

sort of fork. The latter has evidently the disadvantage of bruising the 

root, resulting in a decrease in sugar percentage. Whatever be the 

method adopted, the roots when taken from the ground are shaken to 

rid them of adhering particles; frequently the necks are then sliced off, 

and the roots covered with leaves to protect them from the sun, rain, 

ete. Many farmers simply make piles of their roots, covering the same 

with thin layers of earth, awaiting the time for hauling either to the 

factory or the silos. It has been frequently noticed that there results 

an increase in the sugar percentage of the roots during the several days 

they remain in the piles. All the hand methods of harvesting have 

one important objection, viz, the difficulty of obtaining the full labor 

of men or women, owing to the fatiguing nature of the task. 

‘‘ Viallette recommends harvesting with a plow, the coulter being 
taken off. Two horses are required and the plow is run alongside of the 

row, about 2 centimeters beyond the beet, throwing the earth to one 

side; children follow the plow, and collect the roots. The objection to 

this method is, the fields are always in bad condition after a rain and 
carting from them is almost impossible. The cost of harvesting with 

the plow is $7.40 per hectare. 

“Tt has not been many years since the Bajac beet harvester was in- 

troduced to the public, and since then it has undergone but few modifi- 

cations as regards the general working. It is constructed entirely of 

steel, and is very light and simple in its mechanical working and ar- 

rangement. To the fore wheels is attached a well-balanced vertical bar, 
with a series of horizontal holes, into which is run the pin holding the 

horizontal shaft for the support of the harvesting blades. 

‘““The blades are made of the very best steel, and are so constructed 
as to offer but little traction during their working; their penetration in 

the soil hardly affects the upper surface. The slight slant of the blades, 

when in contact with a beet, forees it upward, and the operation is 

completed by a peculiar vibration given, caused by a portion of the 

blade having an elliptical section, As soon as the implement moves 
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forward, the loosened roots fall back into their respective holes. Under 

these circumstances, there can be an interval of several days before 

collecting them for the factory. During this period, as they are not 

exposed to the open air, there is no danger of second growth produced 

by rain, ete. The working of the Bajac harvester requires but little ex- 

perience, and at a few minutes’ notice hands are said to be able to 

handle it. 

“The direction of the harvester is determined by a lever within easy 

reach of the conductor. The depth of the harvesting blades may be 

regulated according to requirements. It is very evident that the work 

of this machine is preferable to hand harvesting; not only is it better 

done, but the cost is very much diminished, and need not be more than $1 
an acre, regardless of the distance between rows. Practical experience 

appears to demonstrate that the saving is about 30 per cent. of the 

amount harvested. Small, adhering roots not being removed, the beets 

are in a perfect condition when delivered at the factory. 

‘“ Before mentioning other advantages of the implement under con- 

sideration, it is interesting to give some even more recent types of the 

Bajac harvester. ; 

“¢ Owing to the success obtained with this machine it has been sug- 

gested that a two or three line implement niight render excellent serv- 

ice; both of such are on exhibition. The general arrangement is the 

same as with the one-line description. 

‘The work in both cases is very satisfactory, and 4 acres with the 

two-line implement and 5 acres with the three-line type may be har- 

vested in a day of ten hours. In the latter case the traction is consid- 

erable, and requires at least four horses. If, in certain cases, beets are 

harvested rapidly, the operation may result in considerable profit to all 

interested. Interviews and conversations with farmers have convinced 

the writer that the Bajac harvester is the best in existence. Beets over 

1} feet in length are extracted from the soil, which could not be accom- 

plished by any previous appliances. The fact is, we have seen with 

their tip ends, so to speak, a distance of nearly 3 feet from the neck, 

taken from the soil after these harvesters had finished their work. 

When we consider that the richest portion of a beet is that which was 

previously left in the ground after harvesting, we have no difficulty 

in realizing the excellent services these implements are destined to 
render. 

“ Caudelier’s beet harvester appears to be very original in design, 

and was in use for the first time in 1888. Its work is very satis- 

factory, and certainly much more economical than could be done by 

hand. The arrangement of its several parts is calculated for the best 

results. 

‘«The necessary traction to work this implement is said to be very 

slight, two horses, however, are required. A fact not to be disputed 

25474—Bull. 27 7 
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is, that the soil is very slightly disturbed; the fore wheels determine 

the direction of the work and support the working parts. The depth 

of penetration may be regulated by a screw, while the coulter, placed 

in front of the harvesting device, opens the soil. This is said to dimin- 

ish the resistance the harvesting tool and its flat slanting support would 

offer. The circular disk between the fore wheels slices off the leaves 

as the row of beets is harvested. Under these circumstances, as is 

frequently the case, they do not collect against the coulter or form an 

obstacle difficult to surmount. 

‘+ Caudelier had on exhibition another type of harvester much simpler 

in its construction than the foregoing. The arrangement of fore wheels 

and attachments permit the slanting of the implement in any direction. 

In the working of this harvester the beet is scarcely touched, the blade 

passivg under the root without bruising the same.” 

REMOVING THE NECK OF THE BERT. 

The upper part of the beet bearing the stems of the leaves and the 

part which is most exposed to the sun and light is known as the neck. 

Before the beets are manufactured it is necessary to remove this neck, 

both on account of the poor quality of sugar juice which it contains and 

on account of the large amount of mineral salts found therein. Two 

methods of procedure are followed. In one case the necks are removed 

at the time of harvesting, and before the beets are siloed. This method 

saves one handling of the beets and prepares them at once for washing 

and manufacture. The other method consists in siloing the beets be- 

fore the removal of the necks, and postponing this process until they 

are ready for manufacture. This method is preferred for the following 

reasons: 
When the necks of the beets are cut the juices of the plant escape, 

including a portion of the sugar, and fermentation is easily set up in 

the silos. It is therefore probable, on the whole, the beets will be pre- 

served much better in the silos without having the necks removed. Ac- 

cording to Bajac (Bulletin de L’Association des Chimistes, April, 

1890), harvesting should take place before the beets lose their vigor, 

and in place of removing the necks and sending the beets at once to the 

factory, or silo, they should be placed in small piles, together with their 

leaves, of from 70 to 80 centimeters in diameter and of equal height. 

These piles should be quite conical and with the leaves turned out. 

The summit should be covered very carefully, in order that the water 

and frost may not penetrate it, In place of separate piles, rows of such 

bects could be established along the length of the field, and being left 

thus for a fortnight, the beet would finish its maturation with its leaves 

still attached to it. It would lose scarcely anything in weight, and it 

would gain in density and, probably, in sugar, 
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in regard to density, experience has shown that beets harvested on 

the 20th of September and showing at that time a juice of 1.072 sp. gr. 

which were preserved with their leaves as above mentioned, gained in six 

days .006 in density. Experiments carried on for a month from week 

to week upon beets from the same field, some having the necks cut and 

the others preserved with their leaves, showed in each instance an 

increase in density, while the decrease in weight of the whole beet was 

most sensibly marked in those in which the neck was eut off. Some of 

these beets exposed to rain on the 20th of November showed some 

curious phenomena. Those in which the neck was cut had lost .003 in 

density, while those with their leaves remaining had lost only from .00L 

to .C05. Beets with the necks cut which had been kept for a long time 

were found almost dried out, while those in which the leaves had not 

been removed were but little affected. 

HARVEST AND PRESERVATION OF THE BEETS.* 

“ If circumstances of labor, commencement of manufacture, weather, 

ete., allow, the beets should be gathered at the time when their outward 

appearance indicates their maturity; that is when the bright green of 

the leaves gives place to a lighter and more yellowish color and the older 

leaves wither and fall off. his is a sign that an arrest of the develop- | 

ment has commenced and beets gathered then are best adapted for pres- 

ervation and manufacture even though they may not have the highest 

sugar content. Beets which are harvested a short time before this 

period ripen somewhat afterwards in the silo, but generally do not keep 

so well. 

‘¢ When the beets are gathered the leaves are cut off and they are im- 

mediately covered with earth in small heaps. With beets that are not 

to be kept very long it is best to cut off only so much of the head as may 

. be necessary to remove the leaves so that they hang together. If it is 

desired to remove more of the crown it is better to doit in the factory 

immediately before the beets are worked up. Only at the commence- 

ment of the campaign when the beets are taken directly from the field . 

is it advisable to cut off at once all that is necessary. Generally the 

beets that have been cut close show no tendency whatever to sprout, 

that is to show leaves in the silo. But their not sprouting is a sign 

of the cessation of all vegetable life and is generally accompanied by 

an undesirable change known as “hardening” in the juice, which is 

more injurious in the manufacture than the development of sprouts, and 

which latter, if it has not progressed too far, is preferred by the manu- 
facturer. 

“« Various forms of plows are in extensive use for harvesting the beets; 
they are indispensable where hand-labor is scarce. They simply loosen 

the beets im the ground so that they may easily be drawn out, and do not 

injure the roots. LOrC. 

* Stammer, Op. Cit., pp. 206 et seq. 

¢ 
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‘The preservation of such beets as are to be worked up during a sea- 

son extending over several months demands the greatest care and atten- 

tion to the climatic conditions. They must be protected from frost, 
which would burst the plant-cells of the beets and cause them to spoil 

rapidly after being thawed out. Moreover, too much evaporation of the 

water must be guarded against, as this produces a wilting of the beet, 

which would have the effect eventually of injuring the juice and the 

keeping qualities of the roots. Finally, too large piles of beets pro- 

duces an elevation of temperature which heats them, and the spoiling 

of the beets follows in consequence. From these requirements it may 

be laid down as a rule, at least for the climate of Northern Germany, 

that beets should be placed in heaps or silos whose height and breadth 

are small enough to prevent the development of heat, and these should 

be immediately covered with a layer of earth, which should be suf- 

ficiently increased from time to time so that frost can not reach the 

beets. The layer of earth also affords protection against too much 

sprouting or wilting in consequence of too much warmth. The proper 

treatment varies somewhat in consequence of differences in climate and 

peculiarities of soil, but the following general directions may be given 

as of universal application. 

“The beets should not be alowed to lie and wilt after harvesting, but 

covered as soon as possible. The silos, made as small as it is safe to 

make them, should point north and south. 

‘The use of straw is to be avoided except as a temporary protection 

against wind, sun, and frost, and should then be replaced with earth as 

300n as possible. Large beets should be preserved in small silos; with 

small beets the silos may be larger. 

‘¢Care must be taken not to damage the beets in putting them away, 

and injured roots should be carefully picked out. As a winter cover- 

ing, 3 feet of earth is given in north Germany, though the last foot is 

not added at once. To facilitate their removal the piles should be ar- 

ranged lengthwise along the driveways. 

‘For long keeping the top of the silo is generally roof-shaped, some- 

_ times rounded off; the bottom is made either on the surface or slightly be- 

low it. In some cases such a form is chosen as gives aright-angled cross- 

section. There nothing to show that the form of the silo or the nature 

of the soil exerts any influence on the preservation of the beets. The 

size of the silos used varies, and especially according to their situation, 

whether they are placed in the fields or near the factory. In the east 

of Germany large silos prevail, in the west small ones seem to be pre- 

ferred. Breadth and depth vary less than the length; the breadth 

from 44 to 64 feet, the depth from 3 to 6 feet, seldom over 6, and only 

in a few instances less than 3. Where the silos are sunk below the 

surface it is generally 1 to 14 feet, seldom less. The quantity of beets 

that can be placed in a silo depends principally upon it# length, and 

varies all the way from 6 or 7 tons up to 25 or 50 and more. When 
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placed in the field generally each acre or half acre has its special silo. 

Generally the contents of the silo are given in running yards of the 

length of the silo, and are usually about 1 to 2 tons per yard. Where 
the beets are heaped up according to the Belgian method, the piles 

hold very considerable amounts, even up to 1,200 tons. 

“The covering is done with loose soil packed closely at the bottom, 

but being less dense toward the top. In the first weeks the top is left 

open, or very lightly covered, and heaped up when it becomes colder. 

The thickness of the covering varies from 1 to 3 feet, the latter thick- 

ness not being found very generally in the east. The use is sometimes 

made of other materials, for example, straw, etc. A thin layer of straw 

is covered over with earth, except at the top of the ridge. Some spread 

a layer of straw below the beets. It is generally accepted that in the 

silo a loss of sugar of about 1 per cent. takes place. 

‘A special method of siloing consists in leaving openings in the 

earth covering at the sides of the silo to keep the temperature low in- 

side. The objection to this is that the beets quickly wilt around these 

openings, and that they can not be closed quick enough to provide 

against a sudden fall of temperature. Some places and climate require 

especial precautions. 

‘* Babrinsky has formulated the following rules for silos in southern 

Russia, based on many years of observation and experiment: 

**(1) No beet should be further than 1 meter from fresh air. 

¢(2) For every cubic meter of beets there should be 30 square deci- 

meters of evaporating surface. 

‘(3) The air in preserving cellars should be daily renewed if it be 

above 40° F.. in temperature. 

‘“*(4) Beets do not lose more than 10 to 12 per cent. of their weight 

by evaporation. 

(5) If the beets are wilted on harvesting they should be moistened 
with water, and a large number of ventilating canals be built in the 
silos or cellars. 

“ According to Walkhoff, in southern Russia the beets are entirely 

buried in the ground, in a canal with steep, sloping walls. The bottom 

is covered with a sort of a grate of firewood, on top of which the beets 

are piled up to within a few inches of the surface of the earth. In the 

center on top is laid a triangular-shaped wooden gutter to increase the 

amount of evaporating surface. The whole then receives a covering of 

Straw, which is. increased or diminished in thickness according to the 

temperature indicated by the thermometer inserted. A sort of venti- 

lation is accomplished by canals at the side leading outward, so that at 

night the cold air may be permitted to enter, while during the warmth 

of the day they are closed. 4 
‘* Preservation in cellars is also much used in Russia, according to 

Walkhoff. These are built to project but slightly above the surface of 
the ground with their roofs, which are covered with earth. The bottoms 
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This retin is eather more expensive, bat the preservation i is bet 
insured. 

“It has long been a desideration, so far unfulfilled, to hae 
means whereby the beets might be protected, on the one hand fron 

consequences of overheating and on the other from freezing, as we 

from too rapid sprouting and from rotting; that is to say, in a g 

sound condition and without loss of sugar, forsome length of time. — 

account of ove not poms yet attained, the apndencys is to shorten. 

aie It is to be hoped that more attention vill be nee tooueeea 

tions on the changes undergone in the silo, upon which improvem 

in the methods used may be based.” 
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SILOS AND CELLARS. 

The following illustrations of silos and cellars are taken from Me- 

Murtrie’s Report 28. In California silos are not required, and the beets 
may be preserved in Jarge heaps as shown in Fig. 43: 

Preserving trench (Basset). 
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Fia. 33.—Trench filled, with ventilating shaft arranged. 
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Fic. 34.—Trench filled and covered. 
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SOIL. 

As has been indicated already, the character of the soil for the pro- 

duction of beets should be determined by actual trial. No definite rule 

can be given in regard to asoil from its chemical composition alone. In 

general it may be said that any soil which will give good crops of the 

cereals and other farm products will produce good sugar-beets. A 

sandy loam with a clay subsoil is sometimes recommended as the best 

for sugar-beets. In California the deposits of the coast valleys which 

are alluvial or lacustrine in nature have been found to produce a sugar- 

beet of remarkable richness. The sandy loams of the Platte Valley in 

Nebraska have also been found to produce a rich beet. I do not know 

that any scientific trials have been made in the growth of the sugar- 

beet on the black prairie soils so common in the prairie regions of Indi- 

ana, Illinois, and Iowa. It seems to me reasonable to suppose that these 

soils, after they have been cultivated for afew years in other crops, 

might in many localities produce a sugar-beet of high quality. The 

black color of the soils allows them to become most easily warmed by 

the early suns of spring and would tend to give an impetus to the growth 

of the beet which would help to carry it through in all the vicissitudes 

of climate which it might subsequently meet. There are many of these 

prairie soils which are not only dark in color but are of a loamy nature 

jn texture and capable of being easily worked to a considerable depth. 

Soils which have been in cultivation for a few years are better suited 

for the production of the sugar-beet than virgin soils containing large 

amounts of organic nitrogen. All soils devoted to sugar-beet culture 

should have good natural drainage or eise be artificially drained, so that 

the tap root of the beet may not reach the water-line of the soil. Very 

thin soils, or those which reach a hard clay subsoil at a small depth, are 

not suitable to beet culture, on account of affording no facilities for the 

penetration of the tap root. Beets grown in such soils are likely to pro- 

trude above ground and thus lose a large part of their sugar-storing 

room. Any soil, selected for the purpose, should have a tillable depth 

of from 12'to 15 inches, should be well drained, mellow in texture, not 

becoming hard and impacted after rains, and lending itself easily to 

tillage. 

It is not necessary, in this place, to give many chemical analyses of 

soils which are found suitable to beet culture since these analyses differ 

very little from those of soils suitable for other crops. In general, it may 

be stated that the chemical analysis of a soil suitable to the growth of 

beets must show the ordinary percentages of the mineral substances 

necessary to plant growth, viz, phosphoric acid, potash, and lime. 

Other mineral substances which enter in minute quantities into beets 

are always found in sufficient quantities in all soils except those of an 
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extremely sandy nature. The presence of a considerable quantity of 

carbonate of lime is highly essential in soils growing sugar-beets, not 

only on account of the part it takes in supplying plant nutriment but 

because of its tendency to prevent the soil from becoming sour by neu- 

tralizing any acids which may be found therein, and further from the 

well-known effect of lime in producing flocculence of the soil which ren- 

ders it difficult to impact and makes it more easily tillable. The pres- 

ence of a large amount of carbonate of lime in a soil makes it porous 

and easily penetrated, both by the rootlets of the plant and by capillary 

moisture. This condition of the soil tends both to free it easily from 

water during times of excessive rains and to supply it with moisture in 

seasons of drouth. It may be well to add also that the field in which 

the beets are planted should be one freely exposed to the light and air, 

not shaded by surrounding forests nor lying in a position where its 

natural inclination will protect it from the rays of the sun. The impor- 

tance of sunlight in the production of sugar in the beet will be men- 

tioned in another place. 

Stammer makes the following statements angie the soil :* 

“Tt may not be absolutely reliable to say that a soil, because of given 

chemical and physical properties, is perfectly adapted to the growth of 

beets ; nevertheless, it is in general safe to accept that a soil which is 

of a porous nature, deep in staple, rich in humus, and more disposed to 

a loam or calcareous, than to a sand character, is very suitable for the 

cultivation of the beet, and especially if the subsoil drains off the water 

freely and the surface of the ground lies well towards the sun. Of 

course, it is included that not any of the chemical elements, such as 

potassium or phosphorus, which the beet is in great request of, are 

meagerly present in the soil. 

“The lime content of the soil is most important to the beet, and soils 

which appear to contain but little of that compound in a free state, 

which is indicated by the absence of the CO. generation when treated 

with hydrochloric acid, should be well limed for the growing of beets. 

The action of lime upon clay soils and such as are of a sour nature, is 

improving physically as well as chemically by giving a milder tone to 

their composition and effects. 

“It is further essential, or at least advantageous, that a i for the’ 

cultivation of beets should be located at a good altitude in order that 

it have a free expanse to air and light. This observation has been re- 

cently established by Hanamann in his experiences, extending over 

several years, in growing beets in an experiment garden, the products 

of the experiment plots being meager and poor in quality in comparison 

with beets grown in the open field. A series of experiments conducted 

by him have led to the conelusion that the free and elevated position 

of the land has a decided influence upon the nature and quality of the 

Heian mencnaen aon Vice anerntion p- 169. 
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beets; and further, that the size of the beets stands in inverse pro- 
portion to their content in sugar and salts, and finally that the fine 

pulverized condition of the soil exerts a great effect upon the growth of 

the roots, ¢. e., upon the yield of the crop. 

“With the beet the choice of a suitable soil has its special difficulties, 

as it grows so deep in the earth, and draws much of its essential nutri- 

ment fron stratas which enter less into consideration in the question of 

its adaptability for other crops. The nature of the so-called subsoil is, 

without doubt, of more decided influence upon the growth of the beet 

than of most other crops, and for the determination of its quality many 

of the essential stand-points are lacking. This is also the reason why 

previous experiments have given so few reliable conclusions upon the 

action of fertilizers. The part of the soil is fertilized from which the 

beet draws its nourishment during a large part of its existence, it is 

true, but not during the period of sugar formation, and the chemical 

means (such as the admixture of chloride of soda) which carry the fer- 

tilizing materials to the subsoil, are by no means sufficiently certain in 

their action that immediate results can be expected from experiments 

with them. 

“Qn the other hand, the subsoil cultivation which brings up the 
lower layers of soil for the nourishment of the plant, has produced the 

best and most desired results in beet cultivation, and all the observa- 

tions upon the influence of the use of the steam plow upon the beet har- 

vest, and they have resulted favorably without exception, lead to the 

same conclusions. 

‘¢ Chemical analysis, especially in its present condition, has little value 

for beet cultivation, in so far as it relates to the composition of soils gen- 

erally known as loams, and as regards physical properties, actual ex- 

periment is the best means to determine whether a soil is adapted to 

beet culture or not. 

“ Naturally soils which do not possess the above general characteris- 

tics, for example, sandy, wet, stony, ete., are excluded, while, on the 

contrary, such as are known from their origin to contain an ample sup- 

ply of the constituents of beet ash may be presumed in all probability 

to be well adapted to beet culture. Such a conclusion, however, should 

not be drawn too hastily from a single experiment; the effect of the 

necessary preparation of the soil makes itself felt but slowly, so that it 

is brought gradually into proper condition.” 

THE CLIMATE AND SOILS OF CALIFORNIA IN THEIR RELATIONS TO 

BEET CULTURE: * 

“The soils and climate of California have been carefully studied by 

Prof. E. W. Hilgard in his report published in Volume VI, Tenth Cen- 

Sus, p. 665, et seq. 

* Bull. & cit. p. 90, et seq. 
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“The following table contains data of thermal observations. It will _ 
be seen at once that the summer temperature of the interior valleys of 
the western or coast division is entirely too high for successful sugar- 

beet culture. ( 

WESTERN OR COAST DIVISION. 

{From vol. vi, Tenth Census, p. 668.1 

Temperature, Fahrenheit. 
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INTERION AND EASTERN DIVISION. 
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“ Following is Professor Hilgard’s description of the climate of Cali- 

fornia: 

As to the change in temperature in ascending the Sierra from the valley, the fol- 

lowing statement is made by Mr. B. B. Redding in a paper read before the California 

Academy of Sciences in 1878. 

‘Tt has been found that the foot-hills of the Sierra up to the height of about 2,500 

feet have approximately the same temperature as places in the valley lying in the same 

latitude. It has also been found that with the increased elevation there is an increase of 

rain-fall over those places in the valley having the same latitude, as, for instance, Sac- 

ramento, with an elevation above the sea of 30 feet, has an annual mean temperature of 

60.5°, and an average rain-fall of 18.8 inches, while Colfax, with an elevation of 2,421 feet, 

hasan annual mean temperature of 60.19 and an annual rain-fall of 42.7inches. ‘This uni- 

formity of temperature and increase of rain-fall appears to be the law throughout the 

whole extent of the foot-hills of the Sierra, with this variation as relates to tempera- 

ture, viz, that as the latitude decreases the temperature of the valley is continued to 

a greater elevation. To illustrate, approximately, if the temperature of Redding, at 

the northern end of the valley, is continued to the height of 2,000 feet, then the tem- 

perature of Sacramento, in the center of the valley, would be continued up to 2,500 

feet, and that of Summer, at the extreme southern end of the valley, to 3,000 feet.” 
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“It is curious to note that, as appears from Mr. Redding’s statement, 
the lowest temperature thus far observed at the two opposite ends of 

the valley, Redding and Sumner, are the same, viz, 27°. 

‘Tt will be noted that in the southern region the difference between 

the summer means or between winter means, as well as between the 

annual means, is quite small when Santa Barbara and San Diego, both 

lying immediately on the coast, are compared. At Los Angeles, 20 

miles inland, all these means are notably higher; still farther inland, 

and with increasing elevation, the summer mean rises, while the winter 

mean falls at Riverside, as well as more strikingly at Colton, although 

at the latter point the annual mean is almost the same as at Los An- 

geles. 

‘To convey an easily intelligible idea of some of the climatie differ 

ences indicated in the table, it may be stated that while in the great val- 

ley a few inches of snow cover the ground for a short time nearly every 

winter as far south as Sacramento, and snow flurries are occasionally 

seen even at the upper end of the San Joaquin Valley, snow has fallen 

in the streets of San Francisco only once since the American occupation 

to such a depth as to allow of snowballing (which during a tew hours 

created a state of anarchy, and only a few times has enough fallen to 

whiten the ground for a few minutes or hours. Hence the heliotrope, 

fuschia, calla lily, and similar plants endure year after year in the open 

air, while at a corresponding latitude in the interior they require some 

winter protection. Lemon and orange trees never suffer from frost on 

the bay, but their fruit also rarely ripenssavein favored localities. In the 

interior these trees more frequently suffer from frost, but the high sum- 

mer temperature matures the fruit some weeks earlier than even in the 

southern coast region. Cotton would, as a rule, be frost-killed in the 

great valley in November, while on the coast it might endure through 

several mild winters; but within reach of the summer fogs of the coast 

it fails to attain a greater height than eight or ten inches the first sea- 

son, and sometimes can scarcely succeed in coming to bloom before Oc- . 

tober. Subtropical trees, which in the cotton stages grow rapidly and 

luxuriantly, such as the crape myrtle, panlownia, catalpa, mimosa (Ju- 

librissin), and others, either grow very slowly or remain mere shrubs 

in the coast climate, while in the interior they develop as in the Gulf 

States. The vine flourishes near San Francisco, but fails to mature its 

fruit, yet it yields abundant and choice crops near San Jusé, where the 

immediate access of the coast fogs is intercepted by arange of hills. It 

is thus obvious that, with the varying topography, the change in the 

direction of a valley or mountain range, the occurrence of a gap or of 

a high peak in the same permitting or intercepting communication with 

the coast on the one hand o¢ with the interior on the other; there exists’ 

innumerable local climates, ‘thermal belts,’ sheltered nooks, and ex- 
posed locations, each of which has its peculiar adaptations apart from 

soil, and the recognition and utilization of these adaptations require 
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knowledge and good judgment, and count heavily in the scale for or 
against success in agriculture in California. 

“ Rain-fall.— As regards the rain-fall, the prominent peculiarity through- 

out the State is the practically rainless summer. While it is true that 

rain has been known to fall in every month in the year, the average 

amount of precipitation during the three summer months is less than 

1 inch in the greater portion of the States, and less than 2 ivches even 

ip the most favored part, viz, the counties just north of San Francisco ~ 

Bay. Frequently not a drop of rain falls in the interior valley and the 

southern region from the middle of May to November, and as the agri- 

cultural system of California is based upon the expectation of this dry 

weather, summer rains are not even desired by the farmers at large. 

Northwara, in the mountainous and plateau regions adjoining Oregon, 

the season of drought becomes shorter, as is also the case in the high 

Sierras, and thus there is a gradual transition toward the familiar régime 

of summer rains and occasional thunder-storms which prevail in Oregon 

and Washington west of thé Cascade Range. 

‘¢ Since the growing season, in the case of unirrigated lands at least, 

thus practically lies between November and June, and each harvest is 

essentialiy governed by the rains occurring within these limits, it is 

the universal and unconscious practice to count the rain-fall by ‘sea- 

sons’ instead of by calendar years; hence the current estimate of local 

rain-fall averages in California differs not immaterially from that of the 

usual meteorological tables, in which the paramount distinction between 

the agriculturally ‘dry’ and ‘ wet’ seasons is more or less obliterated. 

The data hereinafter given are therefore, as a rule, ‘seasonal’ and not 

‘annual,’ and are largely those of the observations conducted along 

its lines by the Central and Southern Pacific Railroad. 

“The mean anraal rain-fall of the greater (middle and southern) part 

of the State is less than 20 inches, the northern limit of that region 

lying between Sacramento and Marysville, in the great valley ; while on 

the Sierras, the region of rain-fall, between 20 and 26 inches extends as 

far south as the heads of King’s and Kern Rivers, furnishing the waters 

upon which depends the irrigation of the San Joaquin Valley; thence 

southward the rain gauge rapidly descends to 8 and 4 inches, and less 

in the Kern Valley, the Mojave Desert, and the basin of Nevada. 

“A rapid decrease of rain-fall is observed in the great interior valley. 

From 42 inches at Redding, at the northern end of the valley, and 24 

inches at Ked Bluff, 24 miles to the southward, the annual mean falls 

to about 19 inches at Sacramentoand to 16 at Stockton. Thence south- 

ward the rain-fall descends to a mean of only 10 inches at Merced, 7 at 

Fresno, and 4 at Bakersfield, near the southern end of the San Joaquin 

Valley, separated only by the Tehachapi Mountains from the western 

margin of the Mojave Desert, in which the rain fall is still less. 

“ Along the coast proper Cape Mendocino bears the reputation of a 

kind of weather divide. Mariners expect a change of weather whenever 
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they round this cape, and on land it marks the region where the char- 

acter of vegetation begins to change rapidly from that of southern or 

middle California toward that of Oregon. At and immediately north 

of the cape the rain-fall reaches an annual mean of 40 inches. A short 

distance southward, at Point Arenas, the annual fall is 26 inches, and 

from 23 to 21 inches in the region of San Francisco ; it falls to 16 inches 

at Monterey and Santa Barbara, 12 at Los Angeles, and 9 at San Diego. 

‘“‘ Northward of Cape Mendocino the rain-fall increases rapidly, rising 

to over 70 inches in the northwestern corner of the State. Inland from 

the coast the increase is less rapid, but the rain-fall rises at points in the 

Shasta region to as much as 108 inches in some years. Southward the 

region of rain-fall exceeding 20 inches extends in the coast range slightly 

farther south than in the great valley, so as to inelude all but the most 

southerly portions of the counties of Sonoma, Napa, and Marin. South- 

ward of San Francisco again a region of more abundant rain-fall in- 

cludes the western Santa Clara Valley, Santa Cruz Mountains, Mon- 

terey Bay, and the lower Salinas Valley, where from 13 to 16 inches 

fall annually. 

“ Ascending the Sierra from the great valley there is a rapid increase 

of rain-fall, which, from data furnished by the records of the railroad, 

may be estimated at 1 inch for every 100 to 150 feet of ascent. 

‘¢The following tablesshow more in detail the rain-fall averages for rep- 

resentative points, the data being derived mainly from the observation 

made under the auspices of the Central and Southern Pacific Railroad 

and given for ‘ seasons’ reaching from July to June inclusive. 

WESTERN OR COAST DIVISION. 

ica 

5 ie A g 5 

6 les § | 3 B 
Station. County. B lzel a E : q ; 

Se lho H a K “5 & 
GFE el ae x S a a — \o@ o co v 

QQ H”) a H A al 

Ooast Range, north. Feet. | Inv, || In. In, 

Camprbincolmis as. cms leper she WelbNortekcsscci-scecs= | 2°) 18.4 | nace on!) oem nin etelere | eee eee 
Horiskumboldt cessceseeeeeeeee nee Humboldt ..-. 50!) 16) "35:9! See ae taceeeeeeele 4 cua (Eaten 
Camp NWinl ghitte aero oe seller Mendocino.-5.|2-.<.<| 6) |) 43.19) |o..2.55)|-acjastem el] cement eee 

Coast Range, middle. 

IN RDG = <.c-lsmmcie macs emaecn ses cepese INADA) &'=</icte 51-2 95 | 5 | 26.6 | 34.7 | 1877-78 | 17.1 | 1881-82 
SAN MTANCISCO -escicc onelees aemistese San Francicso.| 130 | 10 | 20.7 | 32.1 | 187778 | 8.8 | 1876-77 
Ogkland 2526 acct s=.cecisaesset ces) Alameda ns 14 | 5 | 20.6 | 29.3 | 1877-78 | 9.6 | 1881-82 
Mia tine 7hoe com nieces acleaaaieeten te Conia Costan|es: oe 4 | 16.1 | 19.7 | 1880-81 | 12.9 | 1881-82 
Sa OSGsca-ccecn cone ee sccm wee oe Santa Clara-...| 91 | 8 | 11.4] 19.3 | 1877-78 | 35.0 1876-77 
Spicy Orta So napaane epoca oaeloLe Santa Cruz ..-| 2,500 | 5 | 26.4) 39.2 | 1877-’78 | 22.0 | 1878-79 

Coast Range, sowkh. 

NR MUIGHCN Fs oooceeecedspeco Sonnoechee Monterey. .--.. 140; 1992.) T5Svoligee as |-----2+-- |onne--|--- 22 a2 
DANN AG! Socsisraiers a lgicatciscaisjerantatees eae Hoe WY) coccetuer sp eoo. 9! 12.8 | 23.7 | 1877-78 | 3.9 1876-'77 
Soledad (interior)........-.--- seraraa [been Ouran eee ees 3,213 | 8 7.9 | 15.3 | 1875-76 | 2.7 | 1876-77 
Santa Barbara)... > «ccs cece s «we | Santa Barbara 20) | Wt |) 165.2 | 31.5 1877-78 | 4.5 | 1876-77 
WosvAnPClestsassccne cence st meoeee | Los Angeles ..| 265 | 7 | 12.0] 21.9] 1875-'76 | 4.6 | 1876-77 

Interior Valley. 

Riverside (R.de Jurupa) .--....-. | San Bernardino] 1,000 | 14) 13.6 |......|.----.-2-:|)---22|seeeee ae 
COMMON ae doe cee oo see ae aee eres | CeO oe aceees 965 | 6] 8.2/ 14.5 | 1877-78) 5.9 | 1876-77 
Sal WiCCOs- <n sseisctzs-cwcec Sarees Aan Otome se 64 | 20] 9.3 | jes &-Stel| oo =teein,one Sel eaten eee 

ee 



INTERIOR AND EASTERN DIVISION. 

Station. | County. Bales ict |g 5 
ee ereuie a a H “A I 
a x eH Fs . aS = cS 

far} ae Fan = ov “= y 
fm inh? < A A | a HH 

== —- - = ~ - 

Northern Sierra and Lava Beds. | Feet. | | Dyes | avs In. 

Berur OU eS ie ss occ cis see ce eee | Siskiyou. ..... SOM e Weley 122. | aea.o soem (eee eee 
Mereiidwell... 2.5. ssc-. eee sec Node cae eae | AeGS07 1-425 1020 2))| 6c cet owcgs spe shennan 

Great Valley (Sacrainento Division). | 

BE esos oes, tees Shasta ooo) 556 | 7 | 42.1 | 60.0| 187778 | 25.4 | 188182 
Lal JOINTS Be Sea ueraeeeeess peeeee TelamMay<-4..=- 308 | 10 | 24.0 | 52.7 | 187778 | 13.6 | 1874-75 
Marysville 3 atse sche stat ccesecne GNA. Seger oes 67 | 11! 17.8 | 26.9! 1873-74 | 12.2 | 1876-77 
AGUA OUTO sarcijse crt oss oe eelcs Sacramento. . 30 | 32 | 18.7 | 25.5 | 1875-76 | 9.2 | 1876-77 

Foot-hills of the Sierra 

Ponniiueettesociee Se 2 24.l, Placer ss cane .: | 1,360 | 11 | 34.0) 44.3 | 1875-76 | 18.9 | 187677 

High Sierra. | | Na | 

WIR CO Mertcee Sac va cals seaepeles scteree Blacewe sa | 5,934 | 11 | €0.8 | 82.7 | 1880-’81 | 34.1 | 1876—77 
UNWORGS! con Gaseecgstesdhencuesece | Nevada...-..- | 5,819 | 11 | 34.1 | 44.0 | 1871-72 | 18.0 | 1876-77 

Great Valley (San Joaquin Division). | 

SUDERION! Soe ages eee a ese eee ee | San Joaquin --| 23 | 32 | 15.8 | 20.6 | 1871-72 | 7.2 | 187677 
BYLGQBSLO le cen sass sess cec cesses. Stanislaus .. 91 | 11 9.6 | 13.4 | 1875-’76 4.3 | 1876-77 
ercodee ees ess 2s-5:c2re ces sc. | Merced sf... 2 | 171] 10] 9.7 | 12.7 | 1875-76 | 3.2 | 1876-77 
HUTS Ce re | (SPESIO) eseccs.- 292 5 7.0} 8.9] 1877-78 | 4.9 | 1878-79 
SRR ee oes cee om dsm on oct | Golare .2 22: | 282] 8] G2] 10.0] 188081] 3.1] 187879 
SUITING eiaeSeganeeee cocceee Erne fae | MACT oO Wocseeeae | 415 | 7 4.2 8.0 | 1877-’78 1.3 | 1878-’79 

‘“ Were the rainfalls of 20 inches and less distributed over the whole 

or even the greater part of an ordinary season of the temperate zone, 

it would be altogether inadequate for the growing of cereal or other 

usual crops of that zone; but since in California nearly the whole of it 

usually falls within six months (November and April inclusive), and by 

far the greater part within the three winter months, during which a 

‘srowing temperature’ for all the hardier crops commonly prevails, 

it becomes perfectly feasible to mature grain and other field crops be- 

fore the setting in of the rainless summer, provided only that the aggre- 

gate of moisture has been adequate and its distribution reasonably 

favorable. The grain sown into the dust of a summer-fallowed field 

begins to sprout with the first rain, and thenceforward grows more or 

less slowly, but continuously, through the winter. It is ready to head 

at the first setting in of warm weather, from the end of March to May, 

according to latitude, aud becomes ready for the reaper from the end 

of May to the end of June. Once harvested, the grain may be left in 

the field for several months, thrashed or unthrashed, without fear of 

rain or thunder storms. Asa matter of course, the grain-grower may 
also, at his option, sow his grain at any time after the beginning of the 

rains, and good crops are sometimes obtained from sowings made late 

-in February. Usually, however, the late-sown grain is cut for hay 

whey in the milk, in April and May, for, since meadows can form no 

part of the agricultural system, except where irrigation is feasible, the 

25474—Bull. 27 8 
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hay grasses commonly grown in the Eastern States are available only 

‘to a limited extent, and wheat, barley, and oats take their place. 

Again, there is no strict distinction or limit between fall and spring 

grain, since the sowing season extends from October to February, 

Thus the winter months are a very busy season for the farmer in Cali- 

fornia, as he has to watch his opportunity for putting in his crops be- 

tween rains. The time between lying-by and harvest is nearly filled 

up by gardening and haying operations. The latter are occasionally 

interrupted by one or two light showers, rarely enough to injure the 

quality of the hay. Protraeted rainy spells or thunder-storms, calling 

for hasty gathering of the cut grain into shocks, are unknown in 

harvest time, as are also sprouted or spoiled grain, except when the 

sacked grain is left out in the fields so late as to catch the first autumn 

rains. It will thus be seen that midsummer finds the California grain- 

grower comparatively at leisure. 

‘‘ But while the culture of hardy plants of rapid development was the 

first and most obvious expedient resorted to by the American settlers, 

in order to utilize the fertile soils of the region of rainless suinmers, 

that of selecting culture plants adapted to arid climates was the one 

naturally suggesting itself to the missionary padres, who brought with 

them from the Mediterranean region of Europe the vine, the fig, the 

olive, the citrus fruits, as well as from adjacent portions of Mexico the 

culture of cotton, to which, however, but little attention was given by 

them, the growing of wool being better adapted to the temper of their 

native laborers. And as they relied largely on irrigation for the suc- 

cess of their annual crops, it was only in very extreme cases that a 

deficient rain-fall so affected their interests as to give the fact a place 

in their records. 
“Variation and periodicity of rain-fall— While the means of rain-fall 

given above will not vary widely when any large numbers of years are 

taken together, the variations from one year to another are often suffi- 

ciently great to tempt many to invest heavily in putting in crops on the 

chances of a favorable season, which would bring a fortune at one vent- 

ure, but sometimes results in a total loss and ieee ge ruin to in- 

vestor. Such cases of agricultural gambling were at one time not un- 

common inthe San Joaquin Valley especially, ne turning point of profit 

or loss being a single light shower at the critical time or the occurrence 

of a norther for a day or two. More ingenuity has been spent in trying 

to forecast the weather for the season in time to determine the chances 

of success, but it will generally be found that the oldest citizen, if he 

is candid, will be far more reserved in his opinions than later comers. 

‘‘ However steady and reliable the summer climate may be, that of a. 

Jalifornia winter is most difficult to forecast from day to day and from 

week to week, and while there are certain rules that are ordinarily 

counted upon, the cases where ‘all signs fail’ are very frequent, and 

surprises are abundant. A discussion of the observations made from 
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1849 to 1877, by Dr. G. F. Becker, late of the University of California, 

and now of the United States Geological Survey, seems to indicate as * 

probable a cycle of thirteens years between extreme minima of drought 

years, and some data I have since obtained from the records of the mis- 
sions seem to confirm still further this conclusion, The first minimum 

within the time of the American occupation of California occurred in 

the season of 1850-51, when therain-fall at San Francisco was 10.1 

inches, and the third was the season of 187677, with 10 inches. The 

next succeeding season of minimum would be that of 1889~90, 
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Svil title. Locality. Vegetation. Be 
= eal 

5 2 ay) 
Fa a ° 
5 ae z A A ie 
— —— —— oa 

COAST RANGE REGION. \ 

South of San Pablo Bay. 

16s) Walle ysl see sarscm mimi Santa Paula, Ventura County-..... 12). es sobae onesie sees 85. 664) 
182 | Reddishmountain soil |..---. C0 Pee aoe eee eee ae 12! Grass, herbs .......... 74. 930, 
170 | Bench-land subsoil -.. Boletus ranch, Santa Barbara |12-18) Oaks.....-....2. -2co2-18en0Ga 

Jounty. i 
600) Upland soil’s-2.------- Poverty Hill, San Benito County...| 12) Cultivated 12 years...|85. 596} 
606 | Upland loam soil.-...- Soquel ranch, Santa Cruz County-. 12) Cultivated .....222225. 80. 426 
702 | Chaparral soil ..--.-- Two miles northeast of Saratoga, 12) ieee ee ee 57. 449) 

Santa Clara County. ? Ne 
Sl | Walleye SOil-srecseereae Pescadero, San Mateo County......|-.--- Redwood, pine, oak, |78.084) 

alder, buckeye, and 
madrone. 

680 | Sandstone soil ..-..-.. San Francisco, San Francisco 8) Serubby live-oak......|78. 135 
; County. 

682 | Sandstone subsoil. ....|.----- doe. ete .| 8=18) 2.05 ciscesnseen eee eRe 70. 224 
643 | Black waxy adobesoil.| Cobton ranch, “Contra Costa County. 12) Sunflower ... -..- 50.960) 
692 | Dark soil, rolling wp- | Livermore Valley, Alameda County - 6) Scattering white oak |80. 262} : 

lands. and poison-oak, ; 
693 | Dark subsoil, relling |....-- UO) SoxSdoescoan suoascsonesondacs 6-18)... dO) = 23s 0 se eeeeee 80. 658 

uplands. 
694 | Red gravelly soil, roll- |....-.. (EA eden Be seeriderar ce perence Siete 00-22 2.5. oe 81. 941 

ing uplands. pte AN 
649 | Sediment soil......... Arroyo del Valley, Livermore Val- |..-- | Shrubs, herbs, and |71.156)_ 

ley, Alameda County. some sycamore. a 
1 | Black adobe soil...--. University grounds, Alameda 12-22) Live-oaks, large..-..-.. Bene 

County. 
SAE SUMDSOILENOs Meee eecellieeee WOictta ses cece seeeateccs ns soseen 22-30] ...-. do -éseeael peoeeSte 
4 | Adobe ridge subsoil..|...... domsces no See Satis ocec cs tseeeects 10-20| Scattered live- oak, |2aseer 

small. 
North of San Pablo Bay. 

185!) Valley soil.-225.---.-- Cee Hooper's vineyard, Sonoma 12) Oaks and gape-vines. |76. 089) ay 
ounty. 

188 | Red mountain soil..-.|/..--. COPE Fe otersta ele snieinisie’s = imistsieicin sll aie 12) Oaks, manzanita Ee 34.392 
arra r 

207 Eel River bottom soil.| Three miles east of Ferndale, Hum- LOM sn scce sas) cemleteers eeihiee 65. 346 
boldt County. e 

205 | Subsoil of No. 207.....]..... Ont Sete ce sn eet eee 12 = 2) ..c.5.<.0.0js\anietaio ole alate 69. 373) 
676 | Red voleanic soil Flat on Clear Lake, Lake County-. 12| Not known’ <<: oeeeeee 49. 604 
672 | Gray valley soil ...... Two miles south of St. Helena, 12} Large white oak....../77. 017 

Napa County. 
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subsoils. [Vol. vi. Tenth Census, p. 738. ] 

Ag | S s Oy Nie 
; Oe 0 ri] eet “a = z on a ee) 

fo7 | a o 3 : o | x oS 5 20 
ao | B's 22| & | Sell) cia I Bia i SP Saes P ) = See seg (eS bale Sia Ao hes B Ze Be | 2 | Analyst. 
os na oe nw a re) a 3 = r) Be S eice 2 

= an : D o> ° H “= He 
aes | et akeeestcsealae | S| dt || 2 oe here 

Bee 22/2/42 \e S| 2/272) 8) 2\8 1-2 |& [B* 
PEepooad >| > |S hSohe feed ela |e) es | | ss |e le 
Peres jor | a fa te eo) a |e | a) Oo |B A OA 

1. 847,87. 511 0. 634 0. 070 0. 759 0. 5930. 025) 3. 350} 3..099)0. 200)0. 003|...-.- 3. 132) 99.372) 5.49)15. 0) Jappa. 
7. 912 82. 842'0. 621 0. 164 0. 952 0. 955/0. 036) 5.070) 5. 936/0. 127|0. 039|.--..- | 2. 669} 99. 414) 6,59)15. 0) Do. 
4,678.87. 743 0. 5t st 0. 03g 0. 561 0. 666/0. 055} 3.116) 2. 995)0. 223)0. 094)...... 3. 854) 99.871) 5.98/15.0! Do. 

| 

2. 567 88. 163 0. 33: 30 . 109 . 676 0. 526,0. 048) 2. 856) 4. 214/0. 027/0. 015).....- | 3.476}100.443 5. 22)12.5) Do. 
3. 028 83. 4540. 343 0.126 0. 502 0. 390,0. 014) 3 928) 5.711/0. 0530. 009) .--. | 4.955) 99.485 5.60/15. 0} Do. 
5. 114/62. 563.0. 8% oY 0. wth i. 987 2 2, 42810. 098/10. 019) 9. 516/0. 139/0, 063) .....- 111. 921) 99. 853 12. 09/15. 0} Do. 

s ).3. 237/81. aan da 0. 231 0. 925 0. 820.0. 039} 4. 934! 4. 821]0. 0840. 027) .----. 6. 757/100. 500, 7. 88)15.0) Do. 

he | ieee 4 | 
3. 455/81, 593, 0. 675 0. 080 0. 846 0. 788.0. 053) 5. 682) 5. 162/0. 031/0.053)...-.. 5. 404 100. 359, 6.02/15. 0) Morse. 

| | | 

5. 532/75. 756)0. 590 0. 172 0. 399 1. 221.0. 059) 7. 268) 9. 737/0. 011 0. 022)... - | 4.900100. 135' 9.4115.0) Do. 
9. 020/59. 980 0. 192 0. 741 2.471 0. 890/0. 065 11. 090 15. 689)0. 0570. 045) Trace} 8. 304) 99,524 13. 51/15. 0) Do. 
5, 023/85. 285 0. 299 0. 108 0. 813 0. 647 0.065 3.584 4.933 0. 0660. OlO|2as- | 4.047) 99. 857, 5. 67,15.0) Jappa. 

5. 157/85. 8150. 357 0. 121 0. 693 0. 666 0.025 3.647, 5. 329/0. 062'0, 008).---.- 3. 435/100. 158 6.12)15.0/ Do. 
| H | | 

3. 756 85. 697/0. 323 0. 0810. 720 0. 563/0. 030) 3. 620) 5. 5400. 0610. 008).-.-.. 3. 550/100. 193} 4. 53/15. 6] Do. 
| 

4, 938 76. 094) L. 143 0. 128)2. 049 3. 046/0. 044) 5. 648) 7 153.0 117/0. 101) 1. 004) 3. 679/100. 201) 5. 67/15.0) Do. 

0080s 77. 844/0. 452)0. 074) 1. 050 1. 211/0. 078) 4.675] 7. 788 0. 23110.077 ------| 5. 718) 99.198) --.-/15.0) Sutton. 

ae---/69. 563/0. 348/0. 109)0. 998 1. 9135. 093) 7. 208 13. 970 0. 1160, QD Si sarset 6. 600 100. 946)... - cate Do. 
peeteloe 86. 0020. 18910 154!0. 484 0. 452.0. 0U8) 4.015] 5. 532/0.057/0. 021) -.--.| 4.051/100.993).... |..---| Do. 

6. 839 82. 9280. 435/0. 123)0. 744 0. 578,0.025) 5. 793) 5. 0920. 187|0. 171|.-.... 3. 715) 99. 791) 4. 98)15. 0| Jappa. 

14. 110/48. 502/0. 319)0. 958)0. 670 0. 712\0. 146 25. 955 12. 160.0. 1660. 274).....- 11. 640/100. 602 13. 71)15.0} Do. 

6: 896/72. 2429/1. 127/0. 282/0. 105 3. 329/0. 117) 6. 986) 10. 236)0. 167/0. 020ee=- 5. i 240) 7. 87,15. 0/ Do. 

8. 588)72. 961/1. 134|0. 120|0. 101 3. 239,0. 054) 7.307) 9. 758)0. 141/0. 026|...... 4, 665) j 99.506) 6.2115.0) Do. 
5. 934/55. 538/0. 452/0. 170)0. 658 0. 610 0. 051 ‘10. 477/22. 5850. 031/0. 033) ..---- 9. 654/100. 259/11, 1115. 0) Morse 
3. 340/80. 357|0. 746/0. 4770. 600 1. 331,0.041) 5.656) 5. 671)/0. 101)0. 050) ...-.- 5. 252/100, 282] 4. 5015.0) Do. 



Soils of the southern region. 

Los Angeles County. San Diego County. 

Soil of Pomona Colony. : 
: nue vs ; Soil of | Bottom soil 

Constituents. Gabriel = a ees mesa | Colorado 

Valley. | Low mesa soil. Subsoil. land. River. 
} | 

No. 130. No. 382. No. 381. No. 48, No, 506. 

Insoluble matter ......2..222.-206-- | § 72.519 on 75.30Rno an 58. 574 
Solablasilicas. 56 ee ee ; 81.12 15 15 a1 ¢7t G40 ; 3.87269 176 | 86.21 5 5. 397,03. 901 
Potaeh = acne eet ce ae eee neeone 0. 21 | 0. 839 0. 962 0.48 LUt® 
UCR Steer ces tbe memes oh me 0.17 0. 296 0.301 0.14 0. 162 
TING 5. eee no Roce eee ee 0. 68 2. 304 2. 052 0.3 8. 671 
IMintomGSi ai en ete ce ace a ee Sod 1.77 2. 225 2. 154 0.54 2, 966 
Brown oxide of manganese .......- 0.10 0. 038 0. 043 0.10 0. 025 
Peroxide or ones. sse see eee Seer ers 6. 30 8. 097 7. 342 3. 69 4.139 
Alumina .... = Ma cme cime-ee sami ae 6.79 5. 974 5. 835 5.12 » 8.379 
TRHOSTHOLIC IAG) deems eee emcee eee 0.16 0.018 0.049 0. 23 a 0. 133 
Hl phunie Acidite sss sean neta se 0. 07 0. 022 0. 020 0.03 0.145 
Garbonicvacidia..-cseseemeesncoes ce. ADO soe | lpeceocneoseameonlocseicoteccmesenaliosacc ss 7.418 
Water and organic matter .......- 3 07 2. 550 2. 546 2. 60 3. 344 

MOGa'. armcise ven eme oe sine ene 100.50. 100. 054 100, 480 | 99. 50 100. 860 

LEI it pe eee me ee ae eins i ee 0/904. ". een 0.555) 0.752 
Available anoreamic-sccuces sens ce onleese teeee 082650 cere eeaeeeeeee 1. 439) 1.151 
Available phosphoric acid ......---. Sere nesded|lsnocoorsosecacuallsnoocuccaapsoaccllesss222- 0.133 
Hygroscopic moisture .......--..--. 2.30 | 3. 460 2.370 2.340 9, 204 
EAVDSOT DEC ire eet ae yates cea cae eens 15° ©. 15°C. 15°C. 15° C. 15° C. 

“There are many parts of the ‘ valleys of the Coast Range’ where 

the soil is suitable for beet eunlture. The following table gives the areas 

of this soil in regions where the climate will permit beet culture. The 

areas for each county are as follows: 

“The area of soil suitable for beet cultivation, by counties. 

Square miles 

HosAn col Cg eae oan. ancy ee me ee ee ee ee nee eee eee Broone 1, 480 

PansBernaraino::22 26). 05--5 22 casos eee eee eee eecice ae eee ee eee eee sewn o4bD 

San Mateo. 0: 28s cisco oe ced cee ere ie 50 

Contra: Costa: . ....2 eccct bed cowie e ce cere eae e oe oe ee ee 70 

Alamedaisct. c25 ooccs cece cee see cas aed Sb Semis oe Sete ee ee ee 225 

Satta Clara: no 22s wobccsecne coerce cuceo centers oe Sen C ne ene ee ee 405 

MOMtOrey an scee wate Se vaca sid sees 5 onic sec Joe os pene ten se melee Sele eee eee =e C00) 

San Benito -. 2-ces ken coe cen cet cee son seen cons Sen ne eee 115 

San Luis’ Q@bispo i202. 22-2308 coe e sede sexes es gene eee ee 1,090 
Santa Barbara 2225 ascdeetiasccccacds cesicetines CLs atees Seo eee ee 300 

Wentira oseec x6 ccs sck powene toe Soho on Bae eee See eee 170 

SONOMA sw coec cc ec ome lca ee ee oe eee ee ee 350 

Napa ose esek lec ae ceeiccd We dac8 he doce wae eee sao o3/ -aee ee 145 

Other valleys..< <2<..,c2- 222. -oe cen cece Be Bebe aoo~ Se eens eee ? Sonu 40 
Wake 2 8e Sek wes ebay cee rele oy ee One ae te tO 

“This gives a total area in acres of 3,731,200. Granting that two 

thirds of this area are unfit for beet culture for lack of moisture and 

local causes, there remains over a million and a quarter acres on which 

a” ee OO ee eS eee ee et 

- 
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beets could be grown. Of this area not less than half a million acres 

could be cultivated annually. From the data of yield of beets per acre 

and sugar per ton of beets, already given, the average may be put at 

15 tons and 9 per cent., respectively, or 2,700 pounds of sugar per acre. 

For 500,000 acres this would give 1,250,000,000 pounds. 

THE SUGAR-BEET IN OREGON AND WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 

‘¢] was anxious to extend my investigations of the possibilities of 

beet culture into Oregon and Washington Territory, but the limited 

time at my command prevented this design from being carried into ex- 

ecution. 
“ Having learned that Mr. E. Meeker, of Puyallup, Wash., had been 

engaged inthe cultivation of beets, I addressed him a letter making 

inquiries concerning the matter. 

‘“‘Tn answer I received the following communication. I regret to say 

the samples of beets which Mr. Meeker hoped tobe able to forward for 

analysis have not been received. 

‘“ Mr. Meeker says: 

“T am in receipt of your favor of 2ist ultimo from San Francisco, and herewith in- 

close an article to answer your question with reference to growing sugar-beets in 

Oregon and Washington. 

“T will send you samples of beets grown by myself, and from others if I can obtain 

them. T. M. Alvord, White River, Wash., takes great interest in this question ; also 

J.W. Sprague, Tacoma, Wash., and James McNaught, Seattle, Wash. I would also 

suggest to send to the secretaries of the chambers of commerce of both Seattle and 

Tacoma. 

““T send you paper containing an article of mine giving the cost in detail of our 

present year’s crop. 

‘‘ My article refers only to Puget Sound country, or what is here known as western 

Washington. Iam not fully advised as te the valley lands of Oregon, but I think 

their heavy clay wheat-lands unsuitable. I also think the prairie, or in fact any 

lands of eastern Oregon or Washington, are unsuited from the excess of alkali 
contained in the soil, also from scarcity of fuel. 

“The climate of western Washington is mild and equable, neither very cold in 

winter nor hot in summer, and seems to be exactly suited to growing the sugar-beets 

to perfection. 

“There is always an abundant rain-fall in summer, so that we never have a failure 

of crops; the autumns are free from heavy frosts or meee weather (at this writing, 

December 1, there has as yet been no freezing weather), but usually there is consider- 

able rain. 

‘‘ We do not irrigate ; in fact the soil is loose andfavorable, so that our crops grow 

well the whole season, and remain green even during a “dry spell,’ which, however, 

seldom occurs of sufficient duration to endanger crops. The growing season is very 

long, and all hardy vegetables are produced in great abundance and perfection. 

** Soil suitable for producing the sugar-beet is in the alluvial bottoms adjacent to 

various rivers flowing from the Cascade range,of mountains towards salt water. 

‘« These rivers are not large nor the valleys wide, but are numerous; in the Puget 

Sound Basin there are eleven or more situated north of the Columbia River and south 

of ournorthern boundary. I should say the area of land in each of these valleys 

suitable for beet-culture would average sixty sections of land, or say about 40,000 
‘ 
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acreseach. This is nearly all timber land and requires clearing, is a deep alluvial ~ 

sandy loam, very rich, and produces an abundant and certain crop. 

“Fuel is abundant, and is widely distributed. The coal is under the table-land or 

foot-hills of the Cascade range of mountains, and is reached by short lines of rail- 

roads. The aggregate monthly output of the mines opened is, I think, about 30,000 

tons. Itcan be increased indefinitely, as the coal area is large, the veins numerous 

and heavy (thick). S 

‘* So far, our sugar-beets have been not only rich but also singularly pure. This is— 

probably to be accounted for from our heavy rain-fall and agreeable climate. The _ 

actual cost of raising per ton for a period of five years has been less than $2.50 per 

ton, and the present year $2.25 per ton. We have grown them for cattle, and could 
utilize the pulp to great advantage in stall-feeding beef. 

‘* Our winters will admit of working sugar-beets nearly the whole time, the weather 

seldom being cold enough to interfere with harvesting the beets. Locations can be 

had where transportation is cheap, where fuel is cheap, where land is cheap, and 

where the market forsugar is good. It would seem to be difficult to find better condi- 
tions for the successful inauguration of this business than here exist, and we firmly 

rest in the conviction that sooner or later the capital will be found to develop these 

favorable conditions, and that the day is not far distant when we shall see numerous 

beet-sugai factories producing not only enough for the immediate home consumption, 

but also for the great interior country of this continent. 

‘“‘ Following are the resuits of culture mentioned in the foregoing let- 
ter: 

‘“T raised the preseut year 65 tons of beautiful sugar bects from 2 acres of land. 

There was no guess work; it was 65 tons of 2,240 pounds from the two measured 

acres. These cost me $2.25 per ton, and I will give this in detail that your farmers 

may ponder this question and see that I do not understate the cost: 

Plowing and subsoiling two acres.........-. sack ceo petean doce ecnatee eee -- $20.00 
Harrowing andvelod mashing 215. 222.2... .2.osice scat eset sono ee ee se 6. 00 
Rolling..... We otes aoe eco se Widen beke Hewes eens ace ceeeee eae 4. 00 
IESPnEl OUND ee epee SS ioe o ed Nek Sy ae Pina el cee ee issn eee 2. 00 
DSCs poe scien. sure is. §5 Sa ae we ee oe Me eee eee = oe 4. 00 

Cultivating (machine work) ...............-:.- Soci wees on een eee 16. 25 

eran Claw CC CLIN Os 9s aja ae 5 <I R  ol  a Dee ree See) COROW 

ET ATViGS UN Oph eels as chore Seer He rs Se ne et ee eee eee a ee 21.50 

Honsing, 50 cents per ton-% «755.4 aks = ccd secu seeete otec enna aoa eee 32. 50 

Rent of land...... a nsed aceruewh echibeeccc tomsmee. tend seeert ase ee 20. 00 

Potalesec stot cet sce ae wisn eee scdanerc tS MNS. ease dee 146, 25 

“My neighbor, Mr. T. M. Alvord, of White River, has for five years raised an 

average of 100 tons a year at an average cost of less than $2.50 per ton and an aver- 

age yield of 20 tons per acre. We know that the beets can be raised; that the crop 

is certain; that the quality is good, pure, rich—in a word, everythiug desired to 

make this industry profitable, and now shall we throw this opportunity away, en- 

courage the importation of foreign sugar made by cheap, servile labor, or shall we 

encourage home production and all the benefits that follow ?” 

“The following account of the topography, climate, and soils of the Chehalis Val- 

ley is taken from an article printed in Gray’s Harbor News, Chehalis County,Wash., 
April 19, 1884: 

“€ TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES. 

‘Western Washingtonis a name given to that portion of country lying between 

the Pacific Ocean and the Cascade Mountains, the Columbia River and British Amer- 

ica. On its eastern border the Cascade Range, an unbroken chain containing the 
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highest peaks in the United States, stands like a lofty wall, shutting out and hiding 

the beautiful and fertile country west from the rest of the world. West of this lofty 

range lies a strip of country about one-half the size of the State of New York, about 

110 miles wide and from 200 to 250 miles long. In the southwestern portion of this 

country, lying near the Pacific and jutting close upon the Columbia River, is a clus- 

ter of high hills, and in the northwestern portion, on the peninsula formed by Puget 

Sound and the Pacific, is the Olympic Mountains, another clusterrising to the height 

of 8,000 feet. In the north is Puget Sound, perhaps the most beautiful inland sea in 

the world, with its lofty wooded shores, its innumerable windings and islands, and 

its deep, clear water. The shores of thissound are high androcky. But fewstreams 

flow into it, and these chiefly on its eastern side. In the southeastern part the Cow- 

litz River flows along the base of the Cascades in a southerly direction and empties 

into the Columbia. But in the central part, rising among the hills in the south- 

western corner and flowing first east then north, so that the Kalama Branch of the 

Northern Pacific passes along it, and then west, isa magnificent stream, the Chehalis 

River, emptying into Gray’s Harbor and sointo the Pacific Ocean. This is the largest 

river in Western Washington. It is the only river of any size not subject to sum- 

mer floods caused by the melting of mountain snows. Thisriver, with its tributaries 

and including Gray’s Harbor, drains a basin of some 3,500 square miles ; (the map 

shows sixty townships, and a greater amount may fairly be reckoned as part of this 

river valley). As will be seen, Chehalis County is the very heart of western Wash- 

ington, and it is the heart in a very true sense, in that all that is desirable in west- 

ern Washington is centered here in its best condition, and here are the means, the 

forces that are to give life and growth to all the rest. 

‘¢ CLIMATE. 

“From October 13 to November 13, thirteen rainy days, thirteen fair days, and five 

clear days; from November 13 to December 13, twelve rainy days, thirteen fair, and 

four rain and shine; from December 13 to January 13, one day snow, six rain, three 

rain and shine, fourteen fair, and eight clear days; from January 13 to February 13, 

three days snow, four rain, two rain and shine, ten fair, and twelve clear days; from 

February 13 to March 13, five days snow, three rain, one rain and shine, sixteen fair, 

and four clear days; total for the winter, nine days of snow, thirty-eight rain, ten 

rain and shine, sixty-six fair, and thirty clear days. Days are called clear when net 

a cloud appears. During this time the range of the thermometer was: First month— 

lowest 40°, highest 65°, and the average 534; second month—lowest 34°, highest 55°, 

average 412°; third month—lowest z8°, highest 50°, average 373° ; fourth month— 

lowest 9°, highest 45°, average 231°; fifth month—lowest 27°, highest 42°, average 

362°. The record of 9° above was the lowest point reached during the last seven 

years. There was one fall of snow that reached a depth of 6 inches. The record of 

lowest thermometer for the last seven years is: For 1876-77, 22°; for 1877-78, 20255 

for 1878-’79, 10°; for 187980, 10°; for 1880-’81, 28°; 188182, 20°; 1888, 9°. 

‘THE SOIL. 

“The soil of the uplands, or hills, is loamy, in places gravelly. It is quick, warm 

but not strong land asa rule. In some localities where upland clearings have been 

made reports are given of large crops. It is better adapted to fruit and general gar- 

dening. Some of the hills are doubtless good land. It all grades off into bottom- 

land. It is difficult to clear for the immense growth of timber. But in this climate 

most of these hills will be profitably farmed. Indeed, almost anywhere clover and_ 

timothy grass will flourish luxuriantly. But it is the bottom-land that is chiefly val- 

uable at present for farming. Thus far the most part is easily cleared, and is as good 

land as can be fonnd anywhere. It will produce good crops of almost anything, and 

its fertility is inexhaustible. One piece that has been cultivated almost continuously 
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for twenty years, with no manuring, is to-day as rich as when first plowed. This land 

isallinade land, It is a mixture of alluvial wash and vegetable and animal matter. 

It is more like garden than field land. A few acres will yield more than a quarter 

section of much of the land East. 

“The bottom-lands in general are subject to winter overflow, though some: of 

them rarely, if ever, are covered. They are apt to be broken by channels which this 

overflow has made and by sloughs and streams which flow through. 5 

‘There is much of this bottom-land. Along each of the principal streams there 

are wide stretches of it, and along in each stream in this whole Chehalis country 

there is more or less. But as there are few quarter-sections across which some stream 

does not flow, so there are few which do not possess some of this bottom-land. 

“These bottom-lands that lie down toward the sea are subject to periodical over- 
flow by the tide, and there is a large amount of this about Gray’s Harbor and the 

streams that empty into it. These are in places largely open and covered with a rank 

growth of wild grass. They are used now principally for pasture. But a dike from. 

1 to3 feet high would keep out this tide, and when so diked they are equal to the 

best of bottom-land. No better land can be found. 

‘In view of the preceding description I am inclined to believe that in 

Washington and Oregon soil and climate are very favorable to the growth 

of a sugar beet of high saccharine strength. ' 

‘The mildness of the winter is, though to a less degree than in Cali- 

fornia, favorable to the season of manufacture. With a wise and care- 

ful encouragement of the industry I have no hesitation in saying that 

the prospects for the development of an indigenous sugar industry in 

the extreme northwestern part of our country are decidedly bright. It 

is a field worthy the attention both of experimenters and capitalists.” 

SOIL AND CLIMATE IN BOHEMIA. 

In respect of the soil in Bohemia best suited to the sugar-beet, John 

B. Howes, commercial agent, makes the following observations :* 

‘““The best soil for quality, as well as quantity of production, accord- 

ing to the experiments of Orth, are those that consist of mild, moist 

loam about 50 centimeters deep, then loam or marl 1 to 2 meters, and 
under this sand. Such soils, which are easy to cultivate, have a high 

degree of absorption, can combine nourishments, and give the plant 

physically a good start. Such soils are called ‘ natural sugar-beet soils.’ 

‘It is possible to raise beets on soils that do not have all these quali- 

ties, but the crop will be the better the nearer this standard is ap- 

proached. 

‘‘The conditions required for a good sugar-beet soil are— 

**(1) Depth, because the roots mostly take their nourishment from a 

depth of 30 centimeters, and the soil must therefore be loosened and 

contain nourishment up to this depth. 

**(2) Porousness of the subsoil, because it is impossible to cultivate a 

damp, cold soil at the right time. Such a soil will become cracked if 

very dry, and the young plants suffer, while the beets will contain little 

sugar. In such a case drainage must be employed. Clay soils can be 

*Report to State Department, page 242. } » pag 

; 
‘ 

| 
. 
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improved by manuring, by the use of lime, and drainage; light soils 

by manuring and loamy marl. 

“Leplay found that the heaviest beets will be raised in descendant 

succession, from clay, lime, loam, and sand soils; beets with the great- 

est percentage of sugar in lime, clay, sand, and loam soils; the most 

leaves in sand, clay, lime, and loam soils. According to experiments 

of Marek, the more moisture in the soil the greater will be the develop- 

ment of leaves. This influence is stronger in sand soil than in one of 

clay. ‘The normal development of the root depends upon organic mat- 

ter in the soil. The more moisture there is in the soil the looser the 

texture, the poorer the quality, and the less sugar will be in the beet. 

“The following soils are adapted for the culture of the beet, if they 

have a good subsoil: Loamy soils, mild, clayey, or sandy, and clay marl. 

Of clay soils, the mild and loamy ones; if the amount of clay is -ex- 

cessive, the soil must be made suitable by manuring. Strong clay soils 

are useless for beets, but clay marl soils are good. Sandy soils are 

least adapted to the cultivation of the sugar-beet, with the exception 

of loamy sand soil not deficient in humidity and the subsoil possessing 

enough water-holding power. Lime soils are, with the exception of 

loamy lime soil, not good for beets. From moist soils are raised good 

quantities, but poor qualities. - 

‘The best locations for sugar-beet planting are on leveloronly slightly 

sloping lands, because work is done best on such lands, and it is im- 

possible for the beets to be swept away by heavy rains.” 

In regard to climate, Agent Howes has collected the following data 
(op. cit. p. 242): 

“In Europe the sugar-beet is successfully planted between the forty- 

seventh and fifty-fourth degrees of northern latitude; in Germany, be- 

tween the fifty-first and fifty-fourth ; in France, between the forty-sev- 

enth and fiftieth; in Austria-Hungary, between the forty-eighth and 

fiftieth ; and in Russia, between the forty-eighth and fifty-third de- 

erees. 
‘“‘ Like all plants, the sugar-beet requires certain conditions of climate 

to arrive at perfection. 

“According to the experiments of Briem, director of the experimenta] 

station in Grussbach, Moravia, concerning the distribution of warmth 

and rain-fall during the period of vegetation of the sugar-beet in the 

first period, ¢. ¢., in the first two months, the time of germinating, the 

daily temperature was 10.70° C.; in the second period (the time of the 

development of the vegetative organs), 18.8° C.; and in the third period 

(in which the storage of the reserve substances takes place), 16.5° C. ; 

and during the whole vegetation, 15.3° C. 

“The total warmth in the first period was 650° C.; in the second, 
1,150° C.; and in the third, 1,000° C. 

“The rain-fall was in the first period 97 millimeters; in the second, 
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114 millimeters; and in the third, 100 millimeters—together 311 milli- 
meters. 

“The sugar-beet needs much warmth and light, sunny days, and a 
certain amount of moisture. 

“The best climate for sugar-beets is the so-called ‘wine climate,’ 
with a temperature from 9° to 10° ©. in April and May, 17° to 18° C. 

in June and July, and 15° and 12° in August and September, respect- 
ively. 

“The sea-coast is not warm enough and has not enough sunny days 

in June and July to be successful for sugar-beet raising. 

“Tor the first period of vegetation it is necessary that a certain 

amount of winter moisture be in the ground, as the seeds need moisture 

to germinate. In the second period warmth and_ moisture is required 

for the production of roots and leaves. In the third period, in which 

the saccharification goes on, dry warmth. If the days be sunny, the 

beets will become rich in sugar; but if this period be wet, the crop will 

be great in quantity, but poor in quality. If, after a dry summer, a 

warm and rainy fall follows, new leaves spring up at the cost of the 
sugar.” 

The following observations on soil, culture, and fertilization will be 
found interesting in connection with the foregoing discussion.* 

“The cultural conditions to be regarded as of greatest importance in 

securing crops of maximum quantity and quality, when a section has 

been determined upon by a consideration of all other conditions, are 

choice of soil, ete., its physical character and chemical compositon, and 

the methods by which these may be modified or improved; the first by 

_ the mechanical methods of culture, and the second by the proper and 

judicious applications of fertilizers. After this will naturally follow the 

modes of planting and the care to be applied during the season of 

growth. 

‘* With reference to the choice of soil suited to the culture of the beet- 

root, opinions seem to differ somewhat, though the principles which ap- 

pear to govern them tend to thesame end. ‘The illustrious Chaptal,t as 

a result of his study of the plant and its requirements, arrived at the 

following conclusions : 

“Soils which are dry, calcareous, light, etc., are not wellsuited to the beet. 

““Strong clay soils have little aptitude for the culture of this root. 

“Tn order that the root may prosper, it needs, in general, a mellow, fertile soil, the 

arable stratum of which should be 12 to 15inches thick. 

‘*The root succeeds more or less well in all arable soils, but the products vary 

wonderfully according to the nature of the soils. 

‘“‘ Basset ¢ considers that “afresh soil, rather sandy orsilico-caleareous 

than too calcareous or argillaceous, rich in humus, and deep,” should be 

*“MecMurttrie op. cit., pp. 95-117) 

t Quoted by Basset in Guide Pratique du Fabricant de Sucre. 

t Ibid. 
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chosen. Briem,* in his late work on beet-root culture and sugar manu- 

facture, says, of the physical character of the soil to be chosen, “it 

should not be too light nor too moist; it should be bare; its subsoil 
permeable; it should be warm, free from stones, calcareous, and should 

contain humus.” Deherain,t from the results of his experiments and 

investigations at Grignon, publishes as one of the conclusions arrived 

at that the nature of the soil does not seem to exercise any sensible ac- 

tion upon the development of the beet, for the same results were ob- 

tained in soils consisting of pure silica, of calcareous matter, or of a 

mixture of calcareous matter and clay. 

Vivient found in traveling through the provinces of the Rhine, Han- 

over, Brandenburg, and Saxony in Germany, that, though in each sec- 

tion there is a wide difference in the nature of the soil, there is a par- 

ticularly marked homogeneity in the character of the beets. 

“ Vilmorin considers that any good soil that will grow wheat and corn 

and has an arable stratum of 12 to 15 inches, will be well suited to this 

culture; that where chalk exists in large proportion the yield will be 

small, but the juice pure. All soils should be thoroughly drained, so 

that the tap root may not find stagnant water in the subsoil. 

“ Notwithstanding the differing notions expressed above, it will appear 

that the physical characters of the soil which tend to render it best suited 

to the cultivation of the beet are porosity of surface and subsoil, to admit 

of drainage of superfluous water and of free circulation of the air, and 

power of absorbing and holding in a condition convenient for ready as- 

similation the elements of plant-focd existing within it or coming from 

external sources. Unless the supply of these elements be continuous 

and regular, a purely sandy soil would be undesirable. If no means 

were provided for the removal of surplus water which might be found 

in a purely clay soil, or to so improve its condition as to admit of tree 

circulation of air as well as water, it is too heavy, and becomes abso- 

lutely useless. The same is true of purely calcareous soils, since the 

same unfavorable conditions would prevail, though perhaps to not quite 

the same extent. These soils would also be unsuited to the plant itself, 
because they would not admit of the free progress of the tap root nor of 

the lateral fibrous roots in their search for nutrition or in following the 

natural course of development, and, as will appear later on, these con- 

ditions have a powerful influence upon the ultimate yield of sugar from 

the surface cultivated. But if the sandy soil described be mixed with 

either or both of the others mentioned, and with humus, in suitable 

proportions, the conditions most favorable to the maintenance of a reg- 

ular and plentiful supply of food, the healthy condition of the root, and 

its consequent normal development, will be assured. 

* See Critique in Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, 1879. 

t Annales Agronomiques. 

t Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, 1875, 27 March. 
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“The chemical character of the soil is of quite as great importance as 

its physical coudition. For the proper development of the beet for the 

production of sugar it should contain in a suitable and assimilable form 

all the elements usually necessary to the normal existence and develop- 

ment of plants, and attention must therefore be had to the conditions 

in which these substances exist in the soil. Phosphoric acid, potash, 

nitrogen compounds, and lime are especially necessary to the life of the 

plant, but if these exist in insoluble combinations on the one hand, orin 

forms suitable for assimilation but in excessive quantities on the other, 

they will either be useless in the economy of nutrition in the first in- 

stance, or will stimulate the plant to abnormal growth unsuited to the 

ready extraction of sugar in the second. It is this branch of the sub- 

ject that has occupied the attention and enlisted the energies of scien- 

tists and landed proprietors, and the influence of the different combina- 

tions of the various leading elements of plant-food, and more especially, 

during later years, of nitrogen in the soil, has constituted the subject of 

frequent and continued investigation. 

‘ Basset * says: 

‘Soils charged with mineral salts are injurious to the culture of the beet for ex- 

traction of sugar, and are only suited to the cultivation of beets for distillation. In 

fact, we know that the beet easily absorbs saline matters and that the alkaline salts 

constitute one of the greatest obstacles to sugar extraction. 

‘New ground, or that lately cleared of forest, should not be applied 

to the culture of the beet, and it is considered by good authorities to be 

detrimental to the quality of the crop to make use of lands for this pur- 

pose that have not been under continued cultivation at least ten or fif- 

teen years. This insures an almost complete removal of the nitrates 

and the organic matters containing nitrogen, which are always present 

in large quantities in new soils, and which it is well known exert an 

injurious influence upon the quality of the root. 

‘‘ Basset, in his work,t gives elaborate tables of analyses of soils to 

show the chemical composition of those most favorable to the culture, 
but we will here give the more succinct tables of Champion and Pellet,{ 

showing the composition of soils from different departments in the north 

of France in which beet-root culture is most extensively carried on, and 

and of one from a similar section of Russia. Those numbered 1, 2, 
3 vielded beets of fair quality, containing 12 to 14 parts of sugar per 100 

of juice, while that numbered 4 gave beets of bad quality. The last, 

that from Russia, is quoted by Walkhoff as being well suited to beet 

culture. 

*Guide Pratique du Fabricant de Sucre. t Guide Pratique du Fabricant de Sucre, 

{ La Bettrave a Sucre, p. 82, 

- 
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11. Somme. 2. Nord. | 3. Aisne. | 4. Somme. heen 
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Other matters - 5-5 65. - 5.6. ec5 se. 1S ot il ae ae ee OP aIWN mela diene 0.823 2. 022 

‘ eet ere H | ~ 

100.000 | 1°0.000 | 100.000 | 100.000, 100.000 | 100. 000 

Total nitrogen .........-..2-.---- 0.088 | 0.140 0.120 | 0.154 | 0,270 0.234 
ANCOV AGING, SRS Seas Sa eeese rer Sacoe 0. 013 0.040 0. G80 0.016 | (BU OM Sectors osarcs 
Swill Dob S66aG re SSS eae eres See 72.100 85. 000 80. 000 62.000 | BOAO! \ehereretaiatere eae 
(IRI dich ah emeodsesee Car Benes OneIse 22. 000 9, 000 14. 000 30. 000 LOM GOW | paae eee a 

| | | 

“The same authors quote Schiibler as giving the following as the 

general composition of good soil for beet culture: 

(Cli 5 cant. Sess Re Ber aeie oe ee ae ee eS ee ee eee air 33. 300 

ail NSC ESC EL STS ERED Clee Peco ey ee ere ee Se ne he Be ape caved Oo Sistemas) eerste 63. 000 

Callies Gnd! SedSecbesns Casas OR aso BESS OHS Pe Onto eS sero Gna cape 1. 200 

COCAPBOUE Cais, NWO SS saee soem. odors son mer eae Cane aee Bae eae rer toooS 2.500 

‘“ We now come to the study of the means employed to supply the 

deficiencies of plant-food in the soil, due either to the natural condition 

or the exhaustion by crops, and the influence of the means employed 

upon the production of rich and valuable roots. 
“The general composition of the beet root and leaves is given by 

Champion and Pellet, as follows: They state that for rich beets the 

weight of leaves is about 50 per cent. that of the root, and 25 to 30 per 

cent. that of roots containing 9 to 11 per cent. of sugar. 

“The table shows the general composition of leaves and roots of beets 

containing 15 per cent. of sugar : 

In dry 
matter. 

In dry 7 aioe. ‘In leaves. In roots. 

Per cent.| Per cent. | Per cent.| Per cent. 
RDG hiee te eee clacle cic cninin onc mniniolartans sie aie selseela tie he d.6 wcities 74S OOS [eterna ores $3500" | ete seeee 
ITO) 2085 55. 6h aene sade ee DE COO OCDE ROT UC DC OREO SD DOOR once 0.40 | 150 0.38 2. 30 
J. SNS). (2 SAAS RRR et COSNES 22 Se GBS CFSE GSC ene eee ace ae ae 0. 80 3.10 4.35 26 20 

“For a yield of 20 French tons* of beets and 10 French tons of leaves 
per acre, there would be removed from the soil: 

| 
Nitrogen, |Totalashes. 

Pounds. Pounds. 
PURE HSEEOD US meme soles mois cine nieioeie oieisinie selves’ <0 eeisia/ale Popono stnbbe eso tenses 178.1 356. 2 
HOMLONSWLOAVOS ese nee se ecceeemeciancc cst sbispe 5 Henb bon nen poe secdaosopcesson dooce: 841.8 934.1 

*2,200 pounds, 
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“Or, for an average richness of 11 per cent. of sugar: 

; | In dry In dry 
jae roots. | matter. [12 leaves matter. 

| Per cent. | Per cent.| Per cent. | Per cent. 
Witter = oo pice ceciee aa een eae ae see eee ee metetee ate sae 22.00 esaees= se 84.50) |p steerer 
NACo fe se ods Gn a a Ns ee ene 0.25 1,39 0.38 2.45 
ABI Saco c8 ye Ve aa EERIe ean age coe TR oS ee areca 0.95 5. 30 3.85 24.8 

‘Or, for a yield of 20 French tons per acre: 

Total nikrowent Totalashes. 

| Pounds. Pounds. 
PORONSMOOUS 2 cc./2 is araccoie s Shows Soe a perale Siciee ose ee tale nee oe eines artistes Boy 110 418 
GONSWOAVESS 2. Ls.c schemes cere sscae Sas Sel ee onioniee ame amclente lee steiaralatee rere comers | 50 508. 2 

“The composition of the ashes of the leaves and roots referred to 

1,000 parts green matter is as follows: 

| 

| Beets supposed to | Beets supposed to 
contain 10 per contain 15 per 
cent. sugar. cent. sugar. 

Leaves. | Roots. | Leaves. | Roots. 

POtaSH! fat oe unis care c coe ae clea sao see oa ace wile ciem savas ose ceee OF23 2. 93 10. 0 2. 66 
Sodamecace succes 3.23 | 0.51 3.47 0.45 
MamMetese seco ee ese 3.50 | 0.42 3.75 0.38 
Magnesia 2.81 | 0.38 | 3.03 0, 33 
OHlorineyesemetteece- mee cece eee aes c merenmtee ceiticie ne meee Beeb) || 0.57 3.47 0.50 
silane OOO: ~ Gecanhec canes sae Se benaSean eo asbscHbopocosece 1.50 | 0. 22 1. 63 0.19 
SILICA ee hot to ke eg oe an ORs smoker ar cena eer ore 0.31 | 0. 34 0,33 0.30 
Phosphoric acid ............ joven soo ee doseeursccccessatnsces 2. 23) | 0.59 2. 40 0. 51 
Winds form Wee cree cin crx slaw spate ol ares iw i evsice a wninn = Bere eiets aaeteta cls 2.03 | 0.16 1. 92 0.13 

Motalonineral sm abrerssecs ve ase seleew eee ete eee 28.07 | 6.12 30.0 5.45 
TONER S\s 35 posto ben Goo nope coes scare cosssdecesesss 138.0 | 167.5 140. 0 240. 0 

INMUTUEESY eoocd6 peel eoronbeS obs cqcoscoas: coucmoyaSecanwcdpeS 3.3 2.5 3.8 4.0 

‘“‘From these figures we may easily determine the quantity of the dif- 

ferent constituents removed by average crops. Supposing the average 

to be 20 tons of roots per acre, the consumption of the different con- 

stituents would be, for beets of differing richness, as shown in the fol- 

lowing table: 
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For beets contain- ‘| For beets contain- 
ing 10 per cent. ing 15 per cert. 
sugar. sugar. 

. Total. |—___________| Total. 

Six tons Dyenty Ten tons Tyeuly 
leaves. Taare leaves. aon 

tan eee ceict cecacclsbicteccebisseaiseas ct 121.8 128.9 250. 7 220.0 337. 04 117. 04 
TIED: pGOcOS ORC SBRAC BBE COURSES Ope Sopoeser 42.6 22.4 65.0 76. 34 96.14 19.8 
Tutti) boa Soe een ee eB OCOO I DOOSseEe rer oscet 46. 2 18.48 64. 68 82.50 89. 22 16. 72 
IMGPNCSIA cc scacccmam-- = were ence eines 36. 1 16. 72 42, 82 66. 66 81.18 14, 52 
COLI TING) S85 Saesesageebds de eS pebb Soles 42.6 25. 08 47. 68 76. 34 98. 34 22.0 
RCP MANIC ACL saiale a =m iniem = aim wl sim'= minal niel nin = 19.8 9. 68 29. 48 35. 86 44,22 8.36 
SUD). .6 556 Se apes OS OSDOCEEO Oba cane oere 4.09 14. 96 19. 05 7.26 20.46 1352 
Hhosphoric;acid! ~~... -.- <= -\-«.---=---=-- 29. 43 25. 96 55. 39 52. 80 75. 24 22.44 
DIN ELOLNINOG & saice cic coeaiwciccecte cease 26.79 7.04 33. 83 31.24 36. 94 5. 70 

Plo tetl ese tein clammete las cisiceisisigemaiselcinare 369. 41 248. 32 628.50 | 651. 00 888. 18 239. 78 
UDG iy GR hiGe S268 Ba GcsoseucrosoSeeepeesae 1, 821.6 Wo20! 00! a 2ocacee 3080) |teasecncten 10, 560 
IN TIP RD EGT) 33506 S56 Sagaano pose Oeue bse ee eas 43. 56 TOMO Beats sierele 83260) \eoemecosee 176.0 

“Tn France the general sources of supply of the various nutritive 

principles for the restoration of those removed by the crops, or to pro- 

vide those required, are found in stable manure, seed cakes, animal 

wastes, woolen scraps, sulphate of ammonia, nitrates, superphosphates 

made from bones and minerals, potash salts, gypsum, and the scums 

and refuse from the sugar factories. Of all these substances, that which 
combines in itself in the highest degree all the elements of plant-food, 

and which is naturally the most economical, is the stable manure pro- 

duced on the farm, and this being generally the result of keeping cattle 

to be fed upon the pulps from the factory is one of the sources of real 

profit to the producer. 

“ Joulie gives the following as the composition of French stable- 

manures of average quality, estimated in pounds per ton of 2,000 
pounds: 

Manure | Manure 
of fifteen of 
oxen. ten cows. 

OO code ie a nes bre es Seah eee zeny 1, 492. 576 | 1,398. 656 
PEATE M ALLO seem ss lle nl\wlalaa aman inane vials <icioils op alisieeew sarmintne cae beseces eesic ce 406, 044 476. 928 
MEN MBIA LOD as ote ncaa se eciee oe io Seco aetecws as seic.c dioesacecece seb needs weceuc 101.380 124. 416 

TOI soc catl Ra0C oC GODD COUGHS SOA eDOCEOE BEL EOCOL DEC CODE CEO rC CEES: TEER aEE 2, 000. 000 | 2, 000. 000 

Nitrogen: : 
BNORLO Met ais oa stenaere sine nas ac ce. tacicieeccce ence. ccctbatecclscontecs cckines 0.000 0.000 
PAUL OMIRCA Gee aeie ocsiceiocinis ease eee asec amb eeels fue Spoeeiseatcle dies seceriepse)< 1. 880 1. 334 
SOMATIC Meee erece Mais e aes einistisieaainiaine see see einaee Seicisie @eloweicls Sihecuine cos cesecen 11. 822 11. 950 

TAS BTLL acd Ra Ge meee oes tr SE i a 13.702} 13,284 

MOS PU ORC ACs asses sisisiecisic sis onlecieerietbisae chee Seisios suas eoncecwicleosucececaeaet 5.288 Peeponres 
BL pHM CaCl tenance eanantne m=) ease anne sorcse ome secserscsiesictacseccinr/cmecees 3.010 3. 000 
SePOLOU UT eres steer a elas is iaicis icin clooie Maalet Gia oj ateeeint ctacinta Se sinew rGeeBeasen casemate 2. 740 4.000 
AIRS HERES ele icisin orem cite nit ase cea clos cic ee acre se wicthise cc side ocebaeas tocecites 19. 104 20. 852 
Rati arte ae rare ER SAT See omen RENE OO Soe Sze oniecaisioic cocnccescedtuele 5. 164 6. 284 
MOS UNE EME A eee ee te Se ce oe fa eee ete a niatoto silencio wis sick wididulscseuoacucececetenes 14. 538 14. 060 
ACROSS ISM Sears Bee einia ea AEE Ctoe Gclctiae aed mocdacs Mass'cussceind Saneceene 3.770 3. 478 
PERCHES TRITON meas here ere ne Nee Auten eee h oS cioie cial a Mele Soci acetate Seba ee watooee 1. 304 1. 250 
SSL RATAN Cee nate tee ee ese tee vincleian cies cidio hic’etaie auule oe Oeie soece ete aee 39. 888 60. 913 
EAM GMLCHACGeILALOSR saa see atials sie oie ai ok coins nn nics oes BG ee atin Seem uen oememise 6. 574 7. 438 

Sig all pee rees aceite oe tee eeis, «= o/s cieisclewolen cielus Me aoae se sicten se ot clelewesiteee ak 101, 380 124. 416 

a 

25474—Bull. 27-——9 
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“A comparison of this table with that given before will show that in 
order to supply in stable manure the required nitrogen and phosphoric 

acid for the production of an average crop of 20 tons per acre, it will 

be necessary to apply at least 20 tons of stable manure to the same area. 

But this quantity will contain a considerable excess of alkaline matters 

over the quantity demanded by the erop, and will only tend to increase 

the saline constituents of the root at the expense of the sugar. This 

exeess of mineral matters is often used to explain the production of 

roots of low saccharine value. Let us bring together the figures for 

the constituents of plant-food mentioned, as found in 20 tons of stable 

manure from cows and as found in the yield of an acre giving 20 tons 

of beets: . 

ee . ae Manure. |Beet crop. . 
setae es Fs B ; 

» ~ mae q 

; : zi : Pounds. i 
SHOE Gegnone Sood oocdes ead sce cer boa csobeouescoccocd BECO SCONES SASSI SOSAeQOSeE 265. 680 259.6 
Phosphoric acid .--..-.- BED BOO SES COCO BS BASbDS 26s SSOCOS CHD SOSO Samer DEES aOtOQOSDCoE 62. 849 75, 24 
Potash....25....--. Rae ee gabpadour shocs Seep Cusscsesessueiccecs become meee ea eeee 417. 040 337. O# 
Soda’... DOC oRBEROreE Sonn eno composeedhcas ncuensasposocc Po oddone “ae nbosengedeonscac 135. 680 96.14 | 
AGU EN Orr tare eis cole wraee ate oa ietetnls ciate eereretoe ev ctesie ete Telelelare tasks yayare sine rctetercietaia mise mire eles sisters steers 281. 200 89, 22 

‘‘In practical work, therefore, itis found better to reduce the quantity 

of stable manures applied, and to supplement them with the other sub- 

stances mentioned above. A comparison of the productive influences 

exerted by stable manures and by the artificial compounds usually em- 

ployed to supplement it, or as substitutes for it, will be found in the fol- 

lowing table, showing the results of the experiments made by Professor 

Deherain at the Grignon agricultural school, working with the Vilmorin 

improved race of beets. These results are interesting as showing the 

advantage of moderate applications of stable manures, and the choice 

that should be made in the supplementary compounds that should be 

applied: 
Influence of manures on yield in weight and richness in sugar.* 

No.of} ~ : . . | Sugar pro- 
the Manure distributed per acre. wield per | Sugar in ancediies 

plots. ane. Jee acre. 

~ : Tons. | Per cent.| Pounds. 
1} 9 tons stable manure : 9. 2414 12. 67 2, 351. 80 
2 18tons stable manure-. 8. 9893 12.58 2, 228. 60 
3 | 36 tons stable manure 8. 4878 11, 28 1, 896. 59 
4| 36 tons stable manure and 890.7 pounds superphosphate of 

Tn see e le Gea o oon er a SBaTOOpnee Ee MobEGr ce cmnct bensqdesnasace 8. 7220 12. 26 2, 1387.78 
5 | -Without manure... ...- 2.2.2 8 nnd ae on ane ere ee eee n= 6. 1980 14, 58 2, 257. 04 
6 | 356 pounds nitrate of soda, distributed in one sowing.--...--. . 8.4378 12.75 2, 184. 01 
7 | 356 pounds nitrate of soda, distributed in four sowings- ..--. 8. 7660 12.75 2, 284. 79 
8 | 336 pounds nitrate of soda and 356 pounds superphospate, in 

OUG SOWID Ee glesvs eee mete sescisiciae eee ete aes tia eo meta 9.1220 |} 13.23 25 415. 46 
9 | 356 pounds nitrate of soda and 356 pounds superphosphate, in 

POUL SO WINES soo eee ee eee a eels en eaeiiaeta a sete 9. 9235 13. 08 2, 568. 24 
10 | 1,068 pounds nitrate of soda, distributed in four sowings ..-... 8. 5230 12. 43 2, 367. 40 
11 | 356 pounds sulphate of ammonia, distributed in one sowing..! 8. 4378 13. 89 2, 336. 25 
12 | 356 pounds sulphate of ammonia, distributed in four sowings 7.7985 12.75 1, 962. 45 
13 | 356 pounds sulphate of ammenia and 356 pounds superphos- 

plate, in GuewWwOwiINes-- sos ccc ee oe eee ae ee eis nicer oeiate 6. 5860 13.08 | 1, 722.15 
14 | 356 pounds sulphate of ammonia and 356 pounds superphos- 

phate; in four sowie Ss eee cee ee eae lees erie tet oce 6. 9360 13. 08 1, 827.17 
15 | 856 pounds superphosphate without nitrogen or manure....-. 7.5205 13. 24 1, 990. 93 
16 | 1,068 pounds sulphate of ammonia, in four sowings.-.---..--. 6. 4970 12. 42 1, 693. 57 

*Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, November 3B, 1878. 

rh 
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“¢ Joulie* also found, in his experiments with stable manure and the 

different fertilizing compounds made according to his formula, that the 

largest yield was obtained with the complete manure containing all the 

leading elements. The next best yield was secured with the complete 

manure without potash; the next with nitrate of soda alone. The 

yields with the others decreased regularly in the order in which they 

are named. Without phosphate and without lime; with sulphate of 

ammonia; with stable manure; with nothing; with guano. From his 

experiments he concludes as follows: 

‘(1) The manure especially suited to the beet, and and which establishes the best 

conditions, as well for the yield per acre as for quality, is the complete manure B, of 

which the following is the composition : 

Per cent. 

PIER GMa nie oe aie Sa ew nice Saini ean vielewin a= ngewe cae ese asasenaeas 6.500 
abe as similabl 

Phosphoric acid, ee aitla : ; aden SebGSsEe Sead lonsssuene On Sho eobocee sate 6. 500 

PONOEIO ss Scc8 cece S088 Gabo CS bEm HOSSaR eS SONSNS G6Os6 SdOSod sHepeGBrScoacsse 8. 000 

SME senece GSUMe BORE SBSH Cea CRC H OE SoC Sen BoE nM HEUT OL DESEO CREE EE Soe ccbnace 9. 000 

LLING) o coo csecdign sau ebecdad aolbenceaodb Gos SO So acon sabe ae Seep pBEEEriGaaaceirc 14. 800 

Water, sulphuric acid, silica, and other accessory elements...........-...--- 55. 200 

TE es Sopa enobaesbascooGs SEUs Roce COD BeOeUC ES SESASU Resa cse ones 100. 000 

The nitrogen TOLTESPONAS; bo) AUIMON esas se osaetsia= a) Perievs sen wcteeincs Secreta scare 8. 000 

| The phosphoric acid corresponds to tricalcic phosphate.-..-...--. 2... ..---- 14, 200 

(2) In soils provided with potash it (the manure B) is advantageously replaced by 

the manure F,{ which differs only in the substitution of soda for potash. 

Nitrogen. Phosphoric acid. 

. Acces- 
Denomination of \Potash.|Soda.} Lime. |sory ele- 

aye Ammo Assim-| Insol mora ™m Sierra n- >1- 
aacale Nitric. | Total. ‘abies cable: Total. 

Manure Acomplete.| 4.14 2.36| 6:50 5. 00 1.50 6250u|4) PS 00n|ESsoe- 17. 00 62. 00 
Ps B complete.|..-...--. 6. 50 6. 50 5. 00 1. 50 6.50 | 8.00 | 9.00) 14.80 55; 20 

C complete.|.-...--. 4. 00 4.00 5. 00 1350 67/505)" 14-00) Soe 19. 00 56 50 
Dcomplete.|..-..--. 2. 50 2.50 8. 00 2.50 | 10.50 B00 neces 20. 00 59. 00 
E without | » : 

¢ potashes |) eH6s50 nN scansc)- 6. 50 5. 00 1.50 GCE 500 ee seceretllesaterte 19. 50 67. 50 
E concen- 

trated .... S800H| asc os. 9. 00 9. 00. 2. 00 TY. COU rae soata llsemeter 12. 00 68. 00 
E without 
potash No. : 
Desec<=>- BAU peceeaee 3.00 | 14.00 200) |. AGs008 | 2 oe stenc| se aees fe 2an00) 59. 00 

\ F without 7 
potash ees |-c secre: 6.50 6. 50 5. 00 1. 50 65:50) |ee cscs 14.00 | 15.80 57.20 

G without 1 
WU GRO POD: al 5/5 )c<,sc | clare ctalci ais stere'c ste oe 5.00 1. 50 6.50 | 10.00} 3.00 | 20.00 60. 50 

G without 
nitrogen 
IO) Veal esate eecec nal eet se 12. 00 2.00 | 14.00 5.00 | 1.50 | 20.00 59. 50 

* Guide pour l’achat et l’Emploi des Engrais Chimiques, pp. 250 and 251. 
tThe conclusions of Professor Joulie will be better understood if reference is made 

to the accompanying table, showing the composition of the fertilizers, made accord- 
ing to his various formule. 

a 
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(3) These two manures should be applied at the rate of 400 pounds per acre upon 

soils in good condition and without stable manures. 

‘“(4) Stable manure, applied at the rate of 20 to 25 tons per acre in the same year 

that the crop is grown, constitutes a bad condition, which it is prudent to avoid. It 

is better to reduce the stable manure to 10 or 12 tons. and supplement it with a suitable 

addition of chemical manures. Thus putting the minimum of salts, particularly of 

potash, at the disposition of the roots, a better quality will be obtained. 

(5) If stable manure be applied at the rate of 10 to 12 tons per acre, which rate it 

has been found advisable not to exceed, the manure F without potash should prefer- 

ably be employed at the rate of 200 pounds for good soils and of 400 pounds for poor ~ 

soils. We thus avoid excess of potash, and establish between the useful elements an 

equilibrium favorable to the crop. 

“(6) If fossil phosphates have been added to the stable manure after the method 

suggested by Baron P. Thenard, the manure F may be replaced by nitrate of soda at 

the rate of 260 pounds per acre for good soils and a maximum of 350 pounds for poor 

soils. 

“‘(7) In no case should salts of potash (nitrate, sulphate, or chloride) be added to 

stable manure, which is always sufficiently rich in this element. 

‘‘ From these and later experiments Mons. Joulie concluded, in gen- 

eral, concerning nitrogen of various compounds in its relation to the 

beet root and the influence upon its sugar content, that the nitrogen 

of the nitrates is more effective than that of ammonia, which in its turn 
is more valuable than that of organic matter. 

“This difference in the elements of plant-food has also been noticed 

and determined by other workers, who have arrived at conclusions 

quite as marked as those of Joulie just given. Pagnoul* states that 

experiments made at Arras and elsewhere lead to the following conelu- 

sions concerning the use and abuse of nitrogenous compounds: 

“(1) Abuse of all nitrogenous compounds, nitrates, stable-manures, seed-cake, etc., 

is always injurious to the quality of the beet. 
“((2) Excess of nitrates by application before sowing is less injurious than excess of 

nitrogenous manures of organic origin. In fact the first are at once absorbed by the 

young plant favoring the development of leaves. On the contrary, the others act slowly 

and in decomposing may undergo nitric fermentation, which, favored by meteorological 

conditions, such as probably existed in 1875 to 1876, creates in the soil an abundance 

of nitrates, the retarding action of which impoverishes the root in the last days of 

growth. . 

‘Concerning stable-manure, it is a fact that there is no necessity for prohibiting its 

use, because growers are generally wanting init, and they will not be tempted to use 

it in excessive quantity to the same extent as they may be induced to use the mineral 

manures. But it is useful to show that this excessive use, if it were possible, would 

be even more fatal than the use of nitrates, as regards the quality of the root. 

“«(3) For the same reason the use of nitrates after sowing, and especially in the 

months of August and September, is absolutely bad, and may be characterized as 

fraudulent. 
«‘(4) The abuse of nitrogenous manures, nitrates, and others is much less fatal when 

used upon rich varieties, and roots closely planted than upon poor varieties and roots 

cultivated at greater distances. 

‘“(5) The-causes to which the bad quality of the beets in our region (department of 

Pas-de-Calais) should be attributed are * * * the too great richness of our soils 

in nitrogenous matters, the abuse of manures, and the application of nitrates after 

sowing. 

* Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, 1878, October 13. 
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“Concerning stable-manures and the other nitrogenous manures used, 
M. Georges,* in a lecture on beet-root culture, advises that the quantity 

of stable-manure should not exceed 10 to 15 tons per acre, since this quan- 

tity will supply sufficient of salts for the needs of the plant. Nitrogen 

being the deficient constituent, should be supplied by some very soluble 

and easily-assimilable compound, such as from 250 to 350 pounds per 

acre of nitrate of soda, with an addition of a like quantity of superphos- 

phate of lime, the latter element especially intervening to increase the 

richness in sugar. The prejudice against nitrate of soda is unjust. Ju- 

diciously applied it is useful. Only its abuse is disastrous, but neither 

more nor less than the excessive use of all others, and even stable-ma- 

nure worked into the soil previous to sowing; it hastens the vegetation 

of the plant at the start and helps it through the first stages of growth. 

When it is exausted, the stable-manures, by their slow decomposition, 

supply the subsequent demands of the plant. But nitrate of soda should 

not be applied during the growth of the plant, because it may then re- 

main in nature in the adult beet, which will not have time to elaborate 

it and secure all the useful effect. Sulphate of ammonia, with an equal 

quantity of nitrogen seems to be less favorable than nitrate of soda, be- 

cause it is a salt which tends to rise to the surface in the soil, while the 
other descends to an equal extent. Other matters, such as seed-cakes, 
woolen wastes, etc., may be substituted for the nitrates, but they should 

in all cases be worked into the soil before sowing, that they may have 

time to decompose in advance and may be thoroughly mixed through 

the entire arable stratum. 

‘These ideas expressed by M. Georges were reiterated by M. Drouyn 

de l’Huys,t and express the views of all scientists and cultivators in 

France. But while all admit the value of the judicious application of 

the nitrates, it appears also to be the universal opinion that it should be 

accompanied by the application of a corresponding: quantity of the 

phosphates, which have a tendency to counteract any prejudicial influ- 

ence that the nitrates may exert by hastening the maturity of the plant 

and increasing its sugarcontent. This fact has been very nicely elabo- 

rated by Professor Maercker, of Halle, in a lecture lately delivered upon 

the subject of beet culture, an abstract of which may be found in the 

Journal des Fabricants de Sucre. He says itis a well-accepted fact that 

strong doses of nitrogenous manures are injurious to the beet crop, in 

that it increases the weight of the non-saccharine contents and reduces 

the sugar. The discredit into which the use of nitrates has fallen is due 

to its abuse and the manner of applying it. The difficulty appeared to 

be to determine the quantity to use and the best time to apply it. When 

applied too late it retards ripening. Applied in spring the plants de- 

velop vigorously in leaves and root and the period of growth is length- 

ened. So strongly nitrogenous manures always produce growth. 

* La Sucrerie Indigéne, 1878. 

tCompte-rendu des Séances du Congrés Agricole et Sucréire tenu 4 Compitgne 
Mai, 1877. 
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“But the sugar-beet must ripen to accumulate sugar within it. Its 
growth should therefore be arrested to admit of ripening, which late 

distribution of nitrates prevents. At Magdeburg part is applied in the 

fall and the remainder before the preparation of the soil in spring. 

Heavy doses of strongly nitrogenous manures also necessitate heavy 

doses of phosphoric acid to annihilate the injurious effect of an excess 

of nitrogen. Phosphoric acid applied in large quantity induces early 

ripening of the plant. A mellow, permeable, clay soil may receive doses 

that would be injurious to a cold soil. 

‘“Pagnoulhas developed by his researches and observations that ee 

pborie acid gives varying results. In some soils no appreciable effect 

can be noticed, while in others its use has been found very favorable, 

and these differences are attributed to the greater or less proportion of 
phosphoric acid already existing in the soil. Notes should therefore be 

kept of the effects of various manures in order to avoid unnecessary 

expense in their application. M. Decrombecque considers that in all 

cases the phosphoric acid in the soil should be increased as the nitrog- 

enous principles increase, and Woussen considers phosphoric acid a 

corrective for the deleterious influences of nitrates, because upon soils 

where nitrate of soda has been applied in large doses it is only neces- 

sary to increase the proportion of phosphates of lime to secure good 

maturation of the crop which would otherwise remain green. 

“Pellet* has advanced some interesting notions concerning the com- 

parative values of the different elements of plant-food in their relation 

to the production of sugar inthe beet, deduced from the study of analy- 

ses of different plants obtained by various persons in their experiments. 

Lawes and Gilbert, discussing the analyses of wheats grown upon the 

Rothamstead farm, and of French wheats analyzed by Boussingault, 

conclude that wheat scarcely admits of a change in the composition of 

its ashes, whatever may be the composition of the fertilizers applied ; 

the same is true of potatoes. 

“ But Pellet finds that the beet, on the contrary, may grow with equiv- 

alent substitutions of the alkalies necessary to the formation of sugar, 

so that, as shown by the experiments of Joulie, soda may be found in 

the ash of some beets in the same quantity as potash, while in others 

the quantity of potash is seven times that cf soda. This substitution 

may also be noticed between lime and potash, but experience shows that 

though the alkalies may thus substitute each other, and lime, by equiv- 

alents, certain other bodies, such as phosphoric acid, will not admit of 

being replaced. The experiments of Champion and Pellet also show 

that in all plants we may observe a relation between the total weight of 

ashes and the special organic matters for which the plant is cultivated. 

Thus in wheat between the starch and total ash, and in the beet between 

the sugar and total ash. They construct the following table, showing 

* Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, October 2, 1878. 
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in general that for the formation of 100 pounds of sugar in beets, the 

roots and leaves in their development must consume— 

1 to 1.20 pounds of phosphoric acid. 

5to6 pounds of potash. 

1.5 to2 pounds of soda. 

1.5 to 1.6 pounds of lime. 

1.2 to 1.4 pounds of magnesia. 

2.7 to 3.5 pounds of nitrogen. 

“ Bxcess of all may be present in the soil, but if phosphoric acid be 

wanting sugar will not be produced, while if lime is wanting it will be 

replaced by potash or soda or magnesia, and this rule holds good for the 

other alkalies. The author therefore concludes that 1 of phosphoric acid 

corresponds to 100 of sugar, while 5 to 6 of potash corresponds to the 

same amount, and consequently phosphoric is worth 5 or 6 times more 

than potash in the formation of sugar, if potash replaces no other alka- 

lies; in other words, if a soil be wanting in 60 pounds of assimilable 
potash per acre, there will be a deficit of 1,000 pounds of sugar, while 

for the same deficit only 10 pounds of assimilable phosphoric acid need 

be wanting. Phosphoric acid he considers a non-dominant but indis- 

pensable element or base for the formation of sugar in the beet. 

“ Reasoning from these data, they conclude that without experiment, 

but by examination of the average composition of the ashes and of the 

quantity of nitrogen in the plant, and comparing the total weight of the 

different constituents with that of the given proximate principle to be 

produced, for instance, sugar in the beet and starch in wheat and pota- 

toes, it is possible, they say, to determine the order in which the ele- 

ments of plant-food are indispensable for each plant. Thus, for the beet 

they range: 1, phosphoric acid; 2, lime or magnesia; 3, nitrogen, 4, 

potash or soda. On the other hand, the order for wheat is: 1, lime or 
magnesia; 2, potash; 3, phosphoric acid, etc. These are facts of great 

importance in the economy of providing supplies of plant-food, and they 

will aid greatly in the selection of the compounds to be employed for 

the fertilization of various crops. 

‘From what precedes and what we learn from the long-established 

practices followed in France in the application of fertilizers to the land 

on which beets are to be produced, it appears that nitrogenous organic 

compounds insoluble in water should be worked into the soil a long time 

in advance of the crop, and that to enjoy a beneficial result from their 

use they should be distributed at least during the autumn preceding the 

season of planting, and for stable-manures it is preferable that they be 

given to a preceding crop, which in France is generally oats or potatoes. 

“ Stohmann* says it is generally reeognized as a rule that the sugar- 

beet should never be cultivated upon a fresh manure or barnyard ma- 
nure, because this system of culture gives a large yield in weight, but 

roots so rich in foreign matters that they can not be worked with profit. 

* Journal des Fabricants de Suere, November 20, 1878. 
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The beet should always form the second rotation when the manure is 

strong. 

‘Other organic nitrogenous compounds, such as seed cakes, refuse 
animal matters, and even ammonia salts, may be applied in the fall or 

in the very early spring, while the nitrates, which are more soluble, may 
be applied either immediately before or immediately after planting. 

‘Tn no case should the latter be applied during the period of growth, 

on account of its influence, as shown by numerous experiments, to re- 

tard the time of ripening and the consequent maximum development of 

sugar. 

“The quantity of stable manure per acre that may be applied to land 

to produce the most favorable effect seems in France to be from 8 to 15 

tons, according to the character of the soil, and it is generally more 
profitable to use a smaller quantity and supplement it with nitrates and 

phosphates. The value of lime in its relations to the beet is no less 

than for other crops. Its disintegrating influence upon the nitrogenous | 

organic matters is as important as its power to take the place of other 

alkalies which may be wanting. In fact, on account of this property, 

many of the most intelligent growers are inclined to use it, and by means 

of it to avoid in the juice many of the more objectionable soluble salts 

that the alkalies are likely tointroduce. Another important considera- 

tion is its low market value, and the convenience of its application. 

At the same time, deficiencies of the other alkalies in the soil should 

not be overlooked, and they should be in all cases made up. 

‘Tt is scarcely necessary to further call attention to the importance 

and value of the phosphates in connection with this crop, after all that. has 

been said. They may be applied at all times, and many growers con- 

sider it of advantage to distribute small quantities with each working 

or hoeing. The general method employed, however, is to distribute it 

in advance of the last plowing, in the course of which latter operation 

it becomes distributed throughout the entire arable layer. But if ap- 

plied in the spring, it is considered by many that it should be deposited 

in the rows with the seed, and M. Derome is of the opinion that 100 to 
250 pounds per acre applied in the rows will produce quite as good 

effects as 400 to 800 applied broadcast. He concludes from all his ex- 

periments, the results of which are confirmed by those obtained by 

Corenwinder, Pagnoul, Ladureau, and others, that artificial fertilizers 
worked in with the plow will give an average of about 3 tons more of 

beets than the same quantity of manure applied on the surface and 

worked in with the cultivators. 
‘The next consideration in the culture of the beet is the improvement 

of the physical qualities of the soil, and its preparation for the crop. 

The importance of drainage, etc., has already been referred to in the 
review of the inherent physical qualities of the soil which make it suited 

to this crop, and we may therefore proceed at once to the consideration 

of its manipulation to bring it to the favorable conditions before quoted. 
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And we shall first of all review the ideas advanced on this subject by 

some of the later writers who may be considered good authorities. 

Briem* says: 7 

“The development of the beet depends, in the first place, upon good preparation of 

the soil, and its continued and careful maintenance. A preparation carefally effected 

brings about a mellowing of the soil, access and change of air and water, destruction 

of weeds, and deep growth of the root. Deep plowing (with steam where this is pos- 

sible) is the first condition of a rational culture. This operation should be effected 

in advance of winter. Subsequent cultivation should not be spared. It improves 

the size and quality of the plant, and should be repeated as often and as long as the 

leaves will permit. The more the culture approaches that of a garden the more the 

quantitative and qualitative yield will be increased. 

“ According to Stohmann, beets do better after well-manured gramine. 
They naturally find place in rotation after wheat and barley. In some 

cases beets’ have been produced two years in succession, but this is 

possible only in exceptional cases. It is injudicious to recommend a 

rotation of beets of less than two years. Immediately after a crop of 

cereals, the ground is broken up. In the fall, plow as deeply as the 

nature of the soil will permit, and leave the field with the furrows thus 

exposed during the winter to atmospheric influences. In the spring, 

prepare the soil for sowing by means of the roller and harrow ; and in 

order not to lose the accumulated moisture of winter, avoid, as far as 
possible, plowing again in the spring. 

‘¢ Vilmorint directs to begin with an ordiffary plow in the fall, followed 

by a draining plow, so that the ground will be broken up to a depth of 

6 to 8 inches; and plow in the spring, and follow with harrow and 

roller. We can not more clearly give the prevailing opinions of French 

growers upon this matter of preparation of the soil than is expressed in 

the discussion on the subject in the meetings of the agricultural and 

sugar congress held at Compiégne in May, 1877, and published in the 

report of the procedings; and I therefore present below a translation 

thereof: 

‘“M. Boursier said that it is, above all, necessary to work the ground and put it in 

such condition that it may beat the same time permeable and firm enough to adhere 

eto the roots. This is effected by deep plowing and energetic harrowing and rolling. 

It would, nevertheless, be useful to elucidate this point, whether it is better to give a 

single deep plowing in autumn, followed by cultures with the scarifier and the harrow 

in spring, or to give. several plowings, the first in advance of winter and the second 

immediately preceding sowing. For himself he considered it better to give a single 

deep plowing in the fall or winter. 

““M. Debains prefers the system which consists in first giving a plowing to break 

up the stubble, followed by another to bury the manure, and finally a third before 

sowing. 

‘¢M. Blin said there was no necessity to have an absolute system with this regard. 

It would be dangerous to give a deep plowing to land having a shallow stratum of 

arable soil. 

‘“M. Decrombecque had not adopted deep plowing, for the nature of his soils would 
oa, 

* Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, October 23, 1878. 

t Ibid., February 27, 1878. 
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not permit it; but in order to submit the greatest possible surface of soil to the bene- 
ficial atmospheric influences, he practiced the method of ridging. 

‘*M. Boursier explained that by deep plowing he did not mean absolutely to say 14 

to 16 inches; plowing is considered deep whén it exceeds by 1 or 2 inches that of pre- 

ceding culture. A plowing of 10 inches would be deep in ground which had never 

been broken up more than 8 inches; the depth is modified according to the soil. 

““M. Demot called attention to the excellent effects of breaking up without dis- 

placing the subsoil (#4. e., subsoiling). With this system the production is sensibly 

increased. The use of the draining plow should be strongly recommended. 

“M. le. Vte. de Chezelle galled attention to the favorable effect of deep plowing 

shown by the vegetation on the sides of ditches opened for drainage. 

MEX responded that this fact does not constitute an argument in favor of 

deep plowing. In fact, in drainage the vegetal earth is always returned to the top 

while plowing brings the subsoil to the surface, and if this is not vegetal (fertile) it 

is evident that the operation is defective. He also insisted upon the use of the drain- 

ing plow. 

“‘M. Barral recognized the fact that deepening the arable layer is always advan- 

tageous in the long run, and he recommended attacking the subsoil only with precau- 

tion, and after taking into account its chemical composition. In this connection, as 

in the most of agricultural questions, it is impossible to fix an absolute principle, and 

it is always necessary to take account of circumstances. Besides it can not be denied 

that the beetfis one of the plants for which the depth of the arable layer is of the, 

greatest importance. 
“‘M. de Rougé has proven the excellent effects of deep plowing upon the poor clay 

soils of the extremity of the Aisne. Like M. Boursier, he counseled plowing in au- 

tumn. During the winter the land to be sown in the spring should be impregnated 

with the substances of the air and submitted to the favorable atmospheric influences. 

Broad furrows should be made in®the first plowings given in autumn, because the 

more the earth is formed of large lumps the more the frost may penetrate by the wide 

spaces which separate them. ; 
““M. Ch. Gossin remarks two unfortunate effects in the plowing whieh immediately 

precedes sowing the beet. (1) This plowing stirs up the soil in the interior. Now, | 

the, beet does not like light soils. (2) By this plowing we bring to the surface a quan- 

tity of bad seeds, which germinate at the same time as the beet, and cover the ground 

with weeds, while if the ground be plowed in the fall, the seeds which germinate in 

the early spring are killed in the operations of culture which precede sowing. There- 

fore in the triple regard of contact, of atmospheric agents, of the mellowness and 

internal cohesion of the soil and cleanliness of the ground, fall or winter plowing 

should be advised. 

“The method of preparation followed in practice by M. H. Vilmorin 

is as follows: Begin plowing in November and break up the land 8 

or 10 inches, and follow this with a subsoil plowing to a depth of 8 

or 10 inches more, so that the ground will be thoroughly stirred up to 

a total depth of at least 15 inches. During the progress of this 

work, and as far as possible, the artificial fertilizer employed is distrib- 

uted in the furrows before subsoiling. The ground is then left in the 

rough condition consequent upon plowing, and after that is twice 

plowed in spring, in February and April. It is finally prepared for 

sowing by harrowing and rolling. 
“‘M. Champonnois considers it of advantage to prepare the ground in 

ridges before sowing, especially in working very shallow soils, in order 

to provide depth for the long tapering root, and put the ground in bet-' 

ter condition for the circulation of air and water. He claims for his 
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method of culture that it is less costly than the ordinary method, and 
In his. experiments 

he obtained 40 tons of beets per acre having an average richness of 

18.50 per cent. and a co-efficient of purity above 83. 

“The results of his experiments in 1878 do not seem to be as good as 

those obtained in previous years, as shown by the following table: 

124 per square meter; | 
fresh manure two 
months before sowing ; 
earth beaten slightly 
on April 23,and after | 
the beets had four 
leaves; complete ma- 

four kinds of seeds 
productive of weight; 
at November 1 beets 
were in full growth 
due to kindof manure 
and time of its appli- 
cation; beets short 

lowed in ridges; well 
eaten by rolling; ma- 

nure-residues of elu- | 
tion containing salts 
and nitrogen of mo- 
lasses ; culture regu- 
lar throughout entire 

No. 1. | No. 2. | No.3. | No. 4 

IMO CUPL ACLS (ONS). sc ce hocewe\c< sein cole lasieis sei tasisis'c\njolnwes osccduieme | 28.300 | 40.450 | 22.500 | 11.725 
SHAN Ole PULCO: sans outta ae cece ois eect Seewemne emlescite eae 69.17) 5°.45 | 6°.75 79.5 
ECON (ESN PAN so ons om cia aeeee neat a rice esicslae slacis\e'stsimicete = sersieie/aiall 11.37 9. 61 14. 90 16. 91 
rGWMOnt OL DUTIGY, so sccm ca sacteeciinee cee ass Seis sce ems caleiecie caclccis ner 69.70 | 66.69 | 83. 94 86. 0 

OBSERVATIONS. 

| 
No. 1. No. 2 | No. 3. =) Nod: 

Seed, four kinds ; richest, Same culture and care; | Manure well rotted; | No manure plowed in; 
chemical manure, 625 
pounds per acre, 
worked in; sowed 
late; culture contin- 
ued throughout vege- 
tation; quality good ; 
quantity wanting, ex- 

nure, 200 pounds per plained by late sowing. 
hectare ; culture given 
regularly. 

and rooty. growth. 

‘“‘ However, in this matter of preparing the soil, as in all others, it ap- 

pears that the grower, while following the -general principles enunci- 

ated, must be guided by his own judgment and the character of the soil 

with which he has to deal. 
** Sowing is generally effected by means of a drill especially designed 

therefor, but any drill that will deliver the seed regularly and in suffi- 

cient quantity will satisfy every purpose. The forms employed in 

France vary with the different inventions, but the spoon drill is the 
most common. 

“The best time for sowing is considered to be the last week in April 

and the first fortnight in May, when the temperature should range from 

50° to 60° Fahr., for at this temperature the seed will germinate most 

surely and most rapidly. The germinating faculty is materially in- 

creased by immersing it in water at 120° Fahr., and the beets produced 

are often richer in sugar on account of this treatment. 

“ Messrs. Champion and Pellet* give the following results of an ex- 

periment in growing seeds soaked in water and those not soaked : 

Average | Sugar in Date. weight. | beets. 

ENOssIS NOFMAl! BEGG so. sna csojse) nse nose Aucustyolsnetce cone esenals aoe eieeeieae 400 16.4 
September d Gs. come cece aeteeeineas 460 13.4 
Septem ber29eeeae aes seetseee eee 580 17.0 

Nowe. soaked! seed sci 2055s cechce tee August 31l.........- Baise lato col emisccrel meen eer 16.9 
‘September 16.....- Be So oeeigen iain eae 500 14.9 

¥ Sepiem berm 29 se cecpee ce eome hi eeales oma 580 17.2 

* La Bettrave a Sucre. 
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‘¢ Besides this, the beets produced with soaked seed had a better form 

than those from normal seeds. 
‘‘ Various solutions have been suggested to be employed for soaking 

the seed, among others water slightly acidulated with nitric acid. Hum- 

boldt suggested very dilute chlorine water, but Ducharte showed that 

this was of no value. 

“In many sections of France and Germany the juices flowing from 

the manure heaps are used for this purpose. They are diluted with an 

equal volume of water, and the seeds immersed in them for forty-eight 

hours. The seeds are after this time taken out, mixed with ashes, and 

passedoverascreen. After this treatment they may be put in bags and 

kept in a cellar or other cool place until needed. When ready to be sown 

they must be quite dry on the surface, in order that they may not ad. 

here to each other in sowing. Other solutions for the purpose have 

been used in France and Germany, the values of which, Bassett states, 

range in the order in which they are named: 

‘1, Mixture of urine and water in equal parts. 

“69, Purin, or manure juices, pure or dilute, for which may be substi- 

tuted ordinary water in which has been macerated guano, fowls’ or 

pigeons’ dung, so as to obtain a solution of a density of 1.015 or 1.020. 

“3. Solution of nitrate of potash of 5 per cent. 

‘4, Solution of phosphate of ammonia of 2° B. 

‘©5. Solution of superphosphate of lime 2 per cent. 

“6, Solution of 2 to 2.5 parts chloride of lime in 100 of water. 

“7, Dilute acid solutions of 1 to 14 per cent., prepared only with 

hydrochloric, sulphuric, or phosphorie acids. 

‘‘ Solutions of nutritive matters are considered more favorable to the 
purpose than pure water, because the latter in prolonged soaking will 

often remove from the seeds some of their soluble constituents. The 

length of time during which the soaking should be continued might vary 

somewhat, according to the temperature, but it is generally confined to 

forty-eight hours, and twenty-four are often considered sufficient. Bas- 

set states that during twenty-four bours seeds will absorb— 

69 per cent. their weight of water at 39.9° Fah. 

91 per cent. their weight of water at 50.89 Fah. 

95 per cent. their weight of water at 60° Fah. 

97 per cent. their weight of water at 65° Fah. 

‘¢ Hxperiment has shown that seeds require, in a soil sufficiently moist 

and aerated, a total sum of degrees of average temperatures equal to 

650° Fah. for germination. Thus if the average daily temperature be 

50°, thirteen days will be required for germination; if it be 55°, then 

twelve days will suffice ; and: if 65°, only 10 days will be required. ine 

however, the seed be soaked for twenty-four hours in water at 100,° 

t Guide Pratique du Fabricant de Sucre. 
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then the total sum of thermometric degrees, and consequently the 

number of days required for germination, will be correspondingly re- 

duced. If they be soaked forty-eight hours at 100°, then only nine 

days will be required for germination in the ground at an average tem- 

perature of 50°, and a correspondingly less time with a higher temper- 

ature. 

‘ With regard to the best time for sowing them, Basset* directs as a 

rule: ‘Sow as early as possible according to the temperature of your locality, 

whatever may otherwise be the method chosen.” Thus, when the tempera- 

ture of the air is from 50° to 54° Fah. at noon, 46° to 50° in the evening, 

and 32° to 36° in the morning, sowing may be begun without fear of 

unfavorable temperature. This may be combined with observations of, 

the temperature of the soil, whick should at the same time have an av- 

erage of about 45° at a depth of 4 to 6 inches. 

‘‘Concerning the depth to which the seed should be covered in the 

ground, opinions differ somewhat, but it will naturally follow that mach 

must necessarily depend upon the temperature of the season, the phys- 

ical condition of the soil, and the proportion of moisture. The seed re- 

quires the presence of oxygen for germination, and, therefore, if the 

penetration and circulation of atmospheric air be rendered difficult or 

impossible on account of a close, hard character of the soil, this func- 

tion can not be exercised, and the seed will rot in the ground. If the 

soil be permeable and contain sufficient moisture, the depth of covering 

the seed will vary with the temperature. If this be too low, again, the 

seed will rot. But with a favorable temperature and a good physical 

condition of the soil, less attention may be given to the depth of seed- 

ing. However, it is considered a good rule not to bury the seed under 

any circumstances more than Ito 2 inches, ana experience has shown 

that at this depth, other things being equal, a higher percentage of the 

seeds will grow than at any other. 
“Tn all of the beet-growing districts of Europe the system of planting 

in rows has been adopted, but in later years the attention and experi- 

ments of the progressive men have been directed to the determination of 

the influence of the distance between the rows and the beets in the rows 

upon the yield per acre and the saccharine value of the crops. In ear- 

lier years the practice was to separate the roots to such an extent that 

each square yard of surface should be devoted to six roots, but the expe- 

rience of later years has shown that it is better to increase the number 

for this surface to ten. The extent of separation must naturally vary 

with the character of the soil and the seed grown. If in rich soils the 

roots be widely separated from each other they have at their disposition 

more of nutritive materials, and there is, of course, a tendency to the 

production of large roots, which, we have seen, will contain more of min- 

eral and organic impurities and less of sugar. On the other hand, if 

grown more closely the stock of nutriment is less, the beets are smaller 

* Guide Pratique du Fabricant de Sucre, p. 387. 
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and longer, and consequently richer. Yet, notwithstanding the smaller 
volume of the beet produced, the weight of the total yield per acre is 

very much larger than when the roots are separated to greater distances. 

These facts are amply illustrated in the results of the experiments of 

various workers in the sugar-growing districts of France. 

“ The following table shows the averages of the results obtained from 

experiments made by the Société d’Agriculture de Compiégne in concert 
with the Comité des Fabricants de Sucre de Oise. This recapitulation 

is made simply according to the separation, and without regard to ie 

fertilizers employed. 

[Distance between the rows, 18 inches. ] 

Per hundred of juice. 

: eve Beets | Average | Density Degree} Saline | Sugar 
ie ea te a per |weight of| of pure of | coeffic-| per 

sa * | acre. | a beet. juice. Stare, || ae Organic] purity.| ient. acre. 
es te * | matters. 

Tons. | Pounds. | Degrees. Pounds. 
Ten inches.......-... 32, 533 1, 88 6.79 | 14.55 | 1.0823 2.0910 | 81.93 | 13.58 8, 473 
Fourteen inches. ---. 29, 515 2.23 6.06 | 12.68 | 0. 8195 2.2976 | 80.19; 15.61 7, 480 
Eighteen inches. ---. 31, 048 2.85 5.05 | 12.40 | 0.8700 1.0142 | 86.71] 14.43 6, 691 

‘¢Pagnoul’s experiments, conducted during a series of eight years, gave 

similar results. He concludes that close planting gives beets which 

are (1) richer; (2) better quality; (3) of larger yield in weight; (4) less 

exhausting to the soil. He took, for his wider separation, 20 inches be- 

tween the rows and 20 inches between the roots in the rows, and for the 

smaller separation 17 inches between the rows and 8 inches in the rows. 

‘6(1) The richness of sugar in percentages of the weight of root was: 

orihe Jarre GIStAnCes .. oe -ns- sen ae mele =a eel eileen no 10.2 
MoriHeismall dishanGOsise sce clecsis) sale la wial alee melelatesle ae lalate tere see ee ee ee 12.2 

‘((2) The proportion of alkaline salts, giving at the same time the 

measure of the foreign organic matters, was for 100 of beet: 

Wath) large distancesss cer eewio eel sle lear ee reel eater lale oe eee 1.512 

With small distances.-... FIO DROBO HSE Un SeOO GODO AS ONES EsOSbe HOSS ecbSce o2c5 0. 722 

“(3) With large distances there were 16,326 roots per acre, and with 

the small distances 46,122, or nearly triple. The yield in weight per 

acre was: 
Tons. 

Wishie, (eyes) OSE acon doones sos Suerededs babs oobclcaso Cece SoKnns base choos 28. 035 

With small distances so sae ssa eee eco ce oc ei welewinie ale wa ots eine ecielete eaten 36. 045 

(4) The quantity of salts removed per acre would be equal in round 

numbers to: 
Pounds 

With large distances): ioc. << cece cco alee miata ae = eines ae ta ee 840 

With small’ distanGes secs cccc. sncosiemdceaelected cub otewmisecis cole aie siclemmipeeeteee 520 

‘‘M. Pagnoul says in conclusion: 

‘“‘ Beets at small distances, while producing more of sugar, absorb less of saline 

matters. 
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“Now we know that the constituent principles of sugar are entirely furnished by 

the atmosphere, and that the saline matters are furnished by the soil and by fertil- 

izers; therefore, beets at small distances from each other (i e., elosely planted) are less ex- 

- hausting to the soil. 

“Close culture is more profitable at the same time to the grower and the manufact- 

urer. : 

Dubrunfant says :* 

“The multiplication of subjects to avoid large roots, and to facilitate at the same 

time the production of a good constitution of the ecllular tissue, isanother condition 

to which great importance should be attached in the interest of richness in sugar. 

‘“ Briem sayst ‘the separation of the rootS-should be 15 by 10 inches.’ 

“In a late discussion in the meeting of the Cercle agricole du Pas-de- 

Calais,i it was developed that though the distance of 17 inches between — 

the rows was still in use, it is gradually giving way to the wider sepa- 

ration of 20 inches, on account of the difficulties experienced in horse- 

hoeing and the deficient «eration of the improved races of beets with 
strong foliage, which require more room. . 

“At the same time that the wider distance between the rows is 

adopted the roots are left closer to each other in the row about 8 inches ; 

that is to confine them to from seven to nine roots to the square yard of 
surface. 

“The experiments of M. Pagnoul, and results he obtained, together 

with the other facts and figures given, will be sufficient to show the 

importance of this matter of close planting, without quoting the re- 

sults of the same character obtained by Corenwinder, Ladurean, Mar- 

iage, Pellet, Deherian, Vilmorin, and others; and we may conelude that 

for the methods of culture that must be employed in the United States 

where hand labor can not be obtained, the wider distance between the 

rows, 20 inches, should be adopted, separating the roots not more than 

8 inches in the rows. 

“The cultural manipulations proper of the crop should begin as 

soon as the beets are up and the leaves sufficiently developed to distin- 

guish the rows; and we may accept the statement so universally reiter- 

ated by those who speak and those who write on the subject, as sup- 

ported by the success of the practice, that ‘early and frequent cultiva- 

tion can not be too strongly recommended; it kills weeds scarcely 

started and forms ‘a stratum of mellow earth which constitutes an ob- 

stacle to dryness by day and assimilates the moisture of the night.’ 

‘‘ As before stated, as soon as the rows are defined by the develop- 

ment of leaves the first cultivation by hoeing begins. 

“In France this is, in many sections, performed by hand, while in 

others itis effected by means of the horse cultivator, the object being, 
of course, the destruction of weeds and stirring up the soil. At this 

time, also, many growers make an application of nitrate of soda or 

*La Sucerrie Indigéne, xiii, 460. 

tJournal des Fabricants de Sucre, October 23, 1878. 

tIbid., June 4, 1879. 
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potash. Two weeks later the beets are thinned out, so as to leave the 

roots about 8 inches apart from center to center, after the manner de- 

scribed above. After this the crop receives about three hoeings or cul- 

tivations, and more than this if time allows, for the work should be dis- 

continued about the Ist of July, according to some authorities, or it 

may be cgntinued as long as the leaves will allow, according to others. 

The latter will probably be for all localities and climates the better in- 

dication. 

‘‘ After the final hoeing, about the 1st of July, no other care is neces- 
sary, with the exception of the removal of seed-stalks that may occa- 

sionally appear, especially if July and August be dry, until the harvest- 

ing, which should take place before the appearance of hard frost. If 

the roots be frosted in the ground they are rendered unfit for storing 

and preservation in caves or trenches for extraction of the sugar in the 

late winter, which is, of course, often necessary. 

‘« Harvesting is generally begun about the middle of September, and 

may, according to the condition of maturity of the crop, continue until 

the middle of October. 
‘¢ Pulling the roots is sometimes effected by machines that have been 

devised for the purpose, but the method generally employed is hand- 

pulling, the latter facilitated by the assistance of the pick or plow. 

In many cases a narrow furrow is made near to the row, which loosens 

the earth about the root and renders its extraction from the ground 

easier. The operation must in all cases be exercised with great care, in 

order that the roots be not bruised or cut, accidents which increase the 

tendency of roots to decay when stored. They should also be pulled 

when the ground is in the driest condition. - If the ground be wet at 
the time of pulling, the earth will adhere to the root, and this will also 

produce a tendency to decay. Besides this, trouble will arise in the de- 

termination of the tare in the delivery of the crop to the manufacturer. 

In most cases the leaves are removed from the beet in the field, either 

at the time of pulling or at the time of charging them to the carts or 

wagons in which they are to be transported, either directly to the factory 

or to storage. If there be danger from the frost the roots are piled in. 

pyramidal heaps, either before or after the removal of the leaves, in 

such a manner that they may be covered by their leaves or by straw. 

The leaves are removed by a knife or other instrument sufficiently strong 

and heavy that the operation may be effected at a single stroke. It is 

estimated that twenty laborers* (women and children) will be required 

to pull and prepare for transportation from the field the crop of an acre 

of beets ‘in one day. . 

‘¢ But this estimate is made for French laborers, and we may calculate 

*In the department of Seine-Inférieure ten laborers are generally employed for 

pulling the crop and preparing for transportation, five to pull the roots, and five to 

remove the leaves and tops. 

—- 
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that only half the number of laborers will be required in the United 
States to do the same amount of work. 

“The beets to be preserved, if all surface moisture has not already 
evaporated from them, should, before being placed in trenches or cellars, 

be temporapily stored under sheds. Here the wounded, withered, or 

frosted roots, which would be subject to rot, are separated, if they have 

not already been in the field. The larger roots are also separated for 

the same reason. When thus separated and prepared they are ready to 

be stored. In the preservation the conditions to be avoided are too low 

or too high a temperature, too moist or too dry an atmosphere. With 

too low a temperature they deteriorate by freezing. This is not so in- 

jurious if the roots can be worked before they have an oppertunity to 

thaw; otherwise, much of the cane-sugar changes over to inverted sugar, 

and must necessarily pass into the wastes in the processes of extraction. 

If too warm, similar effects will be produced by growth of leaves, as 

shown by Oorenwinder and others. If teo much moisture be present 

the roots have a tendeucy to rot, and if too little be present there will 

be a tendency to wither, and this effect is always accompanied by a loss 

of sugar, besides increasing the difficulty of extracting the juice from 
the root. 

‘The best temperature for preserving the roots in the fresh state, which 

is the eondition of preservation niost employed in France, is between 

35° and 40° Fah. The equilibrium of moisture between the air and the 

root should be so n®aintained that evaporation may not take place; at 

the same time, as before stated, excess of moisture must be scrupulously 

avoided. Prudent cultivators consider that the roots should be so ar- 

ranged in storage that they shall never be more than 3 feet from an 

air passage, in order to secure constant and regular renewal of the air to 

earry off noxious gasses, superfluous moisture, and regulate the tem- 

perature which always has a tendency to rise. The cellars or trenches 

must also be thoroughly drained, so that any water that may collect in 

the bottom may flow off. Temporary trenches are often made in the 

fields, but the more advanced growers are’ preparing permanent ones 

with well-paved bottoms and walled sides. They are generally 8 to 10 

feet wide and 6 to 8 feet deep. I have seen them with walled sides 9 

by 9 by 85 feet. 

“ Along the bottom of the ditch and through the middle of it is made 

a small trench to convey any water that may percolate through the 

walls or through the roots. Before the beets are placed in the trench 

the bottom is covered with poles, or in any other convenient manner, to 

keep the roots off the bottom and provide for free circulation of air 

under them and drainage of water. Straw isoften wsed for this purpose, 

but is considered bad, because it is subject to packing and decay, and the 

latter will, of course, be communicated toe the stored roots. They are then 

packed in the trench and covered with straw or leaves and finally with 
25474—Bull. 27-——10 
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earth. The depth of covering must be determined by the climate. In 

the case of permanent walled trenches, which amount in reality to elon- 
gated cellars, [ have seen them covered witha very thick thatch of straw, 

proper openings being provided for the necessary ventilation. In this 

way the roots may be preserved throughout the entire winter. If they 

should by accident be frozen they should be preserved in this condition 

until they are worked. Indeed this condition constitutes one of the 

modes of preserving them where a sufficiently low temperature may be 

maintained to keep them in this way unchanged without an opportunity 

for thawing, and is recommended by some authorities. In sections 

where excessively cold winters prevail it might be found a very conven- 

ient method for the purpose. 

‘¢ Desiccation may be practiced where the method of diffusion or macer- 

ation has been adopted as the means of extracting the juice. It has 

the advantage of preserving the beet perfectly, with no danger from 

variations of temperature if the product be kept free from moisture or 

a moist atmosphere. They are also in the most favorable condition for 

ready transportation to any distance. 

‘“¢ For the purpose of drying, the roots are cut in slices, and in warmer 

climates placed in the sun, but in ordinary climates they are dried in. 

ovens by artificial heat. The method has the disadvantage of requiring 

a double expenditure of fuel in evaporation, 7. ¢., for the removal of the 

water of vegetation and the water of diffusion employed for extraction 

of sugar. 

“ Wesee therefore that the experience of French growers and scientists 

proves that to secure the greatest profit from the culture of the beet the 

following points must be observed : : 
‘¢ Choose well-drained permeable soils, not overcharged with nitroge- 

nous organic or soluble mineral matters. Choose the best qualities of 

seed. Give preference to smaller seeds. The best beets for all purposes 

are long, tapering, and smooth ; do not grow out of the ground; are of 

moderate size and are dense and heavy. Plow deeply and as frequently 

as may be necessary to make the soil mellow. The more it approaches 

that of a garden in physical condition the more favorable it will be for 

culture of the beet. 

‘¢ Be careful in choice of manures to be employed. Remember that 

insoluble and not easily assimilable nitrogenous organic compounds, 

before they can be of use to the crop, must be thoroughly disintegrated 

and decomposed. They must therefore be applied sufficiently in advance 

of the crops to secure this effect. Soluble nitrogenous compounds may 

be applied immediately in advance of or simultaneously with planting, 

and of these the nitrates are preferable. Nitrogenous compounds have 

a tendency to extend the period of growth and delay the time of ripen- 

ing. This tendency is counteracted by the phosphates, in consequence 

of which they increase the production of sugar. 

‘‘Stable manures must in all cases be worked into the soil with the fall 
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plowing. Do not apply more than 10 to 15 tons per acre, and supple- 

ment it with nitrate of soda and superphosphate of lime at the rate of 

from 200 to 400 pounds of each per acre, according to the character of 

the soil. 
‘Alkaline salts should be applied with great caution, and only to soils 

manifestly wanting them. They add to the cost of culture, and often 

reduce the industrial value of the crop. Plant closely; 18 to 20 inches 

between the rows will be found the most convenient and favorable for 

culture in the United States. Separate the beets by about 8 inches in 
the row. 

“Cultivate early and often, and continue as long as the leaves will 

permit, but not longer than the middle of July. Do not harvest until 

the crop is thoroughly ripe, but it must not be allowed to be injured by 

frost, 
‘Store the roots in such a way that they may be protected from ex- 

tremes of temperature and moisture, and observe care in ventilating 

trenches or cellars ; otherwise the roots will rapidly deteriorate.” 

FERTILIZERS. 

In respect to fertilizers, Stammer makes the following observations:* 

‘‘ Manuring should first of all give back to the soil what the harvest 

has removed, both as regards mineral substances and nitrogen. Noth- 

ing can be more certain than that a soil to which this restoration is not 

fully made will gradually lose its faculty to produce plants in normal 

quantity and composition. Culture experiments with artificial food 

liquids have not been carried so far with the beet as with some other 

plants and, therefore, the dependence between the composition of such 

liquids and the evolution of the beet has not yet been determined. The 

basis is also wanting whereon the direct working of the manure on the 

beet can be predicted; and here is met the well known difficulty of 

getting the manures into those layers of the soil from which the beet 

chiefly draws its supplies 

‘From the present stand-point of our knowledge, therefore, the chief 

object of fertilization is the preservation of the favorable nature of the 

soil for beet culture. | 
“After what has been said it will not be matter for surprise that the 

numerous and laborious fertilization and cultivation experiments with 

beets have hitherto produced no generally applicable results ; such can 

only be expected from the laws which will be established by the artifi- 

cial cultivation of the beet in known nutrient solutions, and it is by no 

means a contradiction of this fact that the beet farmer should be ad- 

vised to undertake fertilization experiments upon his particular soil. 

It is only a matter of ascertaining the particular form and quantity of 

* Stammer op. cit., pp. 170 et seq. 
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fertilizer which will best give necessary restitution under the local con- 

ditions, and such a form will doubtless in many cases be found, but it 
will be seldom possible to obtain from it a certain and constant influ- 

ence upon thecrop. Theinfluence of those factors, over which we have 

no control—climate and weather—is always more powerful than the 

slight alterations which can be made in the character of the soil by the 

restitution of the elements taken from it, or by the preservation of the 
good character of the soil by fertilization. 4 

“‘Sinece experience has taught that beets raised on fields freshly 

manured with stable manure are inferior for purposes of manufacture, 

the rule has long been established that not the beets, but the previous 

crop should be fertilized, or that the beets should be raised in rotation 
as the second or even third crop. Unfortunately this rule, so important 

to the factories, has not been so generally observed of late, and as a 
consequence of heavy manuring heavy crops have been produeed, but 

at the cost of diminished sugar content or lessened price. This rule 

applies especially to stable manure and night-soil, as well as for Chili 

saltpeter, the misuse of which has had such serious consequence for 

factories, but not for phosphatic manures, which usually exert a favor- 

able influence upon the crop. 

“The constituents which are especially to be taken into account in 

the necessary restitution to the soil for beets are potash, phosphoric 

acid, magnesia, and nitrogen. Following are the quantities of these 

constituents contained in 1,000 pounds of beets and beet leaves, as 
given by averages from numerous analyses: 

Constituents. Roots. Leaves. 
® 

Pounds. | Pownds. 
POLAR HE eee en ae wae la ciciniaiy oa clonic ciiwicic wintare ae clown cimetelamtals[e aie sida sitio e(elave er ereerciotaieteeierdias ao 6.5 
PhOsSphario Aid. «62-22 - ce cc cace secs ene n mm semencien ce esecensicesecessereenw=sas=m se 0.8]. 1.3 
Ma pniesial ...2 05 enc c cone sce e enn ccc ce wee wenn ne cerns e nme e wenn sans eeee nsw ene nte 0.5 3.0 
Nitrogen ... 2.2.2.2 eee nee ene cence erence cee ene teen nn een renee necenecncnes 1.6 3.0 
4 BARTER Sela one SCORE SO SIC EC CIE SO OSE DOCS HOC OS POR IOn SE SIRES E SS SSCS EMIS SOOCS Wook 18.1 

“It will be seen from the relation between the roots and leaves that 

the amounts abstracted by the latter is considerably greater and de- 

serves especial consideration in case the leaves are not left in the field. 

From this point of view the extensive practice of paying for the work 

of digging with the leaves is to be considered an evil and should be con- 

demned. It is certain that a complete restitution can not be made in 

such fields. * * * The form in which the above mentioned plant 

constituents shall be returned to the soil is established for phosphoric 

acid and magnesia, and partly for nitrogen; superphosphates, with 

greater or less content of phosphoric acid, or with addition of nitrogen- 

ous element, are of universal application. The magnesia is returned in 

the press-cakes, as has been shown by direct investigations, pretty com- 

pletely, though a more uniform distribution is much to be desired, which 
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can be improved by thorough subdivision. It is advisable to institute 

investigations from time to time in regard to the phosphoric acid, and 

especially the magnesia in the waste products, and use them according 

to the results obtained. 

“The question of returning the potash abstracted is more difficult ; 

its computation is complicated by many uncertainties which can not be 

entirely avoided. Still this should not prevent the return of at least 

the difference between the potash in the entire crop and that contained 

in the refuse as nearly as it can be ascertained. Potash fertilization 
has largely fallen into disrepute chiefly because large and definite re- 

turns are expected from it, whereas the principal effect is to be expected 

in the preservation of the crop-producing qualities of the soil. These 

will surely suffer a decrease sooner or later in the succession of seasons 

if the restitution is not complete. A change can doubtless be expected 

when it is possible to fertilize the subsoil. Then for the first time will 

it be possible to judge of the direct influence of potash fertilization on 

the beet. A broader question, however, and one that may essentially 

influence the results in the case just mentioned, lies in the form 

of the potash componnds to be used, which is likewise true of the 

other fertilizing materials, There is scarcely a single point on which 

the views of practical men differ more widely, and new compounds are 

continually being recommended as the best. Only one rule seems to be 

of general application, that the potash salt should always be mixed 

with some common salt in order to insure its reaching the lower layers 

of soil; also the advantage of admixtures of magnesia salts if these are 
not given to the soil in some other way. Of the various potash com- 

pounds found in natural deposits none deserve preference over the 

others; this is due only, it seems to me, to compounds with organic ._ 
substances. ‘To givethe reasons for this would require too much space ; 

they will be apparent to the observant student of plant-life. Conse- 

quently the molasses, or its residue after distillation or the liquors of 

the molasses-working processes, all rich in potash, are themselves the 

most valuable materials for potash fertilization and should be carefully 

preserved for such use. It must not be supposed, however, that the 

demand of beet cultivation for potash will be satisfied by returning to 

the soil the melasses from the crop of beets in the form of waste prod- 

ucts. Aside from the leaves, for which if taken from the field a largely 

increased potash return must be made, the molasses itself does not rep- 

resent the entire amount of potashtaken. Factories which produce raw 

sugar sell with it also potash, and in all factories the waste waters carry 
potash compounds, in small quantities it is true, but sufficient to account 

for the difference between the amount of potash in the beets and in the 

molasses. This is not simply a theory, but is based upon exact analy- 
sesof the factory waters. 

“Although factories whieh sell refined sugar only, and by the 

purchase of after-products, or of foreign beets, may increase the amount 
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of potash in their molasses above that taken from.the soil in their own 

beets, and thus be able to make complete restitution by means of their 

molasses liquors, in most instances the contrary is the case, and to the 
sources of loss mentioned others must be added. 

‘‘ That the potash fertilization is not sufficiently accomplished by the 

_ return of the molasses waste, however, is no reason why they should 

not be utilized as the most natural and suitable means towards that 

end; ie shee 

‘To be sure there are great tracts of beet-fields where this is difficult 

or impossible, owing to peculiarities of location. For such, as well as 

for the unavoidable deficit, recourse must be had to potash saits, as 

must also be the case at first with many estates until an easier plan of 

molasses fertilization is discovered. Without going into the question 

as to what potash salt is to be preferred, or why such different results 

have been obtained from them, I would call attention to the fact that 

the certain results obtained from molasses-liquor fertilization indicate 

that the ordinary method of distributing the potash salt on the ground 

could well be supplanted by the solution of the salts in liquids which 

are rich in organic substances. It could certainly be expected that the 

application of, for example, sewage water in which potash salts had been 

dissolved, would be more likely to secure uniform distribution of the 

potash in the soil and in a better condition for plant nourishment than 

the application of small crystals of an inorganic potash compound. The 

same end can, of course, be attained in other ways. The salt may, for 

instance, be incorporated either as a fine powder or in concentrated 

solution with other fertilizing materials in a compost heap, ete. Expe- 

rience and a few trials wil! soon indicate the best method. 
“The advantages of such a mixture of potash fertilizers with stall 

liquor (the distribution of the salt in the stalls themselves is recom- 
mended by many) are given as follows by Frank : 

(1) The sulphate of magnesia in the potash salt holds the ammonia 

and the phosphoric acid of the manure. 

(2) Too rapid fermentation of the manure is avoided. 
‘¢(3) The prevention of the ammonia vapors arising from fermentation 

keeps the air of the stable purer and healthier. 

““(4) The laborious application of the potash fertilizer is saved, and a 

much better distribution secured. 

*©(5) The cost of potash fertilization is cheapened, since the less ex- 

pensive salt is better adapted for use on account of its content of mag- 

nesia. 

““(6) The expense of the gypsum, which would otherwise be used, is 

avoided. 

“‘ There are also various methods for the use of molasses liquors; the 

simplest, sprinkling from potash casks, has been chiefly used heretofore, 

although illy adapted for an extensive establishment. The more com- 

plete system of underground pipes with the necessary openings in vari- 

i i 
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ous places, as practiced, in England, is excluded on account of its cost. 

AS a consequence the liquors have long been burned, and the slop 

ashes brought upon the field; but the fertilizing effect was lacking, 

although the restitution of potash was complete. Another difficulty - 

was encountered in the loss of the nitrogen in the molasses, the value 

of this being nearly equal to that of the potash content. * * * 

‘The charring of the liquor is therefore inadvisable on two accounts, 

and only one resort is left; the evaporation of the liquor to such a de- 

gree as will admit ofits profitable transportation. True, a very concen- 

trated liquor can not be uniformly distributed on the field and must be 

further diluted on the spot, or mixed in compost with other fertilizers 
and thus brought upon the land. Buta uniform distribution of the fer- 

tilizers, especially one saturated with liquids, demands very careful 

work. 

‘‘ The absorption of either the thin or the concentrated molasses liquor 

by soil has also been productive of good results. But this method can 

not be universally used. The question of acheap and uniform method for 

utilizing the molasses residues has become a very serious one in regard 

to molasses working, and can only be considered as settled for certain 

conditions. 

‘“ As for the relation which the quantity of material returned should 

bear to the quantity abstracted, it may be said in general that it is desira- 

ble to return as much nitrogen, one and a quarter to one and a half 

times as much potash, and two and a half times as much phosphoric 

acid as has been abstracted. 

“‘T will say further that greater additions of potash and phosphoric 

acid have no disadvantageous effects upon the crop. * * * Direct 

investigations in regard to the relation between the sugar and potash 

in consecutive crops for many years have failed to give the least ground 

for acontrary conclusion. But it must not be expected on the other hand 

that increasing fertilizations, especially potash fertilization, will produce 

proportionately increasing crops, as has been asserted by some.” 

INFLUENCE OF NITROGENOUS MANURES ON THE QUALITY OF THE 

BEET. 

The opinion has generally prevailed among beet-growers during late 

years that heavy nitrogenous manuring, especially with nitrate of soda, 

exercised no injurious effect on the quality of the beet. This opinion 

was based on the fact that in such beets the sugar per cent Was only 

slightly diminished. Nevertheless the quality of a beet may be impaired 

even with little or no diminution of the sugar content by reason of the 

increase of the percentage of non-sugars present. 

Herzfeld* has shown that heavy manuring with nitrogenous sub- 

stances greatly injures the quality of the beet for sugar.growing pur- 

_* Zeitschrift Riibenzucker Industrie, February, 1888, p. 131. 
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poses. In beets grown at Warmsdorf in 1887 the true co-efficient of 
the beet was found on unfertilized plots te be 69.2, while on the plots 
which had received large quantities of nitrogen it was only 65.1. In 

other words the unfertilized beets require that 31.8 parts of non-sugars 

must be removed in order to isolate 69.2 parts of sugar; while the pro- 

portions for the fertilized beets are 34.9 parts of non-sugar for only 65.1 

parts sugar. 

In beets from Atzendorf the injurious effects of Chili saltpeter were 

noticed in all cases; 30 per cent more of the nitrogen present in the 

beets being in the form of melassigenes than was the case with the un- 

manured beets. ; 
The apparent ¢o-efficient of purity of the juice is also frequently mis- 

leading since it takes no account of the nature of the non-sugars pres- 

ent. In beets grown at Bernberg the influence of strong Chili nitre 
on the maturing of the plant was noticed. Judged by the apparent co- 

efficient of purity of the juice alone, the beets which had received large 

quantities of phosphoric acid were the poorest, while those manured 

with Chili nitre were next, and the unmanured were the best. But no 

conclusion could be further from the truth than to suppose the beets 

grown with phosphoric acid were poorer than those which received the 

nitre. The latter contained three times as much nitrogen in the form 

of melassigenes as the former. The nitrogen, therefore, should be sep- 

arated into albuminoid, betain, and ammoniacal groups. The term 

betain includes all organie bases which are precipitated with phospho- 

tungstic acid. The real purity of the beet is also to be distinguished 

from the apparent purity of the juice. The real purity of the beet is 

obtained by dividing the percentage of sugar in the beet by the total 

solid matter therein; the apparent purity of the juice by dividing the 

percentage of sugar therein by the apparent percentage of solids as 

indicated by the Brix spindle. Judicious fertilizing with nitrate of 

soda, however, is beneficial, as will be seen by the statement of Dr. 
Peterman further on. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH BASIC PHOSPHATE SLAG AS A FERTILIZER FOR 

THE SUGAR BEET.* 

‘Kuster concludes in the following expression that ‘ the basic phos- 

phate slag is not adapted for application to heavy soils, and that the 

easily soluble phosphates are to be preferred in such instances.’ Al- 

though some doubt may attach to a generalization based upon a 
limited number of experimental observations, the above conclusion 

may have a value in comparison with our experiments, notwithstanding 

that the methods adopted were not the same and the respective fertil- 

izers contained differing quantities of phosphoric acid. 

* By Em. v. Proskowetz, jr. Zeitschrift Riibenzucker Industrie, Pebruary, 18838, p. 

127. Abstract. 
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«The experiments to be given were carried out at Kwassitz upon a 

heavy, humous, lowland soil, which had been previously planted with 

clover and wheat, and receiving a liberal dressing of farm-yard manure 

before taking the latter crop. The phosphate slag applied contained a 

total of 20.5 per cent phosphoric acid, of which only 0.04 per cent. was 

soluble in ‘citrate solution.’ 
‘‘The superphosphate used in comparative experiments contained in 

total phosphorie acid 17.3 per cent, of which 12.44 per cent was soluble 

in water. 

I. Three plats received 6 kilograms slag in the fall. 

II. Three plats received 8 kilograms slag in the fall. 

III. Three plats received 8 kilograms slag in the spring. 

IV. Three plats received 4. 2 kilograms superphospate in the spring. 

‘* Vield in beets (roots without leaves) of the several plats. 

Kilograms. 

PT NTO 5 coir. a cainaleamnia amaeinsina se sarceiar emcee ape are eee fen Hie on eGo 
I. For 35 kilograms a aadevieldedteoc.scas cmccics. sce siateinicleiss ren CA 

iy Hor47- kilograms phosphoric acid; yielded... 22 ...252 .2s025 <sscec snes cose = 859 

Ill. For 47 kilograms phosphoric acid, yielded.......--..---...--.-..-------- 934 

IV. For 20.7 kilograms phosphoric aeid, yielded........-...-...---------- se. 1, 600 

“* Percentage of sugar contained in beets grown upon the several plata. 

| Unmanured. If TI. TIT. ‘hee ae 

"Per cent. Per cegt.| Per cent. | Per cent.| Per cent. | 
U3 14.3 14.1 14,3 14.4 | 

: | 

“In this special instance it appears to be demonstrated that phos- 

phate slag is less operative upon the heavy soils of this locality than 

the usual applications of superphosphates. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH FERTILIZERS UPON SUGAR BEETS.* 

‘The experiments were conducted during the year 1889, and the 

results may be summarized as follows: 

*‘(1) In two experiments it was shown that exclusive fertilizing 
with N-manures was effective and economically practicable. 

“(2) In most experiments this year the application of P.O; caused 

an increased yield. Most observable was the excess of value obtained 

from the use of the P.O; in the form of superphosphate over the P,O; 

contained in basic phosphate slag. It has been concluded that 24 kilo- 

grams of P.O; in form of phosphate slag are necessary to substitute 1 

kilogram of P.O; of the water soluble phosphate. The operation of the 

P.O; of the slag phosphate is more moderate and constant than the 
P.O; of the superphosphate, which latter has an earlier and more pow- 
erful effect on the young plant. 

* By Em. v. Proskowetz, jr. 
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‘“(3) The percentage of optically active non-crystallizable matters 

has been extremely high this year, and was the highest where N-fertil- 

izers were used and the lowest where the superphosphates were 

applied. 

‘©(4) The experiments indicate that the basic phosphate slag should be 

used with reticence and discretion. Further, that the use of nitrogen 

mixed with superphosphates is in given localities the most safe and 

economical fertilizer.” 

The following observations in respect of fertilizing are taken from the 

report of Commercial Agent Howes: * 

‘“ MANURING. 

“The sugar-beet, of all the cultivated plants, needs the greatest 

amount of nourishment in the soil. It is, therefore, very necessary to 

use such a manure as will supply it with the best nourishment and in 

such a condition that it can be taken up by the beet. Possibly some 

soils are rich enough to do without manuring, but this seldom occurs. 

There are cases were beets have been raised in the same fields for ten 

successive years without fertilizer, and yet good crops have been ob- 

tained. 
“The ability of the sugar-beet to disclose and take up nourishment 

is not very high, and, therefore, if a large crop is desired, much ma- 

nure must be used. Manure must be used that will increase the per- 

centage of sugar as well as the quantity of the crop. 

‘¢ According to E. Wolff, in 1,000 kilograms of sugar-beets are— 

Constituents. Roots. Leaves. 

Kilograms. | Kilograms. 
SUV REGIE ce nicis ara sa wie e ala nieipaee sieteynnsinieiolaaeenials eminence tals iatniolalelstatsia'sinteisiaieetoia rotate 815 89 
Nitrogen ~~... 22. none ns cen e nnn nme nee ene naan enn ec eens ne nee ene n= === 1.6 
INNES sed nondosocndn decode sons soceecrreondcocr ce cogoriopebcsesocedeasssdac ieee Tat 1 
TeV E SI Spa coSAOCbOrOoe -AeeBeco DOOR ACCUCE SOO Cuore or conciconunoecdassbibddbiksc 3.8 
Shri bhi WS 55 San eSosnoriG SICoS OE Oo BHD Uo TOR ODC oOROoobU Ee conloedgconpoeeocgouarame. 6 
Jbl) Aa co ake Secon asec ece se HosoSeS aosod na gee Tog noasecsogadanacHesderEaseSsen- 4 
MS OMESIA a eels a clein-tocaniae BASSO RR Gand Some coos ee coooccanocne Sacenadissac+ .6 
(PHOS pHOriG ACen soneas te aee ness wale el aaa eee eee 9 
Sal phric told semecisccle ate sleet ae seinen ala oleae etl selma 3 
SOTO ae So ncesocosueencdaetoacr jonpeSCo sodeusbaSbsonccobdoonesesdes 2 
@OrINes = area aa ae see e elena ce niet sieistelointate afe ia nte'e lo cle alain e ele oleteie iinet 3 

“If we calculate per hectare (2.5 acres) 30,000 kilograms of beets 

(67,500 pounds) and 7,000 kilograms (15,750 pounds) of leaves, there is 

removed from the ground by beets— 

Description. Nitrogen. Potassium. | Phosphates. 

Kilograms. | Kilograms. | Kilograme. 
10) 1 UAE SE Cnpceise ae recan aan Acrssanricapncror apa. 48 114 27 
OBVGS)s 55 5< cidon ae cite meter teeta a ie Se araie ace ie mneretet alec otetoie 21 28 5 

Total. 2 Besse as se apaeceeeaearees I EN Se nr 69 142 32 

* Sugar-beet industry of Bohemia. 
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“STABLE MANURE. 

‘The direct application of stable manure to the beet is not good, be- 

cause the beet will then not ripen at the right time, and the quality 

will be poor. Stable manure should not be put in the soil in the spring. 

It should be plowed under in the fall. The manure of sheep is worth- 

less, as it contains too much nitrogen and potassium, and the amount 

of salts in the beets is so increased that they are hardly fit for the fac- 

tory. Manure of cattle can be used if mixed with that of horses. This 

manure contains sufficient nourishment, but the amount of nitrogen in 

proportion to phosphoric acid is tou high. This should be 1 to 2, but 

in this manure it is just the contrary. The amount of manure usually 

needed per hectare (2.5 acres) is between 20,000 and 40,000 kilograms. 
According to a table by Wolff there is produced in the ground by apply- 

ing 30,000 kilograms of manure, 150 kilograms nitrogen, 78 kilograms 

phosphates, and 189 kilograms potassiuih. From this nourishment the 
result of applying freshly decomposed manure is, in the first year, 35 

to 50 per cent; in the second year, 40 to 35 per cent; in the third year, 

25 to 15 per cent. An average crop of sugar beets (30,000 kilograms) 

needs 69 kilograms nitrogen, 32 Pilgeeus phosphates, and 142 kilo- 

grams potassium. Compost is a very good manure, but it is not good 

to use any sugar-beet soil in its preparation, as it may contain nematids. 

‘ PERTILIZERS. 

“Tn applying fertilizer not only the crop but the quality of the beets 

will be better if it be used alone or employed to modify stable manure. 

Generally nitrogen, salts, and phosphates are used; exceptionally, po- 

tassium. According to P. Wagner the following ohne of phosphoric 

acid and nitrogen should be used. 

Minimum | Mean G Maximum 
per hectare. | per hectare. | per hectare. 

Kilograms. | Kilograms. | Ktlograms. 
40 60 80 

Description. 

MhinsOLVeCdENhoOSspPHAtGS - <2 sneeme seer eee acces seliel<icmice eels ee 
ING Oe een Sea ew cinsice commis ccisiee eee sessces Soest Snr 20 30 60 

“If nitrogen, as Chili nitrate, is used, then there will be needed 150 

kilograms minimum, 250 kilograms mean, and 400 kilograms maximum. 

“TIME FOR MANURING. ‘ 

‘‘Manuring should always be done as early as possible in the fall. 

The longer the manure has been in the ground before the vegetation of 

the beet the greater will be the amount of nourishment and its distri- 

bution. Experiments show that manuring in spring is wrong, and 

there are many reasons why. For instance, if the season is dry the 

manure can not decompose, the ground remains loose, and consequently 
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the young plant Suffers for water. On the other hand, as soon as a 
heavy rain comes after a drought the leaves grow very fast, but the 

plant does not ripen well, and a large crop is raised, but of a poor qual- 

ity. Ifthe manure is not decomposed the work in the field can not be 

done in good shape, and insects have a good refuge. On heavy, loamy 

soils fresh manure is good for loosening it and allowing the air to enter. 

‘© How deep to put the manure.—It is best first to put the manure in the 
ground as shallowly as possible, because it decomposes better until the 

deep plowing is done. The more nitrogen the beet finuds in the first 

period of its vegetation the better. The less nitrogen found in the 

ground in the first period the more will be taken up in the last period, 

and that means a loss for saccharification. 

“ The following table shows, by the experiments of Liebscher, that 

the crop may be increased without losing in quality, if the manure be 

properly applied and the beets planted closely : 

pee per 
tare. 

Quotient ess 
* lin purity. 

Manure per heetare. 

Per cent. | Per cent.| Kiloe. 
NON Gree eeeien sae e cease Mee wen camaiin mans nemcielemelnls telson aieleieieincadetaiainte qosac= 16.4 89.1 31, 065 
20,000 kilograms Peeeeinien oa a(ae neinelaeaa mele sleinlcaialelein|ae oluinrwlaimin'=im ste a(nistelwininici= 16.3 87.4 34, 785 
30,000 ILO PT AM Seance ae se eemex eames eisiseteins Apebneneooaagosdodacsondadode 16.4 88.8 35, 435 
£0 ON) Rilopratis i: oc0 covace casas donceuccce-eeacm cess deatcor see canemens 16.2 89.1 42) 100 

‘The more nitrogen there is in the soil the less fertilizer will be re- 

quired, but the more phosphate. 

‘¢The increase of the crop by fertilizing with nitrogen is, accouane to 

experiments by Wagner: 100 kilograms Chili saltpeter with 153 to 16 

kilograms of nitrogen increase the erop about 4,500 kilograms of beets 
and 900 kilograms of leaves. Fertilizing with nitrogen should take 

place only when enough phosphate, lime, and potassium is in the soil, 

because large and good crops can only be expected when these sub- 

stances are present. Whether enough phosphate is present can only be 

learned by experiment. Fertilizing with nitrogen should only be done 

in the spring. Chili nitrate should always be preferred, and the follow- 

ing rules should be observed : 

‘“6(1) A good variety must be planted. 

‘‘(2) Seeds should be obtained from the best sources. 
(3) In addition to Chili nitrate, phosphate must be added, or the crep 

will mature too late. 
(4) Fertilizing with Chili nitrate should be done before sowing, not 

after. 

‘“‘(5) Beets must be thickly planted, and cultivated four or five 

times. 
‘‘ According to the calculations of Stutzer, the use of more than 400 

kilograms to the hectare of Chili nitrate does not pay. 

TS 
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‘s Professor Meerker has experimented upon the influence of phosphates 
with the following results : 

‘Phosphates do not always produce an effect. If the soil is super- 

saturated with it, it can cause loss. This has often been observed by 
practical farmers. The cause is that P.O; quickens maturity or causes 

an early death of the leaves, and that may lessen the crop, especially 
in a dry, rainless season. 
“Ten experiments have given the following results: 

+1: Crop per Fertilizer. Hectarc: Increase. 

Kilograms. | Kilograms. 
Without phosphate (P?0;)...-.-...----..-- SOE mSrOneGOeae opodeccasees Snoeccor | 32) 005s |seacscesesee 
AU MOM NAME EPEC PLUALG Mee = ctee saci <n omecreen ema nite chen ae ae cawcsesoncecccce| 34, 456 2, 398 
Superphosphate (P,0;—76 to 80 kilograms).. ae 35, 346 3, 283 
400 kilograms 'Fhomas slag.--..........-.-..- 3 33, 589 1, 526 
1,000 kilograms Thomas slag .-...... Ree SRS Soe Soma Sahn eeoiies seiclewaaenies { 34, 756 2, 693 

“There is not much difference in the effect of the various phosphate 
fertilizers so far as sugar in the beet is concerned. If it be necessary 

to use phosphate fertilizers in spring, superphosphate is always to be 

preferred. 

“ SPREADING THE FERTILIZER. 

‘‘ Spreading broadcast has been found to be better than drilling. This 

is done by the machine shown in Plate 1. 

“There are, however, drills which have an attachment fer drilling 

fertilizer, as is shown in Plate 2 

Fic. 37. 

“‘It is very important to put the fertilizer in the right depth. Prac 

tical experiments have shown that it should not be used after sowing. 

In using Chili nitrate, a shallow harrowing is sufficient, because the 
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next rain will carry it deeper. Potassium and phosphate, which are 

absorbed immediately, must be put deeper. This can be done with a 

sharp harrow, or, better still, by shallow plowing. It is said that a 

depth of 20 to 22 centimeters is the best. 

‘¢ The following table shows the results of different depths in sane 

loam soil per hectare : 

Depth. 

Year. Ea an hs el Difference. 

10 to 12 cen- | 20 to 22 cen- 
timeters. | timeters. 

| 

Kilograms. | Kilograms. | Kilograms.| Per cent. 
32, 674 38, 543 5, 869 17. 96 

1882. .... tie earch a Tape Sys an Cee eee ee 36, 217 39, 030 2,813 7.77 
Tua eee soc ee Bat Ng Syn vas ss, Pe eee cee 65, 726 69, 596 3, 870 5. 89 

“MIXED FERTILIZER (PHOSPHATE AND NITROGEN). 

‘“ Of these are used: Peruvian guano (7 per cent nitrogen to 10 per 

cent P, O;) ammonia superphosphate; blood manure with superphos- 

phate. Bone-dust is seldom used, as its effect is too slow; if used, it 
must be applied in the fall. 

“Although most soils have potassium enough, it may occur that lands 

where beets are raised every year may need it. The direct application 

of potassium salts to the beets is not good, because all these salts con- 

tain a chloride which injures the plants. The best is to give potassium 

mixed with stable manure two years before the beets are planted. 

When thus mixed, the ammonia is kept from becoming volatile. 

“¢ Time.—Quicklime is a good fertilizer, especially on very heavy 

soils, which it loosens. For 1 hectare 24 to 40 kilograms should be 

used. 

‘¢ For sandy soils marl is excellent, the best containing 30 to 50 per 

cent of lime. The amount of marl feeaed for 1 hectare, if containing 30 

per cent of lime, is 220 kilograms ; if containing 50 per cent, only 130 

kilograms.” 
In general it may be said of fertilizers that they must be judiciously 

applied if a maximum benefit is to be secured. Especially is this true 

of nitrogenous fertilizers, which, when applied tosoils already rich in 

nitrogen, or in excessive quantities or at inopportune seasons, may, by 

delaying the maturation of the crop and decreasing the relative per- 

centage of sugar, prove injurious. Nitrogenous manures should be ap- 

plied to the soil and thoroughly incorporated therewith before seeding, 

and should in general be supplemented with phosphate and potash fer. 

tilizers. The quantity of nitrogen may vary from 15 to 30 pounds per 
acre. A fertilizer containing about 14 per cent. of nitrogen should 

therefore be used in quantities of from 125 to 250 pounds per acre. 

Ay 
o 
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STUDIES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUGAR-BEET.* 

In a most valuable brochure of 87 pages, with six figures and ten 

heliograph plates,t Girard has traced the development of the beet from 

the beginning of its growth to complete maturity. In its various stages 

the proportional weight of roots, stems, and leaves has been established 

and the development of sugar traced. In Plate 1 complete plant at 

maturity is shown. 

This weight of the entire plant was found to be 1 027 grams. 

This weight was divided as follows: 

Leaves : 

SHIGE aodncobsasea. Sootgdor he O60 GSO Ser Saco somesoresaaadoocor grams 161 

We dipeeson ore toe esac onion Se wee oe wien cme ne ee oe cise icemegeceereect dower 376 

body: (coutamine 12:19 percent SULaL) esc-c. sos oe ee ce soe ones dOt-=s) oD 

ROMPenOO wand eradiGlesee treyar.<) samiceite = clsisie asics James ea [sos ocscins ymeeiee dosse- 25 

\ 1, 527 

em eit GH eit GOs seeien ea aa amne cee aes Sacoe sieecw oe ess odes meters.. 2.5 

Surface : 
Holna re saesteocn ace aeet ores csitaaiaieu manasa cieeenjsenis toes sq. centimeters.. 3,520 

MBOOV ct cats tone Sac esd sass cee ote says cise asso atlases etee eo seeeces doses, ALT 

ISAO Oc addins ahs Bere ap SOO ASO HOR bOb DUDES OO MEOSEOOe BEC oO Ree erm io pXh 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

Girard, as a result of his studies, calls attention to the origin of the 

sugar which the body of the beet has stored up and the fact that its de- 

velopment has been followed step by step. 

To comprehend well the storage of sugar it is necessary to get an 

exact statement of the absolute and relative growth of the three prin- 

cipal parts of the beet, viz, body, foliage, and radicles. These propor- 

tions at various periods of growth are shown by the following table: 

Body. | Foliage. Radicles. 

— 

Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. 
8 Bil 10. UITHIOIS Bette eet acne allots ainsi ciiela nia = eens a cinisle ts Sere eleigcjuicnewoemiclatnare 6. 83 1 

UTD Me esost cee SesessnachesSe see asco suse secenos See SOLON SED OCS CULE IEEe 15.1 80.1 4.8 
Ryans setae tio eloniate cio estes ween ae atin cscs (sc cinacisemminais cae cinisicce 24.8 72.8 PRE 
Ai? Wo scoossodea bso secs He. soe Sscen geannp Bose eS goSEmOUE0 SUC Oso ne nonndese 29.5 68.5 2.0 
JSD) BOsocopsbhio005006058 o5605n Aa sued Bobo as SS oHER COOceD NESE booDSOosonne 38.9 59.3 1.8 
ACUTE UD sate eses soesedosoe secs gsera ase Sse sea Sao eseeeeoes -cenodaes 45.7 52. 8 1.5 
Js\i0{ SUE) PELE SS Son cecees\06 JO Sc UROL Ee Coo CEE OU USESGor Soe Soasoo colt ao SaooeeE 52.0 | 46.2 1.8 
SG WeiMleGe Qesoad doS+ cup qoessccUnO oe bOneS eee petatep aie telnimtojete ae istatelafevenslm ie oia(eis 57.3 | 41.2 5 
ujolkeinl ae Web seoe coeaecee cecadea chccis5 cc seee er eoc SS bo54 GUE See SpooneRe 59. 8 | 38.7 1S5 
OW Io Kepbeobgocobecdocoasneduocseo) BHeesearemasoc Hapbssotoae2s05¢ 63.3 35. 2 TBS 

The preceding numbers permit the general character of the plant to 

be recognized at once during the various periods of its growth. Dur- 

ing the first two months the organs pertaining to the foliage are pre- 

dominant and the activity of the plant is principally directed towards 

* By Prof. Aime Girard. Abstact. 

t Published by Gauthier-Villars, 55 Quai des Grands-Augustin, Paris. 
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the production of these parts. The importance of the body during this 
time is of little moment. In respect of the rootlets, their relative im- 

portance is pronounced at the beginning of growth, but rapidly dimin- 

ishes and soon less than 2 per cent of the weight of the plant represents 

the radieles. During the last two months of the season vegetation goes 

on under entirely different conditions. 

The foliage and rootlets increase, it is true, but in such feeble propor- 

tions as to often seem stationary. The body on the contrary increases 

rapidly in weight, and at the end of the season it represents about two- 

thirds of the entire weight of the plant. For each of the parts of the © 

plant in normal conditions of soil humidity this increase is regularly 

proportioned to the time of growth, and would be represented graphi- 

cally by almost straight lines, and this is true of body, rootlets, and also 

for the foliage, provided the normal weight of the withered leaves is 

taken into account. 
Unequal in point of view of intensity for each of the parts, feeble for 

the foliage and roots, considerable on the other hand for the body, this 

increase preserves its regularity in respect of the components of all the 

parts, viz: Cellulose, mineral matters, organic soluble matters, that is 

to say, matters in course of elaboration. In sucha manneris this growth 

carried on that by leaving out of account intermediate products, it may 

be said that all the parts of the plant maintain a sensibly constant com- 

position during the most important period of growth, viz, from the 

month of July on. There are, however, some exceptions to this rule, 
and although they are not numerous, they are of great importance both 

from a vegetative point of view and from industrial considerations. 
Thus the analysis of the roots and rootlets shows them increasing Rap- 

idly in vaseular tissue and acquiring, by reason of the increase in cel- 

lulose, a daily increasing solidity. In like manner the study of the 
foliage, and notably of the leaf, discloses the presence of sucrose, varying 
in a relatively important manner under the influence of the light, while 

en the other hand the products comprising the other vegetative tissnes 

vary in a manner much more restrained. 

Also, finally, the stady of the body at different epochs of vegetation 

shows an increasing saccharine richness, intimately connected with 

meteorological conditions, and notably with the measure of rain which 
the plant has received. In a word, it is shown that the body inereases 
regularly in weight, whatever be those conditions, but being charged- 

either with water or sugar according to circumstances, and preserving 

in all cases the sugar which previous vegetative activity has stored up. 

From the considerations which preeede, it seems possible to define the 

conditions under which the sugar-beet is. developed, the conditions 
under which the important quantity of sugar is formed which the body 

has stored away. 

From the first months of its vegetation the sugar-beet asserts its com- 

ing character, for even when its weight does not exceed 1.5 grams — 
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it contains already 1.5 per cent sugar. Its chief activity at that time, 

however, is to perfect its foliage and rootlets. But soon, from about 

the middle of July, its vegetation takes on a different character. Hach 

day, under the direct influence of the sunlight, the leaves form a new 

quantity of sugar. Hach day along the petioles a quantity of sugar, 

which may be roughly estimated at 1 gram, passes to the body. In 

the same time there is taken from the soil in aqueous solution a quan- 

tity of mineral matter which may be estimated at .15 to .20 gram, and 

this matter is directed through the body toward the leaves. 

The essential part of the plant, that body which at the end of the 

Season represents two-thirds of the whole weight of the plant, ought 

therefore, no longer to be considered only as a vegetable plexus which, 

during the first year of the life of the beet, increases regularly with the 

time, and of which the cellulo-vaseular tissue of a composition, sensibly 

constant during the entire period of vegetation, is filled reguiarly with 

water and sugar, the one replacing the other according to meteorolog- 

ical circumstances, and forming in all cases a sum which represents 

about 94 per cent of the weight of the beet. 

CONTRIBUTION TO THE CHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE 
SUGAR-BEET.* 

(1) The application of thechemical fertilizer composed of nitrate of 

soda, chloride of potash, and superphosphate of lime in quantities 

which replace the fertilizing principles removed by the last crop is ca- 

pable of retarding the germination of the seed, in some cases, for as 
much as three days, according to the degree of humidity in the soil. 

Two causes contribute to produce this phenomenon ; on the one hand 

the free phosphoric acid and alkaline salts act as antiseptics on the fer- 

ments which cause the germination, and on the other hand the chem- 

ical fertilizer being very hydroscopic, takes from-the seed a portion of 

the moisture necessary to soften the outside of the seed. 

(2) The morphological development of the sugar-beet is modified 

under the influence of its environments, that is to say, under influence 
of different nutriments. 

(3) Maturation of the sugar-beet, which is indicated by the disap- 

pearance of the chloroplyll in the leaves, is retarded by the apn eaae 

of nitrogen in the form of nitrate of ahaa, 

*‘ (4) In spite of the production in the same soil of eleven successive 

crops of sugar-beets the nematoid has never been discovered. 

“(5) The quantity of water which traverses a cubic meter of the earth 

depends on the one part upon the rain-fall, and upon the other on the 

vigor of vegetation, being directly as the first cause, and inversely the . 

second. 

*By A. Petermann. Bulletin of the Association of French Sugar Chemists, De- 

cember, 1889, p. 253. Abstract. 

925474—Bull. 27——11 
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‘“6(6) Drainage water is more rich in nitrogen where nitrate of soda has 

been used than where other mineral salts have been employed. 

““(7) In a clayey, sandy soil, the regular restitution of the mineral 

matter alone and of the nitrogen alone, and of the mineral matter asso- 

ciated with the nitrogen, removed by the preceding crop has increased 

for the ten years of experiment, the production of organic substances 

respectively from 27 to 50 and 93 per cent, compared with the produc- 

tion obtained without restitution of the nutritive elements. The natu- 

ral sources of nitrogen are insufficient to show the maximum utilization 

of the mineral matters restored alone; and, moreover, the decomposi- 

tion of the soil does not render assimilable sufficient quantity of the 

mineral matters to permit the sugar-beets to produce, with the aid of 

restored nitrogen alone, the maximum of organic matter. 

“©(8) The great oscillations observed in the weight of organic matter 

produced from year to year, can be caused only by those factors of the 

experiment which are changeable, namely, meteorological conditions. 

‘‘(9) In the experiments made, the production of organic substances 

the minimum of heat necessary to normal development being furnished, 

is shown to depend rather upon the height of the rain-fall than with 

the degree of heat. : 

‘¢(10) All the conditions being equal and the minimum of the heat 

necessary to the normal vegetation being furnished, the quantity of 

sugar contained in the beet at the moment of harvest is in direct pro- 

portion to the intensity of light which has prevailed during the whole 

duration of vegetation. 

‘¢(11) In our assays, the centesimal composition of the ash has varied 

essentially with the environment and has been modified from year to 

year. 
‘¢(12) The quantity of certain mineral elements, phosphoric acid, lime, 

and magnesia found for a given year are almost in the same propor- 

tions in the beets where they are not fertilized as in the others. It is 

therefore shown that this vegetable absorbs for a given weight of or- 

ganic substance produced these mineral elements in a certain propor- 

tion more or less fixed according to whatever be the proportion of the 

quantity placed at its disposal. 

‘¢(13) The absorption of mineral matters has taken place in the case 

of lime and magnesia, in the state of phosphate and carbonate, and in 
the case of potash and seda in astate of chloride, sulphate, and nitrate. 

(14) The quantity of water contained in the bect is a characteristic 
of the variety; certain variations are noticed from climatic conditions, 

ete., but in general, the character of the food furnished the plant is 
without influence upon its richness in water. 

*¢(15) Albuminoids and fats vary greatly in the beets and the ex: 

tract matters also, while the content ot sugar and of cellulose is more 

constant. 

‘(16) Of the total nitrogenous bodies contained in the beet at ma- 
{ 
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turity, 58 per cent belong to pure albumens, and 42 per cent to the 

albuminoids such as the amides and albuminoid glucosides. 

““(17) The application of nitrate of soda has exerted a slight de- 
pression on the formation of sugar. The diminution of the percent- 

age of sugar due to the nitrogen is more than compensated by the ener- 

getic action of this fertilizing principle on the production of total 

organic substance, and it may be definitely stated that in spite of the 

- decrease in percentage, the total weight of sugar is increased. The total 

sum of the carbohydrates has been almost the same in all the ten ex- 

periments irrespective of the food furnished the plant and has varied 

chiefly by reason of the intensity of the light. 

* (18) The cellulose also has shown little variation.” 

TYPICAL FORMS OF SUGAR-BEETS. 

The shape of the sugar-beet has much to do with its value as a sugar- 

producing plant. A smooth and symmetrical exterior permits the beet 

to be easily harvested and washed. An irregularly shaped beet may 

easily carry into the cutters sand and earth, and even stones of vonsid- 

erable size, quickly dulling and even breaking the knives of the slicing 

machine. In selecting mothers, therefore, only beets of smooth and 

Symmetrical exteriors are chosen. 

There is thus a tendency to establish atypical form, which varies with 

the variety of beet. These typical forms for the most approved varieties 

of beets have been carefully studied and photographed by Professors Eek- 

enbrecher and Maercker, and a few of the most important of these types 

are reproduced here. In addition to the beets of normal types, there 

are noticed a few instances of reversion to older and less desirable forms. 
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METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS. 

In addition i suitable soil fertilizing and cultivation the sugar beet 

requires certain meteorological conditions for the highest production 

of sugar. Temperature and rain-fall exercise the most pronounced in- 

fluence, not only on the yield of beets but also on their saccharine quali- 

fess —- 
A mean summer temperature of 70° Fah. for ninety days is sufficient 

to push the beet well on to maturity, while a much higher degree than 

this tends to diminish its saccharine strength. 

The experience of beet-growers in California indicates that in certain 

latitudes the beet can flourish with a much less rain-fall than has hith- 

erto been deemed a minimum for its proper growth ; but this is not con- 

clusive evidence that in all localities so small a supply of moisture 

would be sufficient. In regions of dry and hot winds or where the sub- 

soil was less porous, or aerial evaporation much more vigorous, less 

favorable results would be obtained. Dr. McMurtrie traced his area of 

beet-sugar limits with an isotherm of 70° Fah. for the summer months, 

and a minimum rain-fall of 2 inches per month for the same period. 

By the kindness of the Signal Office I have obtained a record of mean 

temperatures and precipitation for each month in the year for a period 

of ten years of those portions of the country in which the culture of the 

sugar-beet is most likely to succeed. Also from the same source a tracing 

of the mean isotherm of 70° Fah. for ten years for the three months of 

June, July,and August. Extending for 100 miles on either side of this 

line, the map shows a belt extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific, 

within whose limits the most favorable conditions for growing beets, as 

far as temperature alone is concerned, will be found. 

The mistake must not be made of supposing that all the region in- 

cluded within the boundaries of this zone is suitable for beet culture. 

Rivers, hills, and monntains occupy a large portion of it, and much of the 

rest would be excluded for various reasons. In the western portion, 

perhaps all but a small portion of it would be excluded by mountains and 

drouth. Beginning at a point midway between the one hundredth and 

one hundred and first meridian, as indicated by the dotted line, beets 

could be grown only in exceptional places without irrigation. On the 

Pacific coast, only that portion of the zone lying near the ocean will 

be found suitable for beet culture. 

_ On the other hand, there are many iocalities lying outside the indi- 

cated belt, both north and south, where doubtless the sugar beet will be 

found to thrive. The map, therefore, must be taken to indicate only in 

‘a general way those localities at or near which we should expect success 

to attend the growth of sugar beets in the most favorable conditions 
other than temperature alone. 

In respect of the rain-fall it is necessary to call attention to the facet 

that a wet September and October are more likely to injure a crop of 
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sugar beets than a moderately dry July or August. A wet autumn 

suceeeding a dry summer is almost certain to materially injure the sac- 
charine qualities of the beet before it can be properly harvested. In 

this regard it will be seen from the tables of precipitation that the two 

Dakotas are more favorably situated than Oregon and Washington. 

The rain-fall in Oregon and Washington for September and October 

s 2.17,.3.25, and 2.24, and 4 inches, respectively, while in the two Da- 

men it is only 1.11, 1.27, and 1.54 al 1.26 inches. The importance of 

this slight rain-fall in securing asafe harvest without danger of second 

growth is easily recognized. 

During the winter months the temperature that is best for beets is 

one of uniformity and sufficiently low to prevent sprouting or heating 

in the silo. Sudden and extreme variations are alike injurious—on the 

one hand causing danger from freezing and on the other from sprout- 

ing. On the coast of California the winters are so mild that the beets 

require very little protection, in fact more from the heat than the cold, 

while in Nebraska and the Dakotas the temperature often falls so low 

as to endanger the beets even in well-walled silos. 

All these problems in meteorology deserve the most careful considera- 

tion from those proposing to engage in the sugar-beet industry, and it is 

hoped that the subjoined tables and map may help to elucidate them. 

Table showing the average precipitation, for each month of the year, at the stations specified. 
(Deduced from observations during the period January, 1380, to December, 1889.) 

| | 1 

State and station. Jan.| Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May. |June.|July. |Aug. Sent Oct. | Noy. | Dee. 

Maine: In. | In. In. Tn. | In. In. In. In. In. In. Y HP In. 
(Wonmish? cc he. oo. sie ee == 4. 24 4.47 | 3.24 | 2.65 | 3.36 | 2.94 | 4.54 | 3.19 | 3.76 | 3.88 | 4.43 3.93 
MAST ORG nein 4, 64 | 4.49 | 4.68 | 3.14 | 4.82 | 3.72 | 4.49 | 2.82 | 3.16 | 4.89 | 4. 22 5, 26 
PrANOIBOR eee acicile -/a a | 502 de 20 i 4ae 2 lee | 3.53 | 3.09 | 3.47 | 2.48 ) 3.62 | 3.80 |) 8286 4. 64 

AOTONO Gee sensei a sinmis = a | 4.52 | 4.64 | 4.06 | 2.76 | 3.60 | 3.29 | 3.70 | 3.33 | 3.38 | 3.76 | 4.44 4.45 
eon Eee SAeReo. 4,22 | 4.72 | 3.23 | 2.90 | 3.42 | 3.04 | 3.96 | 3.23 | 3.51 | 4.02 | 4: 27 4.44 

New Hampshire: 
JNO MN 2 aorecsoOaer ses *4.61 |*4.27 |*3.72 | 2.80 | 3.95 | 3.37 | 4.53 | 3.43 | 4.32 | 4.00 | 4.30 | 4.11 
Concord ....-..--. -- | 3.83 | 3.55 | 2.79 | 2.14 | 2.88 | 3.03 | 3.67 | 2.98 | 3.74 | 3.16 | 3.12 | 3.41 
HaMOVGL- won oie cere =| $2. 84 [12.55 |t1. 84 [11.30 [12.70 |¢2. 90 |t3.38 |t2.87 12.49 [12.48 |f3.27 | 12.47 
Weir's Bridge ..---.-- 3.84 | 3.73 | 2.89 | 2.82 | 3.14 | 3.18 | 4.01 | 3.17 | 3.94 | 3.40 | 3.68 | 3.90 

Vermont: 
BaEltne ton esses) a=! 
Lunenburg 
SIEAHOLG sseee ek eee ee 
W oodstock 

Massachusetts : 
Amherst. ....-..-------| 4.23 | 3.72 | 3.62 | 2.53 | 3.50 | 3.45 | 4.69 | 4.08 | 4.50 | 3.40] 3.77 | 3.67 
Boston... «22th o.o2 4.81 | 3.99 | 3.64 | 2.73 3.86 | 2.81 | 3.51 | 3.58 | 3.30 | 3.62 | 3.38 | 3.27 
Fitchburgh........-..- 4.61 | 3.56 | 2.66 | 2.56 | 3.14 | 2.79 | 4.05 | 3.85 | 3.74 | 3.24 | 3.31 | 3.31 
Lawrence.......--..--- 5. 44 |*4. 28 [#3.91 |*2.75 [$3.30 |§2. 84 |§4. 18 |§4. 87 |§3. 59 |§3. 77 ($4. 69 | $3.58 
New Bedford .......... 4.78 | 4.76 | 3.99 | 3.45 | 3.61 | 3.07 | 4.00 | 4.08 | 3.45 | 3.56 | 3.97 | 3.93 
Springfield ............ 44.44 |H4.36 [13.23 |t2.65 |t3. 48 [13.80 |H4. 97 |f4.09 [13,52 |f3. 62 [13.72 | 13. 84 
Williamstown ......... 43.34 [13.25 | 3.10 |f2.60 | 3.02 | 2.98 |#4. 61 |f3.72 | 3.05 | 2.62 | 3.24 | #3. 40 
Worcester .........--++ 44,56 |t4. 42 [13.49 [12.67 |f4. 13 [13.63 |t3.38 |43. 33 |18. 84 |f3. 85 [13.96 | 44. 06 

4.53 | 4.04 | 3.46°| 2.74 | 3.52 | 3.17] 4.17 | 3.95 | 3.62 | 3.46 | 3.76) 3.68 

* For seven days. t For nine days. t For eight days. § For six years. || For five years. 

- 
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oa Table showing the average precipitation, ete.—Continued. 

| 

State and station. Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May. |June.|July.| Aug. Sept.) Oct. | Nov. | Dee. 

Rhode Island : In. | In. + In. | In. | In. | In. | In. | In. | In. | In. | In. | In. 

} Narragansett Pier ---.- *5, 84 |*4.95 |*4.28 [18.27 |t2. 88 |+2. 69 (43.89 |{3.99 \13.40 [14.46 |t4.32 | {3.78 

Providence .........---| #6.19 |16.30 |14.33 |13. 22 |18.67 |12.99 |}4.07 |f4.06 [3.29 id. 10 |\f4.11 | 4.59 

, 6.02. 5. 62. 4,30 | 3.24 | 3.28 | 2.84 | 3.98 | 4.02 | 3.34 | 4.98 | 4.22] 4.18 

4 —_ SS J ——— — =—— ——| | —— 

Connecticut : 
Hartford. .--- ranasedno: 5.10 | 4.39 | 3.49 | 2.53 | 3.37 | 2.61 | 5.02 | 4.01 | 3.49 | 3.97 | 3.88) 4.19 
Middletown ..--.-..-- 3.52 | 4.95 | 4.27 | 2.70 | 3.17 | 3.30 | 5.02 | 3.59 | 4.17 | 4.25 | 4.02 | 4.38 
New Haven ...-....-- | 4.44 | 4.56 | 4.30 | 2.64 | 3.84 | 3.14 | 5.37 | 4.67 | 4.04 | 3.97 | 3.48 | 3.97 
New London ...-...--- | 5.25 | 5.41 | 4.46 | 3. 36 | 3.94 | 3.47 | 4.04 | 4.55 | 3.77 | 4.72 | 4.40) 3.97 

4.58 | 4.83 13 | 2.41 | 3.58 | 3.13 | 4.86 | 4.20 | 3.87 | 4.23 | 3.94] 4.08 

Northern New York: 
JMET) Se enegeonaecorce 2.95 |} 2.56 | 2.72 2.24 | 3.13 | 3.58 | 3.68 | 3.67 | 3.28 | 3.18 | 3.46 | 2.94 
WISNER Os re peanosrbere= 3.18 | 2.98 | 2.49 | 1.99 | 3.02 | 3.61 | 2.60 | 2.41 | 2.66 | 2.92 | 3.47 | 3.66 
ochester!.------------ 2.61 | 2.35 | 2.35 | 2.16 | 3.61 | 3.37 | 2.30 | 3.10 | 2.10 | 2.63 | 2.53 | 2.44 

2.91 | 2.61 2.52 2.13 3.25 | 3.52 | 2.86 | 3.06 | 2.68 | 2.91 | 3.15! 3.01 

Northwestern Pennsyl- | 
vania : 

HOT hess 3 = 5aS ER on | 3.38 | 3.79 | 2.58 | 2. 76 | 3.46 | 4.29 | 2.73 | 3.29 | 3.71 | 4.06 | 4.46 oh 
tanh ld bt Heese Reese 3.90 | 3.88 | 2.52 | 2.41 Seo! Gabe 4.04 | 3.54 | 3.27 | 2.89 | 2.94 ply 

3.64 | 3.58 | 2.55 | 2.58 | 3.48 | 5.20 | 3.38 | 3.42 | 3.49 |2.48 | 3.70 | 3.36 
a — | | | Sz ae = 

Northern Ohio: 
@laveland==--2----2---—- 2.44 | 3.37 | 2.34 | 2.20 | 2.52 | 4.03 | 3.47 | 2.53 | 3.38 | 2.56 | 3.07 | 2.54 
Sandusky.-.------...- 914 |) 3518) |, 2588 | 2.34") 3064) 4.259) 3.08 | 3.37 || 2.59 | 2051 | 272 2. 54 
PROMBO Olea cco nace oo ia 2.14 | 2.55 | 1.95 | 1.98 | 3.78 | 3.67 | 3.29 | 2.44 | 2.54 | 2.92) 2.74 2. 30 
WISTISEOD .cc==- -o-c-n <0 2.40 | 3.17 | 2.47 | 2.43 | 4.58 | 3.90 | 3.51 | 2.65 | 2.12 | 3.14 | 3.26 2000. 

‘- | ass Aer 
2,28 | 3.07 2. 28 2,24 | 3.68 3.97 | 3.84 | 2.75 2.66 | 2.78 | 2°95 2,48 

Northern Indiana: ‘ 
Logansport .-.--- Secnios 9.14 | 4.24 | 2.59 | 3.04 | 5.29 | 5.15 | 3.71 | 2.76 | 3.08 | 3.03 | 3.55 3.44 

| a, fea | —_=_S._==S=_E_——— | ——— —_—_—_ 

Michigan: 
JXGIIEM oi SAR OBESE OSEDOE 2.25 |§3.48 |§2.47 | 2.60 | 4.44 | 4.90 | 3.81 | 3.24 | 3.38 | 3. 79 | 3.44 2.70 
PAN POU Mies tae aeian oscil 3508 |) 2061; 2527) || 2523) Se8tl | Aoi 30% 3) 2491 32.57) 3.71 3516 2. 90 
WSCaHnNH Da) =.= 25=:2-=--- = 9.04 | 1.68 | 1.59 | 2:06 | 3.17 | 3.84 | 2.74 | 3.64 | 4.16 | 3.51 | 2.26 2.44 
Grand Haven oO TSl oe 2.38 | 2.45 | 3.21 | 4.04 | 3.57 | 3. 23 BU Cn eae t| eet) 3.14 
Kalamazoo =|) e046 2.96 | 1.87 | 2.24 | 4.36 | 4.96 | 2.93 | 2.52 | 3.06 | 2.84 | 2.39 2. 93 

IDE Rane? Se ee egereeooo 1.96 | 2.68 | 2.55 | 2.24 | 3.92 | 4.43 | 3.17 | 2.90 | 3.14 | 3.21 | 2.66 1.80 
Marquette 3.28 §1.88 | 1.74 | 2.68 | 2.71 | 3.24 | 2.74 | 3.27 | 4. 27 | 3.06.) 2. 72 2.26 
POngeruTone. .5ss-2---- | 2.34 | 2.97 | 2.40 | 2.00 3.43 | 3.60 | 2.62 2 Ad) QeG| E76 aos: 2. 26 

2.52 | 2.68 | 2.16 | 2.31 3. 63 gh 15 | 3.08 |. 3.06 | 3.40 | 3.33 | 2.75 2. 64 

Northern Tllinois: 
Chicago..-......-----.- 2:22 | 3.03 | 2.19 | 3.08 | 3.83 | 3.53 | 3.86 | 3.42 | 2.88 | 3.65 | 2.82 | 2.42 
Riley {SRR Orne Soe 9.28 | 2.66 | 2.37] 2.61 | 3.25 | 3.64 | 3.18 | 3.44 | 3.16 | 3.14 | 2.00 2.05 
SviGamoneleeeen cae sccce ‘H12.12 |[]2. 40 |[]2. 10 ||/3. 70 St 06 |§4. 78 |§4. 68 |§3.47 |§3. 23 |§4. 21 |§2.56 | §2.59 

Dee ONTO 2aze oes | Soiled S. 9S \eoeOl) [3.449 (03009 led Ont ea 20 2.30 

Towa 
OPESCOp reas -censmianae se 1.47 | 1.11 | 1.64 | 2.27 | 3.73 |§4.53 |§5.19 |§3.52 |§4.26 | 2.29 | 1. 28 1, 50 
Davenport ScbaaeEcucoee 1.55 | 1.91 | 2.14 | 2.88 | 4.42 | 4.47 | 3.85 | 3.64 | 3.41 | 3.75 | 1.88 1,92 
Des Moines............ 1.31 | 1.29 | 1.40 | 2.94 | 5.30 | 5.88 | 4.02 | 3.74 | 3.95 | 3.66 | 1.77 1. 54 
LOST Wee seriaeeeeseee 1.83 | 1,84 | 2.23 | 2.73 | 4.12 | 4.74 | 4.66 | 3.39 | 4.47 | 3.22 / 1.75 2, 11 
EGAN eos sjcee arcs 2s ||1. 86 | 1.26 | 1.42 | 3.05 | 4.49 ; 5.82 | 5.22 | 3.93 | 3.00 | 2.94 §1. 44 | []1.32 

1.60 | 1.48 | 1.77 | 2.67 | 4.41 | 5.09 | 4.59 | 3.64 | 3.82 | 3.17 | 1.62 1. 68 

Wisconsin : 
Embarrass f : 2.27 | 2.92 | 4.45.| 5.71 | 5.15 | 5.58 | 5.05 | 4.17 | 2.94) 3.14 
La Crosse SOB QHD CEA eee é I 1.45 | 2.10.| 2.80 | 3.57 | 5.00 | 3.85 | 4.71 | 2.45 | 1.32 1. 32 
Madison SS CSCH OE OCnO Ts 2.54 | 2.92 | 3.56 | 4.64 | 5.36 | 3.76 ) 3.71 | 3.28 1.76. 2.55 
Milwaukee | 2.16) || 2518) 2.78) | 3.95 | 3.80 | 2.68 | 2.71 | 2.24 | 1.68] 2.22 

vee eee | SEES ae 
2.08 | 2.08 | 2:10 | 2. 53 | 3.40 | 4.47 | 4.83 | 3.97 | 4.04 | 2.98 | 1.90 2.31 

* For seven days. +¢Forninedays. tForeightdays. §¥Fornive years. _ || For eight years. 



State and station. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | May. |June. a uly. | Aug 

Minnesota: In. || Dn Wein | fae | Tae an. | In. | In 5 
Malmth) see aseceacs ss 1526 | .534))0535") 25.44"), 8750) | 4252 3.32 arias 3. 
Moorhead ca sec ee esos *0 82 |*0. 86 |*0. 76 |*2.18 |*2.75 )*3. 84 *4.37 |*2.70. 7 
Supeanleseocenscacceee DAE OOF Leet | 2569) eos | 3555." 3.53: |) 2599 

PDO POF | De P24 Oss BeO7, B74 | s.28 

North Dakota: \ : 
BISMARCK es. sae ae te 0.52 | 0.6L | 0.67’| 1.86 | 2.11 | 2.98 2.68 | 1.98 | 0.88 | 1le04 
Iden Leb (il a= Sars Se es 0.66 | 0.43 | 0.42 | 1.11 | 1.51 | 3.07 , 1.96] 1.55 | 0.84 | 0.80 
Hort Lotteiss-ss0.ss5e% 0.48 | 0.59 | 0038 ) 1.24% | 2.40) 858£ 12.62 | 2.66: 10.80) | 149 
St. Vincent, Minn ...-.. ~0. 48 |*u. 50 0. 53 1.26) 12.00) |*8501 2:70, |*2. 28) 1.198) aes | : 

0.54 | 0.53 | 0.50 | 1.37 | 1.93 | 3.22 | 2.49 | 2.12 | 1.11 

Sonth Dakota: ae 
Deadwood, Rapid City-| 1.25 | 1.34 | 1.78 | 3.98 | 4.19 | 3.66 e710) | 2e8k 8 
Fort Sisseton, Wads- | 0.39 |*0.37 |*0. 87 |*1. 78 |*2.33 |*8.50 *3.16 |*3. 38 |* Es 

~ worth. 
Fort Sully 
Yankton 

Nebraska: 
De Soto 
Genoa 

California : 
Benicia Berracks --~. 
Fort Bidwell 
Fort Gaston 
Los Angeles...-...----- 
Red Bluff 
Sacramento.:-—.- =... <. 
San Diego 

Washington: E 
Bilakelo vets saccae oe2=2 
Fort Canby 
Olympia . 
Port Townsend 

ieee mown annk 

2.87 |*2.06 |*2.75 | 2.62 | 0.70 | 0.30 |Trace|Trace} 0. 25 
8.51 | 2.46 | 2.03 *2.31 |fL.1L |t1.13 |*0. 32 |*0. 09 |*0. 27 
9.99 | 6.45 | 4.30 | 5.69 | 2.60 | 0.96 | 0.10 |*0. 04 |*0. 88 

2.39 | 3.48 | 3.35 | 1.92 | 0.41 | 0.16 | 0.04 | 0.06 | 0.07 
3.05 | 2.04 |-2.80 , 2.54 | 1.00 | 0.65 | 0.01 |:0.00 | 0.63 
BLS 1922.28 | S202] B02 0077] 05257000) | 05,00) 0n08 
1.91 | 2.38 | 2.05 | 1.19} 0.50 | 0.09 | 0.01 | 0.05 | 0.02 

3. 82 ON 4) 2920) 2.7} Ol | sO5517| 20507, 20503: 1 Obat 

7.92 15.70) ) 3.67 | 3.50) | 2527 i. 7 | 0N60)) 0540) He FSiio Gansta 
7.16) 4.73 | 8.27 | 2. 73 | 1284 | 1.391 5.48 | 5,22) 1.84) 354003559 
3.62 | 2.44 |*1.42 | 1.52 | 1.35 |41.49 | 5.70.) 1.14 | 4.73: |TL.68 |*1. 99 
7.28 | 4.97 | 3.72 | 3.66 | 2.48 | 1.7] | 0.61 | 0.56} 1.93 | 4.30 | S200 
6. 06 | 3.92 | 2.30 | 2.87 | 1.55 | 1.48 | 0.51 | 0.15 |*0.58 | 3.01 | 3.18 

6.41 | 4.35 | 2.84 | 2.86 | 1.90 | 1.56 | 2.58 | 1.49 | 217 | 3.25] 3.55 

6.25 | 4.32 | 4.02 | 2.81 | 2.05 | 1.48 | 0.83 | 0.80 | 2.15 | 3.73 | 4.22 
8.08 } 7.15 | 5.94 | 4.63} 3.06 | 2.37 | 1.26) 0 87 | 3.35.) 6. 26) | 6.96 
8.68 , 5.78 | 4.14 | 3.83 | 2.50 | 1.70 | 0.71 | 0.56 | 2.54 | 4.31 | 4.97 
2 TL | e465) 233 |) 17S 10437) 128 | O98 i Os rs MOL SOs tion | monelen 

6.43 | 4.68 | 3.86 | 3.25 | 2.96 | 1.71 | 0.94 | 0.74 | 2.24 | 4.06 | 4.58 

“ For nine years. } For eight years. { For seven years. 
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Table showing the mean tenperature in degrees F. for each month of the year at the sta- 
tions specified. (Deduecd from observations during the period, January, 18580, to Decem- 
ber, 1889, inclusive. 

State and station. Feb. | Mar. | May. June. Sept. Oct. | Nov.| Dec 
| } 

Maine: (o] ° ° ° ° oO ° ° 

Worst. -.--\=-- i2ose5 20.4 | 27.6 55.3 | 65:3 58.5 | 45.7 | 34.7] 24.4 
ASiDOLU.- ==. s0.0 55% cose 21.9 | 28.1 4753) bd. 8 55.8 | 46.3 | 37.4 26.5 
amine 2 sans 2522 Sas 20:6 | 26.7 53. 5, |* 62: 0 58.3 | 46.5 | 36.38 25. 6 
Wrnono.sss. . 2. Mes 205 18.8 | 27.0 52.0 | 62.5 BY, 83 | 45s ngones |) aon, 
BOruland ons e detec 22 2001 || 32.0 04.3 | 63.9 59.9 | 48.8 | 39.4 29. 2 

21.4 | 28.3 | 52.5 | 61.9 58.0 | 46.5 | 36.7| 25.9 

New Hampshire: 
WONCOLMe ae soss hs ce. = 24,5 | 30.8 5Gea) |B ODse 49.0 | 38.7 | 28.2 
PESTO WC Liars eeiala ets seo 18.8 | 26.6 56.5 | 64.1 45.6 | 33.8 | 22.4 

21.6 | 28.7 | 43.0 | 56.8 | 64.7 47.3 | 36.2) 25.3 

Vermont: 
Barlmotone ese 65 = — 20.6 | 27.5 58.6 | 66.6 47.6 | 37.1] 25.6 
uumen ire 2-5-2 22. = 16.8 | 24.0 65.4 | 63.3 44.2 | 33.2 | 21.5 
Dibaoras e225 04 aoe LieG: 02nd 57. L | 63.9 | 46.3 | 34.8 22.4 
Woodstock. 5.2 2-22: . 18.1 | 25.3 5D: 7 | (G4. 7 45.1 | 32.6 213 

ESB Hl lass Ban lersa pie) 56.7 | 64.6 | 45.8 | 34.4 22.7 

Massachusetts: | 
PAUIMIRETSteacuricce coca. 25-10! | aeed: 57.9 | 66.6 | 70. | 49.0 | 39.5 29. 6 
LAOS Se 28 1 \ da. 3 ne: 7 tron: 9) 70, | 50.8 | 41.8 32. 2 
1B 16) 01) 0 8 he ee ee 23.6 | 29.0 56.4 | 65.8 | 69 4750) cove 27.6 
Wawrence:-t 42 40-- =. - 2 ee fas ey Y) +58. 8 |767.2 |£72. 1448. 0 138.4 | §27.6 
New Bedford ..... .--. 28.4 | 33.1 54.1 | 64.1 51.0 | 42.6] 31.8 
SWrnield! <= as scco.- 29) 2821/5 60.5 | 68.8 50.4 | 40.0 | *30.0 
Williamstown ....-. -- .6 | 28.2 56.8 | 64.6 Ae lraikend 26.6 
BVOLTGENTOD > aece= ce sce .9 | 30.0 £55, 2 |*65. 1 \*48.0 | 38.7 28. 6 

25.0 | 31.2 57.0 | 66.0 48.9 | 39.4 29.2 

Rhode Island: 
Providence .........--- 498.5 [$32.2 [145.4 [156.5 |t67. 6 \s51.2 |#41.9: | 38101 

Connecticut: 
WianitOVds= =< 2s-s2</->- 24 0 |$30.3 1$59. 4 |§67.2 §72 {48.6 |t39.8 | {29.2 
Middletown .....----- | 23.9-1§31.4 158. 7 |1]65.9 II (48.4 |§40.4 | §31.0 
Wien EEG eee QR Sos0 | 57.3 | 66.3 | 3.0 | O1.7:| 41.6 32.0 
New London .......--. 30.0 | 35.0 56.6 | 65.6 | 53.0 | 43.4] 34.0 

26.5 | 32.6 | 58.0 | 66.2 50.8 | 50.4 | 41.3} 31.6 
=| | | == 

Northern New York: 
ANID AI) camp eacice cies == 25.165|) o2e 60. 7 | 69.0 51.1 | 40.7 30.0 
Ose MONE cecc os seeese 4.3 | 28.8 4.5 | 62.6 49.0 | 39.1 29.4 

WOCDESUCE ma ca cee oa = 24.0 | 28.8 5H. 6 |*62. 5 | 48.7 | 38.2 29.1 

24.6 | 29.9 57.3 | 64.7 | 70.3 49.6 | 39.3 29.5 

Northwestern Pennsylva- 
nia: r 

Erie .- win ceenweeeecces se Plea) lB 57 2 | 65.8 51.8 | 40.9 32.5 
KAMINS ses cose se = 23.9 | 29.1 56.0 | 60. 2 45.3 | 34.2 26.2 

25.5 | 30.2 56.6 | 63.0 | 48.6 | 37.6| 29.4 

Northern Ohio: 
Clevielandeses 52 5- ost. Qs. 8 |yd2e.5: 58.8 | 66.7 52.1 | 40.1 31.4 
RanGMSIs ye ere js cice acti 28.4 | 33.6 S59 DN AGe On lnate 52.5 | 40.5 | 31.8 
Abie eee eee 27.9 | 34.2 59.8 | 68.5 A2.1 | 40.3 31.3 
AW 00) Ber 24.9 | 31.8 58 5 | 67.2 49.8 | 36.9 PEL 

7.2 | 33.0 59.2 | 67.4 51.6 | 39.4 | 30.6 

Northern Indiana: 
Moransporti-+-s=2.----- $29.9 136.7 *64.7 |*71. 2 $55. 3 |*40.0 | *30.7 

* For nine years. t For eight years. { For seven years. § For six years. || For five years. 
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State and station. Jan Feb. | Mar.) Apl. | May. |June.|/July.| Aug.|Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. 

Michigan: Yano ) ro) co) re) ° ° ° o Co) ° ° 
A ATION cas ssecies's eee 20.3 \*25.9 |*31.0°| 45.2 | 58.4 | 67.2 | 71.6 | 68.4 | 61.7 | 49.1 | 36.6 | 289 
Alpena... docccee~ sacs 16.9 | 16.7 | 22.9 | 36.4 | 49.0 | 59.0 | 64.7 | 63.0 | 56.7 | 44.7 | 33.2 25.0 
MISCalabe cceccccacescce 13.6 |} 20.2 | 38.2} 32.6 | 45.1+| 54.4 | 59.5 | 57.1 | 51.2'|) 40.4.) 28:9 20.1 
Grand Haven.......... 23.3 | 24.2 | 30.0 | 43.4 | 54.7 | 63.2 | 68.2 | 66.3 | 59.2 | 49.2 | 38.0 30.0 = 
Kalamazoo: co. sete 20.6 | 23.7 | 30.3 | 46.2 | 57.6 | 67.1 | 72.3 | 69.1 | 62.4 | 50.4 | 36.5 28.1 
WANSING Saco he esiaciee a= 21.1 |} 23.4 | 30.5 | 45.8 | 58.6 | 68.3 | 72.7 | 69.8 | 62.7 | 44.8 | 82.9 22.8 
Marquette-....-..-:--: 14.5 |*15.5 | 21.8 | 36.6 | 49.1 | 57.6 | 64.2 | 62.3 | 56.1 | 44.5 | 31.9 23.8 
Poruecunroneess. see eee 19. 2 | 21.7 | 28.1 | 41.5 | 53.1 | 63.3 | 68.3 | 67.0 | 60.6 |} 48.8 | 35.7 26.9 

VO Pelee | o2taO 1.10: | 52241 (62, 67.7 | 65.4 | 58.8 | 46.5 | 34.2 25. 6 

Northern Mlinois: MMPs.) . | 
Whicagorws .s0se cco se 22.4 | 26.3 | 34.1 | 46.0 | 56.4 | 65.4 | 71.4 | 70.6 | 64.2 | 52.5 | 39.2 30.2 
RiLGWieaswsck scaseee cee: 14.6 | 19.5 | 29.1 | 45.6 | 56.1 | 65.7 | 70.3 | 67.9 | 60.2 | 47.9 | 33.3 23.8 
Sycamore! cods.cecus ce! 415.3 |f21. 0 |{30. 4 |#46.0 |*54.5 |*66.8 |*71.2 |*68.6 |*59.9 |*48. 7 1*35.5 | *26.2 

17.4 | 22.3 | 31.2 | 45.9 | 55.7 | 66.0 | 71.0 | 69.0 | 61.4 | 49.7| 36.0] 26.5 

Towa: Cael eee: 7 | * 7 ae 
WrOS CO meSeiecice aes cee ee 7.4 | 13.6 | 26.7 | 44.4 | 56.2 |*66.2 |*70.4 |*68.1 |*58.6 | 45.8 | 29.0 18.3 
Wavenponb=..---- «ses 19.4 | 24.9) °35.'0) || 50: 1 | 61.2) 6957 |°74..8) 7252 | 644 5220 see 2B. 3 
Mes; Moines: s..<0...-se5 16.6 | 23.1 | 34.7 | 50.2 | 60.9 | 69.8 | 74.5 | 72.1 | 63.5 |) 51.7 | 36.6 26.5 
Dibugueya-s- => oases 16.1 | 21.7 | 32.7 | 48.6 | 60.1 | 68.5 | 73.6 | 70:9 | 63.6 | 50.4 | 35.7 25. 6 
WO PAN! So. oias ssc cone 16.5 | 22.4 | 35.2 51.7 | 63.2 | 71.6 | 75.9 | 74.0 | 65.9 | 52.4 | 36.1 26.1 

-—~= | ff pe | ements | eect ae | eee eet] eee 

Ua prem A Ea 2.9 | 49.0 | 60.3 | 69.2 | 74.6) 71.5 | 632 | 50.5) | abu 25. 

Wisconsin: var 5 ie ai 
WM DALTASS esac seec es =e 11.2 | 15.5 | 26.4 | 44.2 | 59.1 | 68.0 | 71.0 | 68.2 | 60.9 | 48.5 | 32.4 21.2 
BSViCTOSSOs eee ae. cis eee 13.4 | 19.1 | 30.5 | 47.3 | 59.8 | 68.5 | 72.7 | 69.8 | 61.4 | 49.5 | 3£3 23, Od 
Milwaukee’ .--5-. <<... 17.9 | 21.9 | 30.3 | 42.4 | 53.3 | 61.7 | 68.4 | 67.4 | 60.7 | 49.7 | 36.0 | 26.4 

———— ES ee ee ee a a fe || 

14.2 | 18.8 | 29.1 | 44:6 | 57.4 | 66.1 | 70.7 | 68.5 | 61.0 | 49.2 | 34.2 23.8 
Me = ie sae : 

Minnesota: 
DOnluthesssac-c eee cee. 7.9 | 12.4 | 23.2 | 37.5 | 48.1 | 57.3 | 65.2 | 63.6 | 55 2 | 44,4 | 29.5 17.8 
WrooTHeAg seeece tee sao: 2.9 2.9 | 20.0 | 40.2 | 53.6 | 64.5 | 67.6 | 65.1 | 55.3 | 39.0 | 24.9 AG leg | 
Stbaulaceee st eects escce 9.1 | 14.9 | 27.9 | 45.3 | 57.8 | 66.9 | 71.3 | 68.6 | 60.0 | 47.2 | 31.0 19.4 

—— | a fs SS SSS es 

4. 10.1 | 23.7 | 41.0 | 53.2 | 62.9 | 68.0 | 65.8 | 56.8 | 43.5 | 28.5 16.1 
fs j= =—_—_ (Se 

North Dakota: 
IBISMALC koe see ace 3.2 9.2 | 23.0 | 41.4 | 54.9 | 65.0 | 69.1 | 67.0 | 56.3 | 43.7 | 26.6 13.8 
Monteputord) ss 10-5. -- 2.6 9.3 | 24.0 | 41.7 | 53.9 | 64.2 | 68.0 | 66.1 | 54.8 | 42.6 | 25.8 10.8 
St. Vincent, Minn--.--. *7.5 | *0.6 |*15.3 [*36.6 |*51.7 /*62.3 |*65. 0 |*62.5 52.6 | 40.0 } 21.2 6.2 
MorteLotten socsacs.- << 7 5} 3.8 | 171 | 87.7 153.85) (64.0 | 6753/6557 S50 a leseeeeee 8.2) 

1.6| 5.7| 19.8 | 39.4 | 53.8 | 63.9 | 67.4 | 65.3 | 547| 41.9/ 240] 98 
South Dakota: | Ble j 5 a es Biv 

Fort Sisseton .......... 0.4 6.0 | 21.0 |*40.9 |*55.2 |*65. 0 |*69.0 |*65.1 |*56. 8 |*43.0 |*25.4 | *11.2 a 
Hortisnllivic-=- 0.22022 8.8 | 15.5 | 29.6 | 47.5 | 58.9 | 68.9 | 73.9 | 72.1 | 61.9 | 48.2 | 30.7 19.1 
Deadwood: .2--/3....-- 19.4 | 22.9 | 31.3 | 41.3 | 50.4 | 61.1 | 66.0 | 65,4 | 55.2 | 44.5 | 32.4 26.0 
Wanktontecssnascs arses 12.6 | 18.2 | 30.6 | 47.0 | 59.3 | 69.2 | 73.5 | 71.3 | 61.8 | 49.6 | 33.0 22.4 

10.3 | 15.6 | 28.1 | 44.2 | £6.0 | 66.0 | 70.6 | 68.5 | 58.9) 46.3| 30.4, 19.7 

Nebraska: > SW oe ie ; F S : 
IDeiS0to-~ soe eeecee- 14.5 | 21.5 | 34.0 | 50.7 | 61.5 | 70.5 | 74.9] 72.6 | 63.5 | 51.1) 3454 24.4 

(OV OVA co nose mates 13.5 | 20.4 | 32.3 | 48.6 | 60.4 | 70.0 | 74.6 | 72.3 | 62.8 | 49.8 | 33.0 23.4 
North Platte: ...--.-- 18.6 | 25.1 | 35.1 | 48:5 | 58.1 | 68.3 | 73.2 | 71.1 | 62.0 | 49.6 | 34.5') 2750 
Omaharseeeceeeeoees 16.6 | 23.4 |.35.1 | 51.1 | 62.2 | 714 | 7652) 744) 62/8" S2k0n tarao 26.7 

15.8 | 22.6 | 34.1 | 49.7 | 60.6 | 70.0 | 74.7 | 72.6 | 63.3 | 50.6] 34.7), 25.1. 
California: . i 7 ee | 

Benecia Barracks. ...| 46.6 |\*49.6 |*54.2 | 56.9 | 61.4 | 65.6 | 65.8 50.3 
Fort Bidwell......... 31.4 | 33.8 | 41.4 | 47.9 |*55.9 |*63.5 | 71.0 35.8 
Mort Gaston 2222.2... 41.0 | 43.7 | 49.8 |F53.8 | 59.8 | 65.0 | 71.8 44.2 
Los Angeéles ......... 53.6 | 54.4 | 56.2 | 59.0 | 62.2 | 65.9 | 69.4 55, 
Red: Blutiesses2 sso 45.5 | 49.1 | 55.2 | 59.8 | 67.5 | 75.2 | 82.1 47.5 
Sacramento.......--- 45.5 | 49.4 | 54.7 | 58.2 | 63. 68.2 | 71.9 47.5 
Dan Wiel 0. see nco= ss = 53.5 | 54.7 | 56.1 | 58.8 | 61.5 | 64.4 | 67.2 56. 

45.3 | 47.8 | 52.5 | 56.3 | 61.7 | 66.8 | 71.3 4 

* For nine years, + For eight years. { For seven years, 
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Table showing the mean temperature in degrees F. for each month, ete.—Continued. 

State and station. dan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apl. | May. |June. | July. | Aug. | Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. 

- — | | —_—— 

Oregon: fo) ce) ) cs) ) ° ° ° ° ) re) ) 

“Albany SoC HOOSSSECOSe 38.6 | 40.9 | 47.5 | 51.8 | 57.9 | 61.0 | 66.3 | 65.4 | 62.1 |*49.0 | 43.2 | 41.8 
LID Ese Soca eeeeoee 37.6 | 39.8 | 46.8 | 50.1 | 55.8 | 60.3 | 60.7 | 64.4 | 59.1 | 51.6 | 43.7 | 41.5 
Fort Klamath ..-...-.- 126.4 726.8 [34.7 |140.0 |f49.7 |[56.9 |F61.6 |f62.1 |f51.7 $41.5 |f33.2 | $30.4 
ete evr ae eee 37.0 | 40.0 | 47.6 | 51.8 | 58.0 | 62.1 | 66.4 | 65.3 | 60.6 | 53.0 | 44.8 | 41.6 

41.6 | 47.5 | 51.6 | 57.1 | 61.4 | 66.5 | 65.0 | 61.4 | 52.2 | 44.5 | 43.2 IRORBDUTE <2 - oe w< 40.4 

36.0 | 37.8 | 44.8 | 49.1 | 55.7 | 60.3 | 64.3 | 64.4 | 59.0 | 49.5 | 41.9 | 39.7 

Washington : 
PBlakeleys =nce<22- <5: 38.5 | 40.3 | 46.1 | 50.8 | 56.0 | 61.2 | 63.3 | 62.7 | 57.6 | 51.0 | 45.1] 41.8 
Fort Canby..--..-.-- 41.0 | 41.7 | 46.0 | 49.0 | 53.2 | 56.5 | 59.0 | 59.5 | 57.8 | 53.0 | 47.1 44.1 
Olympian -o.2-- 5. 37.6 | 39.0 | 44.5 | 48.7 | 54.5 | 59.2 | 62.3 | 61.9 | 56.2 | 50.1 | 43.8] 40.6 
Port ‘Cownsend..---. *38.7 /*39. 3 |t46.2 | 51.3 | 55.0 | 60.0 | 62.0 | 61.2 |t56.4 |*53.4 |*44.0 | *40.9 

39.0 | 40.1 | 45.7 | 50.0 | 54.7 | 59.2 | 61.6 | 61.3 | 57.0 | 51.9 | 45.0 | 41.8 

*For nine years, + For eight years. t For six years. § For seven years. 

Dr. MeMurtrie, in special report No. 28, has made a careful study of 

the climatic conditions in the United States favorable to the production 

of the sugar beet. Maps are given showing the southern limit of a 

mean temperature of 70° Fah. for the three summer months, coupled with 

a minimum mean rain-fall of two inches per month for the same period. 

The tables of temperature and rain-fall, from which these lines were 

computed, are also given in detail. The observations made on the data 

collated are as follows: 

‘6 We see from this that the sections of the United States most favor- 

- able to beet-root culture are confined to the north, including New Eng- 

land, New York, a narrow band south of the lakes, Michigan, parts of 

Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Dakota. Here the line of the southern 

limit passes into the British possessions and enters the United States 

again in Washington Territory, and, crossing Western Oregon, passes 

to the coast to the extreme north of California. In most of this band 

we find a favorable temperature, and the average rain-fall is sufficient in 

quantity, but we are unable to make any observations concerning the 

number of rainy days. In California, as the tables will show, the tem- 

' perature is sufficiently moderate, but, from examination of the figures 

for the stations for which the rain-fall has been recorded, we find it to 

be remarkably deficient. Here, in order to make the culture a success, 

it would appear that the intervention of irrigation during the summer 

months would be an absolute necessity. 

*¢ We also note a few counties in the southwestern portion of Pennsyl- 

vania, and one county in Ohio, without the general band, where suita- 
ble meteorological conditions seem to exist. These counties are sur- 

rounded by the red line in the more detailed map that has beén pre- 

pared, showing the county lines near to or over which the line of the 

limit of favorable meteorological conditions passes. This map is in- 

tended for more ready reference for those who may contemplate estab- 

lishing the culture in the sections in the near neighborhood of the line. 
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‘‘Now, [do not mean to assert that the band of country I have thus 

plotted on the map is exclusively that in which the introductiou of beet- 

root culture may be attempted with prospects of success, but it is cer- 

tain that within this band the chances of success are greater than they 

are without it, and it also appears that all the unsuccessful attempts 

that have heretofore been made to establish the industry have been at 

points without it. It is therefore advisable that farmers or manufactur- 

ers who may design entering upon the prosecution of this industry should 

study with greatest care these influences which operate with so much 

benefit or injury upon the profit of the crop. It is evident from what 

precedes that the beet requires a cool or at least a moderate season for 

suitable progress in development, thatit may not reach maturity in ad- 

vance of the time for working it into sugar, and under the influence of 

the rains aud elevated temperature of the autumn months enter into a 

second growth, thereby destroying the valuable constituents which ren- 

ders it so desirable as a sugar-producing crop. 

‘In this connection it has been suggested that in sections of pro- 

tracted warm seasons, when the root will develop and attain full ma- 

turity in August, and during the summer drought, the crop could be 

taken up before the appearance of the autumn rains, and by slicing and 

drying the roots preserve them until the arrival of the proper season. 

This mode of procedure has in fact been recommended to the agricul- 

turists of the south of France, and has, it has been stated, been the sub- 

ject of experiment in Algeria. The method has the objection of being 

a rather precarious one on account of the chances of the crop being 

caught after a long-continued drought by late heavy summer showers 

that would prove almost as injurious as the autumn rains. * 

‘After the directions given by Briem and others it is scarcely neces- 

sary to recapitulate here the meteorological conditions which appear to 

be required by this culture, yet the conclusions arrived at from our 

study of the subject, in addition, may not appear superfluous. The 

conditions, then, are in general, comparatively dry and warm spring 

_ months during the time for preparation of the soil, planting, and culti- 

vating the crop; moderate temperature, abundant and frequent rains 

during the summer months, the time for ultimate development of the 

crop and its valuable constituents; cool dry fall, the time for ripening, 

“harvesting, and storing the crop. If these conditions prevail, the re- 

sults will be good; otherwise they will be but medium or even bad.” 
The amount of rain-fall necessary to the proper growth of sugar-beets 

depends largely on the character of the soil, the mean temperature, and 

the degree of saturation with aqueous vapor of the prevailing winds. In 

the coast valleys of California, where the proximity of the sea preserves 

a low temperature through the summer, and where the porous soil per- 

mits the tap root of the beet to descend after moisture and moisture to 

*The experiment of drying beets for preservation in Maine, in the fall of 1878, 

proved quite disastrous financially for those who engaged in the enterprise, 
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ascend to the root, excellent beets are grown with little rain. The con- 
ditions would be entirely reversed in inland localities with high summer 
heats, stiff clayey soils, and arid winds. 

In general, the amount of rain-fall during the summer months in the 
Northern, Central, and Eastern United States is sufficient to secure a 
good growth, and therefore it may be said that proper soil and locality 
being provided, beet culture might be undertaken in such localities 
with little fear of disaster from drought, save in a few exceptional 
seasons. 

In fact, with thorough under drainage and deep subsoil plowing, it 

would be possible to secure a good crop of beets in the regions indicated 

quite independently of the variation in the amount of rain-fall. 

The chief question, therefore, to be considered, is one of temperature 

rather than of rain-fall. In the present state of our knowledge it would 

not be safe to establish beet factories very far south of the mean 

isotherm of 70° Fahr. for the three summer months, without a more 

thorough study of the character of the beets produced than has hereto- 

fore been made. The possibility of finding localities south of this line, 

where sugar-beets may be grown with profit, is not denied, but the 

necessity of further investigation is urgent. There are many places 

situated only a short distance south of this line where the soil, water 

supply, cheap fuel, and other local considerations supply peculiarly 

favorable conditions for beet culture, and in such places the industry 

would doubtless flourish, although the beet might not be quite as rich 

in Sugar aS when grown in a more northern locality. In all cases the 

length of the growing season should be sufficient for the complete ma- 

turity of the beet, and the freezing temperatures of winter should come 

sufficiently late to allow the beets to be safely harvested and covered. 

The shaded belt of the map, Plate 2, indicates fairly well those portions 

of the United States in which areas suited to successful beet culture 
are most likely to be found. ; 

RECENT EXPERIMENTS LOOKING TO THE INTRODUCTION OF THE 
BEET-SUGAR INDUSTRY. 

EXPERIMENTS IN INDIANA. 

Sugar beets have been grown for two seasons at the Agricultural 

Station at La Fayette, viz, 1888~89. The experiments for 1889 were 
conducted as follows: 

The seeding took place on the 29th of April in rows 3 feet apart, and 

the plants were thinned so they stood from 4 to 6 inches apart in the 

rows. No information is given concerning the method of preparing the 

land and no note is made of any fertilizers used., The beets were har- 

vested on the 23d and 25th of October. Analyses were made by the 

chemist of the station, Professor Huston, and a comparison of the yield 
25474—Bull, 27-——12 
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per acre and the percentage of sugar found in each variety is found in 

the following table: 

1888. 1889. 

Variety. ee las = | 
ield per - ield per | ae Sugar. nomen Sugar. 7 

: Tons. Per cent.| Tons. Per cent. . 
White sugar. -...---2-- 0.2. cece nn nnn e penn sone enenn ens sas 14. 48 11.35 13. 59 13. 05 3 
Imperial sugar ...-------06 2-220. 3-0 enn ne een none =-- 14. 48 11. 67 15. 60 12. 80 a 
Walmorinisisucar o-2-.-cceneee~ BR hao pon CDeRcnoperuDeeescanc 12.08 9. 92 13. 20 12. 85 
ihren chiwellowssSu ean esses sees eneee cence. eee aes SB0e6 12. 07 11. 64 15. 99 9.20 } 
Lane’s imperial sugar ....-.-----------+--+-----0--+- seeeeeee 8. 74 16.40 16. 80 10. 40 . 

The mean temperature for June, July, and August, 1889, was 69.2° 

Fah., which is about 3 degrees below the average of this period for ten 

years. 

EXPERIMENTS “IN MICHIGAN. 

Analyses of sugar beets grown in Michigan in 1889.—There are no de- 

tails given of the method of planting and cultivating the beets or the 

time of planting and harvesting. ‘The following data were furnished | 

by Dr. R. C. Kedzie, Chemist of the Agricultural Experiment Station, 

in a letter under date of October 5, 1889: y 

No. Variety. Sucrose. ; 

: 4 
Per cent. j 

1 | Vilmorin Imperial, imported seed .--...--------.---------- 00-25-22 -- = oon - nee nae 14.58 
2 | Beets grown on Senator Palmer’s farm without manure.--..-.--------.---------..--- 11. 40 
3 | Beets grown on Senator Palmer’s farm with 200 pounds superphosphates and 200 

pounds nitrate of soda Per acre. ----- ---- = ese ee em lees ee ee eee ee 11. 40 . 
4 | Beets grown on Mr: Klein’s farm, Oakland County..-.---.----.----------------------- 12. 87 { 
5 | Beets grown in Livingston County --..-----.- =. (2-2-9 = a2 ee nee enews one ne sonene 7. 86 ; 
6 | Beets grown by George C. Anschuetz, Tawas City, imported seed.--...-.....--.-.-.-- 12.78 
7 | Beets grown by George C. Anschuetz, Tawas City, American seed ...-...--.---..---- 13. 40 

3 
4 

EXPERIMENTS IN WISCONSIN. . 

Under authority of the Secretary of Agriculture I made arrangements 

with Prof. W. A. Henry, director of the Wisconsin Agricultural Ex- 

periment Station, for culture experiments with the sugar beet. 

The interesting and instructive report of Professor Henry follows. 

The remarkably favorable weather during October is a factor in the 

production of sugar beets which should not go unnoted. Only a trace 

of rain fell at Madison in October, and the season for harvesting and 
siloing could not have been better. 

The general results are encouraging, sufficiently so to justify further 

cultural work, a kind of work which may eventually result in the es- 

tablishment of factories, | 
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REPORT ON INVESTIGATION OF BEETS FOR SUGAR PRODUCTION IN 1889, AT THE 
_ WISCONSIN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, UNDER DIRECTION OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, WASHINGTON. 

Varieties and planting.—Three varieties of seed were furnished by the 

Department, one, not named, being received from the California Beet 

Sugar Company; the other two, viz, Vilmorin’s Improved and Lane’s 

Imperial were received directly from Washington. The seed from Cali- 

fornia:arrived in April, and was planted May 5. The other varieties, 

for some reason, did not reach Madison until June, and were planted 

June 6, too late to give entirely satisfactory results as the season after 

this time was exceptionally dry, causing the beets to grow slowly. 

The beets were planted in rows 3 feet apart and were thinned to 

about 8 inches apart in the rows. They were carefully cultivated, the 

soil being kept free from weeds, and in good tilth throughout the season. 

Meteorology.—The season of 1889 was most remarkable for the very 

small rain-fall, not one-half the average amount of precipitation being 

registered for the growing season. 

May, June, and October were somewhat cooler than the average, 

while July and August were slightly warmer. 

TABLE I.—Showing temperature and rain-fall. 

Rain-fall. Temperature. 

Mean for | Mean for 
1889 thirty- Mean thirty Highest | Lowest 

- three for 1889. three 1889. 1889. 
years. years. 

Inches. | Inches. OF. OF, oF, OF, 
WEA? 52 s5a5eSeonaseos ose eoscudecserorsaar 3. 28 3.6 56.1 57.9 82 34. 2 
IMG). Sogeebee en ene SeReioee ae gepemEacoe 2 4.7 63.4 67.2 83.3 42.2 
JH aas50 Stiga beinShooscase se cesarnopsosde 2.12 4.31 74.3 72.6 91.6 54.7 
ESBS on. Sone SO BRO JINN SOO SISO g Od 72 3. 49 70 69,5 90. 5 51 
ISI) PUB) TO NTPs Opn OSigRIGOB REED SEE EeEoeeeSaces 1.93 3. 37 61. 18 61.2 90. 2 34.8 
Wane hetanee- toca. tocc-cssceselos ace sis ses trace. 3. 04 46.1 48.8 75.5 29 

Development of the sugar in the beet root.—The first analyses were made 

September 20, and after this date beets from each lot were frequently 

examined until they were harvested to protect them from the frost on 

October 22. 
The following table gives the per cent. of sugar in the juice from each 

variety at the dates when examined. The determinations were made 

with the polariscope. 

TABLE II.—Showing per cent. of sugar in juice of beets at different periods. 

Vilmorin’s Improved. Lane’s Imperial. California Beet Sugar Company. 

Date. Per cent. Date. Per cent. Date. Per cent. 

September 20........-. 8.07 | September 20..-.-..-.. 7.97 | September 20..-...-.. 8. 074 
September 22.......... 10.35 | October 11...- be 14. 40 | October 4 .. Z 9. 68 
October 9 10.60 | October 19-- 15.60 | October 7 .. 10. 05 
October 14 z 10 Chiles nesenecces SSacae ted Reo eoee October 15 .- 11. 54 
October 17 TSNGOM Pemntae Sees ee ecco nae totes October 22 .--.- 14. 50 
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Grading the beets.—The beets were harvested October 22, at which 

time they were divided into two grades, the classification being based 

upon the shape and manner of growth. The first grade represents those | 

roots that were comparatively smooth and conical in shape. The beets 
of the second class were irregular in shape, with large, scraggly roots. 

This second type of beets was not scattered uniformly through the 

plot, but grew in patches of three, four, or a dozen together, indicating 

that some local peculiarity of the soil or treatment was the: cause of 

their irregular development. 

Abnormal beets.— A few beets differed in type from the others in grow- 

ing partly out of the ground. Analyses to determine the sugar trom 

the parts above and below ground are presented in the following table. 

TABLE IIJ.—Showing percentage of sugar in different parts of beets. 

be Sugar in Part of beet. Weight. | ” nice. 

Grams. | Per cent. 
Way ays ope TE he sea no be sso ocauaboo aden cc oou poU pda nobaE SodonaResode sess scoes 5 9. 89 

Teper Walenta ee os EP ee Rad Bota omees oi ad eee 449 10.12 
Osa ee EG oe Sec ocas ceoocoeoseesece BORDON oe OC Saab ocaaabecesaocemsaccees 345 11. 81 

No. 28 ; Marek Dale ene eect oe ok OSI ae cre Ome cee co? SN 8s Senne 570 11.46 

Though the percentage of sugar in the two parts of the beet does not 

vary much, the percentage for the whole beet is low. 

Yield per acre.—At harvesting, the beets and tops were weighed sep- 

arately. In the following table is shown the weight of the two grades, 

the tups, and the average weight of eacb beet-root. 

TABLE IV.—Showing yield of beets and weight of tops per acre. 

= Weight | Weight 
: No. of = Sa Total | Average 

Variety. beets of Now? one weight. | weight. 

Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. 
California Beet Sugar Company. .------------------- 16, 233 13, 353 5, 938 19, 291 1.18 
Valmoriuis ©mproved es =e eens ee aaa eee nee eee eee 15, 770 12, 211 3, 384 15, 595 .99 
ane:s neal sees e eet ee ea cine anlere ote 14,713 11, 856 4,501 | 16,367 vee gli 

The total yield of beets is much smaller than is usually reported. This 

is partly due to the season, but chiefly to the distance of the rows apart, 

it being the custom to plant them only 17 or 18 inches instead of 3 feet, 

as in this case. 

The table shows that from a fourth to a third of all the roots graded 

as No. 2. 

Both types of beets from the California Beet Sugar Company’s seed 

were examined for sugar, two analyses of each being made, with the 

following results, which show that the No, 1 beets are the richest in 

sugar ; 

+ 



TABLE V.—Showing per cent. of sugar in No. 1 and No. 2 

No. 1 beets. | No.2 beets. 
Sugar in Sugar in 
juice. juice. 

Per cent. Per cent. 
WK SsSenceehaucanees 14. 83 14.12 
INOS! ssascoegqoess) Ge 14. 47 13. 50 

Awverage.....--.. 14.54 13. 81 

beets. 

Impurities in the juice. —Analyses were made to determine the quality 

of the juice for the manufacture of sugar. 

the per cent. of sugar, of solids, and the specific gravity of the juice 

at the dates mentioned. 

The following table gives 

TABLE VI.—Showing per cent of solids and sugar in the juice. 

aa ee lilice - | Specific - Date of | Solids in | Sugar in : 
Variety. analysis.| juice. saice: gravity of 

juice. 

in Per cent.| Per cent. 
Tynes; IN PTO aeseeeeco | SSS Coss SE Ee SS SecrSeeceRoaeee Oct. 11 18. 43 14. 40 1.10 
California Beet Sugar Company.-.-................----..--- Oct. 15 17. 30 14. 53 1.08 

Wee eee eo eae cetine ee seer cacscossseeseemes Nov. 29 15. 29 14.12 1. 085 
WO eee sie eee sa sae nse Snecicejacivics Sa ce iquiclweicinneamecin ae Dec. 4 15. 07 14. 83 1.09 
WO eee te acta cese ch cob er eisiemnas acts eog em ace aicecn)-elsinlalaval(e -do 15.22 14. 47 1. 0825 
NO Meer eee ce cece sie cinec ae emer. 5 ostice slsnis see annem. Dec. 5 14. 96 13. 50 1.08 

Quality of the juice in stored beets—The harvested beets were stored 

in a barn cellar, the door of which was left open for circulation of air 

until danger of freezing. The temperature of the cellar ranged from 

449 to 41° Fah. by a dry-bulb thermometer, and uniformly 1 degree 

lower by a wet-bulb thermometer, showing that the air was quite damp. 

Under these conditions the beets kept well. For the sugar content we 

may refer to Table VI, where the California beets show 14.53 per cent 

of sugar in the juice October 15, one week before they were taken from 

the ground for storage. The analyses for November 29 and the three 

succeeding dates show the percentage of sugar in the juice of the stored 

beets. 

Conclusion.—Considering the season, the time of planting, and the con- 

ditions of culture, the beets certainly showed a very satisfactory sugar 

coutent. The weather being quite abnormal, it is but fair to withhold 

general statements until the work is repeated for at least one season. 

If this line is continued, an effort will be made to plant and cultivate 

after the manner of fer fields in sugar districts. 

EXPERIMENTS IN IOWA. 

Experiments were made at the Agricultural Experiment Station at 

Ames during 1888 and 1889, and the results of these experiments are 

published in Bulletin No. 8 of the Station, pages 321 to 326, inclusive, 
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These experiments were conducted under the direction of Prof. G. E. 

Patrick. 

Four varieties of sugar-beets were grown in 1888 and two in 1889. 

Those grown in 1888 were from seed purchased from seedsmen in 

America under the names given below. The roots were harvested in due 

season and stored in a good root-cellar, but were not analyzed till Jan- 

uary, 1889. For the methods of sampling and analysis reference 1s 

made to the bulletin above noted. . 
The varieties grown in 1888 were White Sugar Beet, Excelsior, Val- 

morin’s Improved, and Lane’s Improved. The mean weight of the first 

variety was 14.5 ounces; of the second, 17 ounces; of the third, 19 

ounces, and of the fourth, 18 ounces. The results of the analyses of the 

juice of the different varieties are as follows: 

Variety Sclite Bs] Sueroet, | aa 
Per cent. 

White Sugar Beet. ....---.---.-----0e20--- 2-2 - eee een n ee oe - === 19. 50 14,12 73.7 
105.00) EN) Bee ses BER SO DDD O SSE GN OSSD OS SOSRO ORCC OCOSDOOSEaroecE 16.14 12. 73 78.8 
Vilmorin’s Improved.........---- cescee---2------ eee eee == ===> 19, 33 15. 00 77.6 
Gane |S LM Pro vied sects s ones em eete  wie ete eerelar eile aman la nla al ale 19.10 14. 47 EY f 

Professor Patrick makes the following remarks on the analyses: 

These results taken by themselves lend some encouragement to the hope that the 

climate and soil of lowa may prove well adapted to the development of sugar in the 

sugar-beet. 
But a single year’s trial in a single locality goes but little way in settling so great 

a question. 
Different seasons as well as different soils will have their influence, and sometimes 

a marked one, on the quality of the crop. This truth, or if not this then another one 

which the investigator of these subjects must always bear in mind, namely, that seeds 

purchased from dealers are not always true to their catalogue names, is well illus- 

trated by the results obtained in 1889 as compared with those of 1888, above recorded. 

Two varieties were grown in 1889, viz, Lane’s Improved and Vil- 

morin’s Improved. The analyses were made on November 20-23. 

These beets were planted on the same ground as those of the previous 

year, but the ground had received a good dressing of barn-yard manure 

for the crop of 1889. The mean weights were as follows : 

Lane’s Improved, 42 ounces; Vilmorin’s Improved, 25 ounces. The 

results of the analyses of the expressed juice were as follows: 

Solids, 
p ae Purity, Variety. Bu ix, a Sucrose. coiciene 

N 

Per cent. 

Lane’s Improved . ...--..----------- ese--- eee eee eee nee r ee eeee 13. 32 7. 82 58.7 

Vilmorin’s Improved ......---------------------+-++----2+----2+: 17. 80 12. 64 71.0 

The disastrous results of manuring beets with barn-yard manure are 

easily seen from the above table. The beets grew to an enormous size, 

ST ee 
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and were consequently low in sugar. Professor Patrick supposed that 

the low content of sugar was due only in part to the manuring, and he 

accounts for it as follows: 

First, by the character of the season in 1889—dry in the early part, cold and wet 

toward the end—together with the enrichment of the land with barn-yard manure. 

Second, and with reference to the Lane’s Improved mainly, by the quality of the 

seed, the same having come, without doubt, from stock badly crossed with an inferior 

kind of beet. This conclusion is reached as much from the appearance of the beets 

within and without, as from the results of analysis. The similarexperience of many 

beside ourselves makes it evident that sugar-beet seed purchased from American seeds- 

men is very liable to prove untrue and disappointing. 

For these reasons we do not regard the results of 1889 as having any real signifi- 

cance in the question of the adaptability of Iowa’s soil and climate to the needs of 

the sugar-beet. 

In addition to the work done with the beets grown at the Station a 

box of beets was received on the 19th of November, 1889, from Mercer 

County, Ill., sent by Edward H. Thayer, of Clinton, Iowa. The seed 
from which these beets were obtained was purchased in Germany, but 

the names of the varieties are not known. The mean weight of the 

beets was 23.5 ounces. They contained of sugar 15.25 per cent in the 

juice, and a purity coefficient of 75.73. It is evident from the above 

that the beets from Illinois were grown without the use of barn-yard 

manure and, although a little above size, were much better in every 

way for the production of sugar than the beets grown at the Station. 

From the results obtained, it is not difficult to see that the soil and 

climate of Iowa are far better suited to the growth of the sugar-beet, 

for sugar-producing purposes, than for sorghum. In the experiments 

made with sorghum at the Iowa Station, and which are given on pages 

327 to 336, inclusive, of the bulletin above mentioned, the mean per- 

centage of sucrose in the juice of the Early Amber was found to be 14.11, 

while the purity coefficient was 76.76. The hopelessness, however, of 

expecting to make sorghum sugar profitably in Iowa is sufficiently in- 

dicated by the statement made on page 328 of the bulletin, which is as 

follows: 

On the night of September 18 there came a killing frost, which within three days 

withered the cane leaves and soured the sap in the stalks, thus reducing our season 

for selective work to only ten days. 

With a season of such brief duration, which is almost certain to 
be ended in September, it is not to be expected that sorghum sugar can 

be made successfully. With the beet it is quite different, since by proper 

siloing the season for manufacture can be continued indefinitely. 

EXPERIMENTS IN NEBRASKA. 

The following report*, by Professors Nicholson and Lloyd, on the 

growth of the sugar beet in Nebraska from seed received from the De- 

partment of Agriculture, shows the progress made in that State during 

*For full report see Bulletin 13, Nebraska Station. 
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the past year in the cultivation of the sugar beet under the auspices of 
the agricultural experiment station of the State. . 

REPORT ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF SEED RECEIVED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEM- 

ISTRY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, AT 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Varieties received.—l. Sugar beets, Lane’s Imperial and Vilmorin 

IL. Sugar Cane, Early Amber, and Red Siberian. 

But two persous reported results from sugar cane seed, in both cases 

a large proportion of the seed failed to germinate. 

Analysis of two specimens of EarlyAmber cane sent in, gave,respect- 

ively, 13 and 12.41 per cent of sucrose. 

In regard to sugar beets, twelve samples of seed of Lane’s Imperial 

were sent out. 

Seven persons returned specimens of beets raised accompanied by 

very brief reports; all reported poor seed. 

Average per cent of sucrose in these beets was 4.66; highest, 6.08; 

lowest, 2.50. 

Thirty-three samples of seed of Vilmorin were sent out. 

Twenty-three persons returned tous specimens of beets raised, ac- 

companied by brief reports which gave but little information, except 

that a large proportion of the seed did not germinate. 

In fifteen of the beets the per cent of sucrose ranged above. Average 

of the fifteen specimens, 14.67; average of the eight (under 10) speci- 

mens, 6.97; average of the entire lot, 11.99; highest per cent. in whole 

lot, 20.28; lowest per cent. in whole lot, 4.73. 

Analysis of sugar beets, chemical laboratory, University of Nebraska. 

: : Specific Co-effi- 
No.| Date. Consignor. Variety. Sucrose.| Glucose. | Brix.| * Dp 5 cient of 

gravity. . 
purity. 

Per cent.| Per cent 
1| Oct. 28 | C. B. Kemple..--. Vilmorinicdsesceee 13. 28 0. 370 | 21.6 1.098 61 
2 Oct. 29) | He ©. Armstrong|-.2500!2- 2... 5... <~ 11.49 0.010 | 17 1. 070 68 
315.001. o-6 | ©. Bates. a-225- Wnknown' = sccssse 19. 52 0.010 | 23.7 1.100 80 
41 edol.-.| We Lowman >|" Valmorin: 26-24). 9. 91 0. 052 | 19.3 1. 082 51 
Bee Ove al PLLA eM ON me eesen eer One Sebck caus 10. 14 0.009 | 20.4 1. 085 50 
Gi OCtano0NlPeerd Opes oe] cee Red beet.....  -.- 10,13 0.017 | 19.3 1. 080 52 
14 NOV. ps! Mino Rimkeers .:-.< Lane’s Imperial -. 15.32 0. 230 | 23.7 1.100 65 
Sh doO.e =| Bahesiaencs see cts |oe mei ee= sciiare saiar 13. 51 0.100 | 23.7 1.100 58 
Oe s2dOlsos a! eG OONNSON Gs cola e cies yeiee ato = imine a= 9. 69 0.160 | 23.7 1.100 40 

H. H. Nicuouson, Director. 
RACHEL LLoyd, Analyst. 

EXPERIMENTS AT GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA. 

Great success also attended the growing of sugar beets in Nebraska, 

at Grand Island, in 1888. As will be seen by the following table, sam- 

ples of these beets were analyzed by various chemists, and all found 
them excellent for sugar-making purposes. 
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| 

a Co-eflicient o— aha aoe Co-eflicient 
Brix. Sugar. of purity. Brix. Sugar. of purity. 

Per cent. Per cent. 
¥*17.2 9 86. 00 $16.0 TSE | 85. 70 
*18.9 16.1 85. 00 ea) ya 14,2 83. 00 
*19.5 ay (ARs) 89. 00 §16.3 13.10 80. 40 
*21.4 19.2 90. 00 1]18. 9 15.8 83. 60 
1957. 16.7 84. 00 ||18. 2 15. 20 | 83. 50 
*21.8 19.8 90.00 ||18. 4 15. 90 86. 40 

| 718.8 16.4 87.10 

* Analyzed by Prof. William Huch, from Shoemingen, Germany. 
t Beets harvested October 15, 1888 preserved in silo, analyzed January 2, 1889. 
t Analyzed by Dr. Pauly, of Muhlberg, Germany. 
§ Analyzed by Dr. Mueller. of Ottleben, Germany. 
|| Analyzed by Dr. Janke, Trendlebush, Germany. 

Samples of these beets were also sent to the Department for analysis 

and entered as Nos. 6077 and 6078. The results of these analyses were 

as follows: 

6077. 6078. 

Per eent.| Per cent. 
7 56.16 54. 70 

18. 40 18. 80 
15. 38 15. 75 
83. 59 83.77 

As will be seen by the above analyses these beets were very rich in 

sugar, and if they could be grown in large quantities, which there is no 

reason to doubt, would indicate that in that locality the beet sugar in- 

dustry could be successfully established. 

EXPERIMENTS IN SOUTH DAKOTA. 

Experiments were made at the Agricultural Experiment Station at 

Brookings, which are reported in Bull. No. 16, by Luther Foster, 

agriculturist, and James H. Shepard, chemist. 

THE SUGAR-BEET. 

The Station has completed its second season’s test of the sugar-beet, 

and the result gives us still better evidence of its crop value to South - 

Dakota both for stock feeding and sugar making. While the crop was 

not as great either in per cent of sugar or yield of roots per acre as may 

reasonably be expected in more favorable seasons, or by following more 

strictly the French and German methods of fertilizing and cultivating, 

it was still sufficiently large to insure it a profitable crop even under 

the opposing influences of the past season. 

Preparation of soil—In the whole matter of soil preparation, fer- 

tilizing, and cultivating, nothing has been attempted that is not within 

the reach of the ordinary farmer, and our results are no better than he 

may reasonably expect. In mechanical preparation the soil was almost 

perfect for such a crop, the ground having been deeply plowed and 

thoroughly pulverized. The results of long-continued experiments in 
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beet-growing countries indicate an average depth in plowing of from 12 

to 15 inches to insure the largest and best yield. Deep plowing pre- 

vents forking; it also provides a depth of mellow soil sufficient for the 

growth of the root entirely beneath the surface. Where beets grow 

partly above the soil the protruding portion becomes tinted and re- 

quires extra work in clarifying the sugar. Fall is the best time for 

plowing. It leaves arough, uneven surface to weather, catch moisture, 

and settle. The final preparation should be made at planting time, 

avoiding any plowing or deep stirring that would cause a loss of the 

accumulated moisture of the winter. Thorough preparation before 

planting is of prime importance. Any neglect here will be a source of 

frequent annoyance and delay throughout the season of planting and 

cultivation. The clod-crusher and roller will greatly assist in this 

work. 

Fertilizing—The ground used for the experiment had received a 

heavy coat of well-rotted manure last year and was in excellent condi- 

tion to nourish the season’s crop. It is a fact well established by beet- 

growers that a too abundant supply of stable manure lessens the per 

cent of sugar. This results from a period of growth too rank and too 

much prolonged. To produce sugar the growth must be arrested in 

time for complete maturity. The dry, clear weather of this climate is 

favorable to this result. Stable manure should be applied and plowed 

under in the fall and not more than 15 tons per acre used. 

Planting.—Experience has taught that the method of planting is of 

vastly greater importance than is ordinarily considered. It has been 

shown that not only the yield per acre but also the per cent of sugar 

depends largely on the manner of planting. Thin planting—rows wide 

apart and plants well separated from each other in the row—gives beets 

of the largest size but containing a small per cent of sugar, while the 

largest yield per acre both in per cent of sugar and quantity of beets 

is obtained from the thickest planting—rows narrow and beets close 

together in the row. In Dakota the high priceof hand labor and cheap- 

ness of land would place the limit of thick planting to that width of row 

that can be easily cultivated with horse implements. That limit has 

been placed at 20 inches, but even 24 inches seems quite narrow for 

most of our single cultivators. Our planting in most cases has been 

made in rows thirty inches apart with the plants thinned to 8 inches 

apart in the row. One-half more plants can be grown with rows 20 

inches apart, and with almost a half greater yield in pounds and a de- 

cidedly larger per cent of sugar. Our thickest planting was made in 

rows 14 inches apart with plants thinned to 6 inches apart in the row. 

This planting produced beets smallest in size but uniformly richest in 

per cent of sugar. It is generally admitted that the saccharine rich- 

ness is inversely proportioned to the volume of the beet and that close 

planting gives beets of richer, better quality, of larger yield in weight 

and per cent of sugar, and at the same time exhausts the soil less. 
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The past season’s planting was done the 10th day of May by hand. 

The furrows were made with an ordinary hand marker to whose run- 

ners had been attached small triangular pieces of wood to deepen and 

widen the marks. The furrows were 14 inches deep ; in these the seeds 
were drilled with a garden seeder and covered with the hoe, the cover- 

ing being well-firmed to make it hold the moisture. The porous shell 

encasing the seed makes an extra amount of moisture necessary to 

reach the real seed within and cause it to grow. In this dry climate care 

should be taken to put the seeds down fully an inch and a half in 

order to secure the moisture needed to start them. Garden seed drills 

when used for planting should be in the hands of skillful operators to 

insure satisfactory results. Hand-planting has resulted best in our 

work. 

Germination may be hastened by soaking the seeks in hot water for 

twenty-four hours just before planting. They can easily be made 

dry enough to plant with a machine by rolling them in plaster or dry 

soil. 

Varieties planted.—The following is a- list of the varieties planted 

with the names of the firms from which the seeds were purchased and 

the price paid for them per pound. When planted with a drill from 

6 to 10 pounds per acre will be required, the amount depending upon 

the distance the rows are placed apart. Imperial, Silisian and red-top 

were furnished by D. Landreth & Sons, Philadelphia, at 40 cents per 

pound. Vilmorins imperial, Lane’s improved and white sugar came 

from J. C. Vaughan, Chicago, the first at 60 cents and the others at 40 

cents per pouud. Salzer’s imperial and sweet white, John A. Salzer, 

of La Crosse, supplied at 20 cents per pound. 

In some instances the varieties are the same, no doubt, with different 
names. 

Cultivation.—EKarly cultivation will kill the weeds at starting and 

form a layer of mellow earth which constitutes an obstacle to dryness. 

The loosened layer acts as a mulch and tends to keep the soil below 

cooler while it prevents the water from reaching the surface to be 

evaporated. 

The crop of the past season was twice hoed and four times cultivated. 

The implement used for the latter was an adjustable spring-tooth culti- 

vator. This work began soon after the plants were up and continued 

until the middle of July. 

Thinning.—This work can best be done just after a rain. The plants 

should be thinned to the proper distance in the row before the roots 

begin to develop. Where the planting is done with a drill, a sharp hoe 

may be used for thinning. The cutting must be deep enough to prevent 

any after growth of the roots cut off. In case the extra plants are 

pulled out, care should be taken not to loosen those that remain stand- 

ing and thus check their growth. If the weather is favorable at the 
time of thinning the blank places may be filled in by transplanting, 
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but the roots of the latter are usually found in several divisions instead 

of a single tap root. 

Harvesting.—The crop should be pulled and stored in the root cellar 

or put in piles convenient for covering in the field before there is any 

danger of injury from freezing. In this respect they require more at- 

tention than other root crops. A temperature low enough to freeze 

the surface of the ground will destroy their keeping qualities. Beets 

injured in this manner should be fed out at once that they may not be 

an entire loss. Though the injury may seem at first very slight ex- 

perience has shown us that they soon become spongy, then turn black, | 

and finally rot. The usual plan of twisting off the tops as the beets 

are pulled has proven in our experience the safest and most economic 

method. While turnips, rutabagas, and carrots are not materially in- 

jured for keeping by having the root cut or broken, a beet so injured 

is apt to decay when stored. 

Storing.—Sugar-beets and mangles require the same treatment in 

storage. 

They should be placed in cool, moist cellars, making the piles not to | 

exceed 4 feet in depth. In our dry Dakota cellars it is best to cover 

with damp earth to keep them from wilting. This will also help to pro- 

tect from freezing. The dirt must be put directly on the beets, no straw 

or litter of any kind intervening. In this way we have kept them in 

the best condition into May. 

VALUE FOR STOCK-FEEDING. 

For feeding, the sugar-beet and mangle are the most reliable of all 

the root crops. Taken as a whole they have fewer enemies and are less 

liable to failure than almost any other crop grown in the State. 

They are less liable to disease than either rutabagas or turnips, and 

less easily affected by drought. They also surpass them for feed in per 

cent of digestible nutrients. When the feeding value of 100 pounds of 

sugar-beets is 19 cents, that of 100 pounds of rutabagas is 15 and of 

turnips only 11 cents. 

When properly stored they keep in good condition for feeding longer’ 

than any other root crop, under favorable circumstances keeping clear 

through the feeding season until the grass is ready to pasture in the 

spring. Both the feeding and keeping qualities depend upon complete 

maturity. Bulk of crop is not the only thing to be sought, neither are 

roots of unusually large size desirable. For the most satisfactory re- 

sults in feeding, seek rather the weight in many roots of medium size 

perfectly ripened. Roots can not be relied on to supersede either hay 

or grain, but by being fed with them they greatly increase the value of 

both. Their succulence makes them an excellent stomach regulator, 

preventing the constipation that frequently comes form the continued 

use of dry foods. It is this quality, too, that makes them of special 

value to the dairyman for keeping up the flow of milk. They replace 

_—— eee ee 
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to a large degree the green succulent food of summer. All the stock 

on the farm relish sugar-beets in winter. Sheep do excellently on them, 

and the greater part of their winter’s supply of food may come from 

this source. A quantity should always be kept for ewes that wean their 

lambs before the grass starts. It should _be noted, however, that for 

some time before the lambs come the ewe’s ration of roots should be 

small since it is generally conceded that a full supply at this time has 

a tendency to produce abortion. 

Hogs kept through the winter for breeding purposes should have a 

daily allowance of cut or pulped beets in connection with their dry food. 

They can thus be more economically kept, and they come through the 

winter healthier and in every way better prepared to farrow and raise 

their pigs. In all cases the roots fed should be cut into pieces small 

enough to prevent choking. A spade may be used for this purpose, 

but a root cutter is more convenient and does the work better and much 

more rapidly. 

The beets were analyzed the last week in October. All the sam- 

ples were in good condition. Samples 10, 11, and 12 were of the same 

variety, and were planted in different widths of rows and at different 

distances apart in the row. No. 11 was planted in rows 30 inches 

apart and thinned to 8 inches. No. 11 was thinly planted and No. 

12 was planted very thickly. From an inspection of the table which 

follows it will be seen that the sugar yield depends largely on the man- 

ner of planting, other things being equal. It will also be interesting 

to compare the yield of sugar with the size of the beets: 

{Four beets taken in each sample.] 

Weights. 

No. 1. No. 2. No: 3. No. 4. 

Lbs. oz. | Lbs. oz. | Lbs. oz. Lbs. oz 
AOU Lema Mee icisaensiatsia\-)= (2 a\atsisiee aiats ele'a'a dalcistsis wis wis seie's eels viele wie 0 12 1 3 1 103 2 22 
‘ OMNI Re Seti tS Ce. Fate ON ee ine a ets OQ TO) Oe) oor 2 143 

SO mtesrat ste eiale sae nisin fi atacieseoine ciesicnicisie'unleiecisiob econo 0 114 1. 54 2 12 3 132 
UN teenie tsetera nies sea cielo miniatelcije craic maya a/c\stajaia's neice aislcwisie eis 2 13 4 13 7 152% 15 8h 
1D a eae eee Sor SE eA Seat Lhd ene chee. ne i 10/1) eee.) tetas 2) 4s 
1 cme e DGGE aC EEE aC ee oa Sen ind ot Rte Aen Df 2) 1. tee sarees 5 42 
epee SOR SMSC ASE So oc ae eee 0 9) 1 6 DD 3 143 
1) as Sotg SIE aa ee a aE ga a a ae og COD i el aie ae ae 4 73 
Gene eR EN ey en UES MERE Ske Fea) eRe Fo Oy 1535||oy 914 eeoeeron 5 123 
eee eicye ae cierin a ae Une aece ee ecw cceccls occ acee cone ss 0 133 0 15 1 13% 2 14 

In selecting samples for analysis, twelve beets of each variety were 

sent to the laboratory. These ranged from the smallest to the largest 

average beet which the variety afforded. At the laboratory four piles 

were made and from each pile an average beet was taken, thus securing 

a fair representation for each sample. 

In obtaining the degree Brix, the pulp was placed in a canvas bag 

and the juice was forced out by hand. No press was available, 
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° © = 
4 m 2] 
5, ey a Are ee = H ; on Jondition of — qe Name. ; S S 5 a pulp. 

gs r3 ig 2 | cee g deme 
~S a = A me 

s 3 oe = 8 a 
nN nD H M R a 

Per ct Lbs. Per ct. Per ct. 
181) Silepian. s2 dete caace Aosacectew bas ke 8 75 23, 600 10.0 14.2 76 | Dry. 
QUEW DiGeneeen aeons eaemicemaaees 94 27, 900 8.2 12.4 3.00 | Somewhat dry. 

10 | Lane's Improved (ordinary plant 88 31, 200 10.2 15.2 3. 56 Do. 
ing). 

11 | Lane's Improved (thinly planted) - - 50 14, 840 5.4 10. 4 3.12 | Moderately dry. 
12 | Lane’s Improved (thickly planted). 50 16, 680 9.9 52 3.63 | Dry. : 
13 | Red Top BOSSA SAS Gy sosGoUaEOqIGsSt 75 23, 850 10. 2 nal 3. 85 Do. 
I bit essie Hl Sok SS See aaodeecooceon ase 67 15, 320 9.9 14.0 3. 94 Do. 
15 | Vilmorin’s Imperial-..-.....-...... 75 25, 400 12.3 17.4 4,10 Do. 
i6 | Salzer’s Imperial........ SISO UQUOCE - 88 29, 070 11.0 14.6 3.27 | Moderately dry. 
Li IS Wet WHI) cis<ccicee aco riaecm mn 63 32, 500 11.2 15.6 3.91 | Dry. - 

Again hope is expressed that farmers will raise small quantities of 

the sugar-beet. All samples delivered at the Station laboratory will 

be analyzed free of charge. 

Samples which had been harvested for three months were sent to the 

Department from Sturgis, S. Dak., in January, 1889, and entered under 

No. 6162, a rose-colored beet, and No. 6163, a white beet. These sam- 

ples were sent by W. C. Buderus, of Sturgis, S. Dak. On examination 

of these beets the following numbers were obtained : 

6162. 6163. 

Per cent. _Per cent. 
uice OxXtracCledesemeamesee see ae none cleetocesesainee = <ne as eene rine ee aeeeencSseeeeeeer 36. 05 42.77 
4 tie Sa RW Th onc obe nosso usar conboodso06 sSbosSticgcbocorocodsconsagEaanss 20. 40 21. 48 
SUGCTOSC Peace canis gecicite ste Pe apis ed Sala nlnte Sonia sala ec hele eitni= onto tiserate aeeroe sere 13. 32 15.03 
IETHER] caso toe dososcyness soodor Sacre occcouna war cosdobood comeunaenobuossseouoasqscor 65. 29 > 69.97 

The low purity of the beets represented above was doubtless due to 

the fact that they had been harvested for a long time and no precautions — 

taken to preserve them from deterioration. The analyses show that 

such beets could also be profitably used for sugar-making if worked up 

in a fresh state or preserved in proper kinds of silos. 

EXPERIMENTS IN KANSAS. 

Tht Medicine Lodge Sugar Company last year (1889) made a series of 

experiments in the growth of sugar beets and the LEI OC of sugar, 

the details of which follow: 

Number of acres planted jn beets; so2ce. o-2 sce lec ee aa cele eee eon ece eee eee 4.7 

Tons of topped and cleaned beets produced .-.:-.---.-- -- 2-2 22 a eens 60. 23 

Pounds of sucarnmades.c—sees dene sorte eae alee oe eee eee 10, 158 

Gallons of molasses obtained ..< 222.52 s- og. on Se eas, seme one se scission 380 

Of the total sugar made, 2,800 pounds were second sugars. 

The beets did not receive altogether the attention which they should 

have had, and many of them grew quite a distance above ground. The 

beets were worked without any special appliances, but solely with — 

ee 
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the sorghum machinery which was at the factory. For this cause it 

is reasonable to suppose that the best manufacturing results were 

not obtained. Nevertheless, the results are gratifying, and show that 

with such a season as last, sugar beets can be grown in Kansas with a 

fair percentage of sucrose. In mary cases the beets grown last year 

were of extraordinary size, in one instance weighing 12 pounds. By 

more careful preparation of the soil, and planting the beets closer to- 

gether, and proper cultivation, it is reasonable to believe that a higher 

mean content of sugar might be obtained. The details of the analyses 

of the beets, by Mr. T. F. Sanborn, of this division, and the manufacture 

thereof are found in the following table: 

Medicine Lodge, Kansas, season of 1889.—Sugar beets. 

apa Sucrose 
Date. poual Deere in the Purity. 

; ‘ juice. 

Per cent. 
IMAM LeO CHIPS ieee noe can selene lecndas cesses Nov. 14 264 1. 60 62 38. 75 

eee coe ee woe ee ete ae Sealcsisies'a sie siceia ae Noy. 15 269 2. 24 82 32. 14 

Tia pa ea | Se ante: 72 25.44 

Lihuisie) CLE. gam Omeaanee 91> CGOO00 SEER ESC SOG SEr BEBE Nov. 14 265 13. 7. 9. 00 65. 50 
Obra ese ce cc vccs co -cee sees ccces ccsasiieccrseeacs Novy. 15 270 12. 09 9.67 71.71 

sine SL TIES as ne AO ae eee 12.92 9. 32 68. 60 

AMAT SAAT Ip | NC Oe mre a ralaie te ae alm ol siatelaieiaineinia = aicieiaieisisiem=i= == Nov. 14 266 10. 83 7. 88 72. 76 
HOM tte eae sacs oe isclgeetcea sence nedteneeeesen Nov. 15 271 10. 99 Te37 67.15 

STS Aes Ne acl eae | De Sel ea 10.91 7.62| 69.95 

Clarifiedyj D1COcos a2 =e eec scan ccscceecsccmacccceecs Nov. 14 267 11. 64 7.77 66. 58 
WW Oere nea soon ncnwnn sinas cadeescatcacecesecckcs Noy. 15 273 10. 65 6.35 59. 62 

SHPACID Sock Le Res See eh a | 2 11.14 7. 06 63.10 

Sinise > Looker ee ee Nov. 14| 268]  29.32/ 18.80] 64.12 
ee eee ea See haaccieacas Ccleecsawucecebies Nov. 15 274 25. 26 18. 10 71. 61 

Mig ritieeemee snail secu ciate. acicmn oul salon ct ccce celiac ceecice Slbemate se 27. 29 18. 45 67. 87 

IMIGSEOICUIbGmremasmrcctca's Ss cccctmcncenscsoecseccs acne Nov. 16 22 Mile el 34. 04 43. 82 
MD Open eatoriccaodnn} snlssicetees scascecesbeccioae Nov. 24 24 85. 68 49. 51 57.78 

IV Gein seer ay ciate a cic io sicisrciicieiotereis: f Wclebise siciecaweis. cell mee sin -lebeel ited 8k. 69 41.77 50. 80 

Minin @ rice aera ene comes cleec sine waa peawciwievsisers «ates clobs INOW laa Reise 2c |t oe on cseer 4469 See eeceans 
erate tse ainre cia ee ect ein echapswlointc’s cise sates INiOvarlon| eee see |necoeenaee 501s eee ee ote 

VEGA pais ieelatosteiecteisie ne see ee scaciseists smashes coc| sseeats collec toccolioscwomecis 4585) |i ccouene se 

Sucrose. 

Novello SCUM miro ClariiOusmteset sess cesses cucesscccn er cecdssnesccccsecnsuecteecconee per cent. 5.00 
NOvelosscum trom claritiers, lessrlime) 2... ca.cs- en. sone es ecece~ ssccieeocececece ace ceee per cent.. 3.00 

POLARIZATION OF SUGARS.* 

Date. mn sucrose. 

' Per cent. 
NOVA EIS OEE ae ema atc eee oe te ts Boeke SUE 2a uh ee ol es 16 90. 9 
INOMEHT HD LE aaeer eee eee Spee nce casa mie miee acsciewion Cues cece eaceeseas gor cewenanes 17 99. 7 

Wits earl Pee rie ieee eit Be Na icis ole ase See Re ooo a eee eee ae an Seeeeeen 95.3 

* Sugar not washed. No. 16, reboiled, 
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Miscellaneous samples of beets from field. 

Serial | Degree Sucrose : Date. “No Bax in the |-Purity. 
’ : juice. 

Per cent. . 
AUD. Dai catae ae accede eeleiteciia none tie sem ce nistsnineeerite ane se me 7 19. 62 14. 58 74.31 
Sh Pecccacoosgue sconnccosbesrccsstescsbadbsdorsscsonesa ose 62 11.01 7.25 65. 88 

Be acatere eae rnin a io elere nie ale he ywistateleie tele Stata eeac s aieiotelerer aie cree sie 64 12. 69 9. 25 78. 81 
| ee eae ECAC acre pec aaattaoaons 70 10. 20 6. 95 68. 23 

Mata Sete Sate e teetoe oe afore Bare wie Riaye days wreyare See sted ene ieteciae 120 15. 58 vb irda 75. 42 
0) eee ea ee COMM Se Heer CHER OC OBAS SDEAOO EE 190 18, 66 ibis 62. 96 

INOS. "Sct peti estas scree sees Ca enone nee see meee 306 13.75 9.35 68. 00 
1 ee ee Cee eon eR SOSr nae Goa carom aaeoopnoenonasds 317 15. 59 11. 00 70. 55 
WD Sess eee Sood Se when Sea weese cee me eee eet See eee 318 13.55 9.35 69. 00 

Quod aten Sou Sociale ale See bic ames ciebemlue ae calidon as, sfesretelemeiaens 319 16. 28 13.10 80.46 
Vos ae ace Sacueale esos a seston cearee ds. secem eee seers e ate 320 16. 80 13. 95 81. 84 
We Bnd Sere hoaic crc Slelocic sa mais cicisinlor Sapa: oo oe nicie ctaietare/aletelaterseererets 321 14. 26 10. 40 72.93 
LD eas oh ce ccc meee coors sale eect ade alee tate oie seeniser 322 16.17 12.65 78.23 

IE baths base eo Caa eon SAPD DeCtCoc aaa Done se podeenedsend| Sencdeed< 19. 62 14. 58 81. 84 
WEIMT INS =e cele me ceyercwenice oe be elaaie slate emirate ateiale Miata = oie are eects 10. 20 6.95 - 62. 96 
IME Gam 5 5) Soe Sees ccteaiais stare aie bia ne eines ici ere tiers sie ote icie eieiel ete  terereteterats 14.93 10. 85 72. 64 

Mr. Fred Hinze cultivated an experimental plot of sugar beets at 

Douglass, Kans., during the season of 1888. Considering the dryness 

of the climate and the high temperature reached during the summer, 

the results appear to be favorable. I am inclined to think, however, 

that the successful cultivation of the sugar beet for manufacturing pur- 

poses can not be looked for in such a climate as obtains at Douglass in. 

competition with more favorable localities. 

The analyses of the sugar beets at this station were made from time to 

time by my assistants at Douglass who had charge of the chemical _ 

work at the sorghum factory at that place. Following are the results 

- of the work: 

Mate Degree |Sucrosein) Coefficient 
i Brix. |thejuice.| of purity. 

Per cent. 
Sept. to-ce--e=~ aie 13. 58 9. 27 67. 64 

Bsa schiseicieee 11. 67 7. 96 68. 30 
Same laraisiasters 12, 45 8.16 65. 46 

NOWearsteisateverte 16.7 12.38 73. 96 
Ole wccte ahr 14. 70 9. 47 64. 42 
DOT Seta siaicieics 14. 43 10. 47 72. 69 

Octe Tes... 265-55 15.95 11. 98 Vos 

Highest.....-..- 16. 74 12. 38 75.11 
Lowest ...-..-- 11.67 7.96 64. 42 
Average 14. 22 9. 36 69. 65 

EXPERIMENTS IN CALIFORNIA.* 

The Alvarado, Cal., beet-sugar factory is situated on the east side of 

the bay, 24 miles from San Francisco. 
The climate of Alvarado is a peculiar one, and, as experience has 

shown, very suitable to the development of a first-class sugar beet. 

The winters are mild. Planting begins in February and can be con- 

tinued up to the middle of May. The early pianting matures in the 

* Bull, No, 5, pp, 79 et seq, 
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summer and the factory can be started by the middle of August. From 

this time until December there is a consecutive maturity of beets. The 

summers and falls are dry, and there is little danger of the beets taking 

a second growth by reason of early rains. 

When harvested the beets do not require to be siloed, but are kept in 

heaps either with no covering at all or at most a little straw. 

In the middle of December, 1884, the company had nearly 20,000 tons 

of beets on hand. 

In Fig. 43 is seen this immense pile of beets, covering over 2 acres of 

surface and of 8 feet mean depth. 

The land on whica these beets are grown is level, the soil sandy and 
fertile, stretching from the bay eastward to the hills, a breadth of from 

5 to 10 miles, 

The following tables, prepared at my request by Mr. Hi. Dyer, super- 

intendent of factory, exhibit the data collected from twelve different 

fields, representing a fair average of all the land in cultivation for beets 

in 1884. 

The analyses represent a fair sample of beets taken from all the 

wagons during each day the beets were brought to the factory. The 

kind of seed used is also indicated in the tables. 

Formerly all the seed planted was imported, but the company is now 

raising its own seed, and with the most encouraging results. 

The expression “first and second year” indicates that the seed was 

native and one or two years from the imported seed. 

In all the analyses made at Alvarado the sucrose is calculated on the 

weight of the beet and not of the juice. 

FIELD OF JOHN LOWRIE. 

| | | { 

G Te Na 
j= orm AR 

: So 8 iS) aes 

Date. Kind of seed used. ae 2 » |e Remarks, 
s S 2 oF 
=) 5 re) Os 
ia) DN © 

1884. o RTE bd Sas ah [ed Este Hl fl aa 
Sept. 10 | Native red, first year.--.............. 15.9 | 13.44 2.5 | 84.2] Planted 315 acres; not all 

15 | Native white, second year ............ 16.9 | 13.9 | 38. 82.2 harvested yet; willaver- 
20 | Native-red, firstvyear<~-.-~i7.-52---- 17.3 | 14.9 |. 2.4 | 86.1 age between 15 to 20 tons 
2AY | Sssose (10) sue mes bssacoodegsenoesco as5oce 17.9.) 15.6 | 2.3 | 85.7 per acre. 
30) | oseciee GO es ee ee ee eee ly ee Te 2a aloe 2.1 | 87.7 

Oct; SU Weseeee OO actiametic whee nscense nr necceae aeRia) alan ¥/ 2.1} 84.8 
Dillcamae OO Avninctielepebeerccncesencesiese cr Use lsat alleese 83. 

Oo esse COWS bahere Seite Lees eee ite eee E784 15,5 2.3 | 87.6 
11 th Bees GO 2c csccce sean eee eee ea atice 17. 14.4 2.6 | 84.7 
20s cece COs csc coe bieeeeiee se eee hace 16.6 | 14, 2.6 | 84. 
dS aes OO) ss = cos cesses cto ne tee eens enti debonG: yee Ul leroy ts 
2B AES onse COE aes tits os be tele cee peecie eee oak 17.4 | 14.3 Cn aS Pag | 

NOV. /9ll:ceaee O'S. saiceteses arcsec ceeeeae epee aKreGy ayy 3. 81.2 
Dy ill eecrerete CO bassess oovecteeae sone eee eee 14.8 | 11.5 BS al ae FF | 

LG seein (aA eS er emo bre Se IESE ARE ays Pe 86. 2 
18 $3 OW Se oe ey ee eee 13. 10.4 2.6! 80. 
22 | Native white, second year-.-.......... 17 14.9 | 2.4 | 87.6 
24 | Native red, first year’ -.2.........2-2e. LGA2 5 SS. PBB cet Gy 

1 DIR et eee oor QO ai sage sie eee oe See oe 15.4 | 13:2 Qn | Boek 
1K ial ees SF GO Ran ome tonass cence pueme oor eee 15.6" | 13. 2 2.4 | 84.4 
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i. FIELD OF B. AZEVADA 

reba aos fie? |e! . 
Date. Kind of seed used. = 2 rh P= = Remarks. 

a a ©) oe 
=] 3 oj Ot 

yah aie ito SKS 

; 1884. Pret eecb.|-F. ct.) Pct 
Nov. 5 | Native white, second year..-.-.-.-.-.- Wie 14. 3. 82.9 | Planted 10 acres; had 152. 

6 | Native red, first year ................ 16.2 | 13.2} 2.4 | 85.1 tons ; yield per acre, 15.3 
alee See GO) Seams cee cee eR eee rename ceca e 16.8 | 14.3 | 2.3 | 86.3 tons. 

13 | Native white, second year ..--....---- MAS |) L5x4s || 27 88.5 

FIELD OF JAMES NARCISSO. 

Oct. 23 | Native white, second year......-...-- ian) fea kee Sle Fe 81.3 | Planted 10 acres; had 237 
INTOVin te Orla acces GO ea sacet taeiee nde eeieoateetcice ares 16.5 | 13.6 | 2.9 | 82.4 tons; yield per acre, 23.7 

i eee GO aes se eetaceieceeetisince acacia 15.2°| 13. 2.2 | 85.1 tons. 
11G3)| | peso OOts Fan tise une Sone ane ose Leasint 15.2 | 12.3 | 2.9} 80.9 
PAU) ees GO reser e seca shots aes so ee ee 16.9 | 13.5 | 3.4] 79.8 
PB Nee See (On Sass eee nccesieecaas= sssee 17-1 | 14.3 3.8 | 83.6 
77 EE eee QOweee ce hcaaene amsoecesedtsane stan | 15.67] 12.8 2. | 82. 

FIELD OF J. G. VANDEPEER. 

Oct. 21 | Native white, second year ......-...... 16.8 | 13.9 | -3. 82.7 | Planted 20 acres; had 360 
DA llc tors =: GO) Soanoosescbueuchescesascnnceods Ae ON to. 2.9 | 83.2 | *tons; yield per acre, 18 

INIO Vem ne se = COnpe samme rae Saeieeale pias stems ate 15.6 | 13.5 | 2.1) 86.5 tons. 
ea leese GOfee eens ake nsiet see wenenee L78n|| loot | 2.7 | 8&4 4 
Blac sis WO issete crew sateeoes eensnsioceas DGE2) |) 12.5 || 227]: 82..2 
By eNative\red first year 2.222 +2-.-c-.5.2.. 1453) (125) |) P2e3"'83:,9) 
Y (ll esses GOV ns 22 ce taseae Sdecececeeeasses Fol ead OPN) Pe) VCE 
13 | Native white, second year ......-..... 17-2 | 14.37) 2.9) | 83.1 
Ton Native reds first, year. ..-2<t-.6 <<s5=- 14.2 | 12. 2.2 | 84.5 
17 | Native white, second year .....-...... 18. 16.1 | 2.4 | 87.5 
7), gl eee Ocoee sesccereincneeeeeeosee es aia 1 We BH tee ae) 
Pi eee Oy sone eee cies atte nee Seas see: 16.3 | 14. 2.3 | 85.9 

FIELD OF FRANK MUNYAR. 

| cc a Se rena ia an een are 

Nov. 1 | Native white, second year ..-..--...-. | 16.2 | 13.9 | 2.3 | 85. Planted 12 acres; had 246 
G lo. ceentl) Se od66 sono ap eeboonSeonpeensaee | 15. 6 | 13. | 2.6 | 83.3 tons; yield per acre, 20.5 
OieNativered, first year .....s2.2..5.5-5. 16.8 145 A 258s 8B53 tons. = 

U1 esse WO fetae sonlse See accion se nee aoicmnee | 16.9 | 14.2 | 2.7 | 84 
OR ee state (GS CORRE oe Se cee ener ae | 15.2 | 12.6.) 2.6 | 80.7 

FIELD OF M. BAIN. 

Oct. 2ia Native red; first-year - 2-0. ..-........ 17.3 | 14:5 | 2.8 | 83. Planted 18 acres; had 414 
24 | Native white, second yvear........-.-. 18.4] 15.8 | 2.6 | 85.9 tons; yield per acre, 23 
BieleNative reds fitst years.22 30... ce...<=: 1552 | 12. See ehe) tons, 
Sy ees os GO Mae Se cose = setae ees seeiss oes 16.2 | 14. 2.2 | 86.4 

INONen ea een = (1) 6 Sep So g.cu0agS ee oe eee re eEnoe «>| 16.8 | 14.7 || 2.1 | 86.3 
Dinleericiee GO etecoe ate eis Sele tess Seisje,ccics's 16.9 | 14. 7 2.2 | 86. 
6 | Native white, second year...--........ 16.9 | 14.2 | 2.7 | 83.7 
fa\Native med, Arst year... 2-.2s2-s---- iby 12.4 | + 2:6 | 82: 
1 ee GON Sees ree ee eee sahasee 17.2 | 14.5 2.7 | 84.3 
pl ees Or 5 eats sane aeions ne ae 2 || LD: 2.2 | 87.2 
Toa een OR aae sa esee Sect ecame eee eats 16.7 | 14.5 2.2 | 86.8 

FIELD OF A. GEORGE. 

Oct. 21 | Native white, second year............ RA Wea ee 352. |79. Planted 10 acres; had 153 8 
29) || Native red, first year......--.....--- 14.6 | 12-1 | 2.5 82.8 tons ; yield peracre, 15.3 
CR ors G10) BRASS Ja eeE Sea CCS SDS SESE eran Sy elilccon |eeos 79.3 tons. 
LS eee OP pea seen ec kiccslswesee 14.6 | 12. 2.9 | 82.1 

16 | Native white, second year.--....-...-. 1621" |) 14. 2.1 | 86.9 
i Ro ol ee Oeste See se ereeecceaesce 16.7 || 13.1 3.6 | 78.4 
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FIELD OF A, P. MACHADE: . 

x ah a 
= cs oa AR | 

ra oO 3 ae . ‘ 

Date. Kind of seed used. os PA » | es . Remarks. — 
os =] ev i) a . i 

sal eeu aul es | 
= D @ |? 

1884. Prete ele Ct.:|| bel. \ J 
Oct. 24 | Native white, second year..-....-...--. 16.3 | 13.7! 2.6 | 84.6 | Planted 8 aeres; h 

Bi eee QP eee ae cae ae Fe ser eee erate 17.4|14.7| 2.7] 846 tons; yield c 
INOvs el | See. Gow settee cabo eee osseenc esse 17.4 | 15.3 | 1.9 | 89.6 tons. 

| Boece Oe x cicist ates Pe ence sere 16.2 | 14.* | 2.2) 86.4 
10) |\.-23-6 (U1): 56 5S Seen SEER Reece A mapa 14. 11.6 | 2.4] 83.5 
ce eae om aes wean Seis 14.6|125| 2.1! 85.6 

FIELD OF FRANK GEORGE. 

Oct. 21 | Imported white Imperial ...... ..... 18.3 | 15.5 | 2.8 | 84.7 | Planted 10 acres; had 
Dy | Eee Oe see ee eee rae ee 16.8 | 13. 3.8 | 77.3 | tons; yield per acre, 

INOVe. 24\) 2555. Ors. ee seeeeee oe eehes gosta as LON ey Woe S goes) TONG tons. 
By ine ehns (OO) Soe wieticiiccis Sincemartien cas eset 529) els 2.9 | 81.6 

10] | See CMe oe Sane ee 5.5. (19; ' | 25 | 8a8 
| . 

FIELD OF A. GASPER. 

Oct. 21 | Imported white Imperial ...........-. 16.6 | 18. 3.6 | 78.3 | Planted 7 acres; had | 
QB Wace os (UVES pp eben cased aoe ARaeeatonse 16.2 | 13.8 | 2.4) 85. |. tons; yield per ac 

Nove (00sec (i Saaubpsess bhdecn,- pe atadewecee UGS TEI IE 2.7 | 82.8 | tons. : ¥ 
a ase (UY Reo 4S San ap AUBEBCcaaomence ass 16.4 | 14.5 1.9 | 88.4 ; 

FIELD OF JAMES FIRERA. 

Oct. 24} Imported white from Fred. Knauer | 15.3 12.5) 3 80.1 | Planted 5 acres; he 
Germany. tons; yield per acer 

Dba cemea Ole neaz hice cisceivie sidaite cic mecisice tas 16.2) | Ade oe) 2.7 1 75.5 tops. = 
NOV. 455-228 GON Success ee eta ete aeeeces 16.4 | 12.8] 3 78 

ala eee OG see see cee edema a ee see 1556) | 1253 je 2.1 | 80.0 2 
ES paceee CO sane reece Fetes gees | 2655) 1Shs|) sa2-l 8056 
te ae QO ade she te senses bos eee ies 14.2} 2002) 91.5 
ZO \soeeec Or e520. See sans coafaeea= escte | Hoar |e Oee 4.8 | 66.4 

bad 

FIELD OF FRANK P. ROSE. - 

ss S. 7 =: 

Oct. 24 | Native, red, first year. ...... weenie Sats 19.2) 17 ,| 2.2] &8.5 | Planted 20 acres; hi 
24 | Imported, white j 13.6 | 2.4 | 85 tons; yield per 
Doles = 3 CORN has tees iiew see se saree 13.2 | #.5 | 78 tons. 
30 | Native, red, first y car 13.8 | 2:7 | 83.6 

INOW: 4D] aeeece dO Resa-tae cee 15.3) |) 238" (8639 
I Oiseau tees aos 15 2.3 | 86.6 
LO} eee. Oe een oe ee ee cee men T3355) eit baa) 
pee cosas LO fe Nae ee orion aerate mamnicets 13 3.3 | 79.8 

ers a = j 

ate Pere ee 
4 es ho a ee” . 
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TABLES O# WORK AT FACTORY FOR EACIT WEEK FROM SEPTEMBER 16 

TO NOVEMBER 11. 

Mr. E. F. Dyer also kindly furnished me with the following data 

illustrating the workings of the factory in detail for nine consecutive 

weeks. 

These tables contain a large amount of most practical information as 

well as valuable scientific data. 

EXPLANATION OF TABLES. 

The analyses were made daily, and these are given as well as the 

mean for the week. The column headed “ Diffusions ” gives the number 

of diffusion cells filled each day. The degree Brix represents the per- 

cent. total solids in the juice. The polarization gives the percentage of 

sucrose in the juice. This subtracted from the total solids gives the 

difference or solids not sucrose. 
The percentage of sucrose divided by the percentage of total solids 

gives the “ quotient” or co-efficient of purity. 

The columns under “ Filtration” show the density and alkalinity of 

the juice and semi-sirup as they come from the filter presses. 

The loss of sugar in the pulps and waste waters is also given. 

The percentage of lime carbonate in the animal charcoal when it is 

taken out for washing and reburning is also given. Last of all are the 

analyses of the melada as it comes from the strike pan on its way to 

the centrifugal. The summary gives the tons of beets worked per week 

‘and the yield of pure granulated sugar in percentages of the beets 

worked. 
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ANALYSIS OF CALIFORNIA BEETS MADE BY THE BUREAU OF CHEM- 

ISTRY AT WASHINGTON. 

In order to render the results of the analyses made by Mr. E. H. Dyer 

more emphatic, I selected ten samples of beets, some from wagons as 

they were unloading, and some from the large pile of beets on hand, 

and sent them to Washington for examination. 

The results of the analyses of these beets are given in the following. 

table: 

Analyses of California beets. 

| | 
i In juice. 3 3 3 

; 2) Ss a S _ 
aie he : | be alae 
2/8 |esf2 |agl2 | 3) 2 ee Pe. 2) &|32] F io@la | S02 |S eee Variety. 5 ie 5} z S a S 3 é Z a 5 5 

ae é SSH RoetSy | te Ss + & i 

2/2/48 /8"|2|88/88)2|)2)/8\ele 
g|/a/ <2 | 3 A= al s s = o ® 
Sie |W elt eile eens Ballas a 5 5 
4/4) F |e m | | Ay Sl | & pe || 

| | | | 

Imperial Rose .-....--......- 1 | 8 | 4,237) 51.80) 1.071) .190) 14.46) 17. 23) 17.41) 1. 136) 83.9) 83.1 
Imperial White ..-..-. SOnAnAOS 2 7 | 4,350) 65.61) 1.068} .084) 13.59) 16.53) 16.23) .930) 83.2] 83.7 
Imperial or White Silesian...| 3 | 7 | 4,565) 59.08) 1.070) . 082) 14.69) 17.01) 17. 13) 1.184] 86.4] 85.8 
White Silesian: -.---...%.-..-. 4) 8 | 3,555) 58.41) 1.074)" .057| 15. 85) 17.92) 18.29) .822) 88.5) 86.7 
TMiperidiberessc=scerea ssh =-)- 5 | 8 | 2,902) 64.13) 1.063} . 069) 14.92) 15.39] 17.40) .844) 96.9) 85.7 - 
Improved Imperial Red ..--. 6 | 6 | 3,490) 65.07] 1.069] . 061) 13. 59} 16.77] 17.60) .956} 81.0) 77.2 
White Imperial.............. 7 | 6 | 3,285) 62.34) 1.075) .129] 15.19) 18.14) 18.40] 1.009) 83.7) 82.6 
paperialGOsey =o. cnce) ici e= = 8 | 7 | 3,585) 66. 63} 1.063) .075) 13.65) 15. 39] 15. 62) 1.238) 88.7] 87.3 
White Imperial.......-...... 9 | 6 | 3,253) 62. 68) 1.062) .109) 12.71; 15.16] 15.29) .928) 83.8) 83.1 
White Imperial...-....-..-.. 10 | §& | 3,530} 58. 06) 1.067) . We 15. 19} 16.30) 18.58} .950) 93.2) 82.1 

MGans te 2156.05 ccsier Baines |B, OKO] OlaidOl aie: 91 | 14. 38) 16. 58} 17.20) .994) 86.9) 83.7 

REMARKS.—No. 1, [mperial Rose; in sheds from October 15 to November 20. No. 2, Imperial White; 
native seed, two years; wagon. No. 3, Imperial or W-hite Silesian; in sheds from October 15. No.4, 
White Silesian; native seed, two years ; wagon. No. 5, Imperial; native sced, one year. No. 6, Im- 
proved Imperiai Red ; native seed, one year; wagon. No.7, White Imperial; native seed, two years; 
wagon. No. 8. Imperial Rose; native seed, one year; wagon. No. 9, White lnperial; native seed, 
two years; wagon. No. 10, White Imperial; wagon. 

REMARKS ON PRECEDING TABLES. 

The richness of the beets worked during the nine weeks is fully equal 

to the average European standard. 

Thirteen per cent. of sucrose indicates a kind of beet that can be sue. 

cessfully manufactured. 

The yield of pure granulated sugar, designated as “ first product,” is 

for the nine weeks nearly 9.5 per cent., or 190 pounds of sugar per ton 

of beets. This large yield is obtained by remelting the second sugars 

and working the solution with the fresh juices. This method gives a 

maximum of “ first product,” no second product at all, and scarcely any 

in sugar of “thirds,” or molasses. Indeed the quantity of molasses 

made by the Alvarado factory is quite insignificant. : 

Placing the yield in beets per acre at 15 tons, the lowest average, it 

is found that the total yield of sugar per acre is 190 x 152,850 pounds. | 

The actual yield, however, in all except a few poorly cultivated fields, 

has been nearly 4,000 pounds, or 2 tons per acre. 

Later in the season, 7. e., during late winter and early spring, the 

content of sucrose in the beets will slowly decrease, and by May 1 it is 
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expected that it will be so low that the further manufacture of sugar 

will not be profitable. But even by that time the company will have 

still several thousand tons of beets on hand, on which it now seems 

probable they will suffer financial loss. 

This excess of beets came about in this way: In former seasons the 

difficulty has been to get the farmers interested in beet-raising to grow 

enough to secure a liberal supply. The company, therefore, had urged 

farmers to plant, and agreed to take all the beets offered at a stipu- 

lated price. : 

During the campaign of 1883-84 the farmers clearly saw that beet 

raising was far more profitable than the culture of wheat or any of the 

usual crops. They therefore gave much more land and labor to beet- 

culture for the campaign of 1884-85 than they had ever done before. 

The result has already been stated. 

In a letter dated January 31, 1885, Mr. Dyer says: 

Our total receipts of beets this campaign were 20,358 tons (2,000 Ibs.). The total 

amount of refined sugar manufactured and sold this campaign to date is 1,819,266 

pounds. 

Under date of March 9, 1885, he writes: 

We have beets to last through April. They keep well, and still show a co-efficient 

of purity of over 75. 

If the yield continues, as expected, through April, the total output of 

refined sugar will exceed 3,000,000 pounds. 

The study of the preceding tables is a most encouraging one for the 

farmers. These soils are easily cultivated. In no case was any fer- 

tilizer employed, and yet the yield and quality of the roots are fully up 

to the standard of the forced and expensive cultivation of Germany. 

Although the price of labor in California is so much greater than in 

Germany, I doubt very much whether the cost of the beets per ton is 

greater. The largest item of expense to the beet farmer in these valleys 

of the coast range is rent. As much as $20 per acre is paid annually 

for beet lands. 

Lands of equal fertility and adaptation for beets farther from San 

Francisto could doubtless be obtained on better terms. 

YIELD PER ACRE. 

The large differences in yield per acre shown in the preceding tables 

are not so much due to variation in the fertility of the soil as to meth- 

ods of cultivation. 

The experience of six years has shown that the average yield of beets 

per acre has steadily increased, and this increase has been due to im- 

proved agriculture aloue. 

At first the farmers (the company does not grow beets) were largely 

ignorant of the correct method of beet culture, and as this ignorance 

disappears the results are seen in an increase of the crops. 
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The factory at Alameda has lately been reorganized and supplied 

with new machinery. It is now known as the Alameda Sugar Com- 

pany, and its operations during the past season are given in a letter 

from the president of the company published in another plaee. 

[From the Rural Californian, October, 1889. ] 

SUGAR-BEET CULTURE IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.—THE NADEAU EXPERIMENT.—THE 

CHINO AND SANTA ANA BEETS.—CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.—VILMORIN ON THE SUGAR 

BEET.—ARE WE TO HAVE SUGAR FACTORIES ? 

‘The culture of the sugar beet in southern California has been in fits 

and starts, rather than a steady undertaking like the growing of other 

crops. That the beet will do well in our soil and climate has long since 

been demonstrated, and its sugar-bearing qualities being above those 

ot the European growth, has always made its extensive propagation de- 

sirable, and a very interesting subject from a commercial point of view. 

The principal objection to its extensive cultivation has been the want 

of a market to enable the grower to dispose of his product at a remu- 

nerative price. This can only be created by the investment of capital in 

buildings and machinery to convert the raw material into merchantable 

sugar. Owing to this difficulty our farmers have not taken the active 

nterest in the sugar beet that they undoubtedly would if they had the 

assurance of a good market. On the other hand, capital has also been 

shy in seeking investments in sugar factories, not knowing for a Cer- 

tainty that a sufficient quantity of beets would be grown in convenient 

proximity to the factory, or within easy access by rail, to warrant the 

construction of immense buildings and machinery for this purpose. 

The experiments that have been made are for the most part very satis- 

factory, and clearly show that by proper cultivation, and planting only 

the best varieties, our soil and climate will yield a beet giving a large 

per cent. of saccharine matter. When once demonstrated that a large 

area of our land is adapted to the sugar beet, and our farmers will take 

a live interest in its culture, capital will be found ready to invest in the 

necessary buildings and machinery for purposes of refining. 

‘‘In this connection it will be of interest to refer to the experience of 

the late Mr.Nadeau. In 1880 he planted about 700 acres to sugar beets, 

with the intention, if we recollect correctly, of erecting a factory of his 

own to convert them into sugar. Be this as it may, he did raise an im- 

mense quantity, which on analysis demonstrated that in sugar-produc- 

ing qualities they were up to if not above the standard of beets grown 

in Germany and France. The following correspondence gives the re- 

sults of two analyses, one by Professor Hilgard, of the State University, 

and the other by Mr. Kulburg, chemist of the Standard Sugar Company, 

Alvarado: 

ALVARADO, CAu., November 1, 1886. 

Dear Str: The 20th day of September we received about 50 tons of dried beets from 

Mr. R. Nadean, of Los Angeles, to be manufactured into sugar. As we were running 

on our own beets at the time we could not stop to work the whole 50 tons, but manu- 

— se 
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factured about 8 tons into a fair quality of sugar, sufficient to thoroughly test the 
feasibility of making sugar from sun-dried beets. 

‘Mr. Nadeau sent us at the time some green beets. By polarization they gave about 

the same result as the dried beets. We made two polarizations with the following 
results, both taken from two different fields: 

SacCChTOMeLer 22e~ 2222 «selene se 1QHORPSacchrometertass = sac) sseecereemee 20.0 

OlAMSCOPC.-.-- ose sc4scccieet sees: VORP ROlTISCOPO aseo-)22-— <a seer 12.8 

DirerenCe:.cas es «see eee see ea Ditkerene As. 5.250 ee dee, 

QUOUICM bseease eee ee as == 62. 62 QMOtENh mmc mote a= Sees 64.0 

; These beets aera worked and the polarizations were made by Mr. Wm. Kulburg, 

_- who has charge of the technical department of our sugar works, and who has had 

experience in working dried beets in Europe. 

« * * We have procured from Mr. Nadeau samples of his fresh beets, as well as 

those dried by him, and take the liberty to forward the same to you to enable you to 

make a further test from reliable samples. The samples of beets are somewhat wilted 

and dried in consequence of having been so long in reaching this place, consequently 

will polarize more than if taken fresh from the ground. I give the result of Mr. Kul- 

burg’s polarization, carefully made by him, October 30, 1880: 

DACGHATING = 96s sass) lGyoupeacchanine sse-+- 22. | 1875) | Saccharimescs. s+... 17.0 
Polariscope ...--. -- liso; | Polariscope s--s-- =: 3:\6) | -Polariscope .2sec. <- 13. 2 

Difference) =... | 5.2 Difference .... 4.9 Difference..... 5.8 
Quotient -...-. 68. 0 Quotient ---.- 73. 50 | Quotient... - 65. 6 

Hoping you will favor us with an early reply, we remain, 

Respectfully yours, 

STANDARD SUGAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 

By E. H. DYER, 

General Superintendent. 
E. W. HILGarD, 

Professor of Agriculture, State University, Berkeley. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, 

Berkeley, November 6, 1880. 

DEAR Sir: Yours of the Ist inst., with packages of fresh and dried beets, duly 

received. 

The dried beets are now in process of analysis. The fresh beets were polarized im- 

mediately after receipt. The results agree substantially with those obtained by Mr. 

Kulburg, viz. : 

NacenanimOPsctss 2c soccewaelcese cces 17.1 | Saccharine ..... SOR HIS oS oooee eee 

Polanizaplo Messe erase secre ciceee Lens 12.8 | Polarization 42a. see eee ee ee eee 1 posi 

Runiiy co-efficient)... 5<22...5.-=- 459), Purity (co-efficient). .-.s2-ssee ee oe 71.5 

Except in a higher purity co-efficient as an average, but that can easily happen. 

Except as to the same point, your polarization of beets taken from two fields as given 

on page 2 of your letter, also agrees; that is, all show a sugar percentage above 12, 

averaging about 42.5in the juice. Now, since the juice constitutes about 95 per cent. 

of the fresh beet, this would correspond to a little less than 12 per cent. of sugar in 

the green beet ; and this, at the rate of four to one, accepted by you, would make up 

about 48 per cent. in the absolutely free beets, or 43.2in those containing 10 per cent. 

of moisture. A determination of the sugar in asample of dried beets furnished me by 

Mr. Nadeau, gives 42.1 per cent. of sgar, corroborating, as nearly as possible, the 

polarizations made and the assumptions of the proportion of four of fresh beets to one 

of dry. Iam at a loss to understand the statement apparently made on page 1 of 

your letter that the polarization on page 2 agrees with the assumption of 20 per cent. 

of sugar in the dried beets at the rate of four to one. On its face it gives it fully 
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double, or over 40 per cent. Please revise and explain your position on this point. 

I remark that the dried sample sent by you is much more moist and to the taste much 

less sweet than the samples furnished by Mr. Nadeau. I am, of course, unable to 

determine which samples represents the fifty tons most correctly. 

Very respectfully, 
EK. W. HILGARD. 

Kk. H. DyrEr, Esq., 

Superintendent Standard Sugar Manufacturing Company, Alvarado. 

‘The facts are substantially as follows: Mr. R. Nadeau had about 700 

acres of sugar-beets grown. The samples of green beets grown here 

upon comparison with the standard sugar-beet of Germany, show that 

those grown in this county are fully up to the standard. The exhibit 

of beets made by this gentleman at the horticultural fair in October 

was exceedingly fine, and from the judgment of non-professionals they 

were considered first-class for sugar-making purposes. 

‘¢« There were several other letters passed between Professor Hilgard 

and the Standard Sugar Company, the tenor of which, on the part of 

the former, seemed to intimate that the Nadeau beets had not been 

fairly dealt with by the latter. Unsatisfactory, in so far as pertained 

to the manufacture of sugar, as this initial experiment proved to be, it 

clearly showed that with the crude appliances used by the Standard 

Sugar Company, according to Mr. Dyer, only 12 per cent. of sugar was 

obtained from these beets. The late inprovements in machinery make 

it not improbable to increase the per cent. of sugar from these same 

beets to 17 and 18 per cent., and possibly still more. 

‘Owing to otherinvestments and business cares the building of asugar- 

beet factory was abandoned, Mr. Nadeau sun-dried his beets and fed 
them to bis stock. This has been the largest experimental effort that 

has ever been made in Southern California to grow sugar-beets, and 

proved thatin our soil and climate it luxuriates as nowhere else. These 
beets were grown within a few miles south of Los Angeles, on a sandy 

loam soil. 
‘Brom that time to the present the cultivation of this crop has more 

or less occupied the attention of our farmers and business men, but no 

systematic effort has been made to prove the adaptability of large areas 

of our lands to the cultivation of the sugar-beet as an article of com- 

merce. 

“Recently, however, sugar-beet cultivation has again been agitated 

owing to the fact that it is reported that the corporation of which the 

Spreckles are the leading spirits is contemplating building a series of 

sugar-beet factories in various portions of the State, and asking farmers 

to experiment growing beets in their respective localities. As a pre- 

requisite for the erection of a factory in any locality, Mr. Claus Spreckles 

writes to the State Board of Agriculture : 

3efore erecting a factory anywhere I must be guarantied that at least two thousand 

five hundred acres will be planted in beets each year for a detinite number of years. 

I must also be assured of sufficient supplies of wood, water, and lime in the neigh- 

borhood and good transportation facilities. ae te 
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“The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce sought to stimulate the in- 

terest. in sugar-beets, and distributed some fifty packages of seed 

among the farmers of this county, hoping, by excellent returns to in- 

ducea sugar factory to locate here. Somehow, the experiment did not 

“pan.” The recipients of seed paid very little attention to properly seed- 

ing and cultivating, and the result on the whole was very unsatis- 

factory. The few samples submitted to the chamber for analysis in 

July did not quite reach the standard, though it is conceded that under 

proper cultivation much better results could have been obtained. The 

best beets submitted were grown in the Cahuenga Pass, giving a very 

encouraging percentage of saccharine matter. Farmers in this favored 

locality are confident that it will grow a fine quality of beet, and are 

going to keep on experimenting. 

‘The results obtained from plantings made in last February and March 

on the Chino ranch, San Bernardino County, are more encouraging. 

The following, giving the particulars of the analysis of beets grown on 

the Chino ranch is taken from the Chino Champion: 

Mr. J. G. Oxnard, of the American Sugar Refinery in San Francisco, spent part of 

Tuesday on the Chinoranch. In company with Mr. D. McCarty,jhe inspected several 

patches of sugar-beets and made tests ofa few samples with satisfactory results. 

Among the tests made was one from J. E. Bettler’s third planting of French seed on 

April 23, which gave 15 percent. cane sugar and 834 purity. By the way, the re- 

sults thus far obtained are favorable to the French rather than to the German. Mr. 

Oxnard inspected beets grown by Messrs. Lawrence, Karcher, Bettler, Mrs. Rice, and 

others. In the case of the Lawrence beets the samples were taken from the outside 

and inside rows, which was not quite just, as it is well known that outside rows run 

low in sugar, and yet the result was 14 percent. cane sugar, 

’ Mr. Oxnard did not hesitate to say that he had never seen better beets, that he was 

well pleased with general shape and cork-screw form of growth, and also of the 

quality. 

This much can now be stated with absolute certainty: The Chino damp and dry 

lands will grow sugar-beets, in fact have grown them, to the satisfaction of expert 

manufacturers ; that in several cases the land upon which the experiments have been 

made has been cultivated but one year and none of it more than two, and experience 

proves that the first year land is cultivated the best results are rarely obtained. In 

some instances where the per cent. of sugar and purity are above the standard the 

seed was planted and the beets left to grow their own way except that the weeds 

were kept down, and in but few cases were they given the care required to insure the 

best quality of beet. Tosum up thereis not a single element lackifig here for a suc- 

cessful beet-sugar manufactory. 

“Tests made by different parties and at different times varied in some 

particulars. The sanguine report that some of the product goes as high 

as 20 per cent. of sugar, but it is safe to say that the average will be 

about 17 per cent. Though, according the The Champion, *“ the trusted 

chemist,” to quote its own words, *‘ of the Messrs. Spreckles has analyzed 

Chino beets and reports that they contained 19.33 crystallizable sugar 

with a co-efficient of 86.5 purity,—both far above the average in the 

most favored beet districts of Europe or America. Beet seed planted 

on the Chino dry land in May in but a single row and other unfavorable 
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conditions produced beets that gave 14 per cent. of cane sugar.” The 

beets will go about 18 tons to the acre on Chino lands under favorable 

conditions, valued at $5.04 per ton (which was the average price at 

Watsonville for last year) the crop will prove very profitable, and 

greatly enhance the value of the land. Mr. Gird, the owner of the 

Chino ranch, is deeply interested in the subject, and other capitalists, 

notably the Oxnard Brothers and the Spreckles, are interested in the 

subject with a view to establishing a factory at this point. Indeed, it 

is said that the former have an option to put up the works, and inves- 

tigations are now going on. The factory, if built, will give employment 

to a large number of hands, and use large quantities of beets during 

the beet season, necessitating an area of about 3,000 acres planted to 

sugar-beets. 

“Our enterprising neighbors at Santa Ana have also been trying their 

hand. While there has been no attempt at growing sugar-beets on an 

extensive scale, the farmers of this favored region seem to be alive to 

the importance of this new industry, and they are ably seconded by the 

enterprising business men of Santa Ana. The board of trade has taken 

hold of the matter, and we look for substantial encouragement from this 

quarter. The analysis of beets sent some time ago to the sugar factory 

at Watsonville is as follows: 

No. of | Average : > ‘ Co-efti- 
beets in | weightin nuns E oleae oe cient of 
sample. | ounces. Bones: eon 2a purity. 

Pet Greenwald ..-..-.-.- Beeler oat erorey ses | 1 173 17. 40 12.75 4. 65 Wane 
Gas Wovletecseret cesceier ser ecco aaa 3 248 | 20. 50 17. 01 3.49 82.9 
1D (GE AW COE Ny = sees sos aeenooo spose saeosoe 2 54 16. 00 8.89 fal 55. 6 
sohn’ HMassbeider -.-......--.<< 4 Seat 2 214 13. 20 8. 80 4.40 66. 6 
D. Edson Smith. ..---- Soin acenuaaaSUr 2 133 19. 60 14. 90 4.50 76 8 
PRD TOOLDUUMN eee e wt tis aie Reese 2 364 12. 50 1.22 5. 28 57.0 
Jenin EGS Ansobdsnekeas. oar soneoss 2 23% | 16. 45 10.77 5, 68 65.4 
Po WOOT AH Aarts sage dno cdonoe andes 2 17% 19. 00 15.15 4. 85 74.5 
Th Ale IMPS G Gos es Ses eee oS Anopenacc 1 30% 12. 60 8. 30 4. 50 66.0 

1D YS Be Os coe Gene Coen paereinfossmciciete 1 544 12. 90 7.75 5.15 60. 0 
IMPOR ACON Me eern eee ierebt maser eeee | 3 88 16.10 11. 80 4. 29 73.3 
ORWe Bill een -peceseanaAteciee ope Pe eerestee | 2 423 15, 50 10. 58 5. 02 68.3 
Se 5h) 5 Nee ene eee pe oRenee 2 308 16. 25 12. 06 4,19 74.2 

“The above demonstrates that the Sauta Ana Valley is adapted to this 

plant. Though the analysis was below that of the Chino beet, yet 1 was 

very encouraging, and warrants future development. The business in- 

terests of the valley are using every legitimate means to foster and en- 

courage beet cultivation. 

‘‘ Since the foregoing there has been another analysis made showing a 

higher per cent. of saccharine matter that is very encouraging. 

‘«‘ Experiments have also been made in other portions of Southern Cali- 

fornia, all tending to show that the beet cau be grown here and that it 

finds a congenial home iu our climate,” = 
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EXPERIMENTS AT WATSONVILLE. 

The Western Beet Sugar Factory at Watsonville has been in operation 

two years and apparently with favorable results. The officers of the 

company kindly furnished the Department with data respecting the 

season of 1888-89, an abstract of which follows. A request from us 

for similar data for the season of 1889-90 has not been complied with. 

Recapitulation of the workings of the Western Beet Sugar Company’s factory at Watson- 

ville, Santa Cruz County, Cal., for the campaign ending December 19, 1888. 

Sugar, freight from Watsonville to San Francisco. .....-.-...----...-.--. $2, 956. 55 

(COT co: Bh SEB SORES Bt as OES as eRe ee por ae ene eerie etn total cost.. 17, 267. 00 

NG eh eee een ae cele neni taae eae tee ee Neuse n melcven.alatebjete = dieetes Gos. 22e2 1, 658. 93 

UMin@l Oh 5. ee AOS ee Bs BA Re IERIE ie, Sk an ne dots 11, 356. 02 

VW QUOG| Be he nee SSeS SSSR SIT Ione erence ree a nea et area dO: seace 990. 50 

LL fii: HOG Se cos EHS Pe ene BS CORE ee SES, ete ea eas aera dover 1,780. 30 

SUE MEGS wSeeSS SERS Co She HB Se CGhABe Hee AM MaeA DS eee emer do gas255 1, 740. 34 
SOD Ga cee aes ae NS ete citrate un ae aise Raelois- bets doma=2 12.39 

PMO Ware eee mielsana pose eis aae sale cee loccnels Secs [one occR lee se cee doze =-- 57. 21 
ax namee; IEINOE GUC. 55 cerca Sa eee MD OOOCO DOB IO SOE He Doses deceemiceace Pa ONE 7/ 

MIGESUS) PIMGIC Oba Geeeiaas eaters omcstais saicenyar soso Snes wee cee sac sacs mesce = Dias tee 

Citic Of DOR AASts S666 SSE SEIS So ee CO ONSD Meee EE eae ns nie et, Se ee 71, 955. 89 

132, 522. 22 

Which is the cost of manufacturing 1,640 tons sugar delivered free on 

board in San Francisco. 

We have received for 3,280,000 pounds sugar..---..-..-- .----- .22----2-- 162, 454. 70 

Making cost of sugar $80.80 per ton of 2,000 pounds. 
IPTOfte so < Pe nia eee ac atecicacee wetaceccle See iweciepes haat mate eae 29, 932. 48 . 

ESGURICONISIIOO eee ayes wie oe atlas cea aisic cares Sloaw Jame teeteecice cee tons.. 14, 077 

Simmer TROOMCCG S64 ses Ceam BOSCO Seeeead BHO Senet HOSE abo o a CHee dot 1, 640 

MGINETp OVO ge aer sa ae ease oc lace pices [52 fei chine SE Seeae es semeselssea 135 

cog) SADT 5 ESE ORES ee SCO ner aoe ai artes “Ft nae aes days. - 61 

Beetsmaverace polarization. a2. <---tee<s 2-220 oases as < ces per cent.- 14. 60 

uctsacdverage SUuoAaT TEGOVeTE --¢. 5-225 505 cera incor as mene sone donee 11. 65 

SOE velar emp Olan ZailOMe stern seis ciseessise ce seein =e anise are ae doze: 95. 40 

DUCA Mena VOMpLICGna tase ao cece. co csceicic ale sf- os ~ 2-2 perpounde 39.64) cents 

IBCOLN RAVCLAC CM PliCOs see se eae Sec so oo ahaloie a Stott) seinieae ates sinls per ton.- $5. 04 

Manufacturing work at Alvarado. 

No report has been received of the operations of the factory at Alva- 

rado during the past season, and therefore Iam not able to say whether 

or not the work was successfully conducted. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPERIMENTS AT THE DEPARTMENT. 

Samples of beets were sent from various localities to the Department 

for analysis during the autumn of 1889. These beets were grown usually 

by persons who had no knowledge of the proper methods of agriculture 

25474— Bull. 27-14 
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as applied to the production of a beet rich in sugar, and hence it is not 

at all remarkable that many of them show a low content of sucrose. It 

must further be considered that the seeds were not in all cases of guar- 

antied purity, and this would naturally lead to the production of many 

beets of low sugar content. On the contrary, the exceptionally high 

percentage of sucrose found in some samples shows very conclusively 

that there are many parts of this country where sugar beets of the 

highest grade can be produced. In the case of No. 6562 there is a 

phenomenally high percentage of sucrose, which probably was due to 

some adventitious circumstances with which we were not made ac- 

quainted. The table of analyses gives the percentage of juice expressed, 

the percentage of solids determined by actual drying, the percentage 

of sucrose in the juice, and the purity co-efficient. The samples are 

described as follows: 

No. From— < Variety. 

G5238) ecaHord, Pastimes NODE occ cniel secre wiclve = == l= cele olelatatayei— ats lane iata | Vilmorin. 
a2 Eieoee ae OW) SeGaaoe do ns ccosupcocubsasBobosacasenos Soormecsencs secessecec Not given. 
O25 see oe 1 ee ore. AP Cae er Gane Sa Seyi ae ae ReA SUR AE Er ODAC tC | Do. 
6527 ly Gustav Onker) Chapin yell ge cca wea ae a(ote wleilele ee ea [orenntelatae Do. 
6a28) 2-5 AON cmc ce eee aioe nia oe wie a Sisiereleicicieie siejaiorm(s ieieletnelolata siafsinima(ele Do. 
6529)|22--- 2 CO ene ee eee ae encase rin eisine einicteiefet ie tatniatntane Do. 
6530 | Frank Burnham, Cha apin, | Caan Sane Nr Se Ae Feiowe arate | Do. 
6531 | Ira Ford, Hastings, INGE ae eens ae auienob se biciciecielephacissecaee Do. 
Ga82) hese Os ese eee be, Ga apisctestn ne seh eeeosaenae aie eee | Lane’s Inperial. 
6533 | The Empire Coal Company, Gilebuist, Tl s.2..cc sce cesd-see anaes) Nob eipem 
6534 | Rollin Orcutt, Warmony, Neb ree. oe at ee. cae naan eure alee eee | Vilmorin. 
6535 | D. Wendhuser, Pender, NeDE fo sted as se acne eens ee eas Do. 
ABH |) USE IOR ehh es PENN) Ue eae eee clbpooo ooops aeodeecononsse soos Lane’s Imperial. 
(Hae) |) DGesysdtopad ly We taishabekes INC) e Ga Sea) cosoo Haoo 6 sopead essere eas. os5so0es Do. 
G53. ace = do z | Do. 
6554 eo Vilmorin. 
6555 | W.C. Duderus, Sturgis, 8. Dak Alkali, white. 
CHEN Waceso do Sturgis, white. 
G55 0e| eae do | Alkali, red. 
G55Sa\) cases do - Bair Butte, white. 
6559 | John Jenkins, Lincoln, Nebr | Lane’s Imperial. 
GaG0a| passe do | Vilmorin. 
6561 do Do. 
6562, |)... .. do Do. 
6563s | 2225. do Do. 
65645 |e ae do Do. 
GOODE |) oo do De. 
Go60uee se do Do. 
G5G7e\ps- ace do Not given. 
6568 }..-... do Vilmorin. 
6569 |.---.. do 0. 
Gon0nercees do Laue’s Imperial. 
Giri) Ol eae do Do. 
G12 Wena do Vilmorin. 
GO10)| Sener do 0. 
(fight) Bae do Lane’s Imperial. 
GE1Zsles acc do Improved Imperial. 
6615 | Otto Herbich, De troit, Mich Not given. 
GELGH Pees. do Do. 
6617 Brito) ee Do. 
6620 | John Jenkins, TbincolANe Die eceecneee ceva ee mrisececoe ate aac Lane's Imperial. 
6622 | RE. Fleming, Wheatland, N. Dak... 2 occ nee eetm n= = 2 em eee Not given. 
6640 | E.R. Johnson, Brady Island, NoODrccosee. seecenbereoceese es jaoce White Vilmorin. 
GHl2)) WW AW Anderson, Ond NGlite se si20- co cee one tee eetsiece ee elisa cla French white sugar beets. 
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| | 
fy. | otal | Sucrose | 

Serial number. dalle at solids in| in the | Purity. 
DSS aN: h@neaniites | juice. 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | 
67.52 9.55 | 5.10" 59. 69 
62.65} 23.02 | 9.10 | 69. 49 
62. 02 | 13. 02 9.10 | 74.50 
44. 66 | 12.17 | 8. 40 69. 02 
52. 94 14. 02 | 9. 50 67.76 
57.79 7.62. | 4.05 53. 14 
59. 54 11. 32 | 7.10 62.72 
51.50) 14. 02 | 9.25 65. 90 
61.83 BiG | 9.75 | 70. 80 
47.14 16. 67 13.40 | 80, 38 
44. 65 | 16. 02 | 12. 50 78. 02 
47, 5d | 14. 37 9. 00 62. 63 
51,83 | 17. 60 12. 30 69. 88 
41.71 | 3.90 6. 00 67.41 
46,95 | 17. 07 12.50 78. 22 
52. 85 | 14. 20 10. 20 71. 80 
47.95 16. 20 10. 75 66.35 
55, 11 14. 87 8.50 | 57. 16 
44.11 19,37 , 13.55 69. 95 
48. 44 23. 25 17. 00 | 76. 40 
48. 23 14.00 9. 35 66. 78 
60. 56 oPiy | 10. 45 67. 11 
38.31 18, 20 | 13. 50 74.17 
39. 04 28. 80 22.30 86.43 
45.39 18.35 | 13. 50 73. 56 
59. 44 12. $2 | 10.10 78.77 
57.7 13. 07 9. 00 68. 85 
54. 63 10. 35 6.50 62.99 

eae ones 16. 20 13. 50 83. 33 
48.13 14. 52 10. 65 74. 73 
55. 66 6. 92 3. 55 51.44 
55. 13 15. 37 11. 40 74. 16 
46. 89 14. 65 10. 40 70. 98 
46.15 20. 27 17.05 84.11 
45. 69 17. 48 12.70 72. 65 
53. 80 10. 37 5. 85 56. 41 
45.95 17. 30 12. 90 74. 56 
55. 65 15. 52 11.70 75. 38 
54.71 18.05 14.15 78. 38 
47.76 17.97 12. 90 71. 78 
48,81 15. 20 12. 00 78. 94 
43. 78 15. 27 | 9. 85 64. 50 
aes 2303-1. W.d0) | 22.20 oe 

43. 87 22.05 | 16, 45 74. 60 

BEET-SUGAR INDUSTRY IN CANADA.* 

“In order to encourage the beet-sugar industry in Canada it has been 

decided by the directors of the factories at Karuham to ask of tlie Gov- 

ernment of Quebec a bounty of $1 per ton for all sugar-beets grown 

during the year 1890. In order to re-establish the beet-sugar industry at 

this point the proprietors offer the following inducements in the circular 

sent tofarmers: The seed for planting the beets will be furnished gratis 

to cultivators; $4.50 per ton of 2,000 pounds will be paid for beets on 

board cars; the payment will be made on the delivery of each car-load 

of beets as soon as they are weighed; an advance of $10 per arpent 

will be made in the month of June to cultivators who have at least 3 

arpents in beets; a second advance of $i0 per arpent will be made in 

the month of July to all cultivators who, having properly thinned and 

hoed their beets, will have at least 25,000 plants left per arpent. Two 

premiums of $50 and $L00 will be given for the best 3 arpents of beets.” 

*Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, March 19, 1890, 



FACTORIES IN CANADA.* 

‘““Of the three beet-sugar factories in the Province of Quebec only 

one worked this year. For various reasons the profits were not satis- 

factory. The success of this industry is possible, and the manufacture 

of sugar from beets will in time come to be considered the most remun- 

erative of the country. 

‘The failures are due to two causes: First, bad management; sec- 

ond, want of working capital. 

“The writer (Mr. Mussy) intends to renew his efforts, with French 

capital, and rent and work the Farnham factory. It is without doubt 

demonstrated that it is not possible to raise and deliver beets at the 

factory for less than $5 per ton. Each of the factories, Berthier and 

Farnham, has a working capacity of 15,000 tons. The writer suggests 

that American capitalists secure these factories where the farmers are 

already educated in beet-raising, in preference to building new works. 

These factories are located only a few hours from Boston and New York. 

'“ The writer further states that in the vicinity of these factories many 

farmers are growing sugar-beets for their cattle. The Berthier factory 

worked this year. Fron an agricultural standpoint the campaign has 

been a great success, beets were purchased at $4 per ton and farmers 

were willing to contract for almost unlimited areas for next year. Un- 

fortunately only 30 tons of roots have been worked per diem, while the 

capacity is 200 tons, and during the campaign of 1882 there was an 

average of 150 to 170 tons utilized per twenty-four hours.” 

THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY IN ENGLAND. 

Dr. Schack-Sommer? contributes a paper setting forth the advan- 

tages which would accrue from the introduction of the beet-sugar in- 
dustry into England. Tour varieties of beets were grown by him from 

seeds obtained from Dr. Scheibler. The four varieties grown were: 

1. Dippe’s Richest Sugar-beet. 

2. Dippe’s Improved. 

3. Dippe’s Improved Red-headed. 

4. Dippe’s Improved Klein Wanzlebhen. 

The fertilizer recommended for the beets is 200 to 300 pounds of nit- 

rate of soda and from 400 to 600 pounds of superphosphate per acre. 

It is recommended to plow the soil 14 to 15 inches deep. 

Experiments were made at two localities, one on the farm of Mr. John 

Ennis in Springwood, Ireland, and the other on the farm of Mr. John 

Gibbonsmin Wavertree, near Liverpool. An analysis of beets made on 

*Abstract of a letter to the editor of the Sugar Beet, from A. Mussy. From ‘ Tho 

Sugar Cane,” February 1, 1890. 

t Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry, February 28, 1890, 
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the 26th of September at the two stations, showed at the English sta. 

tion the following percentages of sugar: 15, 15.6, 14.7, 14.2; and at the 

Irish station, 16.7, 17, 18.2, 16.8. On the 10th of October another set 

of analyses was made at the two stations with the following results: At 

the English station, the percentages were 16.5, 17, 16.7, 16.4, and at the 

Trish station 18.2, 17.5, 17.2, 18.8. 

The apparatus invented by Meyer and Buettner for drying the sliced 

beets is also described and it is claimed that with this apparatus it is 

possible to dry 225,000 kilograms of sliced beets per day ata cost of 8 

cents per 100 pounds. In regard to the quantity obtained per acre at 

the English station the yield was 42 tons and 19 ewt. 

BEET SUGAR IN THE NORTHWEST. 

POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION WITH REGARD TO THE INTRODUCTION 

OF THE SUGAR- BEET AND THE MANUFACTURE OF BEET-SUGAR IN 

THE NORTHWEST AS COMPARED WITH THE BEET-SUGAR PRODUC- 

ING COUNTRIES OF EUROPE, BY J. D. FREDERICKSEN.* 

1. Olimate.——In Europe the northern part of the temperate zone af- 

fords the most favorable conditions for the growth of the sugar-beet 

and the development of a pure juice from which the sugar is easily ex- 

tracted. The northern part of Germany, Prussian Saxony, Brunswick, 

and Hanover; Denmark and the southern and middle sections of 

Sweden; Belgium, Holland, the northern departments of France; Bo- 

hemia and a section in the middle of Russia, all produce beets from 

which sugar can profitably be manufactured. Seetions with complete 

inland climate seem to produce richer sugar-beets than those with coast 

climate. In iuorthern Germany and certain parts of Russia and Sweden 

the beet is generally richer in sugar than in France, Belgium, Holland, 

or Denmark, the latter countries being more exposed to the sea. In 

England, where the climate is moist and temperate all the year round, 

the beets grow bulky but poor in sugar, and there the beet-sugar in- 
dustry has proved a complete failure. 

“As to Denmark the climate is not so favorable to the development 

of sugar in the beets as it might be. The spring is rather dry, so that 

it is hard to get the plants started, and the fall is so wet that there is 

a danger for the beets to set flesh at the expense of the quality of the 

juice. For the same reason the harvest is difficult. Still the industry 
is flourishing, so that the climate may not be called bad. 

*McMurtrie, op. cit. pp. 275, et seq. 
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“The following table shows the average temperature and rain-fall at 

Copenhagen, in Denmark, and in Minnesota : 
=e 4 vw * 

Minnesota. Denmark. 

Months: | Tempera-| 
a phe ee et Rain. ture Pres aes 

bate |(82 years). ye 5 

=| 

Fahr. Inches. | Fahr. Inches. 
SLIM UL Sea eee alain acc oir Been ache BAA Oa: 15. 85 .49 29. 84 Lae 
LRSM), asocideubogysdoct o=eoade arouse oawuacpebeabas sacapSe 14.40 | 1.07 30. 92 1.52 
NMAtCh v2. face Doe dade cbs ss oe cg tbteaitase ans bebnaescseelesesne 23. 66 | 2. 24 23. 80 1.56» 
Ayal ees eect ecoasccetas pang 2 adantciaaiee putes sao oe aes 37. 52 .95 42. 08 1.46 
IM BIY! cine a cin ole se mnie oid elnie vin oneei= = Sinieimiemizmivig' = ==in\=isln am ivieisimisiaisieis}= 62 24 1. 65 51]. 62 1.49 
AIiibat2) Se eeseasaconsdbaoaGoucdonne soodc: pacdeoonoos cooodacta. 68 70 11. 67 59. 90 2.12 
RUTULYiete a cretee = stale stavetcletayslale wie) wtese ite -SaOgu coneoCS TocouDUrSEeoso- 74. 72 1, 94 63. 14 2, 30 
JMMEUGIi e sasoqdancScdo dene Sasnnguccsonaccsopoponeesecns 656 70. 54 3.90 62, 24 2.48 
September ........- aie ele wlafeletnta mielal=) emia elaine minim ime! olniie/eimmict=yaimjerai= at 60. 95 5. 76 56. 12 2.18 
(OM ee sa seacao cece aS nen So bAGO Io HO SotRINOOB ON econdUSSaoas Ane 49. 36 3. 21 47.84 aati 
INOVEIMDOM. © ckccccsesocacneeis sn oman a codacnemelessmecmeecmee + D8. 725) 1. 90 | 38. 84 2. 04 
December.......-.- 22 ------ eee one se ween eee meee eee 18, 81 | -12| 33.80 1. 69 

TUN ped pee c od Socee Gea nOtSHboD cboD SEO a Doon ASABE 43. 62 | 35. 50 45, 84 22.75 

‘Comparing these figures, it would suggest itself that the excessive 

rain-fallin Minnesotain June might favor the development of the young 

beets, but at the same time make it very troublesome to perform the 

work of harrowing and hoeing to keep the land clean from weeds. The 

‘months of August, September, and October also seem rather moist, : 

making it possible that too much inorganic matter may enter the juice at 

the time when the beets get ripe. Still, when falling in heavy showers at 

long intervals, as it probably does in Minnesota, the rain is neither, 
likely to influence the beets nor to bother the harvest in the same way 

as when coming down gradually at short intervals. More water will 

evaporate from the soil, and therefore more rain is needed in Minne- 

sota than in Denmark on account of the higher temperature of the for- 

mer. According to another account the fall of rain in Minnesota is as 

follows: 

Breckin- 
Seasons. pone Duluth. ridge. | Pembina.| New Ulm. 

VAS Reape be dcr oeisb HOnCOGaCa bam nan aiTor worse | 3.105 2. 160 | 4, 980 | 2.750 | 2.260 . 
Stig a eet Beficehye ty Chute eat Te 7.960| 6.480| 6.250| 2.450 6.300 
Summer..... Re cree anisities catia spesninee tee tistel feletwi=t= 16.304 | 20.850 14. 150 | 7. 250 7. 020 
Op Se ae arate cca caternteeimnete stole etaieterelel eintelvretelataiee/ai) 5. 108 a 3.580 | 6.910 9. 280 

Annnal es vesseencsee seen acco --- | 82.456 | 37. 556 | 28. 960 | 19. 360 24. 860 
| | | 

‘With such extraordinary differences within the same State it would | 

seem likely that some sections, at least, may be favored with the proper | 

climate for a successful cultivation of the sugar-beet. The temperature 

of the summer does not seem excessively high, for even far south on 

the continent of Europe the beet is grown successfully, and just in those 

of the above sections where the beets are richest in sugar the summer 

heat is comparatively high. 
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“2, Soil_—The proper soil for the sugar-beet is neither too heavy 

(clayish) nor too light (sand), nor containing too much organic matter. 

A well cultivated, rich, and deep soil, that would produce a good crop 

of barley for malt, is well adapted for the-sugar-beet. New and rich 

land, that in a crop of cereals wonld develop the straw at the expense 

of the seed, would make a bulky crop of beets, but they would be poor 

in sugar and rich in non-sugar, detrimental to the extraction of the 

former from the juice. Land of old cultivation, made rich by continued 

plowing and manuring, is better than newly broken land. Therefore, 

without knowing from personal experience, one would imagine the soil 

of Illinois to be better adapted to the sugar-beet than that of Minne- 

sota. The land should be well drained, either by nature or by pipes 

laid deep in the ground, allowing no water to remain on the surface at 

any time. 
‘¢ The limits for the physical condition of the soil are, however, very 

wide, for we have grown rich sugar-beets on comparatively heavy and 

on comparatively light soil, the former being made porous by deep 

drainage and intense stirring with steam-plow and cultivator But, 

whether heavy or light, only land in a state of high cultivation could 

produce beets rich in sugar. 
“©3. Labor.—One of the worst drawbacks to the successful introduc- 

tion of the sugar beet in the northwest would seem to be the labor ques- 

tion. Even with the advantage of the best implements to stir the land, 

thin and clean the ridges, and gather the crop, the hand-labor needed to 

grow sugar-beets is considerable. Wages being about three times as 

high in the northwest as in Denmark, this would increase the expenses at 
a great rate. Supposing one hand to be needed for 3 acres of land for 

four months, about thirty days’ work would be necessary to cultivate 

lacre. Supposing 1 acre to yield 15 tons of beets or 2,400 pounds 

of sugar (8 per cent.), thirty days’ work, at $1.50 a day, would make 

$45 an acre, or $3 per ton of beets, or 183 cents per hundred-weight of 

sugar, while in Denmark, at 50 cents a day, the labor would only 

amount to one-third of these expenses. And supposing the product 

could bear such expenses, would it be possible to gather a sufficient 

number of hands so as to grow 1,500 acres of beets within the limit for 

the area of one sugar factory? For it is a deplorable fact that, at the 

present development of the industry, sugar can not be manufactured 

from beets on a small scale, but must be produced in large establish- 

ments, which require the raw material from a large number of acres. 

_ And, on account of the bulky quality of the beets, they can not bear 

long transportation, and must therefore be grown within a certain com- 

paratively narrow distance from the factory. Again, during the manu- 

facturing season, which only lasts about four or five months, the factory 

would employ a number of hands who, after all of the beets have been 

disposed of, would have to look for employment elsewhere. While at 

the time between the clearing of the beet land and the harvesting of 
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the beets the regular harvest of the cerials might give employment to 
the beet hands, would the forests of Minnesota or other industry dis- 

pose of the laboring hands during winter and early spring, until the 

beet field again might need them? Sugar beets should not be attended 

to only when the other work of the farm is done and there is nothing 

else to do, but should be worked when they need working. Without 

independent labor at the proper time their cultivation always proves a 

failure. So also should the manufacture of sugar begin when the beets 

are ripe and contain most sugar, and it should be continued energetic- 

ally as long as any beets are left, in order to dispose of the whole crop 

before too much sugar is lost, for every day after the beets are ripe they 

grow poorer in sugar. Therefore laboring hands must be at disposal at 

any time when they are wanted, independent of other work that might 

need them. 

‘‘In the factory the high rate of labor in the the Northwest would add 

considerably to the expenses; while in the beet field where, in Denmark, 

female hands are employed in a great measure, the labor would prob- 

ably be three times higher in Minnesota than in the old country, the 

manufacturing labor expenses would, no boubt, be twice as high in 

Minnesota as in Denmark. In the latter country the labor expenses in 

the factory amount to $1.15 per ton of beets, or about .72 cent per 

pound of sugar. 

“4, Other expenses.—Quite different is the case with regard to other 

expenses than laboring. The cheapness of the land in the Northwest 

as compared with rich land in the old country will, no doubt, do much to- 

wards reducing the expenses of the growing of beets in Minnesota. In 

Denmark the rent for rich land amounts to $7 to $8 an acre. In Germany 

as much as $16 per acre is paid vearly tor a rentage lasting ten or 

twenty years. In the Northwest, improved land could probably be had 

for less than half the rent in Denmark. 

‘“‘In the factory coal plays a prominent part among the expenses 

other than labor. In Denmark this item amounts to $1.20 per ton of 

beets or .75 cent per pound of sugar—the price for coal being $6 per 

ton. This price being reduced to $2 per ton, the expense for fuel would 

be 49 cents per ton of beets or .25 cent per pound of sugar only. 

‘5, Duty.—In the old country the duty paid to the government by 

the manufacturers makes a heavy reduction of the profit realized by 

the production. In Germany the duty is laid on the beets, being raised 

gradually from 1836, when it was only one-fourth silver groschen per 

hundred weight (11 cents per ton) of beets, to the present time, when it 

amounts to 9 silver groschen per 100 pounds (#4 per ton). ‘This is, in 

a great measure, the reason why in Germany the manufacture of beet 

sugar is developed to such admirable perfection as is the case. The 

more sugar that could be gained from the beets, the less the duty drew 

on the profit of the manufacturer, for the duty on 1 ton of beets re- 
mained the same whether 6 or 10 per cent. of sugar were extracted. 

7 ae ee ee 
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All the efforts of the farmer and the manufacturer had the aim to pro- 

duce much sugar from a certain weight of beets, not to produce much sugar 

from an acre of land. Therefore the quantitative yield of beets was 

neglected, while beets were produced which yielded as much as 10 

per cent. of sugar. 

“In Sweden the same system is adopted. In Belgium and partly in 

Holland the duty is caleulated on the basis of the quantity and rich- 

ness of the juice extracted from the beets. In France and in Denmark 

the duty is laid on the sugar produced. For this reason it is in these 

countries the aim of the producer to get the largest yield of sugar from 

an acre, only provided that it can be profitably extracted. Therefore 

the yield of beets is larger, but their contents of sugar less than in 

Germany. In Denmark the duty is equal to that on imported sugar, 

amounting to 2.16 cents per pound of raw sugar (below No. 18 Dutch 

standard), or about $3.45 per ton of beets. The duty in this country 

being about 3.5 cents for average raw sugar, this item would amount to 

$5.60 per ton of beets in favor of the manufacturer, provided 8 per cent. 

of raw sugar can be extracted (besides the molasses). 

Summing up these items the following figures are arrived at in favor or 

in disfavor of the sugar industry in Minnesota, as compared with Den- 

mark, provided 8 per cent. of sugar is realized in both countries: 

Extraexpenses in Minne- 
Gti, Savings in Minnesota. a. 

| Per ton of | Per poundof | Per ton of | Perpoundof 
| beets. sugar. | beets. | sugar. 

$0. 0014 
. 0050 
. 0350 

- 0414 

“ Deducting the extra expenses from the savings, we arrive at the 

following real savings in favor of Minnesota: 

IERIE (OM, OLl WEIS SSE ees cae eee ees en a a eo a ee aE $3. 48 

BISON Oe Otsu Olam Meena Aces SLOSS sa aces eases See ease eee 2. 

‘But the whole calculation depends upon the question, can beets be 

grown in Minnesota which will yield 8 per cent. of sugar? The most 

careful study of tables of rainfall and temperature, and of analysis 

of the soil, can not decide the question. The only way isto try. Seed 

of rich sugar beets should be distributed to intelligent farmers through- 

out the Northwest, accompanied by directions how to grow beets. The 

farmers who undertake to carefully make the experiments should be 

requested to return an average sample of the crop, describing the soil 

in which the beets are grown, and the treatment of it; the fruits which 

the land bore in previous years; the manure, if any, that was used ; 
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the time in which the manure and the seed were sown, and at which 

the thinning out, the harrowings and hoeings, and the harvest were per- 

formed ; the yield per acre, ete. The samples should be analyzed, not 

only for sugar (and especially that kind of sugar which would turn the 

polarized light to the right, and which would crystallize), but also for 

organic and inorganic non-sugar. Such material for one year would 

already afford valuable suggestions, and, carried on for several years, 

such experiments would justify a decided opinion about the propriety 

of the introduction of the industry. To start a large and expensive 

factory without such foundation would be to run a great risk, and 

to establish small and cheap factories would always prove a failure, 

‘* As to the plan for establishing sugar factories, several systems pre- 

vail in Europe. One is the co-operative, very much like the system of 

cheese factories and creameries in certain sections of this country. The 

farmers in a section intending to establish a sugar factory form a joint 

stock company, and are bound to deliver to the factory the beet crop 

of a certain number of acres for each share in their possession in 

Brunswick generally 8 acres for each share of $100). 

‘‘ For the last ten years the sugar factories have become very expen- 

sive, being profitable only when very large, and when furnished with 

the latest inventions. Therefore, the farmers could not afford to build 

their own factories if it were not for large stock companies which under- 

take to build and furnish factories for the farmers, leaving the greater 

part of the cost at low interest to be paid off gradually, against mort- 

gage in the buildings. This plan does not work well in a country where 

the industry is new, and, though it is no doubt best of all, it can not be 

introduced until the beet sugar industry has proved an unqnestionable 

success, and is known to the people as a safe thing to invest in. 

‘Another plan is for a stock company to establish a factory, buying 

the beets from the farmers, and return the refuse (pulp) to be consumed 

on the land, so as not to exhaust the latter. It -is, however, not an 

easy task to induce the farmers at once to grow an area with beets large 

enough to furnish a factory with sufficient raw material of good quality 

for a successful starting. It takes time and experience to learn how to 

grow rich sugar-beets ; the best way,to learnit is to get direct interest 

in the profit. Therefore such concerns who build factories, intending to 
buy the beets in a section where the industry is not previously known, 

are generally forced to grow a large portion of the beets themselves, by 

establishing some kind of bonanza farms, or by renting suitable land for- 

the purpose, returning it to the farmers after the crop has been gathered. 

In fact, this is the only way to secure within reasonable time enough of 

good raw material, until, by and by, the farmers are educated for the task. 

“In Denmark the beet-sugar industry was introduced in 1873, when it 

had been ascertained by experiments during several years that suffi- 

ciently rich sugar-beets could be grown. ‘Two factories were started, 

one by an old concern that previously commanded the whole sugar-re- 

fining business of the country, the other by a new stock company prom- 
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inently made up of landed proprietors. The former company built a 

large factory in a fertile section occupied by intelligent farmers, who, 

it was thought, should furnish the beets. The factory was capable of 

working up 12,500 tons of beets a year. The first year only 2,500 tons 

of poor beets were received, and the second year proved but little bet- 

ter. Then the managers were convinced of the necessity of adding 

farming to their business, and bought a farm of 300 acres, to manage 

which an expert was engaged. Another year more land was added to 

the farm, and suitable fields were rented for one year and grown with 

beets by the manufacturers. On these lands rich sugar-beets were 

grown. In the meantime the farmers learned how to grow the beets, 

and the quantity received at the factory increased yearly, until now 

sufficient raw material is furnished so as to run the factory profitably. 

Large amounts of money were lost during the first five years. The busi- 

ness seemed condemned to failure, but the managers succeeded in keep- 

ing it going until the balance turned, and now the factory is flourishing. 

“The other company went at once to work and rented for twenty 

years three large farms, of 2,000 acres of land in all, every acre of 

which was in a state of high cultivation and well drained. This land 

was divided into four fields and sown successively with wheat, beets, 
barley, and clover, so that every fourth year beets were grown on the 

same land. Steam-plows and first-class machinery were introduced. 

The factory was built so as to work up 7,500 to 10,000 tons of beets a 

year. Besides those grown on the 500 acres of the company, more beets 

were grown by the company on land rented yearly and being returned 

to the farmers after use, and as many as possible were bought. In this 

way the company succeeded in gathering 6,000 tons of tolerably rich 

beets the very first year, sufficient to make a rather successful start. 

The factory being built at a time when all materials were as expensive 

as ever; the price of sugar falling about 30 per cent.; hard competition 

being brought to bear from the sugar refiners ; an excessive duty even 

higher than that on imported sugar * being atonce enforced as soon as 

the manufacture was started; and finally entering the time of universal 
financial depression, commanding insufficient capital, the company 

could, however, not carry the work through, and failed in 1876. A new 

company took the matter in hand, and carrying on the business on the 

same principle as it was hitherto managed, have succeeded in making 

it pay well. 

‘“« Having passed through extraordinary difficulties, the beet-sugar in- 

dustry in Denmark is now successful. But though a handsome profit 

is realized by the manufacturers, it is nothing compared with the indi- 

rect profit which is the result of the improvement of the land where 

* The duty at once laid on the manufacture of beet sugar in Denmark was a few 

years later acknowledged by the government to be higher than that on imported 

sugar, and was redneed accordingly. In no other country in the world has this in- 

dustry suffered an immediate imposure of duty, time being everywhere else allowed 

for the industry to develop and acquire stability. 
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beets have been grown. The influence on the land of the deep and 

thorough cultivation, and the use of fertilizers, which go hand in hand 

with the growth of the sugar-beet, of the beet itself by opening and 

manuring the soil, and of the stable manure which is produced by this 

system, is simply wonderful. All other crops are increased and their 

quality improved. On such land as would previously produce only 

common barley, a highly praised malting grain is now raised, which 

brings far better price than the old product. Those farmers who at~ 

first looked suspiciously on the new industry are now quite enthusiastic 

in favor of it, and several factories are about to be built this year.” 

USE AND TREATMENT OF PULPS. 

PRESERVATIGN OF DIFFUSION PULPS IN SILOS. 

Instead of feeding the diffusion pulps at onee they may be kept in 

silos for future use. <A. silo suitable for this purpose is described by 

Minangoin.* In silos made of earth there is a considerable loss of ma- 

terial on accountof mixture of the earth with the pulp. On the other 

hand, the cost of silos constructed in masonry is very great. The 

pressure of the pulp is so great that such silos must have an unusual 

thickness to withstand it. A cheaper form of silo is therefore indispen- 

sable for farmers’ use. 

A silo made of heavy planks appears best suited for preserving the 

pulp. 

The silo described by Minangoin is about 70 feet long and 6 feet wide. 

The bottom is made of a layer of stone, but without cement. The sur- 

face is slightly raised in the center to permit of the outflow of liquid 

on both sides. A ditch surrounding the silo is disposed in such a man- 

ner as to properly dispose of the drainage water. The boards of the 

silo are supported by oak posts 4 inches square, deeply set in the earth, 

and placed at distances of about 5 feet apart. These posts are con- 

nected from side to side by iron rods one-half inch in diameter. 

3etween each plank in the sides and ends of the silo is left a space, 

1 inch, to facilitate the drainage of the pulps. The planks should have 

a width of about 1 foot. For convenience in filling, as well as for use, it 

is well to divide the silo into parts by running a partition from post to 

post. By leaving-out the iron rods until each partition is filled and 

filling the farther part first the charge may be brought directly into the 

silo from its open end. The silo should be 5 feet high at the sides and 

8 feet in the center, and will then contain over 300 cubic yards of pulp. 

The pulps are preserved perfectly. The pulp gradually acquires a 

remarkable dryness and density, and there is no waste either at sides 

or bottom. It is not necessary to furnish it with a cover. 

*Sucrerie Indigéne, March 25, 1890, page 282. 
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PRESERVATION OF BEET PULP. * 

‘On well-organized sugar-beet plantations there should be special 

arrangements for keeping refuse pulp during the winter, a period when 

green fodder (so essential to the health of live.stock) is difficult to pro- 
cure. 

‘‘In previous issues of The Sugar Beet we mentioned experiments 

made from year to year in pulp preservation, and how this refuse may 

Fic. 44.—Vertical section of silo for beet pulp. 

be kept in good condition by a liberal use of salt, ete. The greatest diffi- 

culty to contend with is the water retained by the pulp; fermentation 

soon follows. The organic transformations are not objectionable if 

| ; } ~ Se Yj 

Fic. 45.—Horizontal sectien of silo for beet pulp. 

arrested at the proper moment; on the contrary, live-stock seems to eat 

with considerable avidity pulp having slightlv soured, or of acetic taste. 

The Sugar Beet, August, 1858. * 
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If the cattle to be fed are numerous, their daily consumption. may be 

equal to the supply; silos under such circumstances are unnecessary. 

On the other hand, during the one hundred days representing an ordi- 

nary campaign of beet-sugar factories, the fattening results can uot be 

satisfactorily obtained, because the period is too limited, From a gen- 

eral point of view pulp silos may be a source of considerable revenue 

to all interested. 

‘“ At the Ferme de la Briche (France) may be seen a silo of 4,000 cubic 

meters capacity used for distillery pulp. The refuse is carried from 

mash tubs in cars C, Figs. 44 and 45, in which it is mixed with chopped 

straw, hay, etc. A movable partition P (19.68 by 11.48 feet), having the 

exact dimensions of the silo’s cross-section, is mounted on wheels and 

placed a short distance from the end wall. The intervening space is 

filled with closely-packed pulp, thus preventing fermentation, and a 

layer of 10 inches earth covers the top. The partition is moved back- 

ward, and the foregoing operations repeated. It is said that beet pulp, 

under such conditions, will keep for years; it is taken from the silo in 

vertical slices.” 

DRYING OF THE PULPS FOR PRESERVATION FOR FEEDING PURPOSES. 

In an address made at the agricultural association of the Provinee 

of Hanover, Mr. Koester described the process of the drying of pulp 

for the purpose of preserving it for cattle food. This new feeding 

_stuffis known by the name of ‘dried diffusion pulp,’ and is being 

largely discussed in France lately. Very little is known in regard to it 

by the farmers themselves up to the present time. The cost of the dry- 

ing plant and the expenses of the process are great and there is much 

doubt whether any profit results from it. Some of the data in regard 

to the matter have been collected by Mr. Koester... He says if he had 

received, during the present year, the whole of his pulp in the humid 

state he would have been compelled to transport 57,000 quintals. Of 

this quantity 9,000 would have been consumed during the campaign, 

and 48,000 would have been preserved. If these 48,000 quintals had 

been dried the expense of placing them in silos, and the transportation 

of them from the silos to the feeding-stalls, would have been saved. 
This extra expense is estimated to be from 2.5 to 3 pfennigs per quintal, 

or, expressed as a mean of the whole cost, 1,330 marks. The drying of 

48,000 quintals of pulp would have cost 4,320 marks; deducting from 

the above the 1,330 marks for the expense of preserving the wet pulp, 

there would remain a net expense of 3,000 marks for the desiccation. 

It is estimated that the undried pulp, in keeping, lose in all about 

one-third of its nutritive value, which would be equivalent to 16,000 

quintals. If, however, these 16,000 quintals had been dried they would 

have yielded 1,880 quintals of dried pulp. It is estimated that the 

feeding value of 1,880 quintals of dried pulp is equal to 7,500 marks; 

: 
> 
; 
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deducting from this sum the net expense of desiccating, viz, 3,000 

marks, there would have resulted a net gain on the whole mass of 

4,500 marks. One factory at Rethen worked up nine times as many 

beets as were furnished by Mr. Koester; they would, therefore, have 

realized 40,000 marks profit by drying all of their pulp. The process 

of drying the pulp employed was that of Buttner and Meyer. The 

dried pulp furnishes a food which is preserved indefinitely without alter- 

ation, provided it is put inadry place. According to Wolff it contains: 

Per cent. 

WENGE 32 pe SeGn ERA Reeeo ECR bbc ROS SCE SURES EGS SET RE ARES aoe eae my amma sa 11.6 

Ss ein a eNOS oiaio nia wise sa SeSia nie hn t= < cejepe Horne damage sae Se dal 

Crude protein (of which digestible 4.1 per cent.) ...-.-.......----.-2--------- 6.6 

HNoEs (Ol whichidipestiplelG.;per Cent. ))ss.-...2-= <2 -n--el needa sse es seases oe Ie) 

Non-nitrogen matters (of which digestible 45.9 per cent.)...-....-..--.-2--.-- 54.8 

Baus (On which: dizestible’.6, per cents)inc4. 25-2 ces2—- ~ ss Seen. 2 oe eee eee .6 

It is therefore a nutriment especially rich in carbohydrates, but one 

which should be supplemented by some food furnishing the missing 

qualities; for instance, some food rich in nitrogen. 

It is not necessary to saturate the dried pulp with water before giv- 

ing it to cattle. Animals consume the pulp willingly in the dried 

state, and the experiments of Professor Maercker have shown that the 

nutritive effect is at least as good with all kinds of animals as when 

fed the moist pulp. Mr. Koester has had equal success in feeding this 

food to milch cows, to cattle preparing for the market, and to sheep. 

He has even fed it to calves of four months old, and young lambs, who 

take it willingly. It has also been given to horses with success, in the 

proportion of from 5 to 6 pounds for each one. We seem, therefore, to 

have in this dried pulp a nutriment capable of any application, and 

which appears destined not only to play a grand role in the alimenta- 

tion of cattle, but also to render superfluous many other kinds of for- 

age, and to give an opportunity to use to a considerable extent such 

materials as cotton-seed and linseed cakes rich in nitrogen matter. In 

the case of five beeves which were fattened, they received, beisde straw 

and moist pulp, a mixture of dried pulp, peanut cakes, sesame cakes, 

and cotton seed meal. During four weeks in which the effect was 

noted, the animals increased at the rate of from 2 to 3 pounds per 

day.* 

FEEDING EXPERIMENTS WITH THE LEAVES AND DIFFUSED PULP OF 
BEETS. t 

At the general meeting of the Central Agricultural. Society of the 

Duchy of Brunswick, February 25, 1890, Professor Maerker gave an 

address upon certain recent feeding experiments, which were of special 

interest to the sugar interests, as the experiments treated of the values 

*Journal des Fabricants de Sucre, April 9, 1890. 

+ By Professor Maerker, Halle. 



of beet leaves, also of the pulp, after diffusion, both in the moist and 

dry conditions. 

Professor Maerker commenced by stating that the tables of Wolff, 
which allow 3 pounds of nitrogenous food matter per 2,500 pounds of 

the living weight of the animal, are no longer to be accepted in view of 

existing standards of cattle feeding. It is more advantageous to raise 

the allowance of nitrogenous matters, and gradually, to the relation of 

5 pounds per 2,500 pounds of living weight. Contrary to the increasing 

of the proportion of non-nitrogenous matters, as advised by the Woiff 

tables, it may be a detriment to the animal system, and, economically, 

an actual disadvantage. 

Experiments were conducted in order to ascertain the approximate 

ralue of beet pulp after the act of diffusion. Three classes of experi 

ment animals were fed respectively, with 50, 75, and 100 pounds of dif- 

fused pulp, deductions being made in the other foods fed to the animals 

in proportion to the respective increments of nitrogenous matter con- 

tained in the three rations specified. An increase was observed in the 

volume of milk given by the animals of from 12.6 and 12.7 quarts respect- 

ively to 13.2 and 14.2 quarts without any depreciation of the quality of 

the milk being observed. On the other hand, not any increase in the 

living weight of the animals had occurred, and in the examples where 

100 pounds of the pulp had been served to the cattle an actual diminu- 

tion of weight had taken place. The maximum quantities of the diffu- 

sion pulp which it appears advisable to serve to the different classes of 

animals are as follows: To cows in milk, 40 pounds; feeding oxen, 

90 pounds; and to feeding sheep, 5 pounds. It has been further ob- 

served that the distillery residues may be served to cattle in double 

the quantity of the diffusion pulp providing that the animals receive 

the former in a warm state. Asa result of this observation artificial 

preparations of potatoes and cotton-seed meal have been made and fed 

to cattle in the warm state, and with a clear gain of 4 cents per cow 

per day. 

There is ong other source of food for cattle which has not received the 

attention which it deserves: That is the leaves of the beet. At present 

those materials are merely browsed by sheep on the land where they 

lie, and the greater part is trodden into the soil. In some instances the 

leaves are mixed with the diffusion pulp and preserved in silos, or the 

leaves are preserved in the silo alone. Professor Maerker has made 

several experiments at Siegersleben for the purpose of determining the 

food value of the beet leaves and he proposes to continue his experi- 

ments duriug this year. 

He gave to ten sheep 125 pounds of beet leaves in the form of en- 

silage, and to ten other sheep 90 pounds of diffusion pulp, taking care 

that the other foods given to the animals contained the same amounts 

of nitrogenous matters. The increase in weight of the ten sheep fed 

with beet leaves was 3.4 pounds, and of the ten sheep fed on diffusion 

———— re 
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pulp, 4.1 pounds, showing an apparent advantage in favor of the latter 

of 23 per cent.. From the stand-point of economy, however, the case was 

otherwise: The gain of the ten sheep fed on diffusion pulp was 4.6 cents 

per head, whilst the money value of the increase of the ten sheep 

fed on the beet leaves was 6.4 cents per head. It is thus seen that the 

greatest increase in weight may not essentially represent the greatest 

gain. 

In certain other Ea Epents the foods already specified were sup- 

plemented with respectively 4 pound of cattle food prepared from poppy 

seed and 1 pound of rice real for each ten sheep, when an increase 

of weight was observed of 4.1 pounds and a gain of 10 cents per 

head. 
In feeding the ten sheep with beet leaves, allowing the animals to 

consume what they liked, 169 pounds were consumed without damage 

to health, and yielding an increase of weight of from 4.17 to 4.8 pounds 

and a money value of from 11 to 14 cents. 

In the leaves of the beet there is thus found an excellent article of 

diet for the feeding of cattle. The leaves may be valued at from 25 to 

30 cents per 250 pounds. If it be calculated that one acre will yield 

varying from 12,500 to 25,000 pounds, that amount would represent a 

food value per acre of from $25 to $60. 

Professor Maerker has also conducted comparative experiments 

with diffusion pulp in the humid and dry states, respectively, and has 

found the results to be demonstratively in favor of the latter. The pulp 

in the dry state contained from 55 to 60 per cent. of non-nitrogenous 

matter and 64 to 7 per cent. of nitrogenous matter, 85 per cent. of the 

latter being digestible, whilst only 75 per cent. of the nitrogenous mat- 

ter in the humid state becomes digested. 

The cost of purchase of the diffusion pulp in the dry state may be 

calculated as follows: 

Cents 

Average price of 250 pounds of dry pulp...--.....-...----------- -+-- 2-05-02 2 e eee 12 

BUsper cents loss of materialan Gepow .- = .2.0.5-5-- ca wee nes we see ng een ele wal 2 

Soil REP TS) jor iS ee SO ee ees eae ee meni crores: t | 

Cost of ensilage Capasenae in) SOOO BESS DOO cecsn> Send BED eUeTpecceeSecjanocd.coen 2 

17 

The’ feeding of cattle with the material in the moist state is not only 

inconvenient but conducive to certain forms of disease. 

The best process for the drying of the pulp is that adopted by Messrs. 

Biittner and Meyer. These gentlemen have guarantied the cost of dry- 

ing shall not exceed 24 cents per 250 pounds of pulp. Hadmersleben 

has reduced the cost of desiccation to 2 cents, and expects to reduce it 

still further to 14 cents per 250 pounds, 

The experiments were carried out as follows: On the one hand the 

moist pulp was fed to the cattle with hay or grass and a good portion 

25471—Bull. 27 15 
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of the cattle cake. On the other hand the animals received the dry 
pulp and a portion of cattle cake less rich in nitrogen. It has been 

established that the quantity of milk obtained was on the average the 

same from the dry as from the moist pulp, and the cost of feeding with 

the dry pulp was 2 cents per head per day less with the dry than with 

the moist pulp. In taking all the conditions into account it is esti- 

mated that the advantage in feeding cattle with dry pulp over the moist 

is on an average about $14 per head. About 20 pounds of the dry pulp 

is equal to 130 pounds in the moist state. 

The cultivators should endeavor to get the sugar manufacturers to 

commence the system of desiccating the pulp, either alone or in agree- 

ment with the cultivators, in order that a large proportion of that feed- 

ing material which at present is allowed to waste may be wholly util- 

ized in the feeding of cattle. 

MANUFACTURE OF SUGAR. 

The process of the manufacture of sugar from the sugar-beet is one 

which interests the agriculturist only from secondary considerations 

and for this reason will be treated of in this bulletin in the briefest 

possible manner to give an intelligent idea of its methods. The process 

of manufacture is no longer an experiment but a positive method, 

from which, with beets of a given richness, a definite output of sugar 

can be calculated. 

The beets, having been properly harvested and delivered to the fac- 

tory, the general process of manufacture is as follows: 

The beets are first conveyed to washing-tanks provided with suitable 

apparatus for keeping them in motion and transferring them toward 

the end from which the fresh water enters, in order that the whole of 

the adhering soil, together with any sand and pebbles, may be com- 

pletely removed. By a suitable elevator, the beets are next taken 

to a point above the center of the battery, whence they are dropped 

into a slicing apparatus. This apparatus is provided with knives 

with serrated edges, by which the beets are sliced into pieces of 
greater or less length and of small thickness, so that when placed in the 

cells of the battery they will not lie so closely together as to prevent the 

circulation ef the diffusion juices. The slices, commonly called cos- 
settes, next pass into the diffusion battery in which the sugar is ex- 

tracted in the usual way. The extracted cossettes are carried through 

a press by which a portion of the water is removed, and they are then 

in suitable condition for use as cattle food. The diffusion juices are 

carried to carbonatation or saturation tanks, where they are treated with 
from 2 to 3 per cent. of their weight of lime and afterward with carbonic 

acid until nearly all of the lime is precipitated. The slightly alkaline 

juices are next passed through filter presses by which the percipitated 
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lime and other matter are removed. ‘The juices pass next to a second set 

of carbonatation tanks in which they undergoa treatmentin each particu- 

lar similar to the one just mentioned, except that the quantity of lime 

added to the second saturation is very small as compared with that of the 

first. The refiltered juices from the second saturation are carried to the 

multiple effect vacuum-pan and reduced to the condition of sirup. The 

sirups are taken into the vacuum strike pan and reduced to sugar 

called masse cuite, containing from 6 to 10 per cent. of water. The 
uncrystallized sirups together with the water are separated from the 

sugar by the centrifugals, and form the molasses. The molasses is 

either reboiled and a second crop of crystals obtained, or is treated in 

various ways for separating the sugar which it still contains. One of 

these methods which has come into general use is known as the Steffen 

process, and is described in detail further on. Another method con- 

sists in separating the salts which prevent the crystallization of the 

sugar by the process of osmosis. <A third method consists in the use 

of strontium salts for the separation instead of lime salts as in the 

Steffen process; or, finally, the molasses may be subjected to fermenta- 

tion and distillation and the sugar therein contained thus converted 

into alcohol. 

The above is the general method used for the manufacture of raw 

sugar. If refined sugar is to be made the juices and sirups are passed 

over bone-black to decolorize them and the crystals are washed in the 

centrifugal in order to make them perfectly white. Another method 

of purifying the crystals consists in washing them with sirups of va- 

rying degrees of consistency until all the molasses adhering thereto is 

washed away. For the details of the various processes with the ex- 

ception of the Steffen process, which is given further on, standard 

works on beet-sugar manufacture may be consulted. 

The following observations on the manufacture of beet sugar are 

taken from Mr. Spencer’s report in Bulletin No. 5, of the Chemical 

Division, Department of Agriculture, pages 107, et seq. 

“HXTRACTION OF THE JUICE. 

‘The most usual method for extracting the juice from the beet is 

by diffusion. This process has been so successful that now but com- 

paratively few sugar-houses employ presses, either hydraulic or contin- 

uous. 
‘Diffusion batteries may be divided into two classes : 

(1) The ordinary, consisting of a number of cells. 

“(2) The continuous, having but one cell. The first may be divided 
into (1) battery in line, (2) circular battery. 

“The ordinary diffusion battery is composed of several cells, usually 

twelveinnumber. They are so arranged that as soon as one cell or 

diffuser is charged with beet cuttings it is closed and warm water forced 
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into it. The water takes up a portion of the sugar and then enters a 

second diffuser charged with fresh cuttings or cossettes.* This oper- 

ation is repeated, until the juice from the first diffuser, having passed 

through a certain number of cells, leaves the last heavily charged with 

sugar. 
“In working a diffusion battery, one diffuser is being charged and a 

second emptied while the rest of the battery is under pressure. 

“The arrangement of a battery, whether in a line, a double line, or 

a circle, depends quite often upon the space at the disposal of the sugar 

manufacturer. The circular arrangement requires a higher building 
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owing to the position of the slicing machines, but nevertheless it is 

usually considered preferable to a line battery. Among the special 

advantages of acircular battery is the economy of labor. Another ad- 

vantage, and quite an important one, is that all the diffusers are under 

the immediate control of the workman in charge. The beet slicer is 

placed above the battery, a swinging funnel conducting the cossettes 

*Cossettes in French, Schnitzel in German. 
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into the diffusers. The exhausted cossettes, or pulp as they are termed, 
are dropped into a channel below and thence carried to the continuous 

presses by a chain and bucket elevator. 

“ As I have indicated, the line battery differs from the circular only 

in the arrangement of the diffusers and the carrier necessary to charge 

them. i 
“Fic. 9illustrates a circular battery, Riedel’s system, constructed by 

the Hallesche Maschinenfabrik, Halle a. S. 

“THE CONTINUOUS DIFFUSER. 

“ S@&ce the invention of what is termed the German diffusion process, 

by Robert, it has been a favorite idea to devise a continuous diffuser. 

Robert himself attempted this, but without success. About six years 
ago Mr. Charles invented a continuous diffuser, which was afterwards 

successfully modified by Mr. Peret, of Roye, France. The following des- 

cription of the continuous diffuser has been taken from the Bulletin de 

la Société Industrielle d’Amiens, 1882: 

“The continuous diffuser consists of an iron cell, cylindrical in form, resting 

horizontally upon a foundation of masonry. Within this cell is a perforated iron 

cylinder, 1.30 meters (4.26 feet) in diameter and 11.20 meters (36.74 feet) in 

length. The axis is formed by a smaller cylinder. Between these two cylinders is 

a helix, pitch 70 centimeters (2.3 feet). The inner cylinder is revolved by a suitable 

connection with a shaft. The speed of revolution is so adjusted that it requires 60 

minutes for the beet cuttings to traverse the length of the helix. The cossettes are 

continually immersed in water. The water enters the cell at the end where the ex- 

hausted cossettes are expelled. An automatic arrangement controls the amount of 

water admitted and keepsit at a certain level. The water gradually becomes charged 

with sugar and finally leaves the cell at the end where the fresh cossettes enter it. 
“The conditions fora good diffusion are fulfilled when the cossettes and water move 

in opposite directions, the juice becoming more and more concentrated as it passes 

cossettes richer and richer in sugar. 

‘¢ The water enters at a temperature of 30°C.(86° F.). It is heated as it passes the 

coils placed between the fixed cell and the revolving cylinder, and its temperature is 

gradually increased to 75° C. or 80° C. (167° or 176° F.), and then, as it strikes fresh 

cossettes, it gradually becomes colder and leaves the diffuser at a temperature of 50° 

C. to 60° C. (122° to 140° F.). 

“Three small vertical test cylinders are placed at equaldistances from one another 

and serve for determining the specific gravity and the temperature of the juice. 

These observations are made at regular intervals and the results are entered in a 
note-book. 

* ro * * * * *” 

“In the ordinary form of diffusion battery the ten or twelve diffusers demand the 

constant attention of a skilled workman. He must open and close the various valves 

from six to seven hundred times in the twelve hours he is on duty. 

“The continuous diffuser requires but little attention after one has regulated (1) 

the speed of the slicer, (2) the speed of the elevator which removes the exhausted 

cossettes, (3) the speed of rotating cylinder, (4) the pressure of steam on the coils, (5) 

the exit of the juice which controls the entrance of the water. 
“It is only necessary to note the temperature at intervals and regulate the pressure 

on the coils. The temperature and the quality of the beets are the only variables. 

One man and a boy are sufficient to conduct the diffuser, beet slicer, and pulp presses. 
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‘The following certificate will explain itself. 

“ Gomplete machinery for working 2,000 hectoliters (44,000 gallons) of 

juice in twenty-four hours, including engines, beet slicer, the diffuser 

(with elevator for exhausted cossettes), Klusemann pulp presses, and 

transmission of power, etc.; total cost, 50,000 franes ($10,000) ; cost of 
repairs per season, 500 to 700 tranes ($100 to $140). 

“ Labor per ton of beets worked, not including washing the beets, 16 

centimes (3.2 cents). 

Results obtained. 

Mean density of 2, 000‘hectoliters of juice-2--<>--ee--= =, os eee ie *1. 036 

Beets, per 100 liters, and each degree of density ....--.----.---. kilograms... 00 

Masse cuite per 100 kilograms of ‘beets-2--=<-)------ --5---- 45-5 - oe liters... 6. 63 

Masse\cuite perhectolitenok Juices-.-sscneaa. 2 haat pao mor eee ene see doeere 1.45 

First sugar, white, per 100 kilograms of beets...-......---..--- kilograms... 4. 492 

Sucanper LOO litersiot masseiewile so-so eae ee eee eee dos.5:) 268. 

Second molasses per 100 kilograms of bects...--..-....---...---.-- liters... ~4.06 

Second molasses per 100 liters of first masse cuite.-..........-.::-...do..2. 61% 

Second sugar per hectoliter of masse cuite..............-. ~---.----- do.=3) ease 

Molasses per 100 kilograms of masse cuite..---....--- ben swastenoeeeee do's... ap made 

Beets, per 100 kilograms of masse cuite.--....-=<....---..----.- kilograms. .t1, 000. 

Pulpsper 100dloorams! of bects2s.55-ss-erssacus sm-ae o>. oe eee doOsseee Ue 

Sucanper l00milooramsioh pulpeeecsssse~. seeeeeee ee eae oe eee eee + s@ORs25 0.41 

ROUSSEAU, 

Chef de fabrication a Irayieres. 

The following table shows the results obtained in the sugar house at 

Roye (Somme), France: 

Table showing the extraction—Roye sugar house (France), 1881 and 1882. 

Specific Specifie , é Sugar left 
Date. gravity of sravity of Penne as Juice. in the 

the beet. | the juice. | Ure, cossettes. 

1881. oC. ITectoliters.| Per cent. 
SGC BS osha speedos cndsonoscope secd||soednenbess - 1.023 66 900: || 25 5seeeeee 
Slay surah OPA nahn ssososadocorsease 1. 050 1. 026 66 B25, | 5. See eae 
SVe Tin Cope GRR 5 sap 0po0500 sasesinsenesl (pe Sqa5 cecoc: 1. 028 66 1495 0. 82 

HAV OLA TOS g decicic os ~cioeia ein ciaiote a ale a 1. 050 1.026 - 66 1217 0. 82 

OBbtober Wes. -seacc.t--e see teens 1. 053 1. 0295 70 1275 |- 0. 57 
Metapenr 2c Scie Sanaa ci enae eelcpetae eas Scena heacickta melas 1. 029 69 300! '| Sales 

WCTODCT 0 oacce se eee ee cree as se omnes 1.0515 1. 029 69 1500 0.58 
October 240 is eeehe cn cece cseee soe teeee 1, 0535 1. 0339 66 1725 0.55 
Oetober Oscaee aasacaseae Seeneeeereiemeee 1. 0541 1. 0333 60 1575 0.47 
October UG2ssssacct.ckihodeewece soe teteeee 1. 0521 1. 030 66 1700 0.45 
October wi. osce vce + aes aaece wae oe es 1. 0555 1. 032 63 1725 0. 40 
October Sr soctestesccte os eseeen see eons 1. 053 1. 030 66 1575 0. 45 
OGtodeyr $9 saat see oe nee romain a oe eae cee 1. 0525 1. 0355 78 1000 0. 44 

NCtOVELE Ok seembaratet ecto cemere cer eniee 1, 0525 1. 036 75 1825 0. 37 
October lye sar secs oos we seecmce Seacwerc 1. 0535 1. 032 73 1650 0. 51 
October 12s 2ssseese. cd ssc cock eeewe cs 1. 0525 L033 73 1750 0.45 
October 13: eee eese ow ascee cea ease 1. 052 1. 034 73 1750 0. 42 
October ac tsa ek cerctoneeac ties ocanivoeee 1. 0545 1, 034 73 1750 0.48 
October 5): che 2c. oS  aeascm cate sewics ance 1. 054 1. 036 73 1725 0.57 
Octoher 165% ances ses sce eee eee ce alec 1. 054 1, 0338 73 2000) | 2.225 .ceeeeae 
October Ta. sok woe cee eek oee ee 1. 0555 1. 035 71 1775 0. 45 
October 185. 24.50.2664 e cc tea eadiscmes te 1. 054 1.0345 72 2000 0. 44 
CLODEN 19" oc Sassou sou eeee sae eee eee 1. 057 1. 035 712 1700 0. 55 

“OROo nos 

* 

+ 2,200 pounds. 
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Table showing the extraction, ete.—Continued. 

Specific Specific | m,... Sugar left 
Date. eeasity of gravity of Te fe Juice. in the 

the beet. | the juice. Le: cossettes. 

a | 

1881 °C. Tleetoliters.| Per cent. 

PTO UO Weise mac ance == soc = cco wejemanenle 1. 0535 1. 032 tl 1675 0. 50 

rene OA Ss Se a ese saa separeaoonom ae TeO55uni 1. 033 66 _ 1600 0. 57 
MICRON ED cotwas= cs. acs ceeccs scsseesese ec = 1. 0548 1. 083 69 1200 0. 60 
PEIN OD Eee sa ane cee, Woche nseeaenss > TOSS teleeec asec 76 300 0.45 
MNO DETR ks aa sian c 2 2icie siete =\-sto a a) sierat= alee 1. 0535 1. 030 77 1700 0.48 

bal iiiie 2. eh Se oRepeepeos soaeeme noo codrel li Saabeoacood 1.030 78 18003 \-.cece ores 

MMe abt re ccc s se or ek acon eeniemeeee see 1. 055 1. 0347 78 1800 0, 52 
UP DG? Fj Sas BS eeeaeepeceecoacceecnogns 1. 049 1. 0349 78 1850 0.40 
Watoher:28..--..-- alec sient ciceteeniateeteeatal= 1, 051 1. 035 78 1900 | 0.38 

RAL RISTO ran cafes aya icim ais aibe slcinlo'~ cewieiatele'in 1. 055 1, 0353 77 1975 0.39 

OL RU EDP SIL SRE Oe ee Ses eaceionoose 1.055 1. 0377 78 2000 0. 40 
(Qi be Sle Cee a Seen BOEeee so Ger Soo cose oo 1. 054 1. 0378 78 1875 0.41 

AV@TALCS -. 6.6 cecncs -oneeecene---- 1. 0549 1. 0339 71 1725 0. 51 

RROME IN Eel eta es coat oe cscs as Seals oeyeisc 1. 0525 1. 0367 78 1950 0. 40 
INGVCTT Rie PAS Seca eegeD seb polouooDoo 1. 054 1. 0367 79 1950 0. 39 
INOMGMURER ote ached cee Ocal vince eases 1. 053 1. 0364 79 1925 0. 39 
amanda. 3 SARS Apes Ss ersriepSeosets 1. 051 1. 0369 79 2025 0.40 

DUCT ETE See eee AR GSA pe Soo Ooo ass 1, 054 1. 0378 79 1975 0. 493 

ING WOUNDED OF ace ant mn xmnjcJomisic clare ete cia. - 1. 055 1. 0366 79 1450 0. 44 

OW OHIGEI e figes cece sacl saiee caciemacee ie Ne « 1. 054 1. 0365 79 1875 0. 54 

UNI ATED OURS ketes cine sinets oi oe iss nee miatar= 1. 0518 1. 03865 80 1900 0. 44 

ISOM GLO RPA AR A SBOE OCC OCe Ceres 1.053 | 1. 0365 80 2000 0.44 

Nawombere (0s sence eerste cet ak os 1.053 | 6. 0363 80 1825 0.37 
ERE TTC oe le oe steer (aarciieinisin(cia(ciaisiete «/oo visins 1. 0525 1. 0368 80 1625 0.44 

INGE TLR eee eee nies os actinic cocina o'aie'e 1. 052 1. 0381 89 1275 0. 36 

INE MEME RE Loren csen once cc one meisasies 1. 052 1. 0372 72 1925 0. 40 
GEOL, Oe = aac ate ale)e einim inl oieiniel~lales eilole 1. 0565 1. 0372 15 2000 0.39 

IMT nLoe) ROT BA Be Seceomonocohubpponcos 1.056 | 1. 0366 76 2000 0. 39 

November 18 1. 1. 0363 75 1925 0. 40 

November 19 ip 1. 0358 78 1950 0. 44 

November 20 1. 0357 78 TAQON eereree sae 

November 21 als 1, 0357 72 1775 0. 40 
November 22 iL, 1. 0357 74 2625 0. 32 
November 23 108 1. 03851 76 2000 0. 34 
November 24 12 1. 035° 77 2000 0. 36 
Nem GRA OIE ADs racic cticis awisisiciminls a= Sin miciteinie™ 1. 053 1. 0357 78 2000 0. 25 
November 26 1. 053 1. 0349 78 2000 0.30 
NIOMOMINELEOS Hae nels Seriseeleinjoear ence welel-||. mess a 1. 0848 18 LY Bepecemeacon 
November 29 1. 0575 1. 0348 77 1950 | 0.50 
November 30 1. 0525 1. 0346 77 2025 0.48 

JWG EG epee ee enero peer ooenE cee 1. 0535 1. 0361 77.5 1940 | 0.40 

iieaenloae J) Seppe betes sedeenococcoeases 1. 0525 1. 0351 78 2000 0.43 
(PRC AMRI ce fae sens ami- 2 cit mccss sen 1. 054 1. 036 78 2050 0.33 
NW eMetOtEed Stee 2 cia cna cies <c\lecicins cree ceisis 1. 052 1. 0365 79 1950 0. 36 
LUST Rae Co PES eae Se een Sees 1, 051 1. 0353 83 1900 0.38 
WC CRMIMOTM Ds cca case e es anaes cies cass 1. 0505 1. 0352 86 2000 0. 37 

italien [0 )Aae aepeeeEeeeeSeeeeEoneas 1. 050 1. 0356 84 1975 0. 38 
PRB RUMB CTE heen aa:cc\cie se iiss Sosiesialecoae 1.051 1. 0350 84 2000 0.39 
ID@uatalnes th cageoauun sau peoneooobT benaas 1, 053 1. 0358 86 1975 0. 35 
RUB DIU GIEE Ob ene a sancise 2 aise we cenemceacs 1. 049 1. 0369 86 2000 0.48 
MeCeMUBI Uns sas c's cclcjals <\niniuiencie ce ciaee 1.0505 1. 0357 85 1950 0. 39 
NUE OPMN Mo LL transis stv tiaiw ev bicminis 6 <lsiero sre nies 1. 050 1. 0364 85 825 0.36 
MECC OMNI Osc nese as sees isc ennenmsee 1, 051 1. 0355 82 2000 0. 32 
ecamilerplisn eet et cones. eccanemacees 1. 050 1. 0361 81 2000 0.35 
MVECRMNCIIIA: mois cfeesc es cio ccew oes watin res 1. 0477 1.0359 80 2000 0. 42 
MM eGemiberel oe ssse sce Sacks sec seesansce ne 1. 0495 1. 0363 80 2000 0.37 
MBC OMUOGUNOiecatiscccso> caer et scaincs sancice 1. 0495 1. 0357 80 2000 0. 37 
Mecemberbl (aes. cecsccsccecacee soe sees es 1. 0485 1. 0356 86 2000 0.44 
TTR Tete WE See neces ee meen 1.050 1. 0352 82 1375 0. 44 
DosRithiGie 1G) 2 eee Ce See MOnC SES sO ESSE Sapna 1. 0326 85 AG) Nsaemooase ses 
MAP EMMDOTICO te aciccieccnes naos eee coe sk oie 1. 0525 1. 038 82 2000 0.65 
LOL@ta tir Oi) RAS SS Sees ees 1. 053 1, 041 87 2050 0.79 
MGC OMHNOI tise a nica Alo = rawiee on cwlae ss 1. 0508 1. 0403 87 2050 0. 88 
Itami] ioe 23) Bae eon e eee Smee B68. 1S Sa 49 1. 0392 88 ANY |\-coscssosece 
Ibacarn PO eee eee ie te oe 1. 0461 1, 0380 86 15750 Soeeseeeeee 
MUSE ORO Olas a. cer ae eqciaes sos ee ims’s 1, 054 1. 0387 87 1400 0. 52 
Mecember2t) 2... -2.055< upeehe 1. 050 1. 0383 89 2000 | 0.51 
Wecemberi28 <2-.---..--- Seco 1. 050 1. 041 90 2000 0. 52 
December 29 ..-....- ...2- $5 1. 0448 1 039 90 2000 0. 46 
VO nii BLD ..o Se ee ee oe eee 1. 0455 1. 0395 90 2000 0. 45 
Wacembemol s--- 52. ---5- Rs = 1. 046 1. 0396 91 2050 0.48 

SASH BEAD OS wcicts a acieisinacicecsacc,e<ccce 1. 050 1. 038 24.5 2000 0. 44 
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Table showing the extraction, ete.—Continned. 

Specifie Specilic | pecific Speci Tempera- Sugar left 
Date. gravity of | gravity of | tae Juice. in the 

the beet. | the juice. hae cossettes. 

| 

1882. | oC Hectoliters.| Per cent. 
FBO ES AVY ori pda aa cece ec cnSconEcanbasn5|| SesnneGesses 1. 0376 | 88 14253) 5 doce ete 
JARUATY, S Sees asaec cee eae tamer asceor res Macs sen saewe 1,038 | 89 2000) (22 2eeceeeet 
ANU ANY Acc =o daaim een ae emateteieels ecco mets 1. 053 1.041 89 1975 0. 57 
DANUAYAD ateeeak one emce canteen oon 1. 0509 1. 0374 88 2500 0. 55 
ANAT Glsee nae are amino ase eet aiale araiceraad 1.0505 1.039 88 2000 0. 54 
SaNUArViee stesso ace es ona eececas 1. 0495 1. 0875 88 2000 0. 57 
JIN Eh i 6 Se San oon Seep aase ee ooocdeconL||hadaseasaqce 1.039 87 1500)|-2.2. eee 
Jey Wises cedsoo coacco Asn dao neeead 1. 048 1. 0375 88 1575 0.57 
AMMA YAO oe skeen omiaciosiclels sine ae lele a= 1. 052 1. 0386 90 1250 0. 55 
dipmveen gy Pall 5 65 Sosqgsdgpocnonoaseds500 1.051 1. 038 90 1900 0.50 

PAE TAS CHS Ne ee asacetaccemeeekeee 1. 0513 1.038 | 88.5 1980 0.56 

“It may be safely stated that in Germany and Austro-Hungary not’ 

less than 90 per cent. of the sugar-houses employ the diffusion process 

for extracting the juice. The proportion in France is much smaller, 

owing to the tax being based upon the sugar actually extracted. Since 

the passage of the new law, levying the tax as in Germany, many French 

sugar-houses have adopted this process. I believe that in a few years 

the diffusion wili be the only process employed for extraction, except 

in a few districts where local conditions prevent its adoption. 

“ BVAPORATION. 

‘The economical evaporation of the juice is one of the most important 

problems with which the sugar manufacturer has to deal. 

‘‘ The hydraulic presses yield 100 pounds of dilute juice per 100 pounds ~ 

of beets. With the diffusion process this proportion is considerabiy 

larger, being 120 pounds dilute juice per 100 pounds of beets. It is 

evident from the above statements that a beet-sugar house employing 

the diffusion process must be supplied with evaporating facilities at 

least one-fifth greater than one employing hydraulic presses. Invent- 

ors have not been backward in their efforts to meet this demand for 

improvements in the apparatus for rapid and economical evaporation. 

“One of the most recent and important improvements in multiple- 

effect gpuai cuss is known as the Welner-Jelinek system.* 

Reis ihe eae was ie ntten Piece or on new er Rees pans have been in- 

vented in thiscountry. Information concerning them may be had by addressing the 

Kilby Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio; Thomas Gaunt, 115 Broadway, New 

York; Geo. M. Newhall Company, Philadelphia ; Fort Scott Foundry, Fort Scott. 

Other makers of evaporating apparatus are John Turl & Sons, No. 534 West Twenty- 

eighth street, New York; Edwards & Hauptman, 22 Front street, New Orleans ; 

Joseph Oat & Sons, 228 Quarry street, Philadelphia; Whitney Iron Works, New 

Orleans; John S. Moore, 169 Gravier street, New Orleans; John H. Murphy, 123 

Magazine street, New Orleans; H. Dudley Coleman & Co., No. 9 Perdido street, 

New Orleans; Leeds & Co., New Orleans; Colwell Iron Works, 74 Cortlandt street, 

New York; The Pusey & Fores Manufacturing Company, Wilmington, Del.; The 

Squier Manufacturing Company, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Robert Deely, Brooklyn, N. y. 

» 

————e—a ee 
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“Tn this system the pans are arranged horizontally and the heating 

space is divided into two chambers—an upper and lower. This divis- 

ion into chambers permits the passage of the vapors from the upper to 

the lower, facilitating the discharge of the water of condensation, and 

increases the heating surface. These chambers are each subdivided 

into two others of unequal size. The shape of the pan reduces the 

danger of loss through particles of the juice becoming entangled with 

the disengaged vapors. In addition there is also the usual arrange- 

ment for diminishing this loss.” 

“TREATMENT OF THE JUICE. 

“Preliminary to describing a few of the more important processes 

employed in the manufacture of sugar from the beet, it may be well 

to indicate briefly the usual method for treating beet juices. 

“ Unfortunately, the simple process employed for clarifying eane juices 

is not at all successful with the beet. Beet juice contains but slight 

traces, if any, of glucose or reducing sugar, whereas the cane juice usually 

carries a notable quantity of this substance. 

“Tn treating beet juices a large excess of lime is added, usually from 

25 to 3 per cent. Carbonic acid gas is then forced through the juice, 

and the excess of lime is precipitated in the form of a carbonate, and 

carries down with it mechanically many of the impurities. This opera- 

tion is terminated when the lime precipitate becomes granular and set- 

tles readily. At this point there still remains about a gram and a half 

of lime (CaO) per liter of juice. After having been passed through 

filter presses the juice is treated, boiling hot, with § per cent. of lime, 

and carbonic acid is passed through it, until all the lime is precipitated. 

This operation is termed the saturation, the former the first carbona- 

tation. The juice is again filtered through presses. Its further treat- 

ment is very similar to that of the cane. 

“ Wxperiments have been made by Dr. Wiley* which indicate that a 

modification of this process could be successfully employed with cane 

juices. This method would be especially applicable in the manufacture 

of sugar fromt sorghum or in .the treatment of very dilute diffusion 

juices. 

“The vacuum pans employed in boiling beet sugar are usually very 

high in proportion to their diameter, in order to enable the panman to 

build up large crystals. 

“As arule, in Germany, the first sugars are not washed, and polarize 

96 percent. In France, on the contrary, those houses having facilities 

for making white sugar usually do so, and turn out anarticle polarizing 

99-per cent. 
. 

* Bulletin No. 3, Chemical Division, United States, Department Agricnlture, 1884, 

t For more recent experiments on a manufacturing scale, see Bulletins, Nos. 6 and 14. 
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““ STOEBNITZ SUGAR-HOUSE. 

“This sugar-house is located about 15 miles from Halle. The works 

were erected by a stock company. The stock is divided into 150 

shares of 6,000 marks ($1,500). Each share-holder binds himself to fur- 

nish the beets from a certain number of acres of land, for which he 

receives 22 marks ($5.17) per 1,000 kilograms (2,200 pounds), and, in 

addition, the pulp from his beets. Other farmers are paid 25 marks 

($5.87) per ton of 1,000 kilograms, and receive no pulp; but, if they 

prefer it, they are paid in the same way as the share-holders. This in- 

sures a plentiful supply of beets, and is the plan generally adopted by - 

German sugar-houses. 

“The soil of the surrounding country tributary to Stoebnitz is rather 

a light clay, easily worked, and capabie of producing an excellent beet. 

The sugar-house furnishes the seed to the farmers. Selected samples 

from the field have polarized as high as 22 per cent. sucrose. Glucose 

is only present in immature beets, or in those which have sprouted in 

the silos. 

“The Stoebnitz sugar-house is located in the center of a great depres- 

sion, the neighboring hills sloping gradually to it. It is readily accessi- 

ble by good country roads radiating in all directions. Its location pos- 

sessesS many advantages, and but one serious disadvantage. This latter . 

is its distance from rail communication. 

‘‘The greater part of the machinery has been constructed by the Hal- 

lesche Maschinenfabrik. Mr. Roediger, a mechanical engineer con- 

nected with this ‘establishment, kindly accompanied me on my Visit to 

Stoebnitz. 

‘‘ As the acreage tributary to Stoebnitz has increased from time to 

time, the works have gradually reached their present magnitude through 

successive enlargements; hence, as one would naturally expect, the ar- 

rangement of the buildings and machinery is not such as would give 

the greatest economy of labor. Old walls, constructed for a smaller 

sugar-house, have imposed many restrictions upon the manager in the 

dispositionofhis machinery. Notwithstanding the disadvantages under 

which he labored, he has succeeded in building up a model sugar-house. 

‘““The carts and wagons are driven directly into the beet shed and dis- 

charge their loads through trap-doors into the receiving-room below. 

Here a large force, composed mostly of women, throw the beets upon 

the carrier, which transports them to the washers, two in number. The 

washed beets are then carried by an elevator to an upper story and 

dumped into cars, to be weighed by the excise officer. The weighed 

beets are then sliced and conveyed to the two diffusion batteries. These 
batteries are ranged in a double line, twelve diffusers in each line. 

They have an united capacity of 600 tons of 2,200 pounds, in twenty- 

four hours. The batteries are of the Riedel type, constructed some 

years since. Between the two lines is a large trough to receive the 
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exhausted cossettes, whence they are conveyed, to six continuous pulp- 

presses, four of the type known as Klusmann and the other two Ber- 

green. 
“The pressed pulps still contain from 75 to 85 per cent. of water, and 

in this moist condition are 40 per cent. of the weight of the beets worked. 
This pulp is very valuable as cattle food, and sells for about $1.70 per 

ton. The relative values of diffusion and the old hydraulic press pulps 

is still a much debated question in some sugar countries. The juice 

from the diffusers is conducted to a calorisator, where it is heated to 

about 90° C. (194° F.) and is then treated with lime. 
“By the use of calorisators (ig. 15) it is claimed that the heat ex- 

pended in the process of diffusion is not lost, and that subsequent op- 

PAT ee 

' 

Fig. 48. 

erations are carried on much more rapidly than by the old method. 

Generally in France the juice is conducted into tanks, whence it is drawn 

off as needed for the carbonatation pans. Consequently it loses much 

of its heat, and the first carbonatation demands a longer time. This 
entails a much larger number of carbonatation pans. As at Stoebnitz, 

s 
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also generally in Germany, the carbonatation pans are covered and the 

foam is kept down by a jet oflive steam. In many French sugar-houses, 

where large open pans are employed, the foam is beaten down by an 

arrangement of paddles, driven by machinery, and often in addition by 

a jet of steam. 

“The French manufacturer usually commences his first carbonatation 

at a low temperature, 40° C. (104 F.), which he gradually increases as 
the carbonatation progresses. By this means he claims that he avoids 

dangerous combinations between the lime, carbonic acid, and the 

sugar. 

“At Stoebnitz about 24 per cent. (of the weight of the beets) of lime 

is employed in the defecation, and the usual quantity, about 15 grams 

per liter, is left in the juice after the first treatment with carbonic acid. 
‘The carbonatated juice, including the suspended precipitate, is sent to 

the filter-presses. The precipitate is washed with hot water and the 

washings are added to the filtrate. The filtered juice is treated with a 

second portion of lime, one-fourth of 1 per cent. of the weight of the 

beets; the lime is again precipitated by carbonic acid and the juice is 

passed through the filter-presses ; a third portion, about a liter and a 

half of cream of lime, is then added and afterwards saturated with sul- 

phurous acid. After passing the filter-presses, the juice is concentrated 

to 23° B. 

‘This sirup is treated with a final and very small portion of lime, 

which is precipitated by carbonic acid, and the sirup after filtration is 

boiled to grain. 

“This sugar-house has two double effects, one of the ordinary type, 

and the second the Welner-Jelinek system. 

“The vacuum pans have a capacity, one of 60,000 pounds dry sugar, 

and the other 25,000 pounds. 

“The massecuite is dropped into small coolers, each of about one 

hectoliter capacity. These coolers are shaped like the frustum of a 

pyramid, and can be readily transported by means of a small two- 

wheeled carriage. (See Fig. 49.) 

‘Tt requires but little more time to fill these coolers than to drop the 

masse-cuite into the larger mixers common in Louisiana. The masse- 

cuite is expelled from the cooler by compressed air. The cooler itself 

weighs about 50 pounds, and when filled with massecuite. 400 pounds. 

‘¢The manager of the Stoebnitz sugar-house stated that he obtains 

from 4 to 6 per cent. (of the weight of the massecuite) more sugar by 

allowing it to become perfectly cold before swinging out. 

“The next portion of these works that deserves more than this pass- 
ing notice is the chemical laboratory. It is evident, from the fact that 

a very large proportion of sugar-houses employ chemists, that the Ger- 

man manufacturers fully appreciate the advantage of a chemical control 

of the work. Most of the important improvements in processes have 

had their origin in the laboratory. 
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“The Stoebnitz works have an excellent laboratory. It is located on 

the second floor and occupies two large, well lighted and ventilated 

rooms. The chemist and his assistant keep a chemical control of all 

the processes. The juice and diffusion pulps are examined at frequent 

intervals. Samples of the beets from each lot brought to the sugar- 

house are also analyzed. The laboratory is one of the busiest parts of 

the sugar-house. 

= Big gil Af 

Fig. 49. . 

“ Stoebnitz has unsurpassed advantages for the economical generation 

of steam. Within 600 yards of the sugar-house there is an inexhausti- 

ble mine of lignite or brown coal. This lignite is mined very exten- 

sively, and transported upon a tram-way to the works, and is dumped 

into large bins above the boilers. By an automatic arrangement it is 

fed directly upon the fires. 

‘¢ Lignite furnishes an excellent fuel, but yields only about a third as 

much heat as bituminous coal. The ash amounts to about 14 per cent. 

The cost of lignite delivered at the machine works in Halle is less than 

$1 per ton. Good bituminous coal costs in the same locality from $3.75 

to $4.50 per ton. 
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“ CAMBURG SUGAR-HOUSE. 

“ The sugar factory at Camburg is situated on the river Saale, about 

25 miles from Halle. The buildings are located about 100 yards from 

the river, from which the works derive an unfailing supply of water. 

‘‘ Comparatively few beet-sugar houses have equal water advantages: 

In most factories the vapors from the evaporating juices are condensed 

and the water is used again and again, This necessitates a special 

arrangement for cooling the water. This consists of a frame-work, sup- 

porting bundles of willow twigs, over which the water passes, falling 

from one bundle to another, until it finally reaches the reservoir which 

supplies the factory. 

“A branch railway has been constructed, connecting with the main 

line, and beets are brought in and dumped directly into the carriers. 

These latter consist of asystem of narrow cement-lined trenches, through 

which a constant stream of water is flowing. 

‘‘'The rapidly-flowing current propels the beets, and finally drops them 

into a box, from which they are carried by an elevator to the washers, 

two in number. 

‘‘This hydraulic carrier, as it is termed, is a very convenient and eco 

nomical method for transporting beets, and for factories having a good 

water supply can be highly recommended. The trenches are easily 

constructed, and are so arranged that they admit of ready access for 

repairs. The water of condensation furnishes the supply for the con- 

duits. 

“The washed beets fall upona perforated plate,which is rapidly shaken 

by machinery in order to throw off the water and dry them as much as 

practicable. This is evidently very important, as an excise tax is levied 

on the washed beets. The water so thrown off amounts to at least 2 

per cent. of the weight of the beets. 

“The diffusion battery is of the Hallesche Machinenfabrik construc’ 

tion, and has all the latest improvements. 

The diffusers are arranged in a circle and discharge the pulp into a 

central basin, whence it is lifted to the presses by a chain and bucket 

elevator. The helix form of elevator for pulp is no longer used with 

Riedel’s battery, as it will not work satisfactorily at sq great an angle 
as 45°. 

‘¢ The presses are of the Bergreen type. It will be noticed that two 

presses only are required to do the same work as three at Stoebnitz. 

The process employed at Camburg for extracting the sugar from th 

juice does not differ materially from that in vogue in most of the sugar- 

houses in France. The only difference is. in the reheating of the juice 

coming from the diffusers, before carbonatation; this is accomplished 

by two calorisators, in one of which the temperature is raised to a cer- 

tain degree by exhaust-steam and in the other to 90°C. by direct steam. 

I would again call attention to this idea of conducting the first carbon- 

atation at a high temperature. 
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‘“ Not having been able to secure analyses of the juice, 1 can not say 

whether the results are better than by the old process or not. This 

method certainly has the advantage of hurrying the precipitation, and 

by diminishing the time required, a few pans will do the work of several 

working in the old way, and there is still another advantage. Since 

the precipitation is accomplished so much more rapidly, it is evident 

that the carbonic acid is better utilized and that the waste is reduced 

to a minimum. 

‘¢ A series of montes jus are employed to force the juice to any part of 

the sugar-house. Instead of steam pressure,compressed air is employed. 

As soon as a monte jus is emptied, the air-pump is connected with it and 

the air is forced into another. By this method the power expended in 

compressing the air is economized. The use of compressed air instead 

of high-pressure steam is not only much more economical, but in addi- 

tion possesses the advantage of not injuring the juice. 

“‘ The quantities of lime (CaO) employed are as follows: Ist. Carbona- 

tation 2.25 to 2.5 per cent. of the weight of the beets. Saturation, .25 

per cent. 1.0 to 1.5 grams lime per liter of juice is left after the first 

earbonatation; after the saturation .03 to .04 gram. 

‘“‘The lime is placed in wire baskets, which are lowered into the car- 

bonatation pans. This plan is considered preferable to adding slacked 

lime. 

‘The lime precipitate, usually termed scum or mud, is washed in the 

filter-press by a stream of water. This precipitate amounts to about 6 

per cent. of the weight of the beets worked. 

“ While on this subject it may be well to speak of two of the more im- 

portant processes for the recovery of the sugar left in the scums. 

“The proper treatment of the scums is of very great importance. 

Unwashed scums contain about 4 per cent. sugar, and amount to at least 

g or 10 pounds per hundred pounds of beets. This corresponds to a loss 

of .36 to .40 per cent. sugar, or 7.9 to 8.8 pounds of sugar per long ton of 

beets. 

‘‘ By means of an ingenious device for washing, Mr. Charles Gallois 

has succeeded in reducing the loss of sugar to from .20 to .40 per cent. 
of the Scums. 

‘‘ This device consists of a three-way valve, so arranged that the filter- 

press can be placed in communication with either the monte jus contain- 

ing the scums, a mixture of scum and hot water, or boiling water. This 

simple device can be attached to any filter-press. 

“To operate the press: Open wide the valve connecting with the 

scums. The press soon fills. When the volume of juice flowing from 

the press diminishes perceptibly, change the valve and admit scums 

diluted with water. The density of the juice will now rapidly diminish. 

Open the water valve and pass boiling water through the press until 

the density indicates that but little juice is being extracted. The last 

portions of dilute juice are employed to slack lime for the defecation. 
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“Another successful method is as follows: The seums are pressed in 

an ordinary filter; the residue, or precipitate, is removed from the filter, 

thoroughly mixed with water, and is again pressed. This results in a 

very decided decrease in the weight of the scums, showing that a large 

proportion of the sugar has been extracted. It is claimed that this 

method reduces the danger of redissolving the impurities contained in 

the lime precipitate. 

‘When this factory was constructed two years since the process for 

treating the juice with sulphurous acid and entirely suppressing the 

use of bone-black was not yet an assured success, consequently, rather 

than risk a newand still uncertain process, the new works were sup- 

plied with a battery of closed filters and a Langen-Schatten bone-coal 

kiln. Since this time the sulphurous acid process has advanced very 

much in favor with sugar manufacturers, and now many sugar-houses 

entirely suppress the use of bone-black. 

** For evaporation this house has one triple-effect, and for boiling to 

grain, one vacuum pan. The barometric vaccum pump is used. 

“TREATMENT OF THE MASSECUITE. 

* The massecuite is dropped into small coolers, similar to those at 

Stoebnitz (Fig. 16). 2 feet 6 inches deep, 10 inches long, 1 foot 6 inches 

wide at*top,and 1 foot at the bottom. Capacity approximately 1.4 

hectoliters. 

‘After remaining 12 hours in the cooling room the massecuite is ex- 

pelled from the cooler by compressed air, and is dropped into the mixer 

below. It is claimed that by the use of these coolers the yield of first 

sugar is largely increased. 

‘Dr, Prella, superintendent of the Camburg works, made an experi- 

ment two or three years since, to determine if this is really the case. 

He took equal volumes of the massecuite, then swung out the sugar 

from one immediately after dropping it from the pan; the yield was 62 

per cent. sugar. The second portion he set aside 12 hours, until it was 

perfectly cold; this yielded 68 per cent. sugar, a gain of 6 percent. He 

now invariably allows the massecuite to become cold before swinging 

out. The following are a few percentages taken from Dr. Prella’s note- 

book and show the amount of sugar obtained several days in succession 

last season: 75 per cent., 74 per cent., 74.2 per cent., 77 per cent., 71 

per cent., 72 per cent., 76 per cent. ; 

‘The Camburg sugar-house has not yet finished its second campaign. 

Its first year’s work was remarkably successful. The house being sup- 

plied witi every facility for good work, and having an exceptionally 

good harvest of beets, both as regards quantity and quality, yielded a 

very large profit to the owners. The cost of the sugar-house was about 

$225,000. Its capacity is 300 long tons per 24 hours, or 30,000 tons for 

the campaign. This establishment at Camburg is in every respect a 

model sugar-house. 
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“DETAILED STATEMENTS OF THE WORKINGS OF SEVENTEEN GERMAN 

SUGAR-HOUSES. 

‘‘In order to determine a basis for taxing the beet-sugar industry, 

the German Government selects certain sugar-houses and requires them 

to make detailed reports. In these reports each sugar-house is desig- 

nated by aletter of the alphabet. Care is taken to select only those 

factories which are fair representatives of the districts in which they are 

located. 

“The copy of these tables for 1882 and 1883, which accompanies this 

report, is given to show as briefly as possible statistics of the yield and 

expences in the manufacture of beet sugar. 

25474— Bull, 2 16 
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“THE EXTRACTION OF THE SUGAR FROM THE MOLASSES. 

“Tt has long been a problem with sugar manufacturers to devise a 

method for extracting the sugar from the molasses. The importance of 

this problem is such that it has led many of the most noted inventors 

in the field of sugar manufacture to investigate it. It is stated that in’ 

France 15 per cent. of the sugar in the beet remains in the molasses. 

This corresponds to a loss of about 15 per cent. on the weight of the 

beet. This loss is even more important in the beet than the cane sugar 

manufacture. The beet molasses is very highly colored and has an ex- 

tremely disagreeable taste. In fact, it can only be utilized for the man- 

ufacture of vinegar or for distilling purposes. 

‘Quite a number of processes have been proposed for the extraction 

of the sugar from molasses, a few of which have been successful. From 

a chemical point of view this is a comparatively easy problem, but com- 

mercially or mechanically speaking it is an extremely difficult one. 

“Ttis a well-known fact among manufacturers that all the sugar can 

be readily separated by precipitation as a barium saccharate, but the 

cost of the barium salt precludes its use. Again, the processes known 

as ‘ elution,” depending upon the precipitation of a lime saccharate and 

subsequent washing of this precipitate with dilute alcohol, are both 

chemically and mechanically successful. The elution processes, however, 

can only be employed in those countries where alcohol either pays a 

very low excise tax, or is entirely free from tax when used for man- 
ufacturing purposes. These brief statements merely indicate the diffi- 

culties which the chemist and manufacturer have been compelled to 

face. In many instances, after a long series of experiments in his labo- 
ratory, the chemist has been compelled to yield to difficulties not always 

chemical, but often of a purely mechanical nature. 

‘‘ For example, he has succeeded in producing a saccharate of lime, 

containing all the sugar in the molasses ; but the saccharate would con- 
tain many impurities which could only be eliminated by careful wash- 

ing. On attempting to wash this combination between the lime and 

sugar the filter-press would soon clog and refuse to do the work. Had 

the precipitated saccharate been granular this would not have been the 

result. Notwithstanding these difficulties and failures two successful 

processes have been devised. In the more recent, the Steffen separa- 

tion process, the inventor has succeeded in readily producing a granu- 

lar precipitate of tribasic saccharate of lime. The other process is 
termed the Strontium Process. Not having had anopportunity to visit 

works employing strontium, I shall only describe the Steffen process. 

‘“CHEMISTRY OF THE SEPARATION PROCESS. 
. 

‘“‘ Very complete investigations have been made of the lime saccha- 

rates, with the especial object of utilizing their properties in the sepa- 

ration of sugar. The lime saccharates are three in number : 

Monobasic¢ (Cy2H»,0;), CaO. 

Dibasie (C12.H»O;,), 2 CaO. 

Tribasic (Cj,H»20,,), 3 CaO, 
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_ “Some chemists claim the existence of a fourth, the tetrabasic. 

‘‘If a portion of finely powdered pure quicklime be added to a 6 to 

12 per cent. sugar solution, in the proportion of one molecule of lime for 

each molecule of sugar, the temperature of the solution being kept be- 

low 30° C. (86° F.), the monobasic saccharate of lime will be formed. 

This saccharate is perfectly soluble in water. It is necessary for the 
success of this experiment that the quicklime be recently calcined and 

finely powdered. / 

“Tf this solution of monobasic saccharate be heated it will be decom- 

posed and the tribasic saccharate precipitated. To form the dibasic 

saccharate it is necessary to add an additional molecule of lime, under 

the same physical conditions as before. The dibasic saccharate may be 

separated by crystallization in the cold. 

“The tribasic saccharate is much more important from a commercial 

point of view than the others. It is with difficulty soluble in 200 parts 

of water, but insoluble in a saturated water solution of the tribasic salt 

itself. When precipitated under certain well-defined conditions it is 

granular. Sugar can be completeiy precipitated in this combination 

from a dilute solution. This precipitate being crystalline can readily 

be washed in a filter. 

“To form the tribasic saccharate proceed as follows: Dissolve a cer- 

tain quantity of sugar in water, making a 6 to 12 per cent. solution. 

By means of some suitable arrangement keep this solution at a temper- 

ature below 30° C (86° F.). For every molecule of sugar add three 

molecules of very finely-powdered and freshly-burned lime. The lime 

must be added in small portions, the solution being stirred constantly. 

The tribasic saccharate of lime will be precipitated. 

“The following analyses show the composition of the saccharate ob- 

tained by the above method: 

By analysis.* | Calculation. 

RTGS TIMCO Merrie et cia a acals via axe loan ok Ca dialniclae'n insentearnaaan ace aaae sae eece 25. 30 25. 53 
Leben hie (18 0), ee a Ben er SSO CORB Sen CORSE OROCCOCErocmoT Rana eec or aeeer 5.14 4.96 
MY Eien CO) ie cacao etn dnis wie ssc Cae ase tieeime ade sciatica neclsmess.< sacle sie 38. 12 48. 23 
BU SMLETELTEN ( (Gs) ata sais ois! avatayate Niels aturaisjaidla/alrcicraie'sicjatans aiaivieiera el Sine sicis'e Mizieelccle ee esiale's 21.44 21.28 

* De la Diffusion. Par Jules Cartuyvels, p. 263. 

“This saccharate is readily soluble in a sugar solution. 

“The tribasic saccharate of lime can not be preserved any great 

length of time. Even at the end of two or three weeks the proportion 

of sugar decreases. The sugar decomposes and forms organic salts 

with the lime. 

*« The crystals of sugar obtained by the separation process resemble a 

confused mass of needles. If these crystals be dissolved in water and 

recrystallized they will assume the normal form. 

*The peculiar form of these crystals is due to the presence of rafinose. 
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“THE SEPARATION PROCESS. 

«J visited the sugar-house at Elsdorf, near Cologne, Germany, to ex- 

amine into the practical workings of this process. The Elsdorf sugar- 

house was the first, I believe, to adopt it, and experiment upon a large 
scale. I afterwards visited the works of Mr. Max Le Docte, at Gem- — 
bloux, Belgium, and examined the machinery, as adopted by Mr. Steffen | 

after a year’s experience in the practical application of his separation 

process. Plates Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6 are from dtawings kindly fur- 

nished me by Mr. Gérard Oyens, of Paris. 

‘¢ Before describing the separation process it may be well to speak of 

the 
_ “ GOMPOSITION OF BEET MOLASSES. : 

“The averages of a large number of analyses of beet molasses show = 

its composition to be about as follows 
Per cent. « 

SHCKONG eases. eeaaenlessee = sa05ce arisoce seo boa pHbSe ei asiccee sec ents eee eae 47.5. 
iS ' 

Reducing sugars... 6-- <2 00 22-2. mene come eae eee cee ee en oe .o 

ING Roe SBOE LIOR d DORR ee erG Cou ea Do cUcnHacane ns desenadoob sescso nscale cst 9.3 
VSI) SiR gHeoo Gos CS er re EIS EO San pEBee OB OSen BAA Ra ISOC HOO SascocGetc+s nts: 20.5 

reanic MAULEIN=. <n ame wees cose sccpeats woe tecees eeaces dash ese 22. 2a 

100.0 — 

«The percentage of reducing sugars as given above is rather high, as 

beet molasses does not usually contain more than a trace. 

“The ash consists principally of salts of potassium, sodium, and mag- 

nesium. Phosphate of potassium is one of the principal constituents. 

‘‘The recovery of these mineral substances forms quite an industry in — 

connection with the distillation of the molasses. One hundred pounds q 
of molasses yields 10 pounds of black ash. Z 

“The Steffen separation process depends upon the precipitaeane in the 

cold of the tribasie lime saccharate, sparingly soluble and of a granular 

structure. 

‘‘The freshly burned quicklime is first broken into small pieces by an 

ore-crusher, such as is used in the mining regions of this country. The 

broken lime is carried by an elevator to a mill, where it is ground to a - 
very fine powder. This mill resembles in every respect an ordinary 

flouring mill. Special precautions are taken to prevent the lime powder 
from being inhaled by the workmen. . 

‘The powdered lime is next conveyed by an elevator to another room, 

where it is passed through a fine wire gauze sieve. It is extremely im- 

portant in this process that the lime be reduced as nearly as possible 

to an impalpable powder. Precautions are taken to remove any parti-_ 

cles of iron from the powder by means of magnets. The powdered lime 

falls into a box holding a certain quantity, and is divided automatically 

into equal portions. From this box the portions are dropped at inter- 

vals into the mixer containing the diluted molasses. It is necessary 

that the temperature in this mixer should not rise above 30° O, (86 F.). 
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The lower the temperature the quicker the lime will combine with the 

sugar. 

“ The mixer consists of a large closed iron cylinder placed in a vertical 

position. Within this cylinder is a system of tubes arranged similarly 

to those in a pan of an ordinary double effect. Cold water (below 15° 

C., 59° F.) circulates about these tubes, entering below and discharging 

from above. The dilute molasses circulates through and above this 

system of tubes; a heiix, revolved by suitable machinery, keeps the mixt- 

ure in constant motion that it may be quickly cooled. 

‘¢ The operations for the production of the tribasic lime saccharate are 

conducted as follows: 

“ A certain quantity of molasses is accurately measured. Water is 

added to it until the density of the solution is 12° Brix (6.6° B.), the per- 

centage of sugar being from 7 to 8. This solution is cooled down to 

15° C (59° F.); small portions of the powdered lime are then added at 
intervals of about a minute. The temperature increases a little after 

each addition of lime. Before adding more lime it must be again re- 

duced to 15° C. This operation continues until lime has been added 

from ten to thirteen times, when the sugar is all precipitated. The work- 

man determines this point by the density of a “ proof” filtered from the 

mixture. The density of this filtrate should not be greater than 6° to 

64° Brix (3.5° B.). The total quantity of lime added is 93.4 pounds 

lime per 100 pounds of sugar in the molasses. When this process was 

first invented much larger quantities of lime were employed, often as 

much as 150 pounds per 100 pounds of sugar. The chemist at Elsdorf 

informed me that 93.4 pounds is sufficient. 

“The unwashed lime saccharate resembles a dirty milk of lime. After 

leaving the mixer if is pumped to the filter-presses. The filters are 

fitted for washing the saccharate in the press. The mother liquor, con- 

taining all the impurities of the molasses, is used as a fertilizer. The 

water for washing the saccharate is carefully measured, and the same 

quantity per press is always employed. The wash water is afterwards 

used to dilute the molasses. By this means losses due to the slight 
solubility of the saccharate are avoided. 

“Tt is important that the pressure on the filter-presses should not 

exceed two and one-half atmospheres. An excess of pressure over 

this limit will cause the saccharate to cake in the presses and it will be 

impossible to wash it. 

“The filter-cloths require washing every four or fivedays. The cloths 

from one press per day are replaced by clean ones. 

“The co-efficient of purity of the saccharate, 7. ¢., the percentage of 

pure saccharate in the crude, ranges from 97.5 to 98.5, and will avearge 

about 98. , 
“Tf one wishes to simply extract the sugar from the molasses, having 

obtained the tribasic saccharate, it is only necessary to decompose it 

with hot water, remove the lime by precipitation and filtration, and 
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evaporate the filtrate. But the greater number of establishments em- 

ploying the Steffen substitution process work it in connection with 

beet-sugar houses. In this case the saccharate of lime replaces the lime 
for defecation. 

“Tt is not sufficient to simply treat the saccharate with water to form 

a lime paste suitable for defecating. The objection is that the saccha- 

rate is in a granular state and is not readily acted upon by the earbonie 

acid. To produce a perfectly smooth milk of lime, free from grains, the 

saccharate is decomposed by hot juice. An average of 92 per cent. of 

the sugar contained in the molasses is extracted by this process. 

‘EXPENSES FOR LABOR. 

‘The extreme simplicity of this process is quite noticeable. There 

are no operations requiring skilled labor aside from the control exer- 

cised by the chemist. There is not an operation that can not be per- 

formed by a common laborer. 

“ At Elsdorf the workmen at the mixers receive one mark and a half 

per day (about 36 cents); at the filter-presses, one‘and a quarter marks 

(30 cents). These wages are about the average for the entire sugar- 

house. 

‘““TREATMENT OF CANE MOLASSES BY STEFFEN’S PROCESS. 

‘Shortly after the announcement of the successful working of the 

separation process on a large seale certain London refineries employed 

a chemical expert to examine the process and report to them. As a 

successful application of this process would be of great importance to 

our cane planters, I obtained a copy of this report, and shall give those 

portions not already included in my description. 

‘¢ After speaking of the complete success of the Steffen process in 

the treatment of beet molasses, Mr. Gill, the expert mentioned above, 
Says: 

““* How far the same thing can be said in regard to its application to the molasses 

obtained in the manufacture or refining of sugar from the cane depends on a variety 

of considerations, of which the following are some of the most important : 

“*Pirst. Is the sugar separated as pure as that obtained from the beet molasses, and 

is any of the glucose (altered and uncrystallizable sugar), which is always present 

in large quantities, precipitated along with the true cane sugar, and then again set 

free when the lime compound is decomposed by the carbonic acid, and if so how far 

the fact will interfere with the economy and utility of the process? 

‘««The answers to these questions are not clear in the present state of the evidence, 
I am informed by Mr. Langen and his chemist that some glucose is precipitated, but 

that they do not know in how large a proportion. This would therefore have 

to be determined by experiment. I may say with certainty that if all or most of the 

glucose be precipitated with the sugar, and then again set free along with the sugar 

by the subsequent treatment with carbonic acid, that very little or no useful effect: 

will be obtained, because glucose when present in solution with sugar greatly hinders, 

if it does not altogether prevent, the crystallization of an equal weight of the latter 

on evaporation. 

‘‘*That the evil indicated may attain large dimensions is shown by the fact that 
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second sirups obtained in the manufacture of Mauritius sugar contain, according to 
Dr. Icery, from 22 to 43 per cent. of glucose out of 100 total sugars. 

“«<«Second. Will the mother liquid drain away completely through the cloth of the 

filter-presses from the precipitated sugar lime when molasses obtained from cane 

juice in the usual rough manner is the original material operated upon ? 

“*¢ Here again direct experience is practically wanting. In one experiment which 

I witnessed, and which was performed on a cane molasses of unknown origin, but 

believed to be from a refinery, the filtration proceeded without any difficulty. I 

should remark that solutions of ordinary raw cane sugar can not be filtered through 

a_filter-press, since the gummy matters choke the pores of the cloth, and almost im- 
mediately. 

“<Tf the above two points can be settled ina favorable manner then the process will 

be as great a success in a chemical and mechanical sense as it is with beet molasses.’ 

‘““Mr. Gill then discusses the commercial conditions requisite for suc- 

cess. But as these conditions are so different in this country from those 

in London I shall not repeat them. In conclusion he says: 

“¢*¢T can not advise your clients to incur the expense of adopting this process until 

they have satisfied themselves by experiment that it is as applicable to the molasses 

of cane sugar as that of the beet. 

“*«T may add that sufficiently extended experiments could be made on a laboratory 

scale at an expense which would not exceed, say, £40, and which might be less. 

“CC, HAUGHTON GILL. 
‘¢¢To Messrs. MATHESON & GRANT, 

32 Walbrook, London, E. C.’ 

*¢ Not having made any laboratory experiments on the treatment of 

cane molasses by Steffen’s process, I can not add anything to the above 

report. 

‘* Ratimate for the establishment of works for the treatment of 10,000 to 15,000 kilograms 

(22,000 to 33,000 pounds) of molasses per day. 

1 reservoir for molasses, 318 cubic feet capacity, fitted with valves........ $182. 50 

{reservoir for water, 212 cubieeet capacity ......-.-.s-2- 225 20ce cco ce 132. 50 

1 measuring tank, with valve...........-....--- eens anaes 112. 50 

Pera tor mers Hine MOLASSES: 224 -sia2=2 sah stool fae SS cese mse! oe acl- cect 37.50 

Beers with connections, ab $1,500 2.3. << <c<,02acacannacs alo 2s msnieoncis 3, 000. 00 

2 automatic measuring apparatus for lime, at $162.50 ....-........--. 2... 325. 00 

1 horizontal steam-pump, for the lime saccharate. Cylinder, 12.8 inches 

diameter; pump, 7.9 inches diameter; stroke, 15.8 inches.............. 1, 250. 00 

Hanae tive Welln scr eae ma tsci= ceeiois ews sic salscoieece: Secu occas as ceecine cue ones $37. 50 

GE ANON een mein atate winlntet si-lateloielnio\ = a= =\v)=iniainiel aimlniaraiaieieiesicisicm aim wio= «sae min = seals 10. 00 
Delier=pLessesiraiipOlooe sent laces ol stom Seleat ccs wilcitass. Sodese eee 4, 050. 00 

Giron funnels, at $43.75--.. ..-.5. .- Ce Rea ene Nee acne sects oe eee Geer 262. 50 

ma ouble trough yor -oyfeetglonom col. secs cae cctisee cee Sacco uke ge eee geemes “105. 00 

l reservoir; capacity, 88.3 cubic feet (for wash water)........-..-.--.--- 87.50 

feanciimedean screws 3.4 teeb LONG m2 - os. san acs eee .=--2 se ceeeceee sees 440. 00 

Same eran aeerele ll: o8. a eemeien oe oat <ojatenns\ anise = ne 2s Sook aa ee ee 750. 00 

lpump; 2 plungers, 5.9 inches diameter, stroke 7.9 inches, including trans- 
MISSION O Le PO WEL sr aee el rate cals be sesits Jod saiell ees ecco Soe seater 475. 00 

1 saccharate pump ; 2 plungers, 3.9 inches diameter, stroke, 7.9 inches..- - 375. 00 

l engine; cylinder, 13.8 inches diameter, stroke, 27.6 inches.............. 1, 125. 00 

*Since this was written experiments bave been successfully made in treating 

molasses with lime for the decomposition of the glucoses preparatory to the use of a 
saccharate process for the separation of the cane sugar. 



1 transmission of power (approximate) -.-.---- .-ue+- 2-221 eee ee eee eee $725. 00 

1 ore-crusher, for lime... ..-..- .---6- 202 - eee u ee eee ne eee eee new eee 537. 50 

1 mill, to grind the lime... ..- --.- oon. ee eos nae Sane oo eeicm mines = === 1, 212, 50 

2 elevators (iron), at $300 -.-. 22.222 2222 een noon nnn enon ones cones enmaee - 600.00 | 

TR hae Ch agen Eno cen anna Maan aaanuccequooce 3365 sagmigoec GOO Aco Ss Oo tce 660. 00 

1 hopper, for powdered lime. ..... .-.- ---- .--000 20. ---- 0-6 gee - ence ene ==- 225. 00 

A aspirator. < ..2cesdee cece oo -- a Se,e ee ea sal jo tbaeue tate ee oe 

To falas coe sees e one eee es cinerea See oe . See . 17,155. 00 

‘The ae of the frane in the above We tates iS Rea at + 20 cents. 

‘Tn addition to the cost of the machinery a royalty must be paid, 

depending upon the size of the plant and the length of the working 

season. ; ; 
‘If the Steffen process is worked in connection with a sugar-house, 

the royalty is $7,500 for works having a capacity to treat 22,000 pounds 

_of molasses per day, or $10,000 if 33,000 pounds are treated. To these 

sums $2,500 and $3,750, respectively, must be added, if the Steffen pro-- 

cess is to be employed after the regular campaign of the sugar-house is 

finished. 
‘‘Tf the plant is to be employed the entire year, only for the extrac- 

tion of the sugar from molasses obtained by purchase, the royalty is 

$10,000 for a daily capacity of 22,000 pounds; $13,750 for a daily 

capacity of 33,000 pounds. For larger plants, the royalty is fixed by 

special contract. 
‘This process has already been adopted by a number of German su- 

gar-houses, and by eleven this season in Belgium. When I left France in 

October, the great central sugar-house at Cambrai was about to con- 

tract for the installation of the Steffen separation process. 

“Plates Nos. 3, 4,5, and 6 show the disposition of the machinery 

for working the Steffen process in connection with an ordinary sugar 

factory. 

¢‘ NotE.—Mr. Francois Sachs, chemist of the Max le Docte Sugar- 

house, Gembloux, Belgium, has kindly given me the results of his ex- 

periments last season with the Steffen process. He says: 

‘The separation process for the extraction of the sugar from the molasses yields 

less sugar in actual practice when molasses alone is treated than was expected. In 

feet, it is necessary to add sugar in order to obtain a good crystallization. 

Taking 100 kilograms of mies containing 50 per cent. sugar, we have added 

24 kilograms of raw sugar (polarizing 89 to 90 degrees) with the following losses 

based on the weight of the molasses : 
Per cent. 

(1) In the mother liquor* (reheated)... -. = 2.02 oes. 5. + oe eee: cee eee 

(2) In the filter press deposits: --..--. 2... 5S sone we eee eee oo ice ee 

(3) In the seums from the carbonatation .. 2.5.2.6. .5<.<- =. => <2 esne soe eee 

Total... w Scie stew wisicbiaclee civic, caldey Sete eieetachetclaate (cts Sala 

“Then 50 ieee of sugar in the molasses, minus 5.34 loss, leaves 44.66 kilograms 

in the masse-cuite. The masse-cuite gave 52.52 per cent. first sugar, or 23.45 per 

cent. of second molasses. There then remained 24,12 per cent. of second molasses 

* The mother liquor dissolves a small portion of the saccharate, which is reprecipi- 
tated on heating the liquor, and is mostly recovered in the filter presses, 
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(the weight of raw sugar added not being taken into account). Thesecond molasses — 

yielded 25.52 per cent. sugar, or 6.03 per cent. of the molasses originally taken. The 

total amount of first and second sugars extracted is 23.48, plus 6.03, and equals 29.48 

per cent. The proportion of third sugar has not yet been determined.” 

REPORT ON THE TURKIEWITSCH METHODS OF DIFFUSION. 

Turkiewitsch has proved that of all circumstances which insure good 

desaccharification of thechips, as number of cells composing the battery, 

temperature, and time of maceration, the last isthe most important. To 

increase this factor, he replaces the long batteries by short ones. For 
a battery of twelve cells he substitutes two of six cellseach. This causes 

an increase in the amount of beets worked and a heavier and purer — 

juice. It also reduces the sucrose lost in the chips and the consump- 

tion of fuel toa minimum. Only slight changes in the connections and 

pipes are necessary to arrive at the desired result. The battery is 

operated in the following manner : . 
(1) The chips are cut so fine that 100 grams represent a length of 

about 40 millimeters.* 
(2) The water should be heated to 30 or 40° R. and should enter the 

battery under a pressure of from 1 to 14 atmospheres. 

(3) The cells should be filled and emptied as rapidly as possible. 

(4) The temperature should always be lower than it is in the old sys- 

tem, and should vary with the kind of*beetand the rapidity of work. 

The last cell (7. e., the one just filled) is not heated and the juice passes © 

from it to the measuring-tank at the same temperature at which it 

entered. Five is heated as soon as the required amount of juice has 

been drawn from 6. The cells are to be heated as follows: 

OBOOOO 
42° 57° 60° 50° Réaumur. 

(5) The heaters must not contain any water while the cells are being 
emptied. 

(6) The work must be so regulated that while Cell 1 Battery Tis being 

filled with chips, Cell 1 Battery IL is emptied and washed. Assoonas ~ 

Cell1 Battery I has been filled, juice is forced into it from below and ~ 

Cell 1 Battery II filled with chips. When the latter has been filled, 

juice is forced into it and then in turn Cell 1 Battery I and Cell 1 Bat- 

tery II are drawn off. 

In actual practice the above method has been found to almost double 

the time of maceration. : 

* This corresponds to chips about 2 millimeters wide and 1} millimeters thick. 
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In the following tables are some average analyses made at the beet 

house Raigovad while working according to the new system : 

| 
Cells. ee pala Sucrose. | Purity. toe 

fo) 

wise oeistn < o'sin sss wlan sina sw alneiviwninie ona obeceee eeacesenee|Saeceaasec|ccisesscicn| sto ge ona e ele ene ee 

De aaa eee pres eiyae cr emiamincisiae's ee outa asic neisstes 1. 0037 e100 0. 44 44,00 50. 0 

Doe oeetee saeteiasentcienien ccs tmicnauciciactecacseacsict 1. 0015 2.95 1. 84 62. 30 65.7 

Bis Sioa dacpieesneice sacs codes MSckeaceccwenvecsaxeeece 1. 0223 5. 65 4.00 70. 70 65.7 

SP Meee cetera ntin Stale ek mao We ssiae cine wicle Bia emeeiate 1. 0380 9. 65 7.16 74. 20 65.7 

Gere cinemee Ses ence mca cieceon ce cacsnceiew ee aces eatnaal xa scmacis ae 11. 80 9. 80 83. 10 50.0 

The purity of the normal beet juice was 80.60. The following figures 

afford a comparison between the two systems: 
: 

Beets Degree Sucronedt /Sucrose in| Degree 
ground per} Brix, nor- chine (95 5per| Waste Brix diffu- 

day. mal juice. aan jue: | water. sion juice. 

Kilos. Per cent. 
) 0.31X95.5 

One battery of twelve cells...--..-..-- 291, 854 15.30 ae 1340. 08 10. 30 
100 

0. 30 X 95. 5 
Two batteries of six cells each........ 352, 433 15.40 |——_——_ 1190. 08 11. 60 

P 100 

Seventy-five per cent. of milled bagasse were obtained. The waste 

water showed 0.2° Brix; the juice from the exhausted chips 0.6° 

The beets contained 95 per cent. juice. 

The dilution in both methods is calculated as follows: 

A. Long battery. 

75X0.6% X95. 59% = 0. 429 
134 x 0.2% = 0. 268 

0. 697 

15.10. 95 = 14. 34 
— 0.70 

13. 64 solids extracted. 

13. 64 x 100 2c 
—— = 132 juice per 100 beets. 

10.3 

B. Short battery. 

75X0. 6% X95. 5% = 0. 429 
119 x0. 2% = 0. 238 

0. 667 

15.40. 95 = 14. 60 
— 0.67 

13,93 x 100 
—— = 120 juice per 100 beets, 

11,6 
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During the last season the beet house Mirowoka ran for five weeks 

according to the old and the remaining thirty-six days according to the 

new system. The following table makes the advantages of the new 

system manifest : 

= zi = ; at ees 
¥ a Normal juice. Ss Diffusion juice. q ey Sealed a 

= ia) r =lell\ on 
Sle | Ss ia9 | oe )a8 

Syst =| 3 ee 2 | Fal .3|ae ystem. - og ° a2 . 42 = 

S|) BE Re oles g/e|/ 2 /ee| 28/8 
o4.8 j 2 =|. | ete ape z 5 Sn See Nee [ees 

: 2 Aa S) q = od S) = o |} ae lof oa eS S > =} 5 | q = 3 zy) = BS /8 
A 4 See , 2 mm 1A a | a ay mn | a Ho | mA, 

p a a | : 

l Kilos. | Per ct. | Per ct. | | | Per ct. Kilos. 
Long battery.| 36 | 275, 600 16. 41 |12.72 |77.43 | 166. 9.33 | 7.32 |78.46 |0.525 | 50. {12.98 1338 
Short battery-| 86 | 324, 300 15. 61 {12.00 |76.85 | i32.5; 11.06 | 8.71 |78.89 |0.499 | 46.2 |11. 82 1504 

| | | | 

It becomes apparent that the above house has increased (1) the 

daily amount ground by 17.4 per cent., (2) the diffusion juice by 24.33 

per cent., (?) and has lessened the (3) volume of juice by 32.6, (4) con- 
sumption of fuel by 1.16 per cent., (5) while the juice has a higher pu- 

rity and (6) the loss of sucrose has been reduced. Wecan safely assume 

that the new system increases the daily capacity of the house by 10 per 

cent.* 

GENERAL PLAN OF SUGAR-HOUSE. 

For the information of the many persons who have written for gen- 

eral intelligence in regard to a beet-sugar house, Mr. G. L. Spencer has 

prepared at my request the following plan for such a building. (Plates 

e559.) 7 

It would be unnecessary in this place to give the general working 

details of such a building, since those who propose to build such houses 

would desire to modify them in so many cases that such a general plan 

in detail would be undesirable. What is given, therefore, is merely for 

the purpose of illustrating the principles upon which a beet-sugar fac- 

tory should be built and the general arrangement and proportion of its 

various parts: 

Ground floor. (Plate 7.) 

. Warehous ; for sugars. 

. Packing room for sugars. 

. Space for eight centritugals. 

. Centrifugal engine. 

. Hot room for low-grade sugars. 

. Elevator. 

, 8,9. Vacuum pumps. 

10. Carbonic-acid-gas pump. 

11. Diffusion battery. 

12. Hydraulic beet transporter. 

13. Beet-washing apparatus. 

SAO fF Wwe 

*“Sucrerie belge, No. 3, October 1, 1888. 
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14. Beet-elevator. 

15. Driving-engine for cutters, ete. 

16. Bone-black filters. 

17. Room for treatment of bone-black preparatory to revivification. 

18. Space for bone-black kiln. 

19. Chimney. 

20. Boiler-house and pump-room. 

21. Lime-kiln. = 

22. Room for slaking lime. 

Second floor. (Plate 8.) 

. Space for sugar-bins. 

. Room for first sugars. 

. Hot room for second sugars, ete. 

Elevator. 

. Carbonatation pans. 

. Triple effect. 

. Bone-black filters. 

. Diffusion battery. 

9. Pulp-room. 

10. Chutes for use in removing pulps. 
11. Beet elevator. 

12. Space for filter presses. 

13. Laboratory. 

DNIANL WWD = 

Third floor. (Plate 9.) 

1. The vacuum pans discharging into wagons, etc., in the hot room as indi- 

cated by dotted lines from the pans. 

The dotted lines (continuous with the main walls) indicate the location of the at- 

tics, which are high enough to accommodate projecting portions of the cutter and the 

pulp presses. 

The general arrangement of a diffusion battery is shown in Plate 10, 

one of a sugar factory in Plate 11. These plates are taken from Bul- 

letin No. 8, and are printed from plates furnished by the Fives-Lille- 

Company, No. 84 Rue Coumartin, Paris, France. 

COST. 

The cost of a beet-sugar factory depends on so many conditions that 

it will be impracticable to give anything more than a rough esti- 

mate of it. Much depends upon the character of the building itself, 
and this, for various reasons, should be made fire-proof, thus entailing 

the construction of a building of considerable cost. In regard to both 

the building and machinery, the total cost will depend largely upon the 

capacity of the house; the cost, however, does not increase in the same 
ratio as the capacity. In other words, it may be stated that the cost of 

a beet-sugar factory capable of working 400 tons of beets per day would 

not be double the cost of one working 200 tons. A beet-sugar house 
based on an estimated capacity of 300 tons per day would probably be 
more in keeping with the character of the houses which are to be built 
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in this country for some time than any other. With a proper fire-proof 

building, and the best and latest machinery, such a factory would 

cost, ready for work, from $150,000 to $200,000. Factories, of course, 

can be built at a much less cost than this, but doubtless at the sacri- 

fice of efficiency in some of its parts, so that true economy would advo- 

cate the construction of a high-priced factory of the best workmanship 

and of the most approved modern style. 

Local considerations may also affect the cost of a factory, as distance 

of transportation of the machinery, nearness of iron and machine works, 

cost of land, ete. The Department has received many letters from per- 

sons conveying the impression that they have an idea that a beet-sugar 

factory can be built for a few thousand dollars, whereas it is seen from 

a general study of the problem itself that such a small outlay would 

be totally inadequate to secure a factory suitable for the work to be 

done. 
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